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The past few decades have witnessed a remarkable shift in the doctor–patient 
relationship. Beginning in the late twentieth century, patients began assuming 
increasingly active roles in their medical care. While shared decision-making 
and patient-centered care convey benefits, they are not without challenges. The 
Internet, with a plethora of easily accessible information, contributes to the wave 
of patients visiting their physicians with preconceived notions of their diagnosis 
and preferred treatment course. When patients read accurate information from 
reputable sources, their increased knowledge and understanding expedites the con-
sultation by reducing the time needed for patient education. However, the poor 
quality of information available to the lay public causes many patients to become 
misinformed, confused, and fearful. Physicians, compelled to respond accordingly, 
are then tasked with correcting misconceptions.

Results of research studies, complicated and nuanced by nature, are regularly 
presented over-broadly or incorrectly on the Internet. Viral Internet content is 
taken as fact. Basic science research results are commonly presented in the media 
as if they directly apply to patients. Clinical outcomes studies commonly test dif-
ferences between large groups of research subjects, limiting the applicability of 
their conclusions for the individual patient. Without comprehending this context, 
patients ask their doctors how these recent results will affect their treatment.

In this landscape, clear communication between physicians and their patients is 
imperative. This book is designed to facilitate conversations about research stud-
ies between pediatricians and patients by two means. Part I of the book assists 
physicians in promoting research literacy among their patients. When patients 
do not have the research literacy skills needed to discern fact from fiction, confu-
sion and disagreement easily occur. Informed consumers of online content under-
stand basic facts about research and the factors that influence the relevance of a 
study’s findings. These first five chapters explain how patients can easily deter-
mine the validity and applicability of the information they encounter online and 
elsewhere. Because complex concepts are described, these chapters include sam-
ple language that pediatricians can use as models for their own explanations to 
patients. These sections are demarcated with headers, “To Explain to a Patient.” 
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While not suggesting that pediatricians use this language verbatim, the samples 
provide accurate distillations of the concepts for pediatricians to explain in their 
own words.

Part II of the book is comprised of research reviews in special topic areas. The 
authors used their clinical observations of parents’ common questions in pediatric 
health and mental health outpatient settings to select the topics. The nine resulting 
chapters distill the relevant information to address common parental concerns and 
misconceptions. Each chapter opens with an overview of the topic. The chapter 
then discusses common parental concerns, misconceptions, and findings from cur-
rent research. Because of the constantly unfolding nature of the scientific process, 
this part of the book is meant to serve solely as a base for pediatricians to hold 
these conversations. The skills taught in the Part I of the book should be applied to 
any emerging research findings in these areas.

Ms. Di Bartolo and Dr. Braun would like to thank those who supported them 
in preparing this book. We are grateful to Springer for coordinating the project. 
Michael Wilt provided essential editing and compilation assistance. Colleague 
Jess P. Shatkin, M.D., M.P.H. prompted the pursuit of the goal, while F. Xavier 
Castellanos, M.D. judiciously grounded the aspiration in practical realities. Advice 
from mentors, Howard Abikoff, Ph.D., Richard Gallagher, Ph.D., and Timothy 
Verduin, Ph.D., was constantly referenced throughout the project. Opening-shift 
employees at a particular coffee shop played a direct role in turning this book from 
idea into reality. Argelinda Baroni, M.D., colleague, sounding board, and friend, 
knew when to check in and when to leave well enough alone. Thank you to fam-
ily and friends for their interest, especially James P. Di Bartolo, for his unflagging 
enthusiasm.

Finally, this book could not exist without the countless researchers who devoted 
lifetimes to the pursuit of scientific inquiry and the research participants who gave 
their time without expectation of direct return. Thank you.

New York, NY, USA Christina A. Di Bartolo
Maureen K. Braun
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Paternalistic Medicine

The concept of medicine, the practice of helping another individual prevent and 
cure ailments, has existed for thousands of years. While original practitioners 
focused on religion, philosophy, and art within their practice, the alleviation of 
suffering was the ultimate goal. Today’s medical practices place a heavier empha-
sis on knowledge and science to achieve that same end. While healing methods 
have changed throughout the millennia, the dynamic between doctors and patients 
remained fixed for nearly 2400 years [1]. From this historical standpoint, an abrupt 
paradigm shift occurred within the past century, forever changing how doctors and 
patients relate to one another [1].

Hippocrates is credited with establishing the dominant doctor-patient relation-
ship model that persisted for those millennia [1]. His model is based on the value 
of beneficence, or actions to maximize the patients’ good [1]. In Hippocrates’ 
time, because doctors were granted special knowledge, the thinking followed that 
they should use their knowledge to make all care decisions for their patients [1]. 
Ultimate physician discretion is called paternalism [1]. Given that doctors made 
every choice, Hippocrates absented from his guide any precepts for physicians to 
communicate their knowledge or reasons for their decisions to their patients. On 
the contrary, Hippocrates considered deception and lying appropriate if the doc-
tors felt these strategies were necessary to achieve their ultimate healing aims [1]. 
Along with the other aspects of the Hippocratic tradition, modern medicine contin-
ued to sanction the practice of doctors lying to their patients.

Doctors suffered a public relations setback as medical practice moved gradu-
ally from predominantly religious and philosophical healing to the somewhat 
more rational and scientific methods produced by the Enlightenment [1]. While 
doctors could identify for themselves who were true practitioners of this new 
kind of medicine, they did so based on their specialized training and knowledge. 
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Prospective patients had no such method to distinguish between doctors and char-
latans. Without knowing more about the mode of medicine, there was very little 
apparent difference between doctors and snake oil salesmen who capitalized on 
the confusion [1]. Eventually there would be a standardization of the medical edu-
cation and profession, but in the meantime, doctors needed to act. They responded 
to this skepticism by establishing a set of professional guidelines for everything 
from their appearance to their manner in delivering treatments [1]. Doctors 
intended these new guidelines to reassure patients that they were seeking treat-
ment from a legitimate source of knowledge. To mollify a confused and decidedly 
uncertain public, doctors emphasized their confidence and assurance. For doctors 
to provide any less than their unequivocal diagnoses and recommendations would 
have fed into the already rampant skepticism of their profession. They utilized 
Thomas Percival’s codified endorsement of the Hippocratic tradition of paternal-
ism, Medical Ethics, published at the start of the nineteenth century [2, 3].

At this stage in medicine, paternalism included more than doctors making 
active decisions as to treatment course. As Hippocrates established and Percival 
reiterated for a modern audience, doctors sometimes withheld information from 
patients [1]. In addition to excusing patients from making decisions, doctors some-
times left patients unaware that a decision was even being made [1]. For example, 
upon finding that a newborn had a significant birth defect (such as spina bifida), 
doctors might report to the parents that the child was stillborn [1]. It was also 
common practice for doctors to withhold diagnostic findings if they thought shar-
ing the news would upset a patient [4]. Doctors withheld treatments that might 
prolong patients’ lives if the doctors felt the medications would adversely affect 
patient quality of life [1]. The common thread among these decisions to with-
hold or deceive is that doctors followed beneficence as their predominant value. 
They believed the best medical practice would maximize patients’ wellbeing. 
Sometimes curative medicine maximized patient wellbeing, but when it was not 
expected to, doctors attempted to absorb the responsibility of making challenging 
ethical and moral decisions on their patients’ behalf.

Such paternalistic practices sound jarring to many practitioners’ ears today, 
particularly when not situated within the overall context of how medicine was 
typically practiced. Before the high cost of health care and numerous physician 
options, patients typically saw one doctor for the entirety of their lives [5]. This 
longitudinal time frame allowed doctors to develop consistent, ongoing, and close 
relationships with their patients [5]. Before the advent of hospitals and doctor’s 
offices, doctors generally treated patients in the patients’ own houses. Traveling 
to where patients lived and venturing into their homes provided doctors a great 
amount of insight into their lives [5]. Doctors developed a broad understanding of 
the social, economic, and familial factors affecting their patients. Also, by treating 
multiple generations within the same family, physicians cultivated a vast amount 
of knowledge that clinicians now term “family history” [5]. Rather than ask a 
patient to check off on a checklist which relatives had various ailments at the start 
of a consultation, doctors at that time had a working knowledge of the patients’ 
family risk factors.
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Even within this context, certainly doctors did not always make decisions for 
their patients that the patients would have made for themselves if granted the 
opportunity. But doctors were making decisions based on a more intimate view of 
their patients’ lives than they typically have today. In this way, the practice of doc-
tors making decisions for their patients was not so different from parents making 
medical decision on behalf of their minor children, or powers of attorney desig-
nated by patients to make medical decisions should the patients become incapaci-
tated. These two examples show that in the twenty-first century, we maintain the 
view that decisions can be made on another’s behalf [6]. We simply do not hold as 
strongly the degree to which doctors should make decisions for their patients when 
their patients have the capacity to do so. The difference between these paternalistic 
practices in historical medicine and our current state is a matter of degree, not one 
of kind.

Compliance Under Paternalism

Under the paternalistic view of medicine, a clear power differential sets the doctor 
apart from the patient. The doctor is presumed to have knowledge and the ability 
to make decisions. Therefore the clinicians decide and prescribe while the patients 
comply or not. The 1970s brought about discussions about patient compliance, 
defined as, “the extent to which the patient’s behavior (in terms of taking medica-
tion, following diets, or executing other lifestyle changes) coincides with medical 
or health advice” [7, 8].

As such, physicians and researchers began studying health outcomes as a 
function of patient compliance. The thinking ran that if the doctor prescribed a 
course of treatment, it would, by definition, be the “correct” one [9]. Subsequently, 
patients who did not comply could reasonably be assumed to have poorer out-
comes, whereas compliant patients would reap the benefits of following doctors’ 
orders [9]. In some cases, nothing could be more accurate. Not taking certain med-
ications through to their final dosage, or conversely, taking a medication past its 
needed state can result in terrible health outcomes [10]. Overall, studies reported 
that medication regimens followed as prescribed led to better health outcomes, 
increased patient safety, and improved quality of life [8]. Particularly with care-
fully tested and calibrated medication regimens, patients who follow those guide-
lines are more likely to see the desired health outcome [10].

Within the paternalistic framework, noncompliance is necessarily viewed as a 
flaw in the patient. Either the patient never agreed with the course of action and 
chose to override the physician through passive noncompliance, or the patient 
agreed but then failed to follow through [11]. Neither explanation portrays the 
patient in a particularly positive light. While these two interpretations are possi-
ble, they are not the only ones. The compliance view assumes the optimal medical 
health outcome, irrespective of other patient values, is the top priority. What then, 
to make of a patient who chooses not to take medication that causes significant 

Paternalistic Medicine
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weight gain as a side effect? Or the patient who does not follow medical advice 
to avoid travel due to an important out of town family event? Or, as is unfortu-
nately the case for many, the patient who cannot afford treatment in addition to 
other financial obligations, and instead chooses to pay rent? Rather than placing 
the outcome of the treatment at the fore, patients in these situations might reason-
ably conclude that other priorities (in these examples, other health and well-being, 
social, and financial) will take precedence over their doctors’ instructions.

Despite these logical interpretations behind a patient’s noncompliance, entire 
journals were established to publish findings as to patients’ compliance levels and 
outcomes as a function of compliance. This area of research inquiry exploded 
from 1975 through the mid-nineties [6]. These descriptive accounts present a dire 
image: roughly half of patients with chronic illness are noncompliant with their 
medical regimens [6]. It would take the rise and promulgation of the autonomy 
movement to finally put compliance aside in favor of a different construct.

Patient-Centered Care

The paternalistic view of medicine never aligned particularly well with the 
American culture of independence and freedom [1]. Even though Americans 
largely placed their trust and faith in their doctors during the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury, paternalism was never completely accepted [1]. The field of applied ethics 
grappled with the thorny issues that arise as a result paternalism [12]. Americans 
warily accepted paternalism, but the end of World War II elicited growing distrust 
of medicine and medical research. Nazi doctors committed atrocities in the name 
of science [5]. Researchers on American soil violated human rights in travesties 
that appalled the public, such as withholding proven treatments from individuals 
during the Tuskegee Syphilis Study [5].

These injustices ushered in a new era of participant consent for research stud-
ies. First addressed at Nuremberg and then later through the Belmont report, the 
doctrine of informed consent became law in the field of medical research [5]. No 
longer could researchers lawfully involve an individual in untested practices with-
out their consent. After informed consent became a staple of medical research pro-
ceedings, the public increasingly asserted their right to consent to medical care in 
clinical settings as well [5]. Now that a new paradigm existed, patients wanted it 
implemented in the clinical realm.

A number of factors and movements bolstered the public’s demand for 
informed consent. First, as has been stated, paternalism and American culture 
were never an ideal fit. It is perhaps not surprising that once the idea of informed 
consent was presented to the American public as part of research practices, they 
advocated for such a freedom in their clinical care. Informed consent reflects well 
the value of autonomy, a value much more aligned with overall founding princi-
ple of the United States [5]. Ethicists had been tackling the paternalism-autonomy 
dichotomy in the theoretical realm for years. Once a famous case of challenging 
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ethical decision-making (Baby Doe) reached the public’s eyes, Americans became 
aware that doctors were regularly making decisions without their knowledge or 
consent [5]. The burgeoning bioethics movement influenced the American Medical 
Association to dispense with the main tenets of paternalism in 1980.

Second, it is unlikely a coincidence that the drive for patient rights occurred at 
the same time as the civil rights movement. Rights of the individual, the ability to 
stand up to established authority systems, and increased advocating were in the 
air [5]. The bioethics movement likely benefitted from the kinds of conversations 
that occurred as a direct result of the Freedom Riders and their crusade to promote 
equality in America.

A third driving factor is that while doctors often assumed to know their 
patients’ values and preferences, they were quite commonly incorrect [13]. With 
the “doctor knows best” model proven not to be true with regard to patients’ actual 
preferences, the public clamored for change. The consumerist movement in the 
United States aided that change by encouraging individuals to seek out control 
over their life choices, particularly with regard to purchasing from different busi-
nesses. Health care was seen as a business predicated on information transferal, so 
patients began to view themselves as consumers of health care [14].

Fourth, part and parcel with the consumer movement came new advertising 
models and the flow of information to potential purchasers. The rise of 24-hour 
television news programming, advertising targeted directly to the consumer, and 
high-speed Internet connections that allow easy access to sophisticated search 
engines created a burst of information [14]. With patients now feeling more 
informed about their consumer choices than ever, doctors lost their position as the 
main source of health information. Of course, whether or not the information pre-
sented is accurate or complete is another matter entirely. Patients’ ability to parse 
out fact from fiction or find the relevant information for their decision is a meta 
decision-making process that requires a great deal of education, effort, and time. 
However, the public felt as thought they had information at their fingertips. This 
heightened feeling of empowerment supplanted their previous tendency to accept 
doctors’ recommendations at face value.

Fifth, in addition to expanding knowledge, viable treatment options expanded. 
One cannot be said to make a decision when only one option exists (other than 
the decision to accept that option or not) [5]. As research and medical advances 
surged forwards, patients found they had more than one treatment available to 
them. Consumers could now choose from a number of medical treatments as they 
had become accustomed to choose from a number of household cleaning products.

Finally, the legal system oversaw a surge in medical malpractice lawsuits. Once 
malpractice litigation became common, the trust patients placed in doctors during 
the “golden age of medicine” effectively ended [5]. Many cited the rise of mal-
practice suits as a direct cause in contributing to the increased practice among doc-
tors of obtaining signed informed consent from their patients as part of their new 
defensive practice [5].

Due to these factors and likely others, informed consent was now a standard 
aspect of clinical care. So what, exactly, was this right to informed consent that 
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patients fought for? Informed consent consists of an individual understanding 
the risks and benefits of their involvement in a particular medical procedure [15]. 
Therefore, a transfer of information is a required staple of informed consent. If 
informed consent in research required the transfer of information from researcher 
to participant, informed consent within the clinical world requires even more so 
the flow of information from doctor to patient. The natural outgrowth of a policy 
of informed consent is one of choice. If doctors now need patients’ informed con-
sent, the clear implication is that patients have a choice. The concepts of autonomy 
and informed consent are intertwined [16]. If one does not have information, one 
is not considered able to make a choice at all.

Embedded within the principle of autonomy is the freedom to act unrestrained 
by coercion or manipulation. For an individual to make a completely autono-
mous choice, the patient would have to understand the information and feel com-
pletely free to make any decision without influence or coercion [15]. If doctors 
do not provide information for patients to decide whether or not to consent, they 
are essentially coercing patients. Physicians providing only certain pieces of rel-
evant information are also considered to be manipulating patients. As coercion 
strikes at the heart of autonomy within medicine, clinicians are urged to provide 
all the information a reasonable person would need to make their healthcare deci-
sion. After processing the information provided, patients can now refuse care at 
all levels of their encounter with their doctors or medical establishments. Caveats 
to informed consent exist in emergency circumstances or in limited situations 
wherein patients are found not to be of sound mind, or are in danger of harming 
themselves or others. In those cases, the value of beneficence regains precedence 
once again over the value of autonomy. But physicians are now, under most cir-
cumstances, required to obtain their patients’ affirmative informed consent before 
initiating a test, beginning a treatment regimen, or implementing a medical pro-
cedure. As a result, the shift from paternalism to patient-centered care was all but 
cemented as the new way of practicing medicine [17].

Coercion still occurs within the patient-centered model, particularly when a 
physician feels strongly that a specific course of action is the best but a patient 
refuses to consent. While some practitioners ask patients to sign a form stating 
that they are declining a recommended treatment “Against Medical Advice,” this 
is not legally required and in fact goes against the principles of informed consent 
and shared decision-making [18]. The practice of using such forms represents a 
number of ethical breaches: it demonstrates a rupture in the patient-doctor rela-
tionship, a communication breakdown, and—given findings that show patients are 
less likely to return for care after signing such a form—this practice undermines 
the physicians’ oath to “do no harm.” These forms also include legalese that can 
intimidate and therefore coerce patients.

The preferred model under the autonomy movement is for physicians to pro-
vide information to patients and assist them as they weigh their options. This pro-
cess, diametrically opposed to paternalism, is called shared decision-making [8]. 
In 2011 the National Heart Foundation of Australia supplied this description of 
shared decision-making when well-performed: a decision made jointly between 
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doctor and patient, taking the patient’s opinion into account only once the patient 
has been adequately informed [11]. The informed approach falls somewhere in the 
middle of these two, describing situations in which doctors inform their patients of 
their conditions and the upcoming treatment but do not leave room for the patient 
to decide [18].

While autonomy is a crucial aspect of this new medical framework, it is not 
all-encompassing. As we shall soon see, many patients do not want to be “autono-
mous” in the strictest sense. However, they would like some amount of informa-
tion and level of control, which falls under the umbrella term “patient-centered 
care.” We will use this term throughout to describe the new model of medicine we 
find ourselves in today.

Adherence Under Patient-Centered Care

Above we discussed compliance under the patriarchal model, as well as the dismal 
outcomes. The emergence of patient-centered care necessitated a new construct 
to define patients’ usage of prescribed medical care. By definition, one cannot be 
noncompliant with a self-made decision. Once patients contributed to the deci-
sion-making process, the more apt term became adherence. Rather than using a 
term that implies the doctor is more “powerful” than the patient, as compliance 
does, adherence is meant to reflect the supposedly equal relationship between 
patient and doctor, particularly with regard to decision-making. The ensuing lit-
erature uses the term as defined by the World Health Organization: “the extent to 
which a person’s behavior—taking medication, following a diet, and/or executing 
lifestyle changes, corresponds with agreed recommendations from a health care 
provider” [19]. In the body of adherence literature, there is room to acknowledge 
a patient could intentionally not take or use prescribed medical care as originally 
prescribed. The argument follows that if patients make a decision to enter into a 
treatment regimen, they are equally able to decide to discontinue it or use it not as 
planned.

If patients can make their own medical decisions, and if using prescribed 
care not as designed is now a choice, why would this concept need a term at 
all? Firstly, to observe and note it when such situations occur. The next logical 
question becomes, why would one want to observe it and mark when it occurs? 
Patients deciding to use medical treatments not as designed have implications 
for their clinical outcomes. From a medicolegal standpoint, this decision also has 
ramifications on the doctors’ practice. If a patient were to sue a doctor for a poor 
health outcome, the legal defense would include information as to how the patient 
followed through on the decided treatment plan. Particularly as doctors have been 
sensitized to practice defensive medicine, tracking adherence represents a small 
“insurance policy” for the doctor should the patient experience poor outcomes as a 
result of their nonadherence.

Patient-Centered Care
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Secondly, adherence is relevant for medical interventions in which specific 
usage, dosage, frequency, and length of treatment are known entities in the pres-
ence of robust medical research literature. If enough patients were not adherent 
with a specific medication guideline, outcomes would imply the medications 
did not work as designed without rates of adherence to explain the discrepancy 
between medication and outcome.

Finally, adherence rates remain crucial for treatments or prevention decisions 
that affect society as a whole [9]. While patient-centered care focuses on individ-
ual choices and outcomes, medicine as a whole remains committed to promoting a 
healthy society and reducing waste in the healthcare system. If enough individuals 
do not adhere to clinical recommendations intended to benefit a group, this could 
only be addressed if measured in the first place.

Researchers and healthcare providers are also interested in the underlying rea-
sons for nonadherence. Above we proposed a few scenarios in which patients may 
choose not to adhere. But nonadherence can occur for many reasons, including 
patients’ lack of comprehension of the severity of their illness, whether they truly 
believe the treatment will be effective, and whether the patient is able to access the 
treatment in their current setting. For example, a patient might initially agree to 
a course of medication for a blood-diagnosed thyroid problem, but if the patient 
had not experienced any side effects prior to medication treatment, the patient may 
eventually stop treatment from a lack perceived benefit. Some patients understand 
that the treatment is needed, but do not have overall faith that it will work, such as 
chemotherapy in cases of cancer. Finally, some patients want to adhere but have 
trouble doing so due to environmental or financial constraints, such as finding a 
dialysis center within a reasonable travel distance from their home. Naturally these 
need not be separate patients, but some amount of these issues is present in any 
individual attempting to adhere to care. Presumably if a treatment is known to be 
effective, the medical profession has an interest in promoting adherence for better 
health outcomes. Tackling reasons for nonadherence to help more patients achieve 
these desired outcomes can only occur if the reasons are collected and analyzed.

Patient Response to Consumer Choice

Given the work required to shift the medical profession and associated legisla-
tion from paternalism to patient-centered care, one might assume that patients are 
relieved and pleased with the new state of the situation. As with most assumptions, 
this one is not uniformly accurate. Until now, we have described patient-centered 
care as a model in which patients make their decisions after hearing informa-
tion from their doctors without influence. This clear delineation between sharing 
information up until the decision point is not the preferred state for most patients. 
They do not want to shoulder the decision-making process alone. Multiple stud-
ies indicate that patients appreciate obtaining more medical information from their 
doctors and that some might even prefer more [20]. Research shows that in some 
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cases, the addition of patient choice changes patterns of care, and others indicate 
that patient control over choice may lead to better psychological outcomes [20]. 
With so many patients accessing health information regardless, one can easily 
imagine a feeling of reassurance to discuss the wide and often confusing informa-
tion with a trusted source.

However, not all patients embrace ultimate responsibility for their healthcare 
decisions. In one large cross-sectional survey conducted among the American 
public, results uncovered diverse responses regarding shared decision-making 
approach. Specifically, 62% of respondents preferred shared decision-making, 
28% preferred the autonomous or consumerist approach, and 9% preferred pater-
nalism [21]. Other studies back up these findings, with one small study finding 
that less than 2% of their respondents preferred a truly autonomous role [17]. 
Again, the preferred choice was shared decision-making [17]. Differences among 
patients emerged, including socioeconomic status and acuteness of illness as fac-
tors. Among those of low socioeconomic status, this study’s patients tended to 
prefer either of the two extreme forms—autonomy or paternalism. As to acuity, 
patients with chronic illnesses are, on average, more interested in taking a con-
sumerist approach to their care [17, 20]. After coming to understand their illness 
over a course of time and gradually learning and incorporating the knowledge into 
their working understanding, it is hypothesized that these patients are more likely 
to assume an active role in the management of their illness. Acutely ill patients 
however, can find themselves overwhelmed, in medical crisis, in pain, and in an 
unfamiliar setting (hospital as compared to a consulting office). Given that deci-
sion-making is mentally and physically taxing, it follows that patients already bur-
dened by acute illness or pain do not feel inclined to take on this additional task 
[16].

Other factors influence patients to reject responsibility for making decisions 
regarding their care. One psychological factor lies in that people often do not want 
the knowledge that they made the choice when they experience negative outcomes 
(e.g., treatment does not go as planned, challenging side effects) associated with 
that choice. Another factor includes patients’ varying levels of resistance to “look 
behind the curtain” at just how tentative the evidence is for a multitude of medical 
treatments. Decision-making in informed consent requires full awareness of the 
choices and possible outcomes, including the probabilities of success and possible 
risks associated with the choices. Some patients understandably want to simply 
accept what is available without confronting the uncertainties.

Patients are concerned with their ability to understand the full decision in front 
of them. As many medical conditions and treatments are complex, it is unfair to 
assume that all patients are always capable or willing to consider what is essen-
tially advanced graduate-level knowledge before receiving care for a myriad 
of ailments they will undoubtedly encounter in their lives. Efforts to gauge the 
public’s understanding of scientific information have met with limited success 
[20]. In the same large study described above assessing patients’ preferences for 
decision-making, the researchers asked patients how often they feel they have 
adequate access to health care information, a seeming prerequisite to feeling 
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comfortable with being placed in a decision-making role [21]. While approxi-
mately 60% reported feeling that they had information at least “most of the 
time,” 40% reported they had the needed information either “some of the time” 
or “never” [21]. Both low educational attainment and minority race (in this study, 
Blacks and Hispanics) were more likely to report not having the needed informa-
tion to make a decision [21]. Another study found similar results among their less-
educated patients, who were also more likely to choose a paternalistic approach 
[17]. Overall, patients who gave high ratings to their doctors’ care also indicated 
that they felt as though they had the needed information [17].

Literacy skills in the average patient present a logistical and theoretical hur-
dle to informed consent. Critics of the autonomous version of decision-making 
point to the inadequacy of literacy skills among a typical patient [22]. The issue 
becomes further compounded when the introduction of medical concepts into lit-
eracy is introduced. One researcher conducted a small survey in which patients 
were asked to interpret what a reduction in 25% was equivalent to [23]. His find-
ings were discouraging: 39% of patients did not know 25% was equivalent to one 
in four [23].

Finally, patients’ response to decision-making is often affected by their rela-
tionship with their doctor, as well as the doctor’s actions (or lack thereof) during 
the decision-making process. Perhaps not surprisingly, patients who rated their 
doctors as delivering better care and patients with regular doctors were more likely 
to say they preferred shared decision-making [21]. Those patients who trust their 
physicians tend to prefer shared decision-making to paternalism is nevertheless an 
interesting finding when one considers trust is crucial for an effective paternalis-
tic approach as well. Additionally, doctors who present information but then assist 
the patient in deciding leave the patients feeling more supported. As one medical 
sociologist noted, “When a doctor says ‘Here are your options,’ without offering 
expert help and judgment, that is a form of abandonment” [24]. Patients experi-
ence this interaction as such. Research on the use of decisional aids found similar 
results—these tools were not well received by patients without an additional con-
sultation from a medical professional [14].

The autonomy movement was built upon the concept that individuals should 
have freedom over their bodies and what is done to them. This freedom necessi-
tates some choice, which then necessitates understanding. For most, understand-
ing comes from the imparting of knowledge from their doctors, but patients find 
this is not sufficient to make them comfortable in their decision-making process. 
The movement for more patient autonomy has therefore resulted in patients and 
doctors now requiring more from each other in terms of their relationship and 
interactions. This need for enhanced relationships and interactions occurs within 
the context of shorter office visits, less knowledge on the doctors’ part of their 
patients’ overall lives, and a burgeoning body of literature and misinformation 
regarding medicine which could easily overwhelm patient and doctor alike [20].
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Patient Understanding Key to Decision-Making

Despite most patients’ preference for shared decision-making, United States law 
stipulates the information doctors need to tell patients based on the autonomous 
model. Prior to patient-centered care, doctors were tasked with making clinical 
decisions using the standard of considering what a reasonable and prudent physi-
cian would do when given the same information about a case. When deciding what 
information to disclose within the patient-centered movement, the new standard 
compels doctors to ask themselves whether or not that information would be mate-
rial (that is, relevant) to the decision-making process among reasonable patients. 
This distinction has actionable ramifications, based on the noted difference 
between a “reasonable physician” and a “reasonable patient” [15]. The informa-
tion doctors want before deciding a course of treatment includes what percentage 
of the population benefits from the treatment, the relative risk versus benefit ratio, 
and importantly, how other clinical and demographic patient features will interact 
with the treatment to either enhance or undermine its effects [25]. Patients, on the 
other hand, display a greater interest in knowing their risk profile for developing a 
particular condition, hearing how that condition would specifically affect them and 
their lives, and the risks and costs of a particular treatment [25]. The difference 
between the information needs of a reasonable doctor and a reasonable patient 
matters if doctors are not aware of the discrepancy. Clinicians may tell patients 
what they themselves would want to know, as opposed to what the patient needs to 
make a decision.

Perhaps most interestingly, patients voice a greater preference for more infor-
mation than they do for then deciding based on that information [18]. As a result, 
physicians tend to underestimate how much information their patients want and 
overestimate how much control patients want in deciding. It has been noted that 
shared decision-making is a technical misnomer, while informed decision-mak-
ing is more accurate [22]. While a doctor recommends, the patient experiences 
the ramifications of the decision [22]. As far as distribution of risk goes, shared 
decision-making (or informed decision-making) still best addresses the imbalance. 
Physicians also report affinity for shared decision-making as well; with 75% pre-
ferring shared decision-making, 14% a paternalistic approach, and 11% a consum-
erist approach [26].

Physician Response to Patient-Centered Care

Understandably, physicians can be in a difficult situation when their patients arrive 
into their examination room with preconceived notions of their illness and the best 
treatment course. In one small review of practices from 1992, nearly one quar-
ter of incidents in which doctors reported feeling uncomfortable with their pre-
scription choice, antibiotics were implicated [27]. Out of a total of 307 incidents 
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outlined in the study, doctors identified antibiotics as a cause for concern in 138 
[27]. While this is simply one example, most physicians can think of a time when 
patients insisted on a medical interpretation they knew to be false or premature.

Indeed, doctors’ discomfort is well founded if their patients are mistaking pref-
erence in treatment options during decision-making for situations in which pref-
erence is irrelevant (termed by some as “problem-solving,” as these situations 
reflect a clear problem that has one solution) [17]. To provide an extreme exam-
ple, a patient with a broken arm cannot make a decision to heal the bone by tak-
ing oral calcium supplements in lieu of wearing a cast. Regardless how strong the 
patient’s preference, the cast is the correct solution to the problem. Patient prefer-
ence becomes extraneous information to the clinical prescription [22].

Other moral instances in which patient preference is not given as full weight is 
when the choice would confer net loss for society as a whole [20]. The sufficient 
population vaccination rate needed to achieve herd immunity is one such obvious 
example. Other individual patient preferences within the broader context of soci-
ety’s health exist regarding communicable diseases.

While doctors report preferring patient-centered care over the previous pater-
nalistic model, they reasonably understand the additional hurdles in providing 
this kind of care. Transfer of information is one such challenge. One of the first 
challenges doctors encounter is describing the rationale behind the different treat-
ment options when studies show that only a small amount of medical recommen-
dations are backed by scientifically rigorous evidence [28]. Rigorous scientific 
studies have simply not addressed all conditions and patient populations [20, 22]. 
Even when well-executed studies exist, outcomes that patients care about other 
than clear indicators of disease remission (e.g., mortality, physical and biometric 
indicators) are often not included. In particular, patients are interested in qual-
ity of life, functional status, and perception of health as a result of the treatment. 
Researchers study these outcomes, as well as long-term outcomes and adverse 
event information with far less frequency [20]. The information from these studies 
that doctors can present to patients often implicitly assumes that disease remis-
sion is the patients’ only metric used in making a decision. Doctors cannot provide 
their patients with other outcomes they truly want to know.

Even when treatments have a rigorous evidence base, the obligation lies with 
doctors to find out the information. The scientific literature constantly changes and 
shifts. Peer-reviewed journals publish new findings on a daily basis. In the course 
of a day, doctors generate at least one clinical question per patient [29]. Obtaining 
the needed information from databases compiling this overwhelming body of lit-
erature is a logistical nightmare. In the course of a busy day, clinicians do not find 
themselves logging onto PubMed or a similar database to find answers to their 
questions. Preferring readily available information, physicians most frequently 
reach out to colleagues [30]. Referring to printed materials such as textbooks or 
reference books is the next most commonly used option [30]. These formats may 
not necessarily hold the most scientifically rigorous, recent, or relevant informa-
tion, but their accessibility trumps other considerations. Consulting with col-
leagues also confers the psychological benefit of support [30]. Without accessible 
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and applicable information, doctors commonly proceed with patient care with-
out obtaining answers to their clinical questions [30]. Physicians are most likely 
to pursue clinical questions when there is urgency for their patients’ conditions 
or when they feel confident the information they need is available [30]. Patients’ 
request for more information is not a leading influence in doctors seeking out 
information [30].

Doctors with up-to-date information on treatment options then confront how 
to best communicate information to their patients. Risk ratios present a special 
conundrum. Unlike other clinical questions, risk ratio information is widely availa-
ble, leading doctors to feel responsible for communicating it to their patients [31]. 
Many patients concur, considering the communication of this information part of 
their doctors’ role [14]. With both doctors and patients agreeing on the importance 
of discussing risk, these conversations remain difficult to conduct. Risk prob-
abilities focus on statistical likelihood, and the human brain is poorly equipped 
to handle statistical thinking [32]. Scientists derive risk probabilities from sam-
ples of people, meant to represent the entire clinical population. Doctors are then 
tasked with interpreting those findings for one specific person—the patient in front 
of them. From person to person, individuals interpret risks differently and are not 
necessarily aware of their implicit biases when listening to the statistics [31]. A 
doctor and patient with different risk profiles can therefore think they are speak-
ing about the same amount of risk, but are in fact viewing the same situation from 
two different perspectives. Some go so far as to argue that patients’ inability to 
properly apply population risk study results to their individual case flies in the 
face of the theoretical underpinnings of informed consent [22]. One cannot know 
with certainty the true risk versus benefit on an individual level. The application of 
statistical information to an individual defies the precepts of statistics, which are 
predicated upon a sample of individuals rather than one [22]. Therefore patients 
can only be fully informed as to the population’s probabilistic outcome; they can-
not be fully informed as to their individual response without a crystal ball [22].

Risk studies presented in the media in oversimplified form without this des-
perately needed context present a particular conundrum. Following such releases, 
doctors then strive to explain the intricacies conveniently left out of the nightly 
news report to their patients during their time-limited office visits [31]. The 
media’s frequently overstated claims thus serve to undermine the relationship of 
trust doctors have worked to build with their patients [31].

Electronic Propagation of (Mis)Information

At least as far back as the late 1950s, doctors became increasingly concerned 
about the source of patients’ medical information. We have now established that 
patients consistently display an interest in obtaining a fair amount of information 
about medicine. When this information is not made formally available, patients 
transmit and receive information through informal networks (giving rise to old 
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wives’ tales and other forms of technically untested information). In the mid-
twentieth century, widespread dissemination of information propagated through 
increasingly popular publications such as Reader’s Digest as well as electronic 
sources in radio and television [33]. Patients had more access than ever to the 
medical information they craved. Inevitable hand wringing occurred in the medi-
cal profession over patients’ inability to develop “any real understanding about 
his illness” [33]. Given this rise in information occurred prior to the autonomy 
movement, doctors concluded that “[g]reater profit therefore, will be earned if the 
doctor affords time to talk to each patient” [33]. The paternalistic view of medi-
cine still predominating, one can only assume these conversations with patients 
about what they read or heard elsewhere regarding their condition were intended 
to increase compliance for whatever treatment the doctor would then inevitably 
prescribe. This stands in contrast to the kinds of conversations that would occur 
after the autonomy movement took shape, in which doctors informed their patients 
in order to help them understand what they had read and then decide.

Research Literacy Education

The shift from paternalism to patient-centered care in medical decision-making 
places additional requirements on patients and doctors alike. Patient responsi-
bilities include providing informed consent and endeavoring to understand the 
decisions they sign their names to. The responsibility lies with the doctors to 
communicate the information their patients would deem relevant to their deci-
sion-making. As malpractice lawsuits continue to affect doctors’ practice, physi-
cians benefit from support to uphold their responsibilities in the partnership. This 
section has outlined the constraints on doctors’ implementation of their side of 
informed consent. Logistical constraints (time, money, availability of research) 
reveal systems-wide inefficiencies requiring legal and policy initiatives, and are 
therefore outside the scope of this work. However, the struggle to impart knowl-
edge of research studies and the conversations needed to increase patient literacy 
can be handled in a written format.

The following four chapters will broadly outline the research considerations 
physicians may choose to become familiar with before entering into informed con-
sent conversations with their patients about such findings. The latter half of this 
book reviews, summarizes, and outlines updated relevant research literature to 
address the practicing clinician’s struggle to stay abreast of ever-evolving studies. 
Naturally this information will become incomplete by the time the book is put on 
the shelf. However, this jumping off point allows physicians to start conversations 
with patients and then reference additional work in these areas as information is 
updated.
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Information Dissemination

The patient-centered movement in the medical profession reinforces patient 
autonomy while patients make their health care decisions. Truly autonomous 
decision-making relies crucially on informed consent, and in turn, informed con-
sent requires information [1]. All this begs the question: where does this infor-
mation come from? Put another way, how do the results of researchers’ studies 
reach patients? The information chain from researcher to patient is comprised of 
multiple players, including: the researcher, the funder of the research, the medical 
journal editor, the journalist whose interpretation of the study appears in popular 
media, the doctor reading the study, and the patient reading the journalist’s arti-
cle. Together, these players serve to fund, research, disseminate, and implement 
new medical advances. How effective is this process in transporting a clear mes-
sage from start (researcher) to finish (patient)? Consider the playground game of 
“Telephone,” in which children sit in a row and whisper a message from one end 
of the line to the other. As in the game, even when no one intentionally distorts 
the message, the end result the patient hears is often radically different than the 
one the researcher meant to deliver. Distortion can occur without necessarily mali-
cious intent because each player in the process brings his or her own biases into 
the process.

Bias

Now is the time to define the word bias, for both physician and patient. Bias car-
ries a negative connotation in the popular lexicon. In everyday language, only 
judgmental, close-minded people are biased. This chapter will heavily review how 
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explicit kinds of biases affect research studies. However, from a psychological 
standpoint, the construct of a bias can also refer to a neutral process. Biases are 
our brains’ automatic and unconscious processes that occur without our intent [2]. 
In the field of psychology, everyone is biased. Biases operate to affect our think-
ing and subsequent behavior without conscious awareness. This category of biases 
is said to be “implicit” [2]. Cognitive psychologists refer to a bias when they 
describe any particular systematic “lean” of our brains. Psychologists consider 
these biases systematic because they function in a relatively predictable fashion; 
that is, they are not random.

To Explain to a Patient

Biases can be thought of as sunglasses for our brains. Sunglasses are not 
inherently bad. They might even serve some goals well: to look attractive, 
to filter out harmful UV rays, or to reduce the discomfort of bright light. 
Sunglasses accomplish all these goals by way of distortion. Biases in our 
brains are the same. They create slight distortions to serve a goal (e.g., to 
react quickly, to reduce cognitive burden, to simplify disparate details into 
a cohesive story). When people wear sunglasses for a long time, they even-
tually “forget” they are wearing them. Their brains stop consciously noting 
that the environment looks darker, and they begin to operate as if this is the 
way the world always looks. Anyone who has ever forgotten to remove their 
sunglasses even once they have entered a building has experienced how easy 
it is to lose track of a distortion. This is what biases do. They provide distor-
tions for such a prolonged time that your brain does not notice them. Biases 
are systematic, in that they are not random; they work in one way. Similarly, 
one pair of sunglasses can also only make things look darker. They do not 
sometimes make things darker, other times lighter, and other times tinted 
green or yellow. However your sunglasses distort, they distort this way every 
time. Each bias is like that, too. Even though we often do not notice them, 
they behave in a predictable fashion.

Biases exist in everyone’s brains and affect our behavior. Because the chain of 
information from researcher to patient involves a myriad of people, all of those 
biases gradually distort the message as it winds its way through the chain. We will 
examine different biases that occur among the parties to affect their behaviors 
within the research process.

A bias affecting people who are involved in research projects spanning years 
is called the sunk cost fallacy. This bias exists because people do not make each 
decision in their lives independently of others they have already made. Instead, 
people perform something called “mental accounting,” in which they take their 
previous decisions into account when making a new one. This bias is designed 
to keep people on track with their goals. For example, when someone is deciding 
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whether or not to eat a piece of cake, that individual will factor into their deci-
sion that they already indulged in ice cream and cookies earlier in the day. The 
true decision is not whether to eat cake or not eat cake, the decision is whether to 
eat cake in addition to the other sweets consumed that day. In this fashion, mental 
accounting can be helpful.

However helpful mental accounting may be, the sunk cost fallacy bias that dis-
torts thinking and prompts people to put more energy into an endeavor if they have 
already put some energy into it previously [2]. It takes a great deal of effort for 
people to realize their project is not reaping benefits, and that subsequently, stop-
ping is the most cost-effective choice. In deciding whether or not to stop, people 
utilize mental accounting and factor in everything they have already poured into 
the project. They want the work to pay off to justify all of their previous efforts. 
As much as this makes sense on the surface, the logic is only a result of our faulty 
mental accounting. In truth, once something is done, it becomes a “sunk cost.” It 
cannot be recouped at any point regardless of the next move. Take, as an example 
of a sunk cost, startup costs for a company. The money spent to start the company 
is spent before the company can generate a return. It is gone, regardless of whether 
the company makes money or does not.

To Explain to a Patient

Ask your patient if they have ever spent more time on something than they 
originally intended to because by the time they realized it was not going 
well, it felt too late to stop. If they found themselves putting in more time 
and energy into something that was not going well than they normally 
would, ask them if it was because they had already spent time on it. This is 
the sunk cost fallacy.

Researchers are not immune to the sunk cost fallacy. Initial interest prompts 
researchers into their fields of study. This interest represents an emotional invest-
ment in their work. They complete many years of advanced schooling to enter 
positions for conducting their research. These years—of at least forgoing income 
while studying, if not also paying outright for tuition—represent time and finan-
cial costs. Once finally able to begin conducting their own studies, researchers 
have already invested considerable cost into their work. The sunk cost fallacy is 
ripe to unconsciously distort their behaviors at this stage. No matter how objec-
tive researchers consciously strive to remain, the sunk cost fallacy urges them to 
unconsciously hope for one outcome over another.

Funders with a vested interest (i.e., financial incentive) in one outcome over 
another are also prone to sunk cost fallacy. Pharmaceutical companies consider the 
money they stand to make should a study go well, and the money they will lose if 
study results are delayed or disappointing. In some cases, the desire for a return 
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on investment is more than simply an implicit bias—it is a conscious anxiety that 
affects pharmaceutical companies’ choices, which we will see later in detail.

Another bias in research affecting people who have an idea that one outcome 
is more likely than another is the confirmation bias [2]. All people with ideas 
experience confirmation bias. Whenever people have a preconceived opinion about 
something, the confirmation bias leads them to selectively look for evidence in 
favor of their opinion and discount information that does not fit their opinion. Just 
as with other implicit biases, confirmation bias is not intentional.

To Explain to a Patient

Ask your patient how they perform searches on the Internet. For example, 
imagine they have been worried about how much juice is safe to give their 
child. Do they enter, “Recommended daily juice intake for children” or do 
they enter, “How much juice is too much for children?” Many patients will 
enter the latter. That is because we search for information based on what we 
already expect to find. But confirmation bias is not finished yet. After per-
forming the search, most people would skim over results that indicate any 
possible health benefits of some juice intake and click on the links that high-
light overconsumption and the effects thereof. This selective searching and 
acquisition of new information is confirmation bias.

Researchers, certain funders, academic journal editors, pediatricians, and patients 
alike experience confirmation bias. Researchers want to find a positive outcome, 
whether that outcome is a cure for a disease or a new neuronal explanation for 
a disorder. The modern scientific process depends on researchers first theoriz-
ing and choosing a hypothesis before starting their study. Requiring researchers 
to first form a hypothesis is a direct path to confirmation bias. Pharmaceutical 
companies have a somewhat more explicit confirmation bias at play, and we will 
review the behavioral outcomes of the bias in this group. Academic journal editors 
decide what papers to accept based on how the study will be received by the medi-
cal community. Making this determination can only be done if those editors have 
their own ideas about hypotheses and trends in science. They then accept papers 
that reinforce their ideas. When physicians and patients read about new stud-
ies (whether in the medical literature or in the media), confirmation bias prompts 
them to spend more time reading studies that reinforce what they already believe 
or hope to be true. When individuals read studies refuting their hypotheses, skep-
ticism increases. Skepticism prompts them to initiate searches for flaws in the 
design or other information that will help them discount the study findings.

The last bias affecting essentially everyone in the research chain is the nov-
elty preference. This bias operates in humans because we are primed to attend 
to stimuli that are new and different for the purposes of learning [3]. (Of course 
at other times people evince a familiarity bias; the two seem to serve different 
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purposes.) New events or knowledge represent a possible source of benefit or harm 
beyond people’s typical experiences. The novelty preference helps individuals pay 
attention to learn whether this new stimulus is helpful or harmful. Psychologists 
describe things that command an outsize place of precedence in our minds as 
being salient. Newness is highly salient.

To Explain to a Patient

Ask your patients to imagine their houses in their minds. Most pieces of 
furniture and decorations are in the same place every day. Has the patient 
ever, one day, moved something? What happened when they came back 
home later that day or woke up the next day? Did they suddenly “notice” 
that piece of furniture or decoration in a way they hadn’t before they moved 
it? That is novelty preference. There is no reason for their notice of this item 
beyond the novelty of the location. The novelty preference means we pay 
more attention to something just because it is novel and not because that 
novelty is necessarily good or bad.

The field of research seeks to uncover new information. Even historians, who 
research past events, search for new developments in their field. Other than rep-
lication studies—a necessary part of the scientific process—all studies conducted 
are rooted in the idea that the results will uncover some new, as of yet unknown 
information. The novelty preference leads researchers to believe their findings are 
inherently important and worthy of attention because they are new. Pharmaceutical 
companies use patients’ novelty preference to sell “me too” drugs: medications 
essentially the same as the preexisting medications. Marketers easily sell these 
kinds of medications to consumers based solely on their newness [4]. Medical 
journal editors are tasked with publishing innovative findings. The general public 
reads newspapers or online media to find out what has recently happened. Readers 
are not interested in yesterday’s news. Journalists prefer writing about new treat-
ments, aware that these articles will garner more reader interest than if they were 
to write about established treatments.

The implicit biases discussed here are, with a few exceptions, largely blame-
less. Implicit cognitive biases influence how all people operate their lives. These 
barely perceptible distortions naturally influence the chain of communication from 
researcher to patient. Because implicit biases operate below our consciousness, 
patients are likely unaware how such biases influence what they seek out and read 
about research. Discussing these implicit biases can help patients remove their 
metaphorical sunglasses, if only temporarily.

In addition to implicit biases, explicit biases influence the research process and 
are not morally neutral. Explicit biases function in conscious awareness and can 
result in everything from neglect and carelessness to outright fraud. The remainder 
of this chapter focuses on one of the greatest sources of conscious bias in research: 
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funding bias. While the medical profession is designed to help people, the phar-
maceutical industry is designed to earn a profit for shareholders and CEOs. This 
divergence of goals has not escaped many patients’ notice. Yet self-interest is not 
the all-powerful motivator some believe it to be [5]. Patients can benefit from an 
increased understanding as to how funding is more or less likely to affect study 
outcomes. Armed with this knowledge, they can more accurately calibrate their 
opinions on the research results they encounter.

Before discussing how funding can influence outcomes, we will preview how 
outcomes are typically reached in research studies. The next chapter provides a 
complete review of how studies are run and conclusions drawn. Many studies seek 
to determine if a new treatment provides better health outcomes than the preexist-
ing treatment (if one exists). As such, researchers directing these studies look for 
evidence of a difference between the treatments. Differences are observed through 
the use of inferential statistics. These statistics are based on a concept of disput-
ing the null hypothesis, which is a concept that presupposes there will be no dif-
ference between the groups. Studies showing evidence in favor of a difference 
between the groups are said to be “significant.” Notably, statistical significance 
and clinical significance are separate issues, which we will discuss in depth later 
in this book. Much as how the American legal system is based on a presumption 
of innocence (placing the burden on the plaintiff or prosecution to supply enough 
evidence of wrongdoing), research studies presume no difference between two 
groups, and the results of the research study shoulder the responsibility of reject-
ing the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis is rejected on the basis that it is statis-
tically extremely unlikely that the difference observed between the two groups is 
by chance. The null hypothesis itself can never be proven, because in this case, it 
is not possible to prove a negative (this is relevant when discussing the limitations 
of research studies with parents).

Funding Sources

Funding in medical research can be divided into two large categories: publicly 
funded and privately funded. Public funds come from sources such as the govern-
ment or charities, where money (typically from taxes or donations) is disbursed 
with the aim of funding the activities that constitute a civil society. Public funds 
are designed to promote the public good and are not intended to have a specific 
agenda. People who give their dollars to charities do not do so with the aim of 
getting more money in return (although some may hope their charitable donations 
curry favor or win them influence).

Private funds come from privately held companies, in which individuals invest 
their money with the stated aim of seeing a return on their investment. The goal 
for dollars from private funding is to earn more dollars. For example, a company 
that invests its own money in research and development is anticipating eventually 
selling the resulting product at a profit.
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The main source of public funding in medical research is the National Institute 
of Health (NIH) [6]. The United States founded the NIH the late nineteenth cen-
tury. It now disburses approximately 30.1 billion dollars annually [6]. Funded with 
taxpayer dollars, the NIH is government-run and nonprofit. The NIH does not take 
in money based on its research efforts, although a small percentage of its research 
dollars fund grants and contracts through Small Business Innovation Research 
and Small Business Technology Transfer initiatives [7]. Therefore, NIH-funded 
research trials are fairly unlikely to be influenced by financial motives. The dedi-
cated cynic will point out that it is impossible to be truly disinterested in money. 
Nevertheless, influence due to money is observed to occur less in publicly funded 
trials than in privately funded ones, as discussed below.

Private funding for medical research overwhelmingly comes from pharmaceu-
tical companies [8]. While the NIH continues to be the primary funder for basic 
research science, in the mid-1980s pharmaceutical companies surpassed the NIH 
as the primary funder of biomedical research [8, 9]. In 2013, the top pharmaceuti-
cal company spent over 8 billion dollars in research and development [10]. Even 
as far back as a decade ago, estimates found that for-profit entities sponsored 75% 
of clinical research [8].

As corporate entities, the goal of a pharmaceutical manufacturer is to make 
money, ideally as quickly as possible. If shares of the company are traded on the 
stock market, their earnings are reported quarterly. This produces a near-constant 
pressure to perform well (i.e., make money). This pressure causes myopia of 
goals, prioritizing short-term monetary outcomes over long-term health gains.

Conducting research is a costly and time-consuming effort. Given their profit 
motives, it seems paradoxical that pharmaceutical companies would fund research 
at all. Yet they do not have a choice. By law, prior to selling a new medicine or 
treatment, companies must prove to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
that the product passed efficacy and safety standards [11]. This proof is available 
only through research. Hence, pharmaceutical companies find themselves involved 
simultaneously in two activities—marketing and research—with divergent goals. 
The goal of marketing is to make money, and making money requires that the 
information be in the product’s favor. The goal of research is to expand knowledge 
in the field (whatever that knowledge may show), and in doing so, it expends vast 
sums of money. These goals are not quite diametrically opposed, but there is sig-
nificant tension between them. This tension creates an inherent conflict of interest 
that serves as a common thread running through all pharmaceutical research.

For a multitude of practical reasons, pharmaceutical companies typically do not 
conduct research in-house [11]. Instead, these companies previously relied heav-
ily on academic researchers to assist in conducting their trials [11]. Including aca-
demic researchers was thought to mitigate the pharmaceutical company’s desire 
for money by offsetting it with the researcher’s desire to be perceived well in the 
field by striving to conduct objective, bias-free, pure research. Academic research-
ers viewing their careers through a long-term lens are incentivized to keep their 
priorities from shifting to the short-term focus of the pharmaceutical compa-
nies. By assigning each entity in the process its own goal, this arrangement was 
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established as a kind of checks and balances system. High-profile academic names 
tied to pharmaceutical studies benefitted the companies because of the implicit 
assumption that academic researchers’ quest for knowledge placed them above the 
desire for money, however unrealistic this perception may be [11, 12]. Of course 
researchers are not immune to the influence of money. Pharmaceutical companies 
provide equity ownership of their companies, consultancy positions, and funding 
to researchers. All of these activities cost money to pharmaceutical companies. As 
they are not charities, companies continually spending money in this fashion can 
be assumed to lead to a direct benefit for the companies [12].

While there is great prestige for companies when they involve academic 
researchers, this partnership comes at a cost. As stated, academic research is costly 
and takes notoriously long to conduct. Various approvals processes in academic 
centers, such as the Institutional Review Board (established to protect the rights 
of human participants) and Sponsored Programs Administrations (which over-
see the distribution and use of funds awarded for research purposes), are required 
before study activities can begin. In some cases, companies found that it took too 
long to recruit enough patients to reach the numbers needed for the study [11]. 
These delays directly impact the pharmaceutical companies’ bottom line. Delays 
in research mean delays in obtaining FDA approval. Each day a drug cannot be 
sold costs the company approximately 1.3 million dollars [11].

These costly delays prompted pharmaceutical companies to partner elsewhere 
for their research needs [11]. Contract-research organizations (CROs) and site-
management organizations (SMOs) cropped up to meet this need of the phar-
maceutical companies [11]. CROs are centers specifically designed to conduct 
research studies [11]. When a commercial advertises a product as “clinically 
proven,” they are likely referring to a clinic such as can be found in a CRO. The 
purpose of a CRO is to make money, and they do so by obtaining contracts from 
pharmaceutical companies who need their products tested. SMOs are similar in 
that they are involved in testing, but they are often contracted with CROs, so that 
they become subcontracted with pharmaceutical companies. As the pharmaceu-
tical company pays the CRO, it becomes the customer in the arrangement. The 
phrase “the customer is always right,” is often bandied about in modern customer 
service. The sentiment in this phrase is remarkably apt when the customer (the 
pharmaceutical company) has orders of magnitude more money and influence than 
the entity they are choosing to send their business to. CROs competing with one 
another for pharmaceutical companies’ business have every financial incentive to 
keep the pharmaceutical companies satisfied with their tests’ findings.

One can see how this arrangement between the large pharmaceutical companies 
and the relatively weaker CROs could lead to subpar research quality. From the 
start, the pharmaceutical company typically creates a study design and gives it to 
the CRO to follow, like a chef handing a recipe off to a line cook. There is no inde-
pendent oversight of these study designs to ensure that they are properly powered, 
ethical, and valid [11].

Just as in academic research studies, pharmaceutical companies typically estab-
lish protocols whereby two groups of people are compared—those who get the 
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new treatment, and those get something else (either nothing, a placebo, or a pre-
existing treatment for the same ailment). Despite this key similarity, many mean-
ingful differences have been consistently observed between privately funded and 
publicly funded studies. Privately funded studies often use surrogate outcome 
measures rather than actual clinical outcomes [4]. For example, a study of execu-
tive functioning in children might examine whether children become better at a 
study measure such as playing computer games (theorized by the treatment devel-
oper to represent underlying executive functioning abilities) rather than whether or 
not the child is actually turning in more of their homework on time (the functional 
outcome most parents and teachers care about). Such a study would conclude that 
the client’s program helps children’s executive functioning, when in reality is only 
helps them get better at playing a game.

Many privately funded studies exist for the purposes of FDA approval, a one-
time goal. Therefore, they do not spend the copious amounts needed to fund long-
term trials, examining what happens to the people in their trials after years have 
passed. By not conducting such longitudinal studies, long-term health effects of 
the treatment or medication, including adverse events, are not included in test 
results [4]. Subsequently, some extreme adverse events, such as toxicity, have 
occurred in the general population taking a drug because it had never been tested 
for long-term safety before the drug came to market [4]. For this reason alone, sta-
tistically speaking, an old drug that is still used by the medical profession is more 
likely to be safe than a newer one [13]. If a drug has been used clinically for a gen-
eration, the range of likely adverse events is already known.

Privately funded studies are also more likely to compare new drugs to a placebo 
than are NIH-funded trials, which are more likely to compare to another active 
treatment [14]. It is obviously easier to find a difference between two treatments 
when one of the treatments is a sugar pill. By using placebos more often than other 
active treatments, privately funded studies are designed to more easily find the dif-
ference they need for FDA approval. Even when privately funded studies use an 
active treatment as a comparator, investigations have found they often underdose 
the comparator when compared to the new treatment [15]. Similar to the placebo 
issue, it is easier to conclude a drug is successful when comparing it to a drug that 
is less effective due to underdosing [15].

Privately funded studies are also more likely to use participants who are not 
true users of the drug [4]. For example, a blood pressure medicine, which would 
give the most relief to the elderly, was tested in healthy young participants [4]. A 
study using people who are already healthy can skew results of the drug, making it 
appear the healthy outcomes are more due to the drug than they really are. Another 
effect of recruiting young people for studies is that they are known to experience 
fewer adverse side effects to drugs in general [11]. The researchers can then hon-
estly state they found few adverse events among participants in their study. When 
actually ill patients take the drug after approval, they will experience more adverse 
events than were reported in a set of healthy participants [11].

In addition to these design flaws that are clearly employed to yield more favora-
ble outcomes, privately funded studies also occasionally violate the principles of 
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ethical research involving human participants. Specifically, it has been shown that 
privately funded studies have stopped prematurely due solely to cost concerns [8]. 
This violates the risk/benefit ratio agreements made with participants when they 
consented to participate [8]. Publicly funded studies can be stopped prematurely as 
well, but the reasons must be limited to emerging data that changes the risk/ben-
efit ratio for participants. For example, if another researcher acting independently 
concludes that the treatment being studied is not as effective as current treatment, 
or is harmful, this represents a change in the risk/benefit ratio originally presented 
to possible participants when they were deciding whether or not to participate. The 
new ratio might change their willingness to continue to participate, so they must 
be informed. In some cases, the study is halted altogether in light of the new infor-
mation. In these cases, a clinical population of participants would naturally want 
to know that so they could discontinue the study and resume the current treat-
ment. Notice that the early termination of the study is done to benefit the partici-
pants, not the researcher. Stopping a study due to cost concerns benefits solely the 
researcher and could be at the expense of the participants.

Once a privately funded study is complete and the data have been collected, 
pharmaceutical companies often invite academic researchers to put their name on 
the study, despite the fact that the researcher was not involved in the study design 
or execution [11]. These requests for academic researcher names are motivated 
by the same reasons that pharmaceutical companies used to work with academic 
centers in the first place. Private studies aim for prestige and an appearance of 
being more scholarly and objective than commercially minded. When academic 
researchers choose to lend their names to studies like this, they are required to 
follow the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors’ (ICMJE) stand-
ards for making sure they met authorship criteria [11, 16]. Academic researchers 
do not always follow these standards [11]. One study revealed that of the manu-
scripts reviewed, 19% had authors who did not meet the criteria [17]. The practice 
of ghostwriting, in which the pharmaceutical company contracts someone to write 
the article, provides another violation of the ICMJE guidelines [11]. The same 
study found that 11% of articles employed a ghostwriter [17]. These misrepresen-
tations of authorship further complicate the task of determining the validity of the 
study.

In some cases, pharmaceutical companies engaged in suppression of study 
results when they were either neutral (i.e., they were inconclusive and therefore 
could not be used to support the new drug) or actively detrimental (i.e., they 
showed the new drug was either ineffective or detrimental) [11]. In one instance, 
a drug company began arbitration in response to one of their academic collabora-
tors who published undesirable findings from a research trial of their product [18]. 
Pharmaceutical companies have published other findings from the same contested 
study while the original draft is being held up in arbitration [11]. Most tragically, 
important safety information has been withheld for years [11].

Pharmaceutical-funded studies have produced more results favoring new 
therapies than publicly funded trials have [19]. Some argue that publication 
bias, wherein journals are more likely to publish significant results rather than 
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nonsignificant ones, drives this phenomenon. Because publication bias affects 
publicly funded trials as well as pharmaceutically funded ones, this bias cannot 
explain the difference between funding styles. A better explanation is that in most 
cases, pharmaceutical companies save money by only conducting research on 
drugs that have already shown some promise in-house [4].

While this practice makes sense in practical terms, it is not justified under the 
scientific method. A strict interpretation of the scientific method holds that two 
interventions can only be compared using statistics if the null hypothesis main-
tains there is no difference between the two interventions. The presumption of 
no difference must be made prior to testing, with the study then required to show 
if there is one. This uncertainty that a difference exists is what necessitates a 
research study in the first place, at least academically speaking. For pharmaceuti-
cal companies to study interventions they already have evidence in favor of against 
an older intervention violates this uncertainty principle [14]. While, it makes sense 
on a cost basis to only test what is likely to be effective, this is the scientific equiv-
alent to “stacking the deck.” It reveals that the companies are only using research 
for the purposes of gaining FDA approval, not for truly understanding more about 
the drug.

Pharmaceutical companies do produce advances in technology [12]. They have 
provided products, treatments, and drugs that have improved, lengthened, and 
saved the lives of countless people. The products they develop are often helpful, 
despite the fact that their studies are most certainly biased. An extensive meta-
review of the literature shows that the issue is largely resolved when it comes 
to the question of bias in funding [20]. Rather than spend more time and money 
researching whether the bias exists, the time has come to begin to prevent it where 
possible and respond to it. Recommendations to improve the situation should be 
directed toward stakeholders and decision makers. Patients are certainly stake-
holders, but unless they are interested in policy and advocacy work, they are not 
decision makers. Instead, physicians can help patients understand the biases that 
influence research into medical advances so that they can respond with appropriate 
skepticism.

Conflicts of Interest

By now, it should be clear that conflicts of interest exist in the running of research 
studies, particularly when great sums of money are on the line. Regulatory bodies 
have attempted to reduce the effects of these influences by requiring disclosures of 
interest [21]. The function of the disclosure is to satisfy “caveat emptor,” or, “let 
the buyer beware.” In order for people to avoid being deceived, they must have 
information about conflicts. Then, it is presumed they can decide if the conflict 
is one they will tolerate. The rationale is that once the discloser has revealed the 
extent of their conflict, consumers are then educated enough in the facts to make 
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an educated decision for themselves. Responsibility shifts from seller to buyer 
[21].

Disclosure is required in a number of settings, including in published papers 
and presentations [21]. However, disclosures can have a paradoxical effect on the 
people making them [21, 22]. Once a disclosure has been made, the discloser feels 
a reduced burden for any future possible negative outcomes [21]. Having warned 
the consumer, they feel relieved of further responsibility. The consumer is suppos-
edly making an “informed” choice due to the disclosure. Disclosures can also have 
a paradoxical effect on the people reading them. Research shows that after hearing 
a disclosure, people trust the discloser even more [21].

This paradoxical effect does not operate to the same extent among educated 
consumers of the information. When people educated in a specific area read 
disclosures, doing so does not reassure them about the validity of the work, but 
rather increases their skepticism [21]. In one study, doctors reading disclosures 
of financial interest downgraded their assessment of the rigor of trials based on 
the disclosure of conflict alone [22]. These doctors were technically inaccurate in 
downgrading the rigor based on this information alone. A disclosure is not inher-
ently tied to methodology, and rigor pertains to methodology alone. However, 
this bias among educated consumers of disclosures might, practically speaking, 
counteract the influence that conflicts have clearly been seen to have over research 
outcomes. In this case, the old adage about two wrongs not making a right might 
be incorrect. Experts unfairly downgrading the rigor of studies unfairly propped 
up due to financial interest may be an instance of the checks and balances system 
working.

Skepticism

Responding to the mounting skepticism of privately funded trial results, academic 
journal editors began setting more rigorous publication criteria for pharmaceutical 
companies’ studies [23]. Some patients are aware of the specific biases pertain-
ing to funding in the pharmaceutical industry. In general, people maintain skepti-
cism of corporations and seek to determine motivations for corporate actions [24]. 
Consumers know that the primary goal of corporations is to make a profit. These 
consumers feel more comfortable when they can readily identify a profit motive 
for companies’ activities, because these motives fit easily within their notions 
about companies. When corporations act in ways not directly tied to making a 
profit (or in actions that would seem to undercut their profit, as in the case of a 
cigarette company launching an anti-smoking campaign for teens), people’s skep-
ticism increases. They begin searching harder for a profit motive to explain the 
action, putting the company’s actions under further scrutiny.

We have been speaking of skepticism in a general sense. In the medical litera-
ture, skepticism is defined as the level of one’s doubts that medical intervention 
can appreciably change one’s health status [25]. Highly skeptical patients tend 
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to have certain characteristics compared to those with lower skepticism: they are 
younger, identify their race as white, earn lower incomes, attain less years of edu-
cation, and perceive their own health status as better than their less skeptical peers, 
despite lower healthcare utilization and less healthy lifestyle [25]. While we can-
not infer causation, skeptical patients are observed to lead less healthy lifestyles, 
experience poorer mental health, engage in fewer preventative medical activities, 
and utilize less medical care overall [25]. Additionally, skeptical patients were 
found to engage in other risky or health-reducing behaviors, such as smoking. 
The study authors surmised that these behaviors might have contributed to the 
skeptics’ subsequent higher five-year mortality rates compared to non-skeptics 
[26], although again, a directly causal link was not tested. These authors propose 
a potential model to explain their findings: high levels of skepticism lead to less 
engagement with medical care and poorer health choices, which in turn, affected 
their mortality rates.

Clearly people’s skepticism affects how they view the health care industry 
and their medical choices stemming from it. Pediatricians encounter parents who 
object to giving their children medications on the basis that the medications only 
exist to serve the pharmaceutical industry’s profit motive. While, we have explored 
how this can be true in some cases (particularly with “me too” drugs), this blanket 
skepticism as to motives is not entirely fair. Health care providers have more effec-
tive and safe treatment options at their disposal, and they have them more rapidly 
than they would have without the pharmaceutical industry and privately funded 
trials.

Addressing skepticism is a matter of public health. If those who are skeptical of 
medical interventions engage in fewer health-promoting behaviors and have higher 
mortality rates, doctors will want to address those concerns. This daunting task 
must occur within a complicated context, given evidence that some medical inter-
ventions are, in fact, not necessary or less safe than established alternatives.

However, well-placed skepticism of medical research findings is in some 
cases, the skepticism often manifests in behaviors that can only be described as 
illogical. For example, it is established that privately funded trials do not test new 
drugs or methods over long periods of time to assess their longitudinal safety and 
efficacy, making them inherently riskier than preexisting models. Yet skeptical 
patients often evince wariness of well-established methods rather than new ones. 
For example, lately a vocal minority of patients became concerned that the amount 
of vaccines recommended for their child is influenced more by the pharmaceuti-
cal companies’ profit motives than safety for their children. These patients sub-
sequently decided to withhold vaccines (most commonly via spreading out doses 
over longer periods of time or outright refusal) from their children based on this 
presumption. Becoming concerned about profit motives but responding to that 
concern by avoiding well-established practices is an erroneous conflation of ideas. 
While it is true that pharmaceutical companies want to make a profit, vaccines 
delivered according to the well-researched guidelines for timing and dosage are 
inherently safer than individually experimenting with their own children’s vaccina-
tion schedule. Exposing a child to risks by conducting individual “experiments” 
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negligibly affects the pharmaceutical companies’ bottom lines and ignores the fact 
that the riskiest medicines are marketed as new and innovative. A patients’ skepti-
cism would be more logically applied if a parent were to refuse a newer version 
of a treatment for their child when an older one is available. This behavior corre-
sponds to an actual, proven source of skepticism rather than a misplaced one.

Direct to Consumer Advertising

Other patients are not nearly as skeptical as they could be. Pharmaceutical compa-
nies frequently message individuals to acclimate them to new products with direct-
to-consumer advertising (DTCA). DTCA began in 1708, when Nicholas Boone 
purchased an advertisement in a newspaper for a patent medicine [13]. The news-
paper provided the information about the product directly to the people who might 
use it, rather to the doctors who would prescribe it. Since that early time, pharma-
ceutical companies have now come to spend twice as much on advertising as they 
do on research [10]. The top pharmaceutical company spent upwards of 17 billion 
dollars on marketing in 2013 [10]. Even though companies still spend compara-
tively more of their marketing budgets selling to physicians, the movement from 
paternalism to consumerism helped companies increasingly benefit from DTCA 
strategies [10, 13]. If these profit-driven companies spend so much of their operat-
ing budget on DTCA, it presumably works.

Disappointingly, surveys show that many people think that messages in DTCA 
have been pre-reviewed and approved by the FDA [13]. The same study revealed 
that this false assumption led them to believe that the promoted drugs were safer 
due to this supposed governmental intervention, that medications with serious side 
effects were banned from being marketed in this manner, and that only drugs that 
are “extremely effective” could be marketed in this fashion. None of these facts 
are true [13].

This perception of regulation where there is none is troubling. DTCA works: 
patients come to their doctors’ offices requesting specific drugs. When doctors 
explain that the drug is not as well-established as older versions, they are con-
fronted with first undoing patients’ misconceptions [13]. It is inherently harder 
to undo a misconception than to educate someone from a neutral starting point. 
Clearing up these misconceptions also has an opportunity cost: it takes time away 
from discussing the patient’s specific symptoms and other treatment options that 
might be more suitable for this individual [13]. Despite the challenges stemming 
from DTCA, patients still rate physicians as their most trusted interpersonal source 
of health information [27]. This trust should be carefully guarded, and doctors 
have an obligation to correct misconceptions their patients raise resulting from 
advertising.
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Media

Advertising is not the only point of contact patients have with new treatment 
options. Patients read about research in the media they consume. Journalists work-
ing for publications with editorial oversight are expected to follow a journalistic 
code of ethics set forth by the Society of Professional Journalists. By agreeing to 
this code, journalists voluntarily assume some responsibility for their role in the 
accurate dissemination of information. Medical journalists reporting the results 
of research studies are no different in this regard, and their reporting has wide-
ranging effects. When journalists present dramatic research findings, the public 
responds. As an illustration, news articles reporting long-term results of hormone 
replacement therapy sufficiently alarmed the public, promoting widespread aban-
donment of the treatment [28]. Regrettably, research shows that many articles pre-
senting study results do not include adequate information to situate the findings 
within a meaningful context [29].

Part of the responsibility can be placed with the researchers who interact with 
journalists about their published studies. Many researchers utilize press releases 
to spread the word about their work. Researchers use press releases because they 
work-statistics show journalists are more likely to cover a study if has a press 
release [30]. While journalists are tasked with reporting more than the content of 
the press release, as many as one-third of all medical articles published report no 
more than the information contained in the original press release [30]. Of course 
this lack of additional reporting is technically the responsibility of the journalist. 
But now that this neglect is common knowledge, researchers should assume the 
responsibility of providing more context themselves in the release.

Researchers can certainly improve in this area. One study examined press 
releases written by the original study author and found an overarching tendency 
to overstate the importance of a particular research finding and understate (or out-
right ignore) the limitations of the study’s design and conclusions [30]. The bias 
of researchers distributing press releases overstating their work can be tied to the 
sunk cost fallacy and their emotional ties to their work. Researchers have often 
invested years of their careers into particular studies. They are also emotionally 
invested, influencing them to overstate their work’s importance [31].

Like others in the chain of research, journalists are subject to funding bias. The 
media is comprised of companies with bottom lines, just like pharmaceutical com-
panies. Media outlets make most of their profits from advertising [13]. Advertisers 
trying to get their message to as many people as possible pay more for outlets pro-
viding a large audience. Knowing this, the media is financially motivated to secure 
as many readers as possible to review their publications. While individuals within 
the media machine may be ethical, they experience a wide array of pressures to get 
the most “clicks,” “likes,” “shares,” and “retweets.” Knowing as we do that people 
prefer novelty, journalists write articles about research that they think readers will 
find new and exciting [32]. These funding biases would affect the chain of com-
munication about research even if no specific individual in this chain were acting 
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reproachfully. It would be as fruitless to blame journalists for trying to make their 
work interesting as it would be to blame an individual person for choosing to read 
an article based on its “click-bait” headline.

While the responsibility rests with researchers and journalists to monitor the 
information they disseminate, neither a pediatrician nor a parent can compel 
them to do so. They can only be aware that practices of misrepresentation exist 
and respond by applying critical thinking skills when reading about studies. 
Pediatricians can review the study itself, if they have access to the medical journal 
in which it was originally published. Most pediatricians are unlikely to have inves-
tigated a specific study prior to their patient coming into inquire about it. As dis-
cussed in the introduction, doctors would ideally keep informed of new research 
advances, but time constraints make this extremely challenging. To supplement 
investigating studies themselves whenever possible, pediatricians can encourage 
their patients to examine the validity of the reporting themselves.

Almost any individual reading a news report of a study can conduct a cursory 
assessment to determine if it is worthwhile to look into it further. Woloshin and 
Schwartz recommend some basic rules of thumb for patients to gauge if studies 
have any applicability to their lives:

• Animal studies: Animal studies are, by their very nature, preliminary. They 
tend to be closer to “basic science” rather than having any clinical applicability.

• Small studies: Thirty or fewer participants represent a very small sample size, 
so any study with fewer than 30 should be judged to have limited inferential 
ability.

• Studies that were controlled but not randomized: If people were not assigned 
at random to one treatment/condition over another, the inferences from these 
studies are also limited due to confounding factors.

• Studies that are described as “preliminary” or not published in a scientific 
journal: Again, preliminary studies represent a step in the research process 
towards learning new information. This new information is not likely to have 
any direct bearing on a patient’s life at this stage.

• Studies that do not include mention of adverse events: Without knowing the 
adverse outcomes, patients could not make an informed decision.

Provided a study passes these rules of thumb, patients (with the help of their 
doctors) can examine how well the reporting of the study has been placed in the 
overall context of medical research. Australian researchers developed a set of ten 
considerations to guide a critical reading of a popular media outlet’s take on a 
research study [28]. Ask patients to print out a copy of the article or pull it up on 
their phone during an office visit to review the article with them using this check-
list. The considerations are as follows, and each will be discussed specifically 
below:

 1. genuine novelty of the treatment
 2. availability of treatment
 3. discussion (or at least mention) of alternative treatments
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 4. no evidence of “disease mongering”
 5. objective evidence in favor of treatment
 6. benefits framed in absolute terms rather than relative
 7. mention of harms
 8. mention of costs
 9. mention of conflicts of interest
 10. article includes reporting beyond the press release.

 1. Genuine novelty of the treatment
  Help patient determines if this treatment is truly novel, or simply a re-hashing 

of a preexisting treatment. Some studies are replication studies, specifically 
tasked with investigating if they can find the same positive results as a previ-
ous study. Reporters, not realizing this, can publish replication studies as if 
they are new treatments. Other times, a treatment has been studied in one for-
mat, but researchers adapt it slightly for a new population or diagnostic sub-
category. Although the study may be testing a new focus, the treatment itself 
is not actually novel.

 2. Availability of treatment
  Some articles excitedly report findings of a groundbreaking new treatment, 

proclaiming its promise for saving lives. But if the treatment is so new as to 
be offered in only one location, the research results are, for intents and pur-
poses, irrelevant.

 3. Discussion (or at least mention) of alternative treatments
  Medical journalists should include a mention of what treatments are already 

available to treat the condition the new treatment addresses. If they have not, 
they leave this task to doctors.

 4. No evidence of “disease mongering”
  Moynihan defines the methods of disease mongering: re-characterizing com-

mon ailments into medical problems, overstating mild symptoms as serious 
ones, interpreting personal problems as medical illnesses, conflating risk with 
disease, and stating the higher end of prevalence estimates to maximize poten-
tial markets. No matter which method is employed in disease mongering, the 
overall goal is to sell more products to people who otherwise would not have 
purchased them. Disease mongering essentially frightens people into purchas-
ing treatments. Suggest that patients look for signs that the creators of the 
treatment or the journalists are using fear to prompt them to action.

 5. Objective evidence in favor of treatment
  Help patients find studies reporting objective evidence, which are more con-

vincing than those use subjective outcomes. Look for studies using objec-
tive outcomes whenever possible (e.g., a measure of blood pressure is more 
objective than asking how stressed someone is feeling). Also look for studies 
where the conclusions presented result from statistical analysis, rather than a 
qualitative review of the data. Objectivity of outcomes is not always possible 
(e.g., social science research, like psychology, often must employ subjective 

Media
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measures—indeed, subjective experience is what people care about). But 
studies that use subjective measures where objective ones are available 
deserve careful scrutiny.

 6. Benefits framed in absolute terms rather than relative
  The human brain is not well suited for probabilities. Articles reporting out-

comes in relative terms require the reader to employ probabilistic thinking. 
Using relative terms makes differences sound larger or more meaningful than 
they really are. Describing the influence of a drug as helping to reduce symp-
toms by 50% sounds good. It becomes less interesting when realizing that if 
the overall prevalence of symptoms of the disease is extremely low, a 50% 
symptom reduction can, in some cases, be quite negligible. This is just an 
example, of course, but it shows how journalists describing benefits in rela-
tive terms make the story sound more interesting without giving the reader a 
clear picture of what’s happening for the patient. Stating the benefits in abso-
lute terms is much more clear for patients so they can decide if the benefit 
is worthwhile, e.g.: “participants taking the new drug had two outbreaks per 
month, whereas the control group had four.”

 7. Mention of harms
  Patients considering a new treatment should want to know what the potential 

harms are. If the article omits this information, patients cannot possibly make 
an informed decision about the treatment.

 8. Mention of costs
  Similar to availability, patients should know what the costs of the treatment 

are—ongoing costs as well as initial. Prohibitively expensive treatments, or 
treatments so new that they cannot be covered by insurance, are once again, 
irrelevant to individual patients.

 9. Mention of conflicts of interest
  While disclosures of financial interest are problematic, the scientific com-

munity is obligated to report them. Reporters familiar with writing medical 
research articles are aware of this obligation. Articles that omit disclosures 
indicate some oversight. Where disclosures of financial interest are reported, 
help patients decide if this conflict would bias anyone in the research chain 
(implicitly or explicitly) to present the findings as more important or relevant 
than they are to an individual patient.

 10. Article includes reporting beyond the press release
  We saw that as many as one-third of articles include no additional reporting 

beyond the press release contents. When physicians have access to the press 
release, they can help patients compare the release to the article. Ask patients 
what they think it means if the two documents are identical. See if they can 
identify the problems discussed above that arise when journalists act as a 
medium for the researchers to spread their message at no cost, with no exami-
nation from the press. If the original press release is not available, examine 
the length of the article with patients. The shorter the article, the less informa-
tion it includes. The more likely it is to be almost completely derived from the 
press release.
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Investigate Source of Information

Pediatricians can encourage patients to apply various litmus tests to infer fund-
ing sources when they are unclear. Many people now get their information from 
the Internet. Website extensions provide a quick and easy way to begin to exam-
ine funding. Websites ending with “.com” are automatically disclosing their 
primary interest: commerce [33]. Any .com site faithfully represents itself as for-
profit. Websites beginning with .gov are run by the government and are inherently 
designed to be free from as many conflicts as possible [33]. Of course conflicts 
can still exist, but at the very least, the government is nonprofit. Websites ending 
with .edu are primarily focused on education [33]. As with the government, educa-
tion is not always free from conflict, by any means. Recent lawsuits against for-
profit higher educational companies reveal institutions that placed profit motives 
above educational goals. Reputable educational organizations proceed at least 
somewhat cautiously with the information they present to the public. This cau-
tion protects their reputation and—in the cases of nonprofit institutions—their tax-
exempt status. Websites with .org extensions are less clear at the outset as to their 
goals, given “org” stands simply for “organization” [33]. If patients find them-
selves on .org websites, they should proceed to the next litmus test.

Most websites of repute have some kind of “About Us” page outlining the 
entity’s goals and missions. These pages list leaders among the organization, 
sometimes with short biographical details. A quick search on a search engine of 
these names will reveal important facts about the leaders that patients can con-
sider. Is the leader of the organization a business leader or an academic leader? If 
the leader heads a charitable organization, how did they come to be dedicated to 
this cause? What experiences do they highlight as important or transformational 
moments in their lives? These experiences sometimes reveal an emotional invest-
ment that is subject to bias.

If patients cannot find an About Us section, they should look for any kind of 
oversight of the website at all. They might be on a personal blog, a questionably 
moderated forum, or a site created with the specific intention of spreading mis-
information. Sites like these of course can create legitimate looking About Us 
sections, but the information therein would not hold up to further scrutiny with a 
subsequent online search.

To Explain to a Patient

Have you ever received an unanticipated phone call or email from your bank 
or credit card company, during which the message asks you to call them at a 
certain number? If you were to call that number, it would likely ask you for 
personal information, as these are commonly phishing attacks to obtain your 
personal data for identity theft. After getting a call or email like this, if you 
searched the phone number they wanted you to call or called your institu-
tion directly using the number posted on their official website, you would 

Investigate Source of Information
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quickly learn that the original call or email was a scam. Websites operate the 
same way. They can present themselves initially as legitimate, but they do 
not typically hold up when you try to confirm their authenticity from simply 
one or two other verifiable sources.

Finally, if patients want basic information about the study that was not included 
within the article, direct them to search for the study on ClinicalTrials.gov. 
This database was created in 1997. Over the years, it has increased the amount 
of information required of all researchers to post about their studies. As a result 
of International Committee of Medical Journal Editors policies, research-
ers must now report key elements of the data, basic results, and adverse events 
on ClinicalTrials.gov prior to publication. If patients cannot find the study on 
ClinicalTrials.gov, they should maintain skepticism until they obtain sufficient 
information as to its authenticity from a trusted source.
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Study Rigor

By this point, it should be clear which kinds of studies warrant an in-depth look 
from pediatricians and patients. First, an obvious and meaningful conflict of inter-
est (whether disclosed outright or inferred based on funding streams) should be 
absent. Second, patients have performed their own due diligence: applying guid-
ing principles, ascertaining the legitimacy of the Web site presenting the study, or 
reviewing the overview of the study on ClinicalTrials.gov. Physicians and patients 
must next determine if the study’s design is rigorous enough to incorporate its 
conclusions into the shared decision-making process.

Broadly, rigor is an assessment of the methodologies used in a particular study. 
We touched on rigor when discussing the experiment examining how conflict of 
interest disclosures affect doctors’ perceptions of the quality of the study [1]. The 
quality of a study can be defined in many ways, but rigor is a key determinant. Not 
all studies can or even should follow the same design.

To Explain to a Patient

Think of research studies like custom-made suits, and methodologies like 
the information the tailor uses to craft the suit. Each suit needs certain 
measurements, like sleeve length and shoulder width. They can also be 
customized according to the wearer’s needs or preferences (extra pockets, 
double-breasted, single vent or two, etc.). While each one is a suit, they will 
not all look the same. In fact, one of the defining characteristics of a cus-
tom-made suit is that it is expected to vary from wearer to wearer. However, 
a suit should still fit the wearer. A poorly designed research study is like a 
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custom-made suit that fits poorly. It is still a suit, but would you want to buy 
it? Examining the rigor of a study is like checking to see if the custom-made 
suit fits.

More precisely, rigor represents how easy or challenging it is for a study to report 
significant and meaningful results. The researchers choose methodologies that 
directly influence the study’s rigor.

To Explain to a Patient

Think of methodological rigor as hurdles of various heights, and a signifi-
cant result as a jumper who makes it over a hurdle. We award more points 
to a jumper who clears a high hurdle. We should place more consideration 
in significant results when they come from a study with a highly rigorous 
design. A hurdler who clears a high hurdle can obviously clear a lower one 
as well. While a jumper who clears a low hurdle is still technically suc-
cessful, we award fewer points to that jumper. We have limited informa-
tion about the overall skill of that hurdler. We don’t know if he would have 
cleared a higher one. We have less confidence in that jumper. On the other 
hand, a jumper who knocks a hurdle of any height over represents a non-
significant result. It doesn’t matter how high the hurdle was; not clearing it 
earns the jumper no points anyway.

Study rigor ranges from none at all to the highest level the scientific process cur-
rently has available. The lowest level of rigor would be equivalent to no study. 
Patients, for example, often present to their pediatricians anecdotal statements 
such as the following: “My friend started giving her son linseed oil for teething; 
do you think I should do that?” This is an example of the lowest level of rigor. 
Anecdotal evidence does not constitute a study, it therefore has no rigor.

At this stage in science, the highest level of rigor at researchers’ disposal is the 
randomized controlled trial (RCT). If researchers have RCTs—the highest hurdle 
that will award their jumper the maximum number of points should it be cleared—
at their disposal, patients often implicitly wonder why they do not employ it every 
time. It appears neglectful to choose a less rigorous methodology when RCTs 
exist. This is essentially the question patients ask when they assert that until an 
RCT is conducted disproving their personal viewpoints; they will continue to 
believe in an unproven treatment or scientific hypothesis.

The answer lies in that RCTs are not always available: they can be impractical, 
impossible, unlikely to be implemented with proper fidelity, or unethical. Again, 
research methodologies are not a one-size-fits-all scenario. Later in this chapter, 
we will review in detail how RCTs can be unavailable to researchers who would 
otherwise want to perform their study with the highest rigor level.
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Given that RCTs are not always possible, patients are left to determine the level 
of rigor of studies they encounter. We will outline the various signposts patients 
can use to approximate the level of rigor. The signposts stem from the mathemati-
cal tools underlying the scientific method. Patients who would like to understand 
the specific details can access resources written for a general audience, such as 
Naked Statistics [2]. Here, we will discuss the signposts and rationale for their 
importance.

Inferential Statistics

In statistics, a population refers to the set of individuals implicated in a phenom-
enon. For example, the typical population in cancer studies is patients with can-
cer. Some phenomena affect a large number of individuals, while others implicate 
far fewer people. Consider how many more people have cancer than, for exam-
ple, the number of people with a rare genetic disorder. Many researchers are inter-
ested in wide-scale phenomena, such as children with ear infections, mothers who 
breast-fed, or fathers who were over forty when their first child was born. Because 
researchers cannot observe everyone in those populations, they use inferential 
statistics to learn more about the phenomena. In inferential statistics, researchers 
must first select individuals that represent the entire population. This selection is 
called the sample. One foundation of inferential statistics is that a properly drawn 
sample will represent its population well. After selecting participants to comprise 
their sample, researchers observe them. Once sufficient observations have been 
collected, the researchers use statistical methods to infer conclusions about the 
population based on the sample’s data.

Inferential statistics derive from the assumption that two samples (or two 
groups) will not differ from each other if they come from the same population. 
Statistics provides the likelihood that any observed difference between the two 
groups is due to chance. A difference attributed to chance is the null hypothesis, 
which we discussed in Chap. 2. The alternative option is the likelihood that the 
difference is a result of the two groups coming from different populations. This 
is called the experimental hypothesis. The careful reader will notice that statistics 
cannot definitively state whether or not a difference is due to chance or a differ-
ence in population.

Individuals within a sample will not be identical. There will be some amount of 
variability which can be measured and factored into analyses. Because individu-
als within a sample differ, statistics provides simplifying metrics to describe the 
sample as a whole. This simplifier permits researchers to compare one group to 
another, despite the individuals’ variability within each group. These simplifying 
metrics are called “measures of central tendency,” and they serve to reduce data 
from multiple individuals from a sample into one number. The measure of central 
tendency patients are most familiar with is the mean, or average.

Study Rigor
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Statistics assumes that truly different populations will have means that dif-
fer from one another. The further apart the means of two groups, the less likely 
the difference is due to chance. Put another way, the farther apart the means of 
two samples are, the less likely the null hypothesis is to be true. Therefore, large 
differences between the means represent an increased likelihood that the differ-
ence is due to an underlying difference in the populations that the samples are 
representing.

Combining these two foundations together, researchers can infer that two sam-
ples come from different populations without being able to infer one step further: to 
infer from one individual’s information to which population they belong. Statistics 
can only tell us the likelihood that an observed difference is due to chance. While 
this is a crucial limitation, statistics is still the most powerful and valuable tool 
available in the field of research. Yet because inferential statistics have serious limi-
tations, physicians need to be clear about these limits with their patients.

To Explain to a Patient

Statistics is powerful, but limited. Statistics can tell us that on average, 
adult males are taller than adult females. This means the average height of a 
group of males is very likely to be taller than the average height of a group 
of females. But that doesn’t mean that all groups of men will be taller than 
all groups of women. Sometimes men are short and women are tall. If you 
sample enough groups of men and women, over and over again, eventually, 
by chance alone, you’ll find one group of men who is, on average, shorter 
than your group of women. This is because height varies among individual 
women and individual men. If we know the height of a person is 5 ft, 7 in., 
statistics cannot definitively tell whether that person is a man or woman.

Acceptable Uncertainty

When determining whether or not an observed difference between two samples 
is likely due to an underlying difference of populations, statisticians must decide 
what the word likely stands for. Perceptions of likelihood change depending on the 
circumstances. An individual packing for a trip to Kansas or Seattle might con-
sider the likelihood of rain when choosing whether or not to bring an umbrella. 
There may reasonably be a lower threshold for likeliness when packing for the 
Seattle trip, given how notoriously wet the Pacific Northwest is. The traveler might 
accept only 0% chance of rain in the forecast as the umbrella threshold for Seattle, 
whereas at least 50% chance of rain in the Kansas forecast would be warranted to 
pack the umbrella.

It would be terribly confusing if each researcher used his or her own threshold 
for likelihood. Accordingly, statisticians commonly use one agreed-upon threshold 
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as their definition of likelihood. This threshold is that if an observed difference 
could be due to chance (and not an actual difference in the populations) 5 times 
out of 100 or less, researchers typically report they found a “significant” result. 
The probability of 5 times out of 100 is commonly reduced to decimal format: .05. 
Any observed difference that could be due to chance only .05 or less is called a 
“significant” result. Because the scientific community has agreed upon this thresh-
old, a result below .05 allows researchers to reject the null hypothesis and pro-
claim a difference between the two groups as likely to be due to a difference in 
underlying populations.

The word significant in this case is defined very precisely. Its meaning is lim-
ited to the likelihood that the observed difference is due to chance less than .05. In 
research parlance, significance is not synonymous with importance, or even clini-
cal relevance. We devote the next chapter to this foundational distinction.

The statistical measure of significance is called the p-value. The p-value is akin 
to the weather forecast. Saying the researchers “used a p-value of 0.05” mirrors 
the traveler deciding “I will only pack my umbrella if the forecast says at least 
50% chance of rain.” The traveler’s significance threshold, 0.5, is relatively low. 
The commonly used statistical threshold, a p-value of 0.05, is sufficiently diffi-
cult to overcome. As far as hurdles go, it’s fairly high. A p-value of, for exam-
ple, 0.01, is even harder to overcome. A p-value of 0.01 represents a likelihood 
of 1 in a 100 that the observed difference is due to chance. The researcher would 
have decreased even further the likelihood that the observed difference was due 
to chance, placing more confidence in a result that surpassed the threshold. The 
significance threshold could of course be set even more strictly for more assurance 
that an observed difference is truly part of an underlying difference of populations.

Yet researchers do not regularly set the threshold at 0.01. This was a deci-
sion born of a desire to avoid the occurrence of false negatives. In statistics ter-
minology, a false negative is called a Type II error. What most researchers 
aim for—finding a true difference between groups to reject the null hypothe-
sis—is the target. The threshold for the p-value is the size of the bull’s eye. The 
smaller the threshold p-value, the smaller and smaller the area of the bull’s eye 
shrinks. Accordingly, it becomes harder and harder for the data to show a differ-
ence between two groups that meets this strict criteria. With strict criteria (such a 
p-value of 0.01), the torturously small bull’s eye could show a “miss,” even when 
the data truly do represent a true underlying population difference. The drawbacks, 
or even dangers, of setting the p-value threshold too low are all associated with 
situations when missing phenomena that could be there would be detrimental.

In some circumstances, misses are the least-preferred outcome. If a child 
remains nonverbal at age 3, there is a chance that the child will still develop speech 
in future without any additional intervention. There is also a chance the child has 
some specific problem that lies outside the population norms of typical develop-
ment. If there is a problem, finding it via evaluation represents a “hit.” Failing to 
observe a problem where there is one would be a “miss.” Physicians must decide 
whether to set the threshold high and require that a child age further before inter-
vening with evaluations and services, or set a low threshold and evaluate right away.

Acceptable Uncertainty
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Most parents would agree to a lower testing threshold. They do not toler-
ate much chance their child might have a true difficulty that they miss. This miss 
would be more likely to occur when the threshold for significance is too strict. 
Setting the threshold is more than a statistical exercise. It represents the tradeoff 
between the confidence someone can place in a “hit” result, versus their concerns 
that they not “miss” something that may be there and require attention.

A “miss” is an error reporting nothing is there when something is. But errors 
can report the opposite: that something is there when nothing is. Statisticians call 
these kinds false positives Type I errors. A Type I error occurs when the bull’s 
eye is too large. A large p-value (say, accepting that an observed difference is due 
to chance 50 in 100 times, or 0.5) is the equivalent of a large bull’s eye. The data 
can score a point for “significance” due to the large bull’s eye even when there is 
no true difference in the two groups. We have seen that setting the p-value thresh-
old too low is problematic when the risk of missing is intolerable. There are also 
situations when the risk of false positives takes precedence.

False positive results lead to over-intervention for the many in service of catch-
ing a problem for the few. Situations where the burden of over-intervention of the 
many is unacceptable require setting the p-value threshold sufficiently low. As 
with misses, what burden is too large is not a challenge for statisticians; rather, it 
is a challenge for the people who use statistics to inform their decision-making.

An example of well-intentioned people deciding what amount of false positives to 
accept is the recent revision of the American Cancer Society’s recommendations for 
women’s breast cancer screenings. The previous rationale held that more screenings 
were better, following a “better safe than sorry” approach. The many false positives 
(Type I errors) seemed preferable than a few misses (Type II errors). Oncologists 
deliberated over the harm of few more painful mammogram procedures, a few more 
weeks of worry while more precise results come back. What they failed to adequately 
grasp was that this “few more” was multiplied by the millions of women across the 
country. Over the years, the answer to this perplexing question took shape. Women 
with benign tumors were undergoing painful, health-damaging, and costly proce-
dures for tumors that otherwise would not have an impact on their lives. The stress of 
women being asked back for more scans, the lost productivity as they took time off of 
work and other duties for these visits, and the anxious waiting for results are all now 
recognized as an unfair burden to place on otherwise healthy women in the interest of 
a very few who might benefit from such aggressive screening. Once the data painted 
a clearer picture of the tradeoff between testing and not testing, the American Cancer 
Society revised its recommendations for screening to reduce these Type I errors [3].

Sample Size

While specific numbers vary depending on what statistics are applied to the sam-
ples, a general rule of thumb is that even the most basic inferential statistical test 
requires at least 30 participants per group to provide adequate confidence in the 
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results. Inferential statistics are generally not required when studying extremely 
rare phenomena. In those cases, the researcher would simply observe those entities 
and describe the phenomenon based on the observations.

On an intuitive level, it follows that the larger the sample studied of a given popu-
lation, the more faith we can place in the conclusions drawn from that sample. As the 
sample size gets larger, it gradually approaches the total number of individuals in the 
population. Some populations are bigger than others, so studies of smaller popula-
tions may employ smaller sample sizes and still be considered adequately rigorous. 
Technically, the aspect of the sample size patients should care most about is how 
close it is to the population total, so as to not discount studies with small popula-
tions. But the shorthand becomes: the larger the sample size, the better. Many studies 
reported in the popular media, if one digs deeper, studied only a handful of people. 
For example, in addition to the outright fraud involved in Andrew Wakefield’s autism 
research, a basic design flaw is that he studied only 12 children [4].

While large sample sizes are generally preferable, they do not automatically 
convey more confidence in a study’s results. Large sample sizes increase the like-
lihood that researchers reject the null hypothesis. Increasing the sample size is 
another way of making the “bull’s eye” larger, and the result is a higher chance of 
Type I errors, or false positives. The next chapter will cover this in close detail.

Variables and Level of Control

The next methodological choice in a study is the level of control. Control refers to 
the researcher’s ability to either direct or account for variability among their sam-
ple. In theory, the scientific method is designed to test the impact of one variable 
on another variable. The first variable, the one that researchers are interested in 
examining the effects of, is called the independent variable. The second variable, 
the one that researchers then observe the first variable’s effects on, is called the 
dependent variable.

To Explain to a Patient

Think back to your fourth grade science class—maybe you conducted an 
experiment on bean plants with sunlight. Your teacher asked you to put one 
plant in the window under direct sunlight, another plant elsewhere in the class-
room to receive diffuse light, and the third in the supply closet, which was 
dark. Even small children can exert control in this study. Children assigned the 
plants to various levels of light, the independent variable. After 1 week, your 
fourth grade teacher asked you and your classmates to measure the height of 
the bean plants. The height is the dependent variable, because children cannot 
directly influence the height of a plant the way they can directly influence the 
sunlight it receives. The variable is dependent on other actions for its outcome.

Sample Size
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The plant experiment is effective for teaching learners of all ages about the basics 
of research because it has clear independent and dependent variables. The teacher 
chooses those variables to manipulate (the independent variable) and observes (the 
dependent variable). There are of course, others. Instead of light, she could have 
directed the class to manipulate the amount of water the plants received. In this 
version of the experiment, all the plants would be placed on the windowsill, but 
one plant receives 1/2 cup of water, the second 1/3 cup, and the third none at all. 
In this example, our fourth grade researchers must place all the plants in the same 
amount of sunlight to examine the effects of water. If they exposed the three dif-
ferent plants to varying levels of water and light, then any resulting differences in 
height would be just as much a mystery as before the experiment began. The class 
would not know if the shortest plant was stunted because it did not receive enough 
light, because it got too much water, etc.

Choosing to alter only one variable and keep all others consistent is a level of 
control. Control aims to reduce, as much as possible, any variability other than 
the independent variable. Even the plant experiment, which at first glance appears 
tightly controlled, is subject to variability that was not taken into account. A par-
ticularly savvy fourth grader might comment, as her teacher is concluding for the 
class that more light is better for plants because the tallest plant was the one on 
the windowsill, that the windowsill plant also received the most heat. The conclu-
sion that more light leads to taller plants could very well be erroneous—maybe 
the real driving force in the plants’ height differences was the amount of heat they 
received. The variable of “heat” in this experiment is neither the independent vari-
able nor the dependent one. Such a variable, which undermines the amount of con-
trol in a study, is referred to as a confounding variable.

Some researchers can control practically every variable other than their inde-
pendent variable. These researchers tend to work in basic science, which involves 
a tight level of control made possible due to the nature of the phenomena they 
study. Clinical research trials have inherently less control. Clinical researchers 
study human beings who introduce their own unique qualities to the experiment 
that researchers cannot possibly control. Many confounding variables influence 
clinical trials. Even with confounding variables, researchers attempt to exert as 
much control over their sample as they can. They do this knowing that our fourth 
grade know-it-all, now grown up, is ready to read and critique their study as a peer 
reviewer. The peer reviewer will surely bring up the influence confounding vari-
ables. Expert researchers do their best to pre-empt these challenges to their work 
and conclusions.

Researchers in clinical trials are confronted with the challenge of limiting the 
influence of confounding variables at the outset of their study. These research-
ers must choose the best level of control available to them. For studies that 
involve assigning people to different treatments or interventions, researchers can 
at least make sure the variability of these confounding influences is evenly dis-
tributed among their groups via randomization. Randomization, which we will 
cover shortly, is a powerful technique for mitigating the influence of confounding 
variables.
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Some studies, for various reasons, cannot use randomization to mitigate the 
effects of confounding variables. In those cases, before beginning the experiment, 
researchers should make educated predictions as to what variables might con-
found their study. To hold these variables to account, the researchers then meas-
ure those confounding variables as well as their dependent variable. After the 
study is complete, they input into the statistical analysis the information about 
the confounding variables they measured in their sample. When they report their 
findings, they comment that their outcomes hold after “controlling for” the con-
founding variables. Take Dubner and Levitt’s review of the Early Childhood 
Longitudinal Study’s data, presented in their popular book Freakonomics [5]. 
The ECLS data collected by the National Center for Education Statistics shows 
a correlation between the number of books in a child’s home and their test scores 
even when “controlling for” other relevant variables, like parental education and 
income levels (which also correlated with child test scores). The ECLS research-
ers could not randomly assign children to parents of varying education and income 
levels. Instead, they measured the parental variables and factored them into their 
analyses. This is an example of researchers exerting control over the variables in 
a study after the fact. Once the statistical analysis incorporates these confounding 
variables, the peer reviewer will have a significantly harder task of attributing the 
results observed in the dependent variable to the confounding variables. The anal-
yses already factored in the confounding variables and quantified just how much 
influence they had or didn’t have over the outcomes. The amount of influence con-
founding variables exert over the dependent variable is not reported as a binary yes 
or no. Researchers report how much of the differences observed in the dependent 
variable could be explained by the confounding variable. If the influence is suf-
ficiently small, researchers conclude that while the confounding variable may have 
contributed to the observed results, it could not be the sole cause of the difference 
between the two groups. Researchers can acknowledge the effects of confounding 
variables while still concluding that the independent variable is the main driver of 
the observed results.

Researchers cannot always predict what the confounding variables will be at 
the outset of a study. After reviewing their baseline data, they may find a differ-
ence between the groups that randomization did not sufficiently distribute or that 
they did not account for. We will review proper sampling further down, but for 
the purposes of this section, we will assume the researchers properly sampled and 
still observed a difference between their two groups once the study was already 
underway.

To Explain to a Patient

Let’s return to the plant experiment. By the end of the experiment, one stu-
dent has noticed that a white film is growing over the soil around one of 
the plants. This student realizes that the soil quality could be a confound-
ing variable, and he alerts the teacher. The class returns to the original data 

Variables and Level of Control
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and investigates the origin of the plants. The poor quality soil plant is from 
a discount plant warehouse, while the other two came from a boutique 
plant shop. Their experiment now has two more possible variables—source 
of plant (a binary variable: warehouse or boutique) and soil quality. If our 
fourth grade class had a statistical software package, they would input these 
new variables into the dataset to include them in their analysis. The source 
of plant variable becomes a moderator, because it was present at the outset 
of the study and presumably influenced how the independent variable acted 
on the dependent variable. The soil quality becomes a mediating variable, 
because it intervened to mediate the effects of the independent variable.

The more control researchers exert over their studies, the more confidently we 
can conclude that the independent variable is the explanation for observed dif-
ferences in the dependent variable. The more control, the better. Patients should 
look for control at various points in the study—before the study begins or after it 
concludes.

To Explain to a Patient

Let’s say you are concerned that statewide testing is not an accurate assess-
ment of a child’s learning. Why do you think that the dependent vari-
able (state test scores) is not a very good reflection of a child’s learning? 
There are many possible reasons—some kids have better teachers than oth-
ers, some kids have higher IQs to begin with, some kids have learning dis-
abilities, some kids get test anxiety—these are all examples of confounding 
variables. People instinctually understand control is important before taking 
conclusions seriously. Look for confounding variables in research to deter-
mine if researchers have considered the confounders that matter to you.

Participant Representativeness

Generally speaking, the larger the number of participants in a study, the more rigor-
ous the design. However, sample size is not the only participant factor contribut-
ing to the rigor of a study. Another factor is how representative the sample is of 
the population under consideration. In short, the sample should well represent the 
larger whole. If the sample is not representative of the population, then regardless of 
the conclusions of the sample, those conclusions cannot be used to infer knowledge 
about the population as a whole. Even a study with a sample size of 1,000 children 
with adequate muscle tone is not a rigorous study if the population of interest is 
children with low muscle tone. In our discussion of pharmaceutical companies in 
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Chap. 2, we reviewed how drugs intended for the infirm (the population) are often 
tested on young and healthy individuals (the sample). Nonrepresentative samples 
indicate poor study methodology, which results in diminished rigor.

Consequently, researchers strive to ensure that the participants they enroll are 
representative of the population as a whole. Steps taken to meet this goal include 
setting, at the very outset of a study, what their inclusion and exclusion criteria 
will be. The inclusion criteria outline those who would be appropriate participants 
for the study because they represent the overall population. Exclusion criteria out-
line those who would not be appropriate for the study because they deviate from 
the population of interest in some significant way (some exclusion criteria are also 
established, not for statistical reasons, but for the protection of participants). The 
more explicit and precise the inclusion and exclusion criteria are, the more clearly 
researchers can define their sample. These criteria also help subsequent research-
ers in the same area if they are interested in replicating the study and want to be 
sure they are also studying the same underlying population with their new sample.

Unlike criteria for say, entering college, where the criteria are set at a certain 
level and everyone must meet or exceed this level, inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria define the participant pool more neutrally. For example, studies of children 
with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder will likely include in the inclusion 
criteria that the child must have a current DSM-5 diagnosis. When researchers 
are not studying a diagnostic category, their population and subsequent sample is 
termed “nonclinical.” In nonclinical studies, specific diagnoses might become be 
part of exclusion criteria instead, to ensure the participants do not have any clinical 
diagnoses.

To Explain to a Patient

Inclusion and exclusion criteria are like ingredients in a recipe—there are no 
right or wrong ingredients, only ingredients appropriate or inappropriate for 
that recipe. Study researchers try to get the recipe as best as they can, know-
ing that these criteria help to establish representativeness of their sample, 
and by extension, the rigor of their study.

Researchers set inclusion and exclusion criteria to exert some level of assurance 
that the sample studied represents the population as a whole. An absolutely rep-
resentative sample would allow researchers and the public to infer that whatever 
the study found for the sample is true for the overall population. Yet even with 
extremely well-defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, the sample will always 
deviate from the overall population in one important way—they are participating 
in the research study. The term for this bizarre challenge with which all research-
ers grapple is self-selection bias. Study volunteers differ from those who are not 
in the study in two main fashions.

Participant Representativeness

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-49547-7_2
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First, people who sign up for studies have characteristics that are present at 
the outset [6, 7]. These characteristics are varied, but they demonstrate differ-
ences between those who participate in studies in general and those who do not. 
Compared to nonparticipants, for example, study volunteers might be interested 
in trying new things, interested in research, live closer to research sites, be more 
aware of studies in their areas, want some extra pocket money a research stipend 
would provide, and so on.

The second set of differences between participants and nonparticipants emerge 
as the study unfolds. Even in an area as seemingly objective as physics research, 
scientists are aware that their observation of a phenomenon could change it. 
Clinically, anyone with “white coat syndrome”—an increase in blood pressure as 
an anxious response directly elicited by having one’s blood pressure taken—has 
direct experience with this observer effect. In research studies, people often sub-
tly change their behavior in response to the knowledge that they are under obser-
vation. Any systematic changes prompted by this effect make participants less 
representative of the population. For example, participants wearing accelerometer 
wrist devices (called actigraphs) to measure their sleep are reminded about their 
sleep by virtue of wearing the device [8]. With just this subtle cue, participants 
may be primed to attempt to go to sleep earlier. The participants no longer as well 
represent the population of sleepers quite as well, since most sleepers do not wear 
an actigraph. Of course the effects are likely to be small in this case, but other 
studies may unintentionally produce more robust changes in their participants.

One such important example of a participation effect on a sample is food log-
ging within nutrition research. To collect their data, nutrition researchers often ask 
participants to log their food. However, studies have now uncovered that the very 
act of logging one’s food intake is a contributing factor in weight loss [9]. Logging 
food, in and of itself, seems to change individuals’ perceptions and behaviors 
about food in a meaningful way. When researchers ask participants to eat certain 
foods and log them as confirmation of consumption, they might be studying the 
effects of logging food rather than the effects of the food itself.

Whenever possible, researchers should employ control groups to minimize the 
study participation effects. The control group could be asked to log their food, and 
make no other changes in their diet. Now that we expect the control group to lose 
weight as well, the researchers can subtract any changes that occurred in the control 
group (the influence of logging food) from any changes that occurred in the experi-
mental group (who were influenced by logging food and possibly eating the food of 
interest). The resulting data tracks the influence due to the experimental food alone.

Randomization

Even utilizing the most rigorous levels of methodology discussed so far, there will 
still be differences among people in study samples. The final method we will dis-
cuss that the researchers use to minimize the impact of these differences is called 
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randomization. Randomization entails enrolling participants in the study and then 
assigning them, at random, to one arm of the study or another. Prior to advances 
in technology, randomization was as simple as a coin toss. Now researchers have 
computers with sophisticated algorithms to assign participants at random. These 
algorithms can randomize participants to more than two conditions. Researchers 
can also program their algorithms to evenly distribute key characteristics among 
the groups, such as sex or age. Prior to these algorithms, randomization could still 
result in significantly meaningful differences in the groups that occurred by chance. 
These differences become “group characteristics,” that must then be factored into 
the analysis. If there is a decent chance that characteristics such as sex will lead to 
different responses to treatment, the sex effect should be randomly, yet evenly, dis-
tributed. With an even distribution, the results seen are more likely to be caused by 
the intervention and not to the characteristic differences between the two groups.

For an example of how key characteristics can affect outcomes, consider sleep 
medications and sex. Doctors now prescribe women dosing amounts of sleep medi-
cine about half of what they prescribe for men. This guideline emerged after it was 
discovered that the female body metabolizes popular sleep medications at a meaning-
fully slower rate than males [10]. Researchers comparing a new sleep medicine to a 
placebo will want to make sure they do not have more females in the medicine group 
than the placebo group. If the sex characteristic meaningfully differed in this way, 
we could expect that their results would erroneously show the medications are much 
more potent than it is for the whole population (i.e., once more men are included).

We have been discussing randomization to groups without specifying what 
those groups could be. When researchers do not test their intervention against 
anything, this is called a single-arm study. Patients will want to discover if the 
effects reported in an article comment on that intervention’s results or its results 
compared to some other group. Without comparing a treatment to something else, 
there is a fair likelihood that the effects would have been observed even with-
out the intervention. For example, a developmental psychologist could study the 
effects of reading Goodnight Moon to 3-year-olds and examine how well they are 
able to develop their reading skills by age 5. Without comparing my treatment to 
anything else, this experiment would be roundly dismissed due to a lack of rigor. 
Many children make some kind of progress in reading between ages 3 and 5. 
Without some comparison group, it would be impossible to tell how much of the 
progress could be attributed to the intervention. The study’s rigor would be so poor 
as to have been no better than no study at all.

At times, it is appropriate for researchers to use a single-arm design. Primarily, 
if researchers are truly unaware if their intervention will have any effect at all, it can 
be beneficial to first try the intervention with a few participants and look for any 
change from pre- to post-intervention. If the participants experience no change, the 
researchers saved time and money by not testing their useless intervention against 
other groups. If the participants show some change, researchers can then leverage 
those findings into obtaining enough funding for a study with a comparison group.

One of the simpler comparison groups researchers utilize in clinical trials is 
called “Treatment as usual,” or TAU. In a TAU study, participants are informed 

Randomization
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that if they sign up for the study, they will be randomly assigned to either start the 
new treatment or continue with their current care. Participants assigned to TAU 
are told that they were not randomized to receive the intervention, and instead will 
continue their behaviors as they typically would. These studies give a good “real-
world” impression of whether the new intervention yields improved outcomes over 
what interventions the status quo has to offer.

In some studies, researchers employ placebos. Placebo treatments are not 
expected to have any impact on outcomes. Placebos can only be used when the 
placebo is indistinguishable from the “real thing.” Medication trials commonly 
enlist sugar pills as their placebo. At least a dozen studies have tested whether 
sugar makes children hyperactive by randomly assigning children to ingest small 
amounts of either a sugared syrup (the experimental treatment) or a nonsugared 
yet sweet syrup (the placebo) [11]. Parents were then told that their children 
received sugar, whether it was true or not. In fact, not only were parents blind as 
to whether or not their children received sugar, but the staff collecting the data did 
not know either. The studies used a double-blind design. Parents then rated their 
perceptions of their children’s activity levels. Upending popular lore, children’s 
hyperactivity was more closely tied to their parents’ impressions of sugar con-
sumption than whether they actually ingested any. The placebo was similar enough 
in appearances to the “active” agent to allow researchers to isolate and pinpoint 
the true driver of the children’s hyperactivity—their parents’ perceptions.

A word of caution—the odd truth is that, despite the ideas that placebos are 
used because they create a control condition, placebos can actually “work” in that 
they sometimes produce objective, clinically meaningful, outcomes. Some studies 
have shown that up to 30–40% of people who receive placebos experience objec-
tively different physiological responses to the otherwise sham treatment [12].

While a placebo trial has more rigor than TAU or none at all, it is not always 
an option. If, for example, researchers want to study the effects of recess on chil-
dren’s afternoon focus, they would not be able to create a placebo that looks like 
recess to children but is not actually recess. Rather than dismissing any study 
without a placebo control, patients should try to determine what comparison group 
(placebo, TAU, or none at all) was possible for the study at hand. As long as the 
researchers used the most rigorous comparison group possible, their methodology 
with regard to comparison groups would not be called flawed.

Outcomes

We discussed the difference between the independent, or experimental, variable 
and the dependent, or outcome, variable. These scientific terms do not capture the 
wide-ranging clinical questions that prompt these studies. The outcomes studied 
range from vastly removed to directly relevant to patients’ lives. Basic science 
researchers might study outcome variables as precise and distal as the speed of 
cell mutation. After completing enough of these studies, researchers can eventu-
ally use basic science findings to inform proximal clinical applications, such as 
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oncology studies. Medical researchers investigate largely because they want to 
find improved health outcomes for patients. Instead of referring to “dependent var-
iables,” most studies in medicine report “outcomes.”

For example, a study of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a dis-
order with marked social deficits including a lack of eye contact, may measure 
facial recognition and corresponding brain activity. Imaging studies such as the 
kinds that utilize fMRI serve to inform the field overall. But when a parent of a 
child with ASD reads a study reporting that children with ASD are significantly 
more likely to show decreased activity in the fusiform gyrus when identifying 
faces than typically developing children, he or she cannot do anything with this 
information [13]. The outcomes studied and reported may be important to the field 
and other researchers, but they are too removed from everyday life for patients 
to apply. When patients read titles of articles saying things like “Health Benefits 
Found for Acai Berry,” some investigation will reveal that the “health benefits” 
reported have little to no bearing on daily life. This is because researchers often 
examine proximal outcomes, such as leptin levels in blood, while patients are 
more concerned with distal outcomes, such as health and longevity.

To Explain to a Patient

Research study results reported in the media often “leap to conclusions.” 
Researchers tend to study outcomes that are very specific and usually 
have nothing to do with things people think about on a day-to-day basis. 
Meanwhile, people who read these articles are interested in their overall 
life and health. Journalists who report on research studies try to make the 
case why a new research finding is relevant to their readers. So you may see 
headlines that claim big health benefits, when really, the study may have 
examined something much less meaningful to you.

Outcomes can also be measured objectively or subjectively. Once again, one 
method is not necessarily better than another. The choice should reflect the field 
overall to attain maximum rigor. For example, an insomnia diagnosis includes 
subjective perception of sleep quality, as this perception is more important to the 
sleeper than the number of hours slept [14]. Contrast this with studies about, for 
example, diabetes. The outcomes that matter in that field include objective meas-
ures, such as blood sugar levels.

Study Length

The length of a study is also an important determinant of its rigor. The shorter 
the study, the easier and less expensive it is to conduct. However, most health 
outcomes affect patients over the course of a notable amount of time, if not their 
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entire life span. Studies monitoring their participants’ outcomes for extended peri-
ods of time can be better translated to practical medical conclusions.

Longitudinal studies, in which the same participants are monitored over a 
great length of time—years, primarily—are extremely expensive. Study budgets 
must factor in the time and effort of staff in re-contacting participants as they age, 
move, and change contact information. Some participants will eventually ask not 
to continue to be followed; others may fail to provide new contact information and 
be lost to the study, and still others will die. As the pool of original participants 
dwindles, each remaining participant becomes increasingly precious. While costly, 
longitudinal studies are the only way to accurately track outcomes over time.

A cross-sectional study design works around cost constraints but still attempts 
to quantify people’s responses over time. For example, a study may examine 
educational outcomes of children placed in full-time daycare at three months 
compared to children placed at 1 year of age. These researchers could choose a 
longitudinal design, selecting a pool of participants (some of whom were placed 
at three months and others of whom were placed at 1 year) and tracking their out-
comes at 1.5 years, 3 years, and 5 years old. This design requires a few years to 
collect outcomes, as the researchers would need to wait as the children age. The 
researchers might instead employ a cross-sectional design, recruiting three cohorts 
of children: one group of 1.5-year-olds, another of 3-year-olds, and the last 5-year-
olds, making sure that each cohort has some children who have been in daycare 
since three months and others since one year. The researchers could simultane-
ously collect data from all 3 age groups and then test for significant differences 
between the groups in each cohort.

Despite the speed, ease, and cost-effectiveness of cross-sectional studies, they 
are not preferable to the longitudinal design. Cross-sectional analyses require an 
assumption that all three cohorts do not significantly differ on any variables that 
may affect the outcome, other than the grouping variable. This assumption clearly 
cannot always hold. The labeling of different generations (Great Generation, Silent 
Generation, Baby Boomers, Gen X, Gen Y, Millennials, etc.) reveals the implicit 
understanding that cohorts vary. People from different times are differentially 
shaped by the times they lived in. This is called the cohort effect. With the rapid 
advances in technology experienced today, one could conceive of a cohort effect 
even when comparing a 1.5-year-old child and a 3-year-old child. The 3-year-old 
may have been raised without any access to smart phones, while the 1.5-year-old 
may have been swiping a screen practically since birth. Educational abilities and 
social interaction might be reasonable outcomes in such a study. Access to smart-
phones within developmental timelines could reasonably be assumed to differen-
tially impact the cohorts of children.

If a cohort effect among the children is a stretch, consider differences among 
the groups due to the parents who enrolled them. Parents comfortable with enroll-
ing their 1.5-year-old in a study might differ from parents who would only do so 
once their child was verbal (3 years old) or markedly self-sufficient (5 years old). 
In a study of children placed in day care, parental comfort level with involving 
their children with relative strangers, day care personnel, or study researchers, 
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might reflect some underlying qualities (e.g., openness to new experience, trust) 
that would affect the children among the different groups differentially.

If the groups in a cross-sectional design significantly and meaningfully differ, 
then some of the outcomes could be attributed to these cohort or group effects 
rather than the independent variable. Only a longitudinal study could ensure 
that those factors are not systematically distributed differently among cohorts or 
groups.

The Gold Standard: Randomized Controlled Trial

In a Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT), researchers randomly assign par-
ticipants to one of two arms: (1) the investigational (also called experimental) 
intervention; or (2) the comparison intervention (i.e., anything other than the 
experimental intervention). Some RCTs employ three (or more) arms, in which the 
experimental intervention goes head to head with an active comparator as well as a 
placebo. While the RCT design is the most rigorous, it is not always available.

RCTs can be impractical. Some research questions cannot be answered practi-
cally within the RCT framework. Researchers have studied whether children who 
had pets as toddlers are more or less likely to develop asthma [15]. It is unlikely 
researchers would find a sufficient number of families willing to consent to a 
research study that will direct them whether or not to get a dog for their toddler. 
Basing certain decisions on chance, the “randomized” part of randomized con-
trolled trial, is not always practical.

Even if these researchers had found a number of families, all willing to leave 
their pet choices up to fate, researchers with other questions would not be so 
lucky. They may want to study phenomena that are not at all within their or their 
participants’ control and, therefore, cannot be subject to randomization. Keeping 
ensuing asthma rates as the outcome, consider instead the independent variable of 
maternal birthplace. A researcher may study if participants whose mothers were 
born in warm climates have lower rates of asthma. This researcher could not ran-
domly assign their participants to have mothers born in warm or cool climates. 
Whenever the independent variable cannot be distributed among the participant 
pool at random, an RCT design is impossible.

In other studies, an RCT design may not be impossible, but is so impractical 
as to be essentially impossible. For example, interventions that are unlikely to be 
implemented as intended present a logistical challenge to the RCT design. One 
example is nutrition studies, which are notoriously difficult to perform rigorously. 
People eat every day, multiple times a day. They eat at home, in restaurants, at 
friend’s houses, or airports. They eat based on what they want to eat, but also what 
they can afford, and what is available when hunger strikes.

To illustrate the point, consider a hypothetical scenario. A possible research 
hypothesis is whether children who eat only GMO-free dairy products have less 
asthma as teenagers. GMO stands for Genetically Modified Organisms, concern 

Study Length
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for which abounds despite the current lack of conclusive research indicating det-
rimental outcomes for the average consumer [16]. In this case, it is plausible that 
parents could volunteer to be assigned to one condition or another. Randomization 
is possible. The researchers would then be obligated to monitor intake of GMO 
dairy products among the two groups of children to measure adherence to the 
intervention. Even with the best of intentions to follow one diet or another, the 
other kind of food studied will interfere. The children assigned to consume GMO-
free products will inevitably encounter the ubiquitous product. Children in the 
control group may regularly consume GMO-free products, simply by interacting 
with the world around them. Researchers call instances when one group interacts 
with the other group’s plan contamination. A child assigned to the GMO condi-
tion drinking GMO-free milk with his slice of cake at a friend’s birthday party, 
from a research standpoint, constitutes contamination. While researcher attempt to 
account for contamination in their analyses, they can only do so if made aware the 
contamination occurred. Unfortunately, people (let alone young children) do not 
accurately report of the substances in their food. In some cases, researchers do not 
employ the RCT design because they know in advance the two (or more) condi-
tions will not be followed to the fidelity needed to draw meaningful conclusions.

Finally, RCTs cannot be conducted when to do so would be unethical. There 
are ample opportunities for lapses in ethics, regardless of methodological rigor. 
RCTs’ ethical concerns, as separate from other methodological concerns, lie in the 
randomization process. Even if possible, practical, and performed with fidelity, in 
some situations it would be unethical to randomize some participants to one condi-
tion and not the other. For example, researchers have studied how much the surgi-
cal experience level of a surgeon affects patient outcome [17]. Using an RCT to 
test a hypothesis that surgeons with 20 years of experience have lower complica-
tions rates and fewer post-operative infections than surgeons with 2 years of expe-
rience would present an untenable ethical problem. This hypothetical researcher 
would have to enroll participants who agreed to have their surgeons’ experience 
level assigned to them at random. Even if participants agreed to have their chil-
dren’s care determined by a coin flip, it is unethical to ask participants to accept 
the implicit risks associated with an inexperienced surgeon when a vastly more 
experienced one is available. In the real world, people see doctors with limited 
experience all the time—doctors must gain experience as their careers develop just 
as do individuals in any profession. However, this is done with great oversight and 
on the understanding that the patient could seek care elsewhere if years of experi-
ence mattered to them. Patient access to experienced doctors is often limited due 
to constraints such as availability of experienced doctors in their area. Withholding 
of care done in the name of research presents an ethical catastrophe.

Examining a study for methodological rigor is a key piece of research literacy. 
Patients must be aware if the study was well designed and conducted before “buy-
ing into” the results. In the next chapter, we’ll explore whether the results have any 
meaningful impact on the participants, and by extension, patients.
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Overview

A core aspect of informed consent in medical decision-making is full compre-
hension of research findings. We have been reviewing the criteria a study must 
meet before it merits consideration in medical decision-making. The implicit and 
explicit biases affecting research at various stages and levels are taken seriously, 
thus weeding out questionable results. Indicators of methodological rigor then 
provide insight into the overall quality of the study. Once these criteria are met, 
physicians and patients must still determine if the study results have any plausi-
ble clinical applicability. Some studies, despite passing these criteria, yield results 
that remain academic in nature only. Put bluntly, not every statistically significant 
research result is ecologically valid. To explain to patients which results apply 
clinically and which do not, physicians can make clear the difference between sta-
tistical significance and clinical significance. Only once this distinction is apparent 
to patients are they adequately informed to consent.

The Original Plan for Statistical Significance

Not only should statistical significance not conclude the decision-making process, 
it was never intended to. We caution in Chap. 3 that statistical significance has a 
narrow and precise definition. Statistical significance provides a guideline as to the 
likelihood that an observation in a study is due to chance [1]. Originally devised 
in 1920, statistician Ronald Fisher proposed that his p-value (the statistical metric 
of significance) provide an indication as to whether or not study results warrant a 
second examination [1]. Studies with p-values less than 0.05 might yield valuable 
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information if investigated further. P-values higher than 0.05 were not as likely to 
produce additional results of importance.

To Explain to a Patient

A statistically significant result acts like a traffic “stop” sign. A p-value less 
than 0.05 does not signal the end of the trip. Instead, it tells the research-
ers to pause long enough to consider where they came from, what they have 
observed so far, and where they might like to go next based on what they 
observed.

Fisher carefully defined the limitations of the p-value out of a nuanced understand-
ing of the role statistics should play in the scientific method. Fisher placed his sta-
tistic as one discrete part of the scientific process as a whole. If the process was 
to unfold in the ideal, researchers would review the preexisting work in the field, 
incorporate those previous findings into their ideas, set hypotheses, examine their 
resulting data, share their findings, collaborate with others in the field, and adjust 
their hypotheses accordingly.

This collaborative, evolving, and messy approach to science sounds foreign to 
many. The scientific process is often presented as completely methodical, objec-
tive, and rational. Consider instead, the scientific process as an art. If the scientific 
process were compared to the creation of an oil painting, statistics would repre-
sent the brushes. While crucial to the endeavor, the brushes alone do not create 
the resulting image. Other factors must be considered for the process to unfold 
as originally conceptualized. Describing a particular vein of scientific inquiry by 
stating that “the study has statistically significant findings” is akin to describing a 
painting solely by stating that brushes were used.

Popularity of Statistical Significance

In the years since Fisher first proposed that his statistical procedures be used in 
a limited fashion within a broader context, scientists, publishers, and journalists 
have removed his p-value from its recommended position of precision [2]. The 
media use his commonly misunderstood statistic as a catchall for the importance 
of a study’s findings [2]. The scientific field has taken his statistical tool and raised 
it to the position of prominence in most published findings. High-impact journals 
display a preference for publishing papers with statistically significant results [2]. 
In turn, career academics value publication in high-impact journals [2]. These 
mutually beneficial incentives conspire to promote an overreliance on statistically 
significant findings [2]. We propose two reasons for the overinflated popularity of 
Fisher’s p-value: One is practical and the other psychological.
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One factor contributing to the popularity of the p-value within the scientific 
community was the practical benefit. At the time of Fisher’s writing, computers 
with statistical capabilities were expensive, making them scarce commodities [2]. 
Most researchers computed their statistical analyses by hand, a painstaking pro-
cess. They then compared their results to a table Fisher developed that provided 
data at various interval levels (e.g., p = 0.05, p = 0.01). At the time, a table with 
clearly delineated intervals assisted researchers in understanding whether or not 
their results had any merit. They simply needed to find the lowest possible interval 
on the table corresponding to their result.

The overreliance on tables with arbitrary guidelines, forgivable one hundred 
years ago, has overstayed its welcome. Computers, now ubiquitous, calculate sta-
tistical results and precise p-values at very little time and cost. Researchers do 
not need to settle for the closest interval that best describes their findings. While 
Fisher’s p-value of 0.05 had an outsized effect on the field of statistics when he 
created it, the practical utility is no longer applicable.

With the practical aspect of Fisher’s p-value clearly technologically outdated, 
the psychological need for simplicity marches on. It is as an inborn human trait. 
Cognitive psychologists Tversky and Kahneman studied processes the human 
brain utilizes to efficiently and rapidly perceive, judge, and make choices about the 
world [3]. These processes are called heuristics [3]. Compared to other organs, 
the brain requires a great deal of energy to operate even its most basic functions. 
The body therefore prefers to run the brain as efficiently as possible. Additionally, 
humans evolved when speed was crucial to physical survival. If the brain took too 
long to determine if a stimulus was dangerous, it often resulted in death. Brains, 
then, also prefer speed. Heuristics provide the advantages of efficiency and speed.

To assist the brain with rapid and efficient processing, heuristics simplify where 
complexity is encountered. Rather than examine every square inch of an object 
before determining its type, the human brain will identify key markers (legs, seat, 
back, wood, right angles, parallel lines) and identify the object as a chair. Fisher’s 
p-value supplied the statistical equivalent of a heuristic. He provided one key 
marker (a p-value) by which researchers now identify their work as a whole (sig-
nificant or not).

Oversimplification and Confusion

Utilizing procedures that simplify come with a cost. The limitations of the human 
brain mean that giving speed preference over accuracy will lead to an increased 
error rate. Most humans can be quick or accurate, but it is very challenging to be 
both. In cognitive terms, the errors that emerge due to heuristics are our biases. 
One bias that emerges from heuristics’ tendency to simplify is oversimplification. 
In the case of Fisher’s p-value, the temptation to oversimplify research results is 
strong.

Popularity of Statistical Significance
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Not only does relying solely on the p-value oversimplify findings within statis-
tics, it also causes a similar error in the clinical interpretation of the findings. The 
simplicity error has wide-ranging effects due to the use of the word “significance.” 
Even though statistics uses the word “significance,” common parlance utilizes it 
also [4]. Unfortunately, the definitions are not the same in both settings. We will 
explain the confusion by first providing another example of a term with a different 
meaning depending on the context in which it is used: negative. In the medical set-
ting, a negative finding often represents good news, such as when screening results 
for a disease are negative. In quotidian use, negative has the opposite meaning.

Significance suffers from this dual-definition conundrum. In the case of signif-
icance, however, the difference between the two definitions is nuanced. Authors 
often fail to bother at all with the distinction, or neglect to clarify when they see 
the word used erroneously. An indication of the strong propensity to oversimplify 
is the frequency with which popular media shortens “statistical significance” to 
“significance.” For example, one news article reporting an epidemiological study 
result states, “postmenopausal women with gum disease and history of smoking 
have a significantly higher risk for breast cancer” [5]. Missing is the key word 
“statistically”—the researchers calculated a statistically significant association. 
Omitting this word could reflect a minor editorial decision. In fact, its absence 
results in the complete dismissal of Fisher’s original intended use for his measure. 
The common definition of significance is commonly erroneously applied when the 
much narrower statistical definition is actually needed [6].

Overreliance on Statistical Significance in Publishing

Lay media aside, evidence of publication bias in the scientific literature depicts the 
field’s overreliance on statistical significance. As discussed in Chap. 2, publication 
bias results when papers with significant findings are published at higher rates than 
papers with non-significant ones. The bias is so prevalent that results with statisti-
cally significant findings are colloquially referred to as “positive” and those with-
out statistical significance as “negative” [7]. (This shorthand assessment of value 
is not applicable for types of studies that do not employ hypothesis testing as a 
matter of form, such as case studies.)

Before addressing the myriad ways publication bias detrimentally affects the 
field of scientific inquiry, we must first establish how its presence is observed. A 
number of researchers have studied the mathematical markers that serve as evi-
dence of publication bias and have repeatedly found a great deal of evidence that 
the bias has infiltrated the literature [7]. Recall that biases affect outcomes in a 
systematic fashion. When researchers find systematic outcomes instead of the 
randomness they would expect, they infer the presence of a bias. There is no jus-
tifiable reason for a collection of p-values to cluster in any particular formation. 
Without publication bias, the p-values drawn from a sample of published papers 
should be randomly distributed. If a pattern of p-values, particularly p-values 
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clustered at just below 0.05 were observed, this marker would imply that investi-
gators mainly submit and journals mostly publish findings using Fisher’s p-value 
as the driving criterion. Various researchers have repeatedly found this exact 
clustering of p-values just under 0.05. For example, one team of researchers 
examined articles reported in three psychology journals. They found that a dispro-
portionately high number of papers report p-values just under 0.05 [8]. We can 
also observe the bias increasing over time: in 1990, 30% of papers published had 
negative findings; by 2013 it had dropped to 14% [9].

Costs of Publication Bias

Publication bias obstructs the actions involved in the true directive of the scien-
tific process: knowledge acquisition. First of all, uncovering what is false is just as 
much a goal of science as discovering what is true, a fact publication bias blithely 
ignores [7]. Second, publication bias stymies scientific process via redundancy and 
false leads. In terms of redundancy, the lack of published negative findings pre-
sents unnecessary challenges to other researchers who would seek to examine the 
same phenomena. Without access to accounts of prior work that did not lead to 
significant results, other researchers (whether future or contemporary) repeatedly 
test hypotheses that their predecessors and colleagues have already examined and 
discarded. The time and money spent investigating paths that have already been 
tested and jettisoned could have been more effectively utilized if the negative find-
ings were readily available [10].

While publication bias has always been a matter of concern, the more studies 
published, the more the bias affects the field overall with the introduction and per-
meation of false positives. In 1950, a few hundred thousand researchers worked 
and published [9]. Even in 1959, researchers were writing about their concerns 
that publication bias resulted in an abundance of false conclusions [11]. In 2013, 
the field grew to approximately 6–7 million researchers working and publishing 
[9]. Recall that a p-value of 0.05 represents a one-in-twenty probability that a find-
ing is due to chance. The result is that even among a few dozen studies, one could 
reasonably anticipate that at least one of those statistically significant results is, in 
fact, a false positive. Therefore, as more studies are published, the number of false 
positive results will increase, even as the rate of false positive findings remains the 
same.

The larger the number of studies, the more false positives will emerge. 
Additionally, the larger the amount of data collected within a study, the more 
false positives it will produce. While a sufficiently large sample size is needed for 
appropriate methodological rigor, the rise of big data has also contributed to an 
overabundance of false positive results that pervade the literature. While it would 
seem that the larger the sample size, the more confidence one can place in results, 
this is not true [11]. What is more precisely accurate is that the more participants 
in a study, the more easily the data will be able to provide an outcome that reaches 

Overreliance on Statistical Significance in Publishing
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statistical significance. Large sample sizes’ ability to detect differences between 
samples is called statistical power. However, increasing the power also increases 
the rate of false positives as well. Large sample sizes magnify both true and false 
differences. A property inherent in large datasets is great variability [12].

To Explain to a Patient

Having a large sample size in a study is like turning up the volume on your 
phone. You can hear the person you are speaking with more loudly, but you 
can hear background noise more loudly as well. Large sample sizes allow 
researchers to hear the voice, but they also make it more likely they will hear 
the background noise as well. The scientists might interpret that background 
noise as the voice.

With sophisticated computers, electronic medical record-keeping systems, and 
unprecedented documentation, the data sets at researchers’ disposal have never 
been larger. This abundance of figures supplies an additional temptation for statis-
ticians to draw inferences and make claims based on these mammoth datasets [12]. 
Researchers in some fields, such as epidemiologists or geneticists, have data sets 
in the hundreds or even thousands [9]. If researchers do not properly account for 
multiple comparisons in their analyses, a p-value of 0.05 is a woefully lax thresh-
old. Simply examining a high number of possible outcome measures increases the 
likelihood that the researcher will find a result that is statistically significant [6].

Significant but spurious findings that easily flow from large datasets typically 
gain widespread attention, particularly in research areas of high interest to the 
public [12]. Common complaints that research is inconclusive and contradictory 
stem from this phenomenon. Investigations into hormone replacement therapy, 
vitamin β carotene, vitamin C, vitamin E, and countless other possible treatments 
have yielded findings that can only be described as “conflicted and often meaning-
less” [13]. Not only do these findings erode public confidence in research in gen-
eral, the money spent to generate these useless conclusions could have been spent 
on more legitimate forms of research [13].

Editor Motivations and Actions

Given the costs of publication bias to the field of scientific inquiry, it is worth 
examining why and how it has persisted for decades. We will first address motiva-
tions and actions contributing to the bias from journal editors before we address 
these points from researchers themselves.

Journals that publish statistically significant findings benefit from an increased 
perception of selectivity and competitiveness via their impact factor [9]. Journals 
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indexed in the Journal Citation Reports are assigned an impact factor. Impact fac-
tors are commonly interpreted as a proxy for a journal’s reputation, with higher 
factors representing higher influence [14]. Impact factor calculations rest on the 
ratio of the number of citations a journal’s articles receive in a 2-year span com-
pared to the number of citable articles they publish [14]. Because articles report-
ing nonsignificant results are rarely cited, journals that publish a wealth of articles 
with nonsignificant findings risk tilting the ratio away from a favorable impact fac-
tor. Subsequently, publication bias leads to a meaningful imbalance between “pos-
itive” and “negative” findings.

How journal editors act to bias their publications is fairly straightforward. As 
the arbiters of what appears in their journals, editors can choose to publish papers 
with significant findings over those with nonsignificant results. As covered in 
Chap. 2, these decisions may not occur at the level of consciousness. It would be 
unfair to assume concerted, malicious intent for every instance in which a study 
with statistically significant results were accepted over one with nonsignificant 
results.

Author Motivations and Actions

Thus far we have described how editorial decisions contribute to publication 
bias. Study authors’ decisions also play a role in the bias. Due to journals’ edito-
rial decisions preferencing the publication of statistically significant findings over 
nonsignificant ones, today’s researchers find themselves in the situation Fisher 
explicitly cautioned against—acceptance for publication based primarily on low 
p-values. Careerism seems to be a potential motive for authors to contribute to the 
publication bias in the field. Publication in a prestigious peer-reviewed journal 
is the bare minimum researchers must achieve to obtain highly desirable incen-
tives such as scientific rewards and coveted tenure-track positions [15]. As the 
number of researchers increases, more will fall prey to chasing the more interest-
ing (i.e., significant) findings in their studies in order to publish [9]. Others sug-
gest that some of the activities researchers engage in that promote publication 
bias stem from subconscious desires [15]. Psychologist Uri Simonsohn considers 
these biases key to understanding how even honest researchers can unintentionally 
engage in questionable practices to obtain a statistically significant result [15].

If we take seriously the incentives that motivate researchers to contribute 
to publication bias, the next question becomes how they do so. Publication bias 
occurs on the researcher level via two actions: selection and selective reporting 
[4]. Selection occurs when researchers decide not to submit negative findings for 
publication [4]. Selective reporting occurs when researchers decide not to accept 
their negative findings. Instead, they continue to manipulate and analyze their data 
until they find a statistically significant finding to report.

The overreliance on statistical significance has rendered the metric suscep-
tible to researcher exploitation, whether intentionally or unintentionally. The 
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calculations involved in reaching statistical significance are open knowledge. The 
capability to calculate a p-value provides the same knowledge needed to manipu-
late the data to produce a significant p-value. The process of exploiting data to 
produce statistically significant results has several names. It has been called data 
dredging, data snooping, data mining, and fishing [16]. This work will use the 
term coined by Joseph Simmons and his colleagues (including Simonsohn, men-
tioned above) at University of Pennsylvania: p-hacking [17].

P-hacking encompasses a number of unscrupulous activities performed to 
ensure that statistical significance is reached [4]. These activities include: reopen-
ing the study to gather data from more participants; analyzing only a subset of 
the data; removing outlier data; adjusting or transforming the variables; including 
additional variables in the data set; choosing a different variable to serve as the 
outcome; changing the control group; and using a different statistical test [4]. The 
distinction between activities that fall within the bounds of permissible statistical 
modeling versus p-hacking rests in the timing. Statistical decisions made before 
collecting data or running any analyses constitute the study’s methodology. For 
example, deciding to enroll enough participants to gather data that could show a 
significant difference, if one exists, is a valid methodological choice. Conducting 
a study is pointless if researchers do not plan to collect enough data to properly 
power their studies. However, statistical actions taken after running the initial anal-
yses indicate that researchers are dissatisfied with their results and are attempting 
to affect the outcome with new data.

Changing course statistically after examining the data is highly suspect. For 
example, in a larger study of 13 meta-reviews in the psychological literature, 
authors found that researchers engaged in the practice of running multiple small 
sample-size studies repeatedly until they found results from one that reached the 
p < 0.05 level [18]. Running a series of small studies and stopping only once sta-
tistical significance has been found, rather than running one large study, is a clear 
example of p-hacking.

The Replication Correction

Replication is a crucial tenet of the scientific process because it assists researchers 
in discovering false positive results that litter the field due to publication bias and 
p-hacking practices. When studies are replicated, scientists must confront the false 
positives head on. A biotech firm, Amgen, could reproduce only 6 of 53 “land-
mark” cancer studies; Bayer could reproduce only one quarter of 67 papers they 
published and were deemed “important” to the field; and social scientists repli-
cated 100 psychological studies and found that more than half did not produce sta-
tistically significant results upon replication [19–21].

Despite its importance, replication is a costly endeavor and is less interesting to 
funders and researchers alike [9]. Many in research agree that a sufficient number 
of replication studies are not performed, but this conviction does not automatically 
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lead to change. In 2015, the director of the National Institute of Mental Health, 
Thomas Insel, penned an editorial on the importance of reproducibility in research 
studies [22]. He specified that in the face of biological variability, poor method-
ology, questionable analytical practices, and outright fraud, reproducibility is the 
only way science can correct its own false positive findings. He specifically cites 
p-hacking as a contributing factor in the current challenges to modern science.

Meaning in Decision-Making

Publication bias combined with the sheer volume of studies published today 
detracts from the meaning of the findings [23]. The preponderance of accessible 
studies meets statistical significance criteria simply by virtue of their publication, 
thus reducing the likelihood of drawing meaningful conclusions from statistical 
significance alone. While a number of efforts—including recommendations, data-
bases for all trials and studies regardless of results, and even legislation—have 
been attempted to undercut the problem, there is still no effective solution to publi-
cation bias [7]. Given that physicians and their patients cannot change publication 
bias, they must learn to interpret meaning themselves.

Clearly, while hypothesis testing provides guidance as to whether an observed 
difference is statistically significant, it does not explain whether or not this differ-
ence has any meaning [24]. In a cautionary paper, dermatologic researchers pro-
vide a clear example of the distinction between statistical significance and clinical 
meaning. These authors reviewed a study that tested a topical treatment for early 
male pattern baldness [25]. Participants who received the treatment experienced a 
statistically significant higher hair count compared to the control participants (at 
a p-value of less than 0.05) [25]. Despite these results, however, the hair count 
improvement did not lead to any appreciably noticeable cosmetic improvement 
[25]. Without a meaningful subjective assessment showing improvement, statisti-
cally more hair strands was likely cold comfort to those men in the experimen-
tal group. In the academic field of research, statistical significance still reigns 
supreme. In the world of applied medicine, physicians must obtain an indication of 
clinical significance before incorporating research results into their practice.

Patients, too, should make their healthcare decisions based on meaningful find-
ings, not simply statistically significant ones. Truly informed decision-making 
necessitates that patients are aware of what a finding says with regard to meaning, 
rather than significance alone. Statistically significant results should only be con-
sidered within the broader context of methodological procedures, other relevant 
statistical measures, and the preexisting literature [6].

The Replication Correction
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Clinical Significance

While meaning is clearly subjective, the scientific process has attempted to codify 
it. Statistical efforts to codify meaning result in the calculation of the magnitude 
of the experimental effect [26]. These calculations are said to describe the impact 
of an intervention, with impact acting as the statistical proxy for meaning. Even 
when examining various impact indicators, physicians and patients alike should 
continue to place a heavy emphasis on individual circumstances and common 
sense.

Measures of meaning provide a more complete picture of what the data show 
by including details such as the size of the difference and direction of the dif-
ference. The size of the difference matters from a practical standpoint. When 
choosing whether or not to prescribe or undergo a treatment, the amount of 
improvement, or the impact amount, is a crucial consideration. The direction of 
the difference matters as well—if a treatment is statistically significantly different 
from a placebo but the placebo performed better, than the treatment would not be 
recommended.

Before exploring impact measures in depth, we should mention that measuring 
impact is not the only method for assessing clinical significance. An examination 
of the means and standard deviations for different groups is also more illuminating 
than significance testing alone. Because these metrics provide such a clear picture, 
they are actually called descriptive statistics. Many research articles provide rel-
evant descriptive statistics in tables or figures within the text.

While examining the descriptive statistics illuminates clinical significance, 
impact measurements provide an additional benefit supporting their use. Impact 
indicators are standardized. This standardization helps researchers who perform 
systematic reviews as well as individuals who may not be familiar with the vari-
ables used in a study.

Researchers who conduct systematic reviews and meta-analyses do so with 
the aim of developing more sophisticated hypotheses and to provide the field 
with comprehensive reviews [27]. Summarizing studies in these formats is 
largely accepted for synthesizing previous work in a meaningful and helpful way. 
Systematic reviews differ from basic literature reviews with narrative results in 
that they explicitly define the scope of inquiry, the methods to determine which 
studies are included in the review, the methods used to extract data, and the analy-
sis thereof [27]. Some systematic reviews additionally include a meta-analysis 
[27]. Meta-analyses gather any number of previous studies examining the same 
hypothesis and pool their outcomes, provided the studies are similar enough [27]. 
If studies within the meta-analysis report impact, these impact results can be 
pooled to gain a more comprehensive view of the benefit of the treatment [28]. 
This pooling is possible due to the standardization of effect sizes. For example, 
pediatric oncologists may read about new treatments that show statistical signifi-
cance. If the preponderance of these treatments produces only minimal evidence 
of impact, optimism accompanying these new treatments should be tempered.
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Standardization of impact measurements is also valuable for individuals read-
ing results because studies report their outcomes using different scales [28]. For 
example, a review of studies testing a fever reduction agent may unearth some 
studies reporting outcomes in degrees Fahrenheit and others in Celsius. The stand-
ardization of impact measurements applies the same scale of meaning regardless 
of the original measurement used. In studies of less common concepts, the scales 
used are usually arcane to the lay reader. While an educated nonspecialist has 
some idea of what a decrease of a few degrees in Fahrenheit means, few outside 
the realm of specialized research would be able to interpret, for example, a drop in 
a few points on the Beck Anxiety Inventory. Standardization of meaning measure-
ments ensures that lay readers need not first acquaint themselves with all of the 
variables in the study and their respective scales.

Indicators of Impact

Unlike the p-value, which is always presented as “p,” the calculation of impact 
indicators depends on the original statistical test; impact indicators therefore have 
different names or symbols to identify them. Two broad categories of studies are 
those that test for differences (between groups) and those that examine relation-
ships (between variables) [29]. In studies of difference, impact indicators provide 
guidance as to the magnitude and direction of the difference. In studies of relation-
ship, impact indicators quantify the strength and direction of association.

For studies that examine differences between groups, popular indicators of 
impact attempt to estimate the differences between the groups or the amount of 
difference attributable to the intervention [30]. Studies might report the relative 
risk, odds ratio, standardized mean difference, probability of benefit, or number 
needed to treat [30]. Studies that examine relationships between variables use pop-
ular indicators of impact to quantify the strength of the association. These stud-
ies might report correlation or covariates to measure the strength and ascertain the 
direction of the relationship [31].

We are not reviewing indicators of effect in depth here. The U.S. Department 
of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences’ initiative, the What Works 
Clearinghouse, recommends that researchers provide an interpretation for readers 
of any reported impact measurements [29]. If interpretation is not provided within 
the paper, physicians can refer to a basic statistics book or online resource for 
guidance.

Clinical Significance
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Underreported Impact—Caveat Emptor

One reason this book will not delineate different measurements of impact in detail 
is because popular media rarely report them. As such, most patients will not have 
access to impact indicators. Media outlets fail to report them, in no small part, 
because many published studies do not include them either. Journals pediatricians 
encounter are all but guaranteed to publish the statistical significance. However, it 
is still not assured that every study will report impact.

Without access to the original impact figures, patients rely on their physicians. 
The original online journal articles patients would like to know more about are 
often blocked to patients by pay walls. This is a barrier to informed consent that 
doctors, who may belong to medical associations or work for organizations that 
grant institutional access to the original text, can overcome on their patients’ 
behalf. Patients who have considered a study and found it has merit according 
to funding, bias, methodological rigor, and statistical significance will still likely 
need their physicians’ help to look for reported impact. If impact is reported for 
statistically significant findings, physicians should share the figures with their 
patients to help them to interpret the results. For example, consider a study find-
ing that reading to children is statistically significantly correlated with later aca-
demic achievement. If the impact indicator is strong, the physician will want to 
impress upon the parent that not only are the variables correlated, they appear to 
be strongly associated.

If impact is not reported in the original research article, this is an indicator for 
physicians. As in our discussion of editors’ and researchers’ activities contribut-
ing to publication bias, inferring motives for not reporting impact indicators is an 
ambiguous task. One reason could be the pervasiveness of statistical significance, 
pushing the value of impact reporting to the side. Yet even with statistical signifi-
cance’s dominance, multiple scientific organizations have recommended for dec-
ades that impact be reported. To be unaware of the importance of impact reporting 
in research is a troubling indictor of the researcher’s credentials.

Another reason for omitting impact results is that the researchers did not find 
a meaningful one in their study. Finding an effect size too small to be meaning-
ful could prompt a researcher to leave out the information altogether. Unlike sta-
tistical significance, which is all but required for most study publications, many 
journals still print papers without impact results. Therefore, researchers dissatis-
fied with the size of their impact findings can omit it. Leaving out a small impact 
result in a research paper is analogous to omitting a short-lived job on a resume. 
The omission is not exactly a lie, but it indicates an underlying reluctance to pro-
vide the full picture for fear that it will dilute the case as a whole. Because strong 
impact scores seem impressive, researchers have every incentive to report them 
when they occur.
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Conclusion

At this stage, we have fully reviewed the steps to research literacy that will assist 
patients in making fully informed consent. While we do not suggest all patients 
can take these actions on their own, physicians can help their patients with the 
steps along the way. By giving the correct terms to various research concepts as 
they explain them, doctors can increase their patients’ literacy. As with other forms 
of literacy (financial, digital, cultural, etc.), fluency will not happen overnight. 
Building a comfort level with patients one step at a time increases their confidence 
and promotes a working relationship between physician and patient, which is key 
to effective patient-centered care.
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Overview

Researchers and physicians alike have long recognized that the conclusions of 
clinical research should have some practical applications. While basic science 
seeks to gain knowledge for its own sake, clinical research aims to contribute to 
improved wellbeing in individuals and populations. Still debated is the extent to 
which findings from research trials can be appropriately and feasibly applied in 
clinical settings [1]. Specific questions in this ongoing dialogue rest on the merits 
of particular findings, what information can be interpreted as evidentiary, and how 
that evidence is to be applied and integrated within existing practices [1].

Evidence-Based

The questions imply a distinction between treatments developed and tested in 
research studies and the practice of using research-backed therapies in clinical 
care. More than just a subtlety to be inferred, this distinction is a real one, marked 
by specific terminology. Within controlled research trials, the therapies, tech-
niques, interventions, or medications that produced statistically and clinically sig-
nificant changes are called evidence-based treatments (EBT) [1]. Alternatively, 
the broader clinical practice that maintains up-to-date knowledge of research 
findings and incorporates them into practice when deemed valuable within the 
context of individual patient needs, values, and clinical presentation is called 
evidence-based practice (EBP) [1]. Clinicians can engage in evidence-based 
practice without using a specific EBT. Consider a physician who keeps apprised 
of recent research developments in muscle hypotonia without prescribing a spe-
cific new EBT for a patient, who is already responding well to the current course 
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of treatment. This clinician delivers evidence-based care by considering EBTs 
through the lens of a specific patient. Other doctors may want to deliver specific 
EBTs but cannot due to feasibility or logistical barriers.

On the other hand, clinicians may utilize an EBT without necessarily prac-
ticing in an evidence-based fashion. In this case, consider a physician who pre-
scribes a new, evidence-based medication without considering whether or not the 
patient might achieve positive outcomes with a previously established treatment. 
Providing evidence-based practice requires that physicians make educated deci-
sions, not simply dispense new treatments without question or at the urging of 
pharmaceutical representatives. Evidence, expertise, and patient characteristics are 
the hallmarks of evidence-based practice [1].

As a practice conceptualization, EBP began in the 1970s with British epide-
miologist Archibald Cochrane [2]. He determined that women entering pre-term 
labor were not appropriately treated with corticosteroids because systemic reviews 
had not synthesized the results of research trials into meaningful clinical guide-
lines [2]. The needless and senseless deaths of thousands of premature babies 
spurred his creation of the Cochrane Collaboration in 1993 [2]. The collabora-
tion’s aim, from its inception to the present day, is to assist clinical decision-mak-
ing by creating and updating publicly available systemic reviews of the latest and 
most reliable research findings for health practitioners [3]. This approach to inten-
tionally remain abreast of research findings with the express purpose of deliver-
ing optimal care ushered in the era of evidence-based practice. Empirical support 
for evidence-based practice shows that clinical care incorporating treatments from 
rigorous studies improves patient outcomes by 28% compared to practices derived 
from tradition [2].

The past 20 years have shown the concept of evidence-based practice to be 
vastly influential in a number of areas [4]. A Medline search places the first usage 
of “evidence-based practice” in 1992, with 600 more appearances 5 years later [5]. 
The sharp increase continued, with over 1,000 results from 1995–2000 alone [5]. 
Clearly evidence-based practice gained traction and wide acceptance among those 
who publish—primarily, researchers. Impressions among practitioners are not as 
easy to quantify. Studies have found that positive impressions of utilizing research 
findings to inform on care have been widely adopted by practitioners and policy-
makers in the fields of medicine, nursing, psychology, and others [4]. Evidence 
also exists for a similarly positive impression in the field of pediatrics. One study 
of pediatricians and pediatric nurses found that these medical professionals dis-
played moderate to good scores with regard to their attitudes toward evidence-
based practice [6].

When performed as intended, evidence-based practice bridges the gap between 
researchers and physicians. Researchers and doctors regularly observe the same 
phenomena, but their different perspectives quite frequently lead to misunder-
standing and disagreement. Like the proverbial blind men examining parts of an 
elephant, those feeling the tail interpret a rope, those feeling the legs conclude a 
tree, and so on. Physicians criticize researchers for being out of touch with true 
clinical presentations, studying disease in a way that is not practically helpful, and 
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producing treatments that cannot be delivered due to logistical constraints—time, 
money, apparatus, infrastructure, etc. Researchers voice exasperation when physi-
cians continue to deliver ineffective care, as a result of entrenched practices, that 
lacks a basis in evidence.

While not completely unfounded, mutual critiques between the world of 
research and applied medicine drive a wedge between natural partners in the quest 
for better care. The magnitude of philosophical differences between research-
ers and physicians appears smaller when removed from the academic setting. 
Famous psychology researcher Alan Kazdin wryly notes that the personal lives 
of researchers and physicians show their tacit acknowledgement of the merits of 
their counterparts’ approaches [1]. He points out that rarely would a researcher 
who has fallen ill eschew a treatment with insufficient evidence of efficacy, par-
ticularly if no evidence-based treatment exists for the ailment from which they 
suffer. Similarly, physicians who find themselves ill commonly begin researching 
their condition to learn more about possible treatment options, and their scientific 
backing, when approaching their own healing. Observed in this phenomenon are 
researchers and clinicians displaying significant agreement regarding evidence-
based practice despite sometimes finding themselves at odds over the scientific 
method and specific EBTs.

Researchers and physicians both acknowledge individual variability in their 
work, albeit in different fashions. Researchers measure the extent to which a 
treatment works for participants of differing characteristics with moderators. 
Moderators are participants’ characteristics that can be measured at the start of the 
study. After observing treatment effects, researchers review the moderator vari-
ables to assess whether or not they affected the treatment’s impact on outcomes 
for participants with similar moderators. For example, a study may uncover that 
a sleep training intervention produces better outcomes for families reporting low 
levels of stress before implementing the intervention in their homes than it does 
for high-stress families. Without referring to them as moderators, physicians regu-
larly address these same characteristics in their practice. Doctors consider clinical 
variables that they expect to either promote or hinder the effects of their prescribed 
treatment. In the sleep training example, a mother with concerns about her child’s 
sleep asks her pediatrician for guidance. Before recommending sleep training, 
the pediatrician assesses conversationally whether the mother’s stress levels will 
likely allow her to implement the procedure as designed. Comments indicative of 
high-stress guide the physician to conclude that the sleep training may not help 
the family in their current state and may in fact stress them further. The physician 
accordingly makes a different recommendation that is more likely to be successful 
in addressing the presenting problem.

Many clinical decision-making models involve a component of incorporating 
physician expertise and individual patient characteristics, such as clinical pres-
entations, comorbidities, preferences, and values [2]. While these are important 
considerations, they are presumably employed in all manner of sensible health-
care decision-making. In this chapter, we focus on the considerations for decision-
making more directly relevant to incorporating research findings into practice. 

Evidence-Based
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Specifically, this chapter addresses the practical and theoretical impediments to 
EBP as well as its facilitators. We will provide communication strategies for phy-
sicians to follow when holding discussions about research and EBP with patients.

Practical Impediments

Many physicians approve the concept of evidence-based practice in theory. 
Indeed, incorporating new knowledge into an already professionally established 
knowledge base of experience is one of the more interesting aspects of practicing 
medicine [7]. Despite theoretical acceptance, doctors encounter a number of fac-
tors impeding full implementation of evidence-based practice in reality.

Although the consideration of scientific evidence is a widely accepted practice, 
clinicians do not formulate their decisions on evidence alone. A deeply engrained 
method for decision-making relies on the consensuses that emerge within fields 
and communities of experts [7]. It is possible for a consensus view to form as a 
result of formal reviews of compilations of studies [7]. Practically, the constantly 
expanding body of knowledge hampers the integration of new knowledge into pre-
vious consensus decisions. As a result, real-world physicians rely on an informal 
network of other practicing clinicians to determine whether or not a consensus 
is building around a particular treatment [7]. This network effect is observed in 
the regional differences among malpractice litigation. Plaintiffs who experienced 
adverse outcomes are more likely to sue if they received procedures considered 
outside the standard of care. Comparing medical malpractice lawsuits across dif-
ferent regions shows how the standard of care varies from locale to locale, pre-
sumably driven by these networks [7]. Community standards on which physicians 
rely can be combined with a more systematic approach. However, this synthesis 
requires endeavors, such as journal clubs, that can only be created and sustained 
through physician time and effort [7]. While clinicians may want to practice evi-
dence-based care, more easily accessible non-research sources of information 
often drive clinical decision-making.

Another practical factor deterring the implementation of evidence-based 
treatments in clinical settings is the lack of long-term follow-up results in many 
research studies. When safe and effective methods for treating an illness exist, a 
lack of evidence regarding long-term outcomes of newer methods means that the 
older treatment is more likely the safer one [7]. Balancing the interest and opti-
mism in new treatments against reliable and established means of care presents an 
additional mental calculation for physicians who consider which treatment to pre-
scribe. Ironically, the long-term outcomes of their own patients with the pre-estab-
lished treatment are also typically not measured in a systematic way. Clinicians 
can collect data on their own patients (called an n-of-1 trial), but these efforts 
require a willing patient and physician to implement [7]. Given the wide body of 
expertise immediately accessible to a seasoned clinician on previously established 
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treatments, evidence-based treatments are harder to learn about, and inherently 
riskier to implement.

Logistical barriers also hinder the integration of EBTs into existing clinical 
practice settings. Where administrative support is lacking, physicians encounter a 
more difficult time obtaining resources they may need to pursue evidence-based 
practice [2]. Insufficient mentors or advocates for EBP and inadequate knowl-
edge circulation about EBP present key obstacles in light of the consensus-driven 
effect described above [2, 7]. Even when education and information are available 
to inform practicing doctors of new EBTs, it is often didactic in nature and resists 
uptake [2]. Worse, education for trainees in the area of EBP typically focuses on 
the research aspect without elaborating how to incorporate those research findings 
into practice [2].

Practical Facilitators

Despite practical hurdles to the implementation of evidence-based practice, there 
are facilitators for EBP as well. Some are positive opposites of the above barriers, 
including administrative support, EBP mentors or advocates, and a better connec-
tion between research and clinical practices within a region [2]. Other practical 
resources, such as time and money, also facilitate EBP [2]. Easily comprehensible 
and available writing on research also assists integration of EBTs into practice [2].

Theoretical Impediments

In addition to these practical challenges in EBP, there is a conceptual paradox 
inherent in utilizing evidence-based treatments to make decisions for an individ-
ual. Applying study findings to an individual has face validity, as decisions are 
often made for one person based on what is observed to happen for many peo-
ple. For example, a traveler attempting to board a train in a foreign country might 
observe numerous people first going to a ticket window. The traveler can reasona-
bly conclude that based on this observed sample, he as an individual ought to stop 
at the ticket window as well. Despite this intuitive sense that research results can 
be applied in a similar fashion, the goals of research and clinical care are vastly 
different. The goal of research is to acquire knowledge regarding phenomena. In 
service of this goal, research systematically gathers data on a number of individu-
als (the sample) to infer conclusions about the whole (the population) [4]. Notice 
there is no role of the individual in this process. Yet treating the individual is the 
goal of clinical care, and the paradox is formed.

EBP presents a special challenge for patient-centered care. First, clinical 
research studies tend to be disease-centered, not patient-centered [5]. For exam-
ple, most recruitment efforts for clinical studies mention the disease of interest on 

Practical Impediments
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the flyer, subway ad, or email blast. For example: “Does your child have difficulty 
breathing? If so, you may qualify for a clinical treatment study at our Asthma 
Center.” Research does not recruit people, but rather samples of people who share 
a disease in common. This is because research commonly follows a biomedi-
cal approach, wherein a disease exists within a patient. Disease is considered an 
objective reality. By contrast, illness is a patient’s subjective experience of feeling 
unwell. Patient-centered care focuses on patients experiencing illness within their 
specific psychological and social context [5]. Two individuals may suffer from the 
same disease, but one may consider himself ill while the other does not.

The distinction between disease and illness is made regularly clinically, but 
addressed rarely scientifically. Research studies seek to treat the disease, while 
a patient-centered physician seeks to cure the patient of illness. Evidence-based 
practice in its current format continues to draw from research studies’ conclusions 
about diseases. Hence, the results are harder to situate within a patient-centered 
model.

Second, research studies often attempt to minimize differences between indi-
viduals [5]. As one example, the randomization process is intended to more 
equally distribute individual characteristics that may meaningfully interact with 
the treatment—whether positively or negatively—between the treatment and con-
trol conditions. Certain analyses after the data have been collected serve the same 
function: by covarying for specific baseline features, the analyses seek to show 
that the results would hold regardless of these individual characteristics. Patient-
centered care takes the opposite approach, with individual characteristics often 
driving key treatment decisions [5]. If a child is sufficiently afraid of needles, 
his doctor may choose to administer the influenza vaccine via nasal spray rather 
than injection. The patient’s characteristic drove the clinical choice irrespective of 
whatever the evidence may show regarding vaccine efficacy as a function of deliv-
ery method. This characteristic, in a research study, would be relegated to a discus-
sion of moderator variables and might not even make the main outcomes paper. In 
clinical practice, this characteristic determined the clinical choice.

Theoretical Facilitators

The field at large can take actions to address the paradox of delivering evidence-
based treatments to a sample size of one. Performing more meta-analyses observ-
ing clinical outcomes, particularly those examining effect sizes, provides a more 
complete picture as to clinical outcomes among different individuals [4, 5]. 
Researchers can also place more weight on individual variability, whether in the 
form of moderator results in research studies or a clinical appraisal of individual 
characteristics in a clinical setting [4]. Researchers can also plan their studies to 
incorporate patient preferences into the design [5]. In addition to the continued 
performance of randomized controlled trials, these kinds of designs would yield 
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results that more closely reflect real-world outcomes, where patient preferences 
having some impact on treatment administration are the norm [5].

Physicians on an individual level can reduce the discrepancy between the two 
models of medicine through doctor–patient communication [5]. The relationship 
and information shared between doctor and patient serve as the true bridges con-
necting the gulf between the principles of EBP and patient-centered care [5]. A 
doctor’s first question during an office visit is, “What brings you in today?” Taking 
care to listen to the specific answer is the first step to grounding the care that fol-
lows in the patient’s needs. The goal is for the doctors to assess the patient’s needs 
along two axes—disease versus illness, and control versus guidance. First of all, 
is the patient asking for a cure for a disease, or is the patient seeking relief from 
symptoms or functional impairment that promote illness? Second, does the patient 
want to remain in full control of the medical decisions, or is he asking for guid-
ance from the doctor? In our discussion of patient-centered care in Chap. 1, we 
presented the evidence showing that not all patients are interested in making their 
healthcare decisions. Some prefer the paternalistic approach.

Once the doctor know where the patient’s preferences fall along these two 
dimensions, the following discussion, treatments considered, and ultimate deci-
sion are grounded within the patient’s needs regardless of whether or not evi-
dence-based treatments are offered, considered, or chosen. Interactions in which 
the patient’s preferences for conceptualizing their ailment and the level of con-
trol they prefer are rooted in patient-centeredness. This holds even in cases where 
the patient follows a biomedical approach and prefers that the doctor retain con-
trol over the clinical decision-making. This outcome may mimic the paternalis-
tic view of medicine, but if it occurs as a result of patient preference, it remains 
patient-centered.

Initiation of Discussion of Research Findings

In the conversations about care, either party in the doctor–patient interaction can 
initiate discussion regarding research findings and clinical implications. Physicians 
may initiate a discussion of research findings because they have considered the 
statistical and clinical significance, the new intervention’s anticipated effects com-
pared to treatment-as-usual, possible side effects, and cost (both direct and indi-
rect) [8]. The doctor’s comfort level with trying a new treatment will moderate the 
likelihood of raising the discussion, and patient preferences will ultimately decide 
if the treatment is chosen [8].

While this rational approach is perfectly sensible, many clinicians will not 
necessarily make their decision to initiate discussion in such a structured fashion. 
When the information available is incomplete, as is often the case when initiating 
a conversation when the patient’s preferences are unknown, clinical judgment typi-
cally takes precedence. Clinical judgment has been interpreted as the intuition of 
experts [9]. Much about the mechanisms of clinical intuition is still unknown [9]. 
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However, reports of clinical intuition appear to reflect that it works via the rapid 
combination of (1) subconsciously accessing knowledge of past experiences; and 
(2) using this knowledge to fill in the gaps of information. While some clinicians 
may first analyze a research study before presenting an EBT to their patients, oth-
ers may mention a recent finding based on an intuitive sense their patients would 
be open to hearing more.

Doctors also introduce new treatments when the older treatments or conceptu-
alizations of a disease are outdated or are proven ineffective [7]. A rough guideline 
as to the pace of meaningful change in clinical interventions is that approxi-
mately every 5–10 years new evidence is sufficient to initiate a change in common  
practice [7]. We cautioned in Chap. 2 that some medical advances are developed 
and marketed aggressively despite the wide availability of already effective treat-
ments. Without follow-up studies indicating that these new treatments do not pose 
a higher side effect or toxicity profile, clinicians who wait and continue to use the 
established treatment have superior patient outcomes, provided the established 
treatment is effective, safe, and reasonable [7]. When patients do not show suf-
ficient response to an established treatment, then clinicians should seek out newer 
alternatives and initiate discussions if the evidence is strong.

Patients may initiate discussions about research findings due to curiosity, direct 
requests for certain interventions, or dissatisfaction with current treatment. The 
widespread availability of medical information and misinformation on the Internet 
has changed the way curious patients ask questions of their doctors and partici-
pate in decision-making. Surveys of patients accessing medical information on the 
Internet do not indicate they use this method of gathering information as a replace-
ment for doctor visits [10]. Rather, patients indicate they access medical informa-
tion online in advance of an office visit or after a visit to confirm the information 
their doctor provided and get more information. Many patients seek out websites 
intended for medical professionals, in part because these patients feel information 
for the lay public is too basic [10].

Now that an increasing amount of medical care is devoted to the treatment of 
chronic disease, many patients have ample time to live with and treat their condi-
tion. The extended time horizon of chronic illness permits patients to learn about 
their conditions and develop their own impressions [11]. In addition to the treat-
ment of chronic conditions, pediatric practice is often characterized by preventa-
tive care or verification of healthy development. Parents of healthy children may 
not necessarily have the same motivation for seeking medical information online 
as their peers with unwell children. Those who seek out medical information for 
their healthy, typically developing children are clearly interested in learning, and 
have the time and access to information to prioritize this activity. As an implicit 
indicator of patient need, doctors should respond to this need of the parents of 
healthy children who seek information and initiate conversations based on their 
searches by participating in parent-initiated discussions.

Physicians with curious patients can take an open, collaborative approach to 
their patients’ requests for further discussion [10]. Technologically savvy phy-
sicians might facilitate the patient’s preference for information-gathering and 
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“prescribe” specific trusted websites for patients to review [10]. This response is 
both patient-centered (addressing the patient’s need to be informed) and also pro-
vides an opportunity for patients to access evidence-based information. Providing 
patients with the complex information they desire, but pre-screening it for accu-
racy, meets the needs of both patient and physician.

Responding to a request for discussion markedly differs from a patient’s 
request for a specific treatment or test. Often interpreted as a response to phar-
maceutical marketing’s instructions to “Ask your doctor about” a given product 
or condition, patients are reportedly making more direct requests for specific 
treatments and tests [11]. An increasing number of patients are also observed in 
clinical practice requesting some kind of intervention based on research findings 
they see presented in the media. Doctors responding to direct or indirect patient 
requests for new treatments or tests often find themselves in a bind. While patient-
centered care often follows the consumer approach of “the customer is always 
right,” in medicine, the patient’s impressions and understandings are not always 
accurate. The patient’s request may not be beneficial or it may even be adverse to 
their desired outcome. Even in cases where a request is benign in terms of patient 
outcomes, physicians cannot always provide the service to appease the patient. 
Physicians feel pressure to keep costs low, so even when a particular test that 
poses no risk could be administered in response to a patient request, physicians 
are not in a position to be able to provide it without consequences to their practice 
[11].

Complicating doctor response to patient requests is the oblique manner in 
which many patients initiate these discussions. For example, researchers have 
found that rather than requesting antibiotics for their child’s earache outright, par-
ents make reference to an ear infection diagnosis during the presentation of symp-
toms. They also ask questions about antibiotics after receiving a prescription for 
a nonantibiotic intervention, thus suggesting that they consider the antibiotic a 
viable treatment that has not yet been offered [11]. The interactions between phy-
sician and patient in response to these patient initiations can feel like a negotiation 
[11]. While one study found the presence or absence of this negotiation did not 
affect patient satisfaction, it is hypothesized that the overall quality of this interac-
tion does impact satisfaction [11].

Naturally, some patients do perform Internet searches of their conditions 
when they are dissatisfied with the information provided by their doctors [10]. 
Physicians threatened by this kind of patient participation in healthcare are more 
likely to shorten the evaluation and steer the patient toward the physician’s treat-
ment choice [10]. Assertive patients in these situations can be expected to seek 
corrective measures, such as non-adherence or switching doctors. Instead of 
responding defensively, physicians can take the patient’s initiation as an oppor-
tunity to reassess patient needs, current treatment, and other available treatment 
options.

Initiation of Discussion of Research Findings
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Communication Strategies

Clearly, regardless of initiator, effective communication between physician and 
patient is crucial to proper understanding and sharing of information. The appro-
priate strategy to be utilized is often a function of the goal of the communication. 
Here, we outline strategies for physicians as a function of their communication 
goals.

Ask, Listen, Elicit

We addressed how researchers often consider medical issues through the lens of 
disease, following a biomedical approach. In clinical practice, the actions of phy-
sicians imply that they too regularly focus on the disease first [12]. In an office 
visit, doctors ask questions regarding symptoms, examine medical history from 
the patient’s chart, and gather objective assessments via physical examinations 
and laboratory tests, all with the aim of pinpointing the disease [12]. Meanwhile, 
patients may follow the disease or illness approach [12]. Patients in the doctor’s 
office as part of chronic care might view their condition as a disease. When oth-
erwise healthy patients decide to visit the doctor, they are usually prompted to do 
so by indicators of illness—symptoms that interfere either with their functioning 
(missed school days, inability to complete daily living tasks) or subjective wellbe-
ing (feeling poorly enough to warrant seeking symptom reduction).

In order to assess if patients view their experience as a disease or an illness, 
physicians will want to first ask questions, listen to responses, and elicit clarifi-
cations. Medical anthropologist Arthur Kleinman established a number of ques-
tions that patients address when constructing a narrative around their experience 
[13]. He called this narrative the explanatory model (EM), which people rely on 
to understand their experience and generate ideas as to cause, treatment, and prog-
nosis. Kleinman developed his questions for physicians to use for the purposes of 
uncovering their patients’ explanatory models. Physicians who understand their 
patients’ EMs can address illness from a biopsychosocial model [14]. For exam-
ple, if a physician is aware that a patient’s explanatory model of her daughter’s 
middle ear infection as having been caused by swimming in a pool, this should 
prompt a corrected explanation before discussing treatment and future prevention. 
Kleinman’s questions accommodate an interview format, as follows [13]:

• What do you call this problem?
• What do you believe is the cause of this problem?
• What course do you expect it to take? How serious is it?
• What do you think this problem does inside your body?
• How does it affect your body and your mind?
• What do you most fear about the treatment?
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In the case of pediatrics, doctors learning about patients’ EMs will have to 
decide whether to ask these questions of the parent only, both parent and children, 
or child only (in cases where the child in question is legally able to make health-
care decisions). Parents with different EMs from their children could respond 
differently to treatment recommendations, as a function of how well the recom-
mendation fits the EM. Given children’s emerging cognitive development, many 
may not be able to comprehend the future-oriented questions (regarding course, 
fear, etc.) in a meaningful way. Their EMs will be accordingly incomplete.

This set of questions may prove too burdensome to ask in the course of the 
office visit. One doctor who utilizes the EM model to guide care reports asking 
minimally: “How is your health?” followed by “How do you know?” [15]. This 
streamlined format still addresses the patients’ conceptions and their explanations 
for their impressions. We recommend revising the questions to reflect the age and 
cognitive abilities of the patient. Younger children may need the questions posed 
even more concretely, for example:

Pediatrician: How are you feeling?
Child: Bad.
Pediatrician: I’m sorry to hear that. What makes you say you’re feeling bad?
Child: I have a really bad stomachache, and Mommy said we had to go to the doctor’s.

Notice that from this relatively simple exchange, the child’s EM is beginning to 
present itself. His response to the first question indicates that the child’s subjective 
wellbeing has been compromised. In his response to the second question, we see 
the child has formed an illness conception of his difficulty. While he addresses a 
symptom (the stomachache) his illness is at least in part socially constructed based 
on his mother’s reaction to his symptoms. The members of his social world are 
paying attention to his symptoms and reacting to address them. Observe how the 
questions might then be addressed to the parent, as follows:

Pediatrician: And Ms. Smith, how has his health been lately?
Parent: You know, he’s been complaining about this stomachache every morning for a few 
weeks now. I just don’t know.
Pediatrician: I see. You don’t know how to explain what’s been going on.

In this case, the parent is reluctant to offer an explanation as to her son’s recent 
symptoms. The uncertainty may be a marker of ambivalence on the part of the par-
ent to address whether it is an illness or a disease. It may also indicate a desire to 
avoid a feared outcome. Rather than push the parent to respond, the pediatrician 
reflects back what that parent reports to indicate understanding. The pediatrician 
can ask other EM questions to elicit further impressions from the parent.

Pediatrician: I see. You don’t know how to explain what’s been going on. Have you been 
trying to think of possible causes?
Parent: It’s funny you should say that. I was wondering if it had anything to do with start-
ing kindergarten. He started having the stomachaches right when school began.
Pediatrician: And when did school start?
Parent: Well, about three weeks ago. So then, I don’t know, maybe that’s not fair, because 
he could have picked up a bug from a classmate. I guess either one might make sense to 
me.

Communication Strategies
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With the help of two more questions that elicit further information, we see that 
the parent is deciding between the illness model (anxiety about school manifesting 
as stomachache) or the disease model (viral transmission between classmates and 
her child). The physician also observes the parent’s reluctance to give as much cre-
dence to an illness model of healthcare (“maybe that [the psychosomatic response 
explanation] is not fair”) as she is to the disease model. This provides the phy-
sician with guidance that this parent is likely to prefer a biomedical approach to 
the interaction. Even if no specific disease can be found to explain the ailment, 
the doctor will take care to contextualize the visit as an approach to investigating 
(even if ultimately rejecting) a disease explanation for the health problem.

Kleinman’s questions are both individualized and culturally sensitive. Here 
there is no paradox [16]. Contrary to common misconception, cultural competence 
is not synonymous with making assumptions about a patient’s preferences or val-
ues based on some set of stereotypes of their ethnic, racial, religious, or national 
groups [16]. Each individual has a unique cultural identify that may contain all of 
these factors, and others besides [16]. Cultural competence requires the physician 
to ask specific questions of an individual so that the physician knows how that 
patient thinks and feels.

Pediatric care presents a particular obligation for assessing a patient’s needs 
before proceeding too far into the visit. Preventative care is a common feature of 
pediatrics, in addition to responsive care. The American Academy of Pediatrics 
(AAP) recommends 18 well child visits as a matter of course between the ages 
of 1 month and 10 years [17]. Six visits are to occur prior to year one alone [17]. 
These well visits are focused on promoting wellbeing rather than decreasing ill-
ness. The academy recommends additional visits when growth and development 
is not meeting the expected trajectories. Further visits are also recommended for 
developmental, psychosocial, or disease chronicity. These recommendations 
exclude visits initiated by acute health concerns such as illness. Therefore, parents 
presenting in the pediatrician’s office may initiate discussions of possible interven-
tions that are preventative or designed to promote wellbeing as much as those that 
are responsive to an ailment. Even with ailments, the category is subdivided into 
acute and chronic care. As discussed, parents whose children have chronic condi-
tions may have had more time to familiarize themselves with various treatment 
options through their own information searches.

Pediatricians’ impressions of the facilitative effect the well child visits has 
on the therapeutic relationship illustrate the importance of asking questions of 
patients over time [18]. Doctors perceive these relationships to engender trust, 
mutual respect, and familiarity between the parties [18]. When physicians were 
more familiar with a parent and child, they reported an increase in delivery of tai-
lored recommendations, an essential component to patient-centered care [18]. In 
fact, the pediatricians surveyed agreed that while they attempted to incorporate the 
AAP’s recommendations for activities that should occur during well child visits, 
they prioritized the parents’ concerns [18]. The number of recommended activi-
ties has increased past the bounds of what many physicians reported being able to 
complete in one visit. This overabundance of possible activities throws into sharp 
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relief the need for physicians to feel comfortable in choosing what actions to take 
that fit the family’s needs—something that can occur only when the doctor has 
sufficiently queried the family.

A final step in the process of asking patients about their healthcare ideas is to 
ascertain what actions the parent may already be taking in the child’s care. This 
becomes especially important when some patient-initiated interventions have the 
potential to harmfully interact with a doctor-prescribed treatment. Given the wide 
array of health information available on the Internet, some parents initiate home 
remedies or over-the-counter treatments for their child without their doctor’s direc-
tion. As patients often seek out health information on the Internet when they are 
dissatisfied with the options available to them from their doctors, the Internet is 
rife with information on Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) [10]. 
Practices that fall under the CAM category fall outside the mainstream medical 
practices in Western countries [19]. Some are tested by research but the results 
remain inconclusive (e.g. acupuncture), others have been tested and found to be 
generally ineffective (e.g. oral administration of Vitamin C to reduce severity and 
duration of the common cold), and most troublingly, some have been shown to 
be ineffective and dangerous (e.g. chelation as a treatment for Autism Spectrum 
Disorder) [20–22]. In one study of parents of children with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (a chronic and pervasive developmental condition that prompts many 
parents to seek help and support via the Internet), almost 95% reported using some 
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) [23]. While some of the CAM 
therapies parents use may be relatively harmless even if ineffective, others pose 
risks to the child. For pediatricians to be aware if their patients are using CAM, 
eliciting this information becomes crucial. Physicians must inquire into the pos-
sible usage of CAM therapies in an open and nonjudgmental way to elicit this 
information from parents [23]. When parents disclose using CAM therapies, the 
physician response should be modulated to deliver the appropriate information in a 
way that continues to incentivize parents to be forthright in future visits [23].

Share, Inform, Explain

Physicians at times discuss research findings with patients with the purpose of 
sharing, informing, or explaining. This more didactic style of communication may 
result from a patient’s explicit request for information or the physician’s observa-
tions that an evidence-based treatment could be beneficial.

Physicians are often presented with patients who would like them to be able 
to respond to a particular piece of information the patient found prior to the visit 
[24]. The sheer number of websites with health information is too large for any 
one doctor to be fully familiar with, particularly when websites with poor cred-
ibility are included. Once other media (television, magazines, etc.) are added, the 
number is higher still. Physicians should not attempt to explain something the 
patient has read without being familiar with the original content. Attempts to do 
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so will undermine the doctor’s credibility. Fortunately, research shows patients do 
not respond unfavorably to hearing their doctors honestly acknowledge, “I don’t 
know, but I will review the information and get back to you” [24]. In this case, the 
responsibility lies with the pediatrician to follow up with patient after reviewing 
the material. This follow up can occur over phone or at the next visit, depending 
on the complexity of the patient’s original question and the physician’s subsequent 
response.

If doctors prefer to address the question during the visit at least partially, we 
recommend that in doing so, they “show their work.” That is, doctors should 
respond in a way that simultaneously increases their patient’s research liter-
acy skills and provides their reflections. This strategy should also begin with an 
explicit acknowledgement that the physician is not familiar with the precise study 
the patient is making inquiries about. Then, rather than giving an impression with-
out facts, the doctor should guide the patient to the relevant information needed to 
generate an opinion. To begin, physicians can point out the importance of under-
standing researcher credentials and support: “Well, the first thing I’d want to know 
was who were these researchers who found that, and where did they get their fund-
ing. Do you remember reading anything about that?” Next, the doctor can high-
light the importance of study design: “I would also want to find out how they 
designed the study—was this an animal study, or a study with humans? Did they 
say how many human participants were involved, and for how long they tracked 
outcomes? Speaking of outcomes, what did they use to measure that result?” 
Finally, the physician can educate the patient as to the difference between statisti-
cal and clinical significance as follows: “I know many studies are reported because 
their data show something called ‘statistical significance.’ Did what you hear any 
mention about clinical outcomes that were observed?” In asking these questions, 
the physician models for the patient how to review research findings for key infor-
mation. By not attempting to draw conclusions before these questions have been 
answered, the doctor provides an example of how the patient should similarly 
approach interpreting research findings they encounter. Even if the patient cannot 
answer the questions, the doctor signals the importance of these questions before 
incorporating the findings into any clinical decisions.

In situations where the evidence base is clear and the physician wants to simply 
inform the patient of such, the goal becomes to make clear that there is one stand-
ard, recommended course of treatment. Communication can either serve or under-
mine this goal. For example, research shows that physician–parent communication 
is key to achieving appropriate vaccination rates among children [25]. One study 
observed two physician styles of communicating information about vaccines—one 
presumptive (e.g., “Alright, time for a shot”), the other participatory (e.g., “And 
what were you thinking you wanted to do about shots?”) [25]. Vaccine-hesitant 
parents who were presented with the participatory statements were more likely 
to voice their resistance to the vaccine [25]. While the participatory presentation 
appears to align with patient-centered care, it is in fact misleading and detrimen-
tal to informed choice. Asking a question regarding patient preference when only 
one course of action is clearly scientifically backed implies that the preference 
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should influence the decision. Parents have a choice of whether or not to vacci-
nate their child under the tenets of informed consent. But those who reject vacci-
nations should be aware that they are doing so based on their own feelings, and not 
because research has any indication that this is an efficacious medical choice. (We 
devote Chap. 6 entirely to the research on vaccine efficacy and safety.)

In their practice, doctors should make clear to their patients which recommen-
dations are fully backed by research, making the clinical path obvious, and which 
present room for individual preference or decision-making metrics. Physicians 
should ask questions to assess patient preferences. When patients’ answers to these 
questions demonstrate their hesitance for the evidence-based course of treatment, 
physicians can then use participatory statements to open the dialogue. In this way, 
doctors acknowledge the patient’s preferences while explaining why the recom-
mendation is being made. If the doctor instead used the presumptive style, the 
patient may feel uncomfortable with the recommendation but not feel comfort-
able enough to voice their concerns. The line between providing medically sound 
authority and disregarding a patient’s concerns lies in the style of communication 
used.

Incorporating research findings into clinical decisions sometimes provides 
greater latitude for patient preference. The manner of presentation of this infor-
mation also influences patient response. When presenting risk information, doc-
tors can discuss risks of treatments qualitatively, quantitatively, or visually [26]. 
Qualitative presentations use general descriptions and common terms such as 
“frequently,” “sometimes,” and “rarely,” to convey possible outcomes [26]. 
Quantitative presentations include facts and figures from third-party sources, such 
as systematic reviews [26]. Visual presentations, such as graphs or charts, show 
risk profiles comparing treatment(s) to no treatment [26]. One study of doctors and 
simulated patients compared the three presentation methods [26]. No clear con-
sensus emerged as to the “best” presentation method; rather, each one had benefits 
and drawbacks.

Qualitative presentations were appreciated for their ease of delivery and com-
prehension [26]. The drawback in the qualitative presentation is implicit in the 
benefits of the quantitative method, in which the doctors appreciated having clear-
cut facts to present (the qualitative presentation alone does not provide facts) [26]. 
Physicians reported feeling safest having actual numbers to present when patients 
were making the decision [26]. Meanwhile, the quantitative presentation at times 
seemed overwhelming to the patients, and concerns were raised as to the educa-
tion level of the individual receiving the numerical information [26]. Receiving no 
information was deemed superior to receiving overwhelming information. Finally, 
the visual presentation simplified the quantitative information and presented abso-
lute risk in addition to relative risk, all in one view [26]. However, not all patients 
find the visual depiction helpful to situating risk within a real-world context.

Further complicating matters of communication is that a particular treatment’s 
possible outcomes and risks are subject to the framing effect [27]. If research 
indicates a treatment is 75% likely to be effective, it also has a 25% chance of 
being ineffective. Similar to a glass that is both half-full and half-empty, the 
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framing effect influences people’s decision-making as a function of how those 
options are presented, or framed. Both patients and physicians are influenced by 
the framing effect [27]. Overall, people are more likely to take risks when they 
perceive they may be able to avoid losses in doing so; they are less likely to be 
swayed by the ability to make gains [28]. Therefore, presenting an intervention 
in terms of its ability to avoid loss will make it more likely to be chosen than if 
it had been framed in terms of possible gains. Just as with any bias, the fram-
ing effect cannot be completely eliminated [27]. However, some communication 
strategies can help to uncover its effects. Placing the decision in terms of over-
all goals—is the patient more invested in achieving one outcome or avoiding 
another outcome—helps to clarify when the framing effect may be operating 
[28]. Additionally, asking patients to explain the reasons for their choice provides 
greater clarity and reduces the impact of the framing effect [28]. Given that physi-
cians are similarly affected, before making recommendations, physicians can ask 
themselves these questions as well.

Correct Misconceptions

The final goal of physician–patient communication is to correct misconceptions 
that abound in the area of disseminated research findings. While estimates vary, 
one survey found that half of patients who had searched for health information 
online did not share this fact with their doctors [24]. The guidance patients receive 
during their office visits is often filtered through information they have already 
gathered themselves online [24]. While some is correct, the quality of health infor-
mation available online is highly variable [24]. Some content is either mislead-
ing, easily misinterpreted, or outright fraud [24, 29]. Physicians find themselves in 
the precarious situation of addressing possible misinformation, oftentimes without 
having full knowledge of the misinformation patients have consumed.

Addressing misconceptions about health and the research (or lack thereof) sup-
porting various treatment options is crucial to the delivery of evidence-based prac-
tice. Yet misconceptions are notoriously hard to fix once embedded. Patients who 
are simply ignorant are more easily able to learn accurate health information than 
misinformed patients [29]. For the ignorant patient, doctors need to only share, 
inform, or explain to provide an accurate and medically sound assessment of the 
patient’s options and possible outcomes. Once a patient presents with misinfor-
mation, the physician’s task is more challenging. Some methods are more likely 
to be successful at unseating misconceptions than others. Even when practitioners 
follow this guidance, it may still be impossible to correct certain misconceptions 
among select patients.

In attempting to correct a misconception, many physicians repeat the erroneous 
information in their clarification. While understandable, this is inadvisable. Any 
repetition of the false information strengthens the connection a patient has with the 
error. Due to the familiarity effect, the more a patient hears an incorrect statement 
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(e.g., vaccines cause Autism) the more likely that patient is to continue to believe 
it, even when the false statement is provided within the context of the correction. 
Doctors should avoid restating the erroneous information and risk entrenching the 
misinformation further. If the myth must be stated, doctors should take care to 
always follow it with the correct information, a technique called repeated retrac-
tion [29]. If patients ask for an explanation as to why the misconception is false, 
doctors should refute with one simple explanation, even when multiple explana-
tions exist. People prefer simple information and are more likely to remember and 
incorporate it, even when complex information is more accurate.

Rather than restating the myth, physicians should focus on presenting the cor-
rect explanation. The correct information should tell a coherent story—if it leaves 
a gap in the narrative, then patients are more likely to hold on to the wrong infor-
mation because it more satisfyingly provides a complete explanation [29]. This is 
particularly challenging in the field of research, where information gaps are the 
norm. If researchers have not yet uncovered the correct explanation, physicians 
should acknowledge for the patient that it is hard not to have all the information.

Affirming patients’ worldviews is strongly recommended before providing 
information about why their current views are false and correcting them [29]. 
Physicians should first endorse the values of the patient that led them to incor-
porate this erroneous information into their explanatory model. The patient might 
have a deep love and caring for their child, strong intellectual curiosity, tenacity 
for not settling for incomplete information, a desire for fairness and balance that 
drives them to seek understanding in multiple viewpoints, etc. With the worldview 
in mind, doctors can then link the new information back to the admirable patient 
quality that drove them to seek an explanation.

Finally, physicians can help prevent further misconceptions from forming by 
providing reliable sources of information for their patients to access. A list of cred-
ible sources is as follows:

NOAH-Health.org: http://www.noah-health.org/
National Institutes of Health: http://www.nih.gov
MedlinePlus: https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/
Cochrane: www.Cochrane.org
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: www.cdc.gov.
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Overview

The advent of vaccinations for the prevention of dangerous infectious diseases 
is largely considered one of the greatest scientific advances in modern medicine 
[1]. In 1954 the United States government, researchers, and physicians strongly 
encouraged uptake of the polio vaccine. In the effects observed after wide adop-
tion, the vaccine’s efficacy and safety would seem irrefutable. Subsequently, sci-
entists were perplexed to find that despite the strong evidence in favor of the polio 
vaccine, a considerable amount of parents were still hesitant to vaccinate their 
children. This hesitancy is credited with causing a resurgence of polio just 4 years 
later. Faced with the fact a psychological factor appeared to inhibit implementa-
tion of this evidence-based treatment, researchers began exploring the reasons for 
parental hesitancy around vaccines [2].

Vaccine hesitancy is characterized by a wide range of beliefs and subsequent 
behaviors about the safety, efficacy, and/or need for vaccination [3]. The term vac-
cine hesitancy is suggested to decrease the polarization created by the more static 
terms “pro-vaccine” and “anti-vaccine” [4]. It also more accurately describes the 
diverse psychological landscape of those with concerns about vaccines. Vaccine 
hesitant parents (VHP) are a heterogeneous group, defined by a multitude of char-
acteristics influenced by local and global contexts [4]. The reasons for parents’ 
hesitancy about vaccines are similarly complex, stemming from various reasons, 
and influenced by social factors [4].

Despite national and international research on vaccine hesitancy, the field 
still lacks a clear model to comprehensively explain parental views and resulting 
actions [2, 4]. For example, some parents who ask questions about vaccines are 
not displaying hesitancy in the traditional sense of the word [1]. Their questions 
may indicate healthy parental interest in medical practices and general regard for 
their children’s health [1]. Many parents consider their vaccine inquiries a form of 
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advocacy for their children [3]. Parental advocacy has a hypothesized connection 
with parental self-efficacy, the sense of feeling competent and confident in being 
able to achieve desired outcomes through effort and action on the part of the indi-
vidual [3, 5]. In turn, parental self-efficacy has been linked with higher vaccination 
rates [6]. Without a viable explanatory model for VHP, most recommendations to 
physicians for responding to vaccine inquiries are not backed by evidence [2, 4].

Just as the reasons for vaccine hesitancy are varied, the behaviors resulting 
from vaccine hesitancy are similarly diverse. VHPs may vaccinate their children 
but express reticence or resentment, accept some vaccines but refuse others, delay 
vaccine administration creating an alternate schedule based on preference instead 
of evidence, refuse vaccines outright, or delay and then ultimately refuse [2, 4]. 
Researchers directly observe the distinction between beliefs and actions by asking 
parents what they think and measuring what they do. When a traditional healthcare 
provider was involved in their decision-making process, rates of on-time vaccina-
tion remain high even in populations with a high proportion of VHPs [2, 7]. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention track vaccination rates on an ongoing 
basis to monitor if population herd immunity (defined as at least 90% vaccination) 
is being maintained [1]. The CDC reports that in 2014, less than 1% of children 
19–35 months received no vaccinations at all [8]. The center estimated that the 
90% target coverage rate met for at least three doses of the polio vaccine, at least 
one dose of measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine, at least three doses of hepatitis 
B vaccine, and at least one dose of the varicella vaccine [8].

Concerns regarding vaccines have been present since their introduction to the 
public, but modern factors mark the current climate of vaccine hesitancy. The 
unique characteristics of twenty-first century vaccine hesitancy can perhaps guide 
specific recommendations for response.

Ubiquitous information technology is an oft-cited reason for modern vaccine 
hesitancy. The rise of easily disseminated, accessible, unreliable information 
through the Internet and social media is a potential source for misinformation 
that subsequently drives vaccine hesitancy [1, 9, 10]. It is unclear whether or not 
patients can, independently, distinguish accurate sources of information from the 
boundless misinformation available [3]. One study found that parents who had not 
followed the recommended vaccine schedule were more likely to have reported 
that their most trusted source of information about vaccines came from an Internet 
health information site than parents who did follow the schedule [11]. Although 
this statistic is discouraging, the overall proportion of parents who reported plac-
ing the most trust in the Internet for their health care information was low. Even 
among parents who did not follow the recommended schedule, only 7.7% reported 
placing most trust in the Internet [11]. This chapter outlines how to discuss false 
material posted online that patients have encountered.

The twenty-first century has also seen a rise of influential individuals with 
no medical background, such as celebrities, disseminating their personal, unsci-
entific views to a wide audience [2]. Beyond simply stating their own unproven 
or blatantly false views, some individuals carry their influence further: They 
urge parents to refuse or delay vaccinations for their children, making a general 
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recommendation despite their lack of medical training and pediatric healthcare 
knowledge [2]. Although misguided, these celebrities’ pleas to avoid vaccination 
typically arise from painful personal experiences with their own children’s health 
that they attribute to vaccines [12]. Personal entreaties are uniquely suited to per-
suade others in their decision-making. This chapter explores how the power of the 
personal can be used to convey accurate information rather than false information.

Finally, the increasing number of vaccinations, which has crowded the vacci-
nation schedule, has raised parental confusion and concern [9, 13]. As medicine 
advances, more vaccines are recommended, and they can be administered in vary-
ing combinations [4]. Researchers acknowledge that the new vaccination schedule 
is “more crowded and confusing” than ever [9]. For example, the recommended 
immunization schedule now includes protection for infants from rotavirus and for 
adolescents from meningitis [1]. Today’s parents did not receive these vaccines 
themselves as children and most are unfamiliar with them [1]. The addition of the 
annual influenza vaccination is another new recommended vaccine for parents to 
question every year [1]. The current schedule has prompted some parents who are 
not otherwise against vaccines to balk at the number of vaccines recommended, 
the number that are administered within one visit, and the frequency of vaccina-
tions [1]. Rather than assume these parents are globally negative about vaccines 
and interact with them according to this false presumption, this chapter provides 
recommendations for responding to parents’ specific concerns (Table 6.1).

Common Misconceptions

Vaccine hesitancy is due to underestimating the severity  
of the diseases the vaccines prevent, particularly because 
these diseases and their effects have been out of the  
general population’s experience for a generation

This explanation for vaccine hesitancy is widely posited [1, 10]. Despite its popu-
larity, the data do not support this explanation as the exclusive reason for vaccine 
hesitancy. In one survey of 376 parents, only 11% expressed concern that children 
are given vaccines for diseases they are unlikely to get, and 8% believed that vac-
cines are given for diseases that are not serious [1].

As far as diseases whose effects have been forgotten by the collective public 
memory, the vaccine with the weakest tie to this argument is influenza. Influenza 
kills an estimated 36,000 Americans per year and hospitalizes approximately 
200,000 [10]. Even with these high rates, in a survey of 1,500 parents, respondents 
reported refusing the influenza vaccine most frequently [11]. The most common 
reason parents cited for refusal was that the vaccine was not necessary [11]. In 
another study that specifically outlined the dangers of influenza, no change was 
seen among participants in terms of their belief about the severity of the flu or 
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Table 6.1  Common parental concerns

Concern Response

Too many vaccines can 
“overload” a young 
immune system [1, 2, 9, 
10, 13–16]

Babies’ immune systems encounter trillions of bacteria, each of 
which has between 2,000 and 6,000 immunological components. 
Today’s vaccines contain 150 immunological components [13]. 
Babies’ immune systems respond to many more germs in their day 
to day lives than they do when they get vaccines.

Vaccines contain harmful 
ingredients [1, 3, 14, 17]

All ingredients in vaccines are safe [17]. Vaccines are made of:
antigens—the thing that shows the body how to respond to specific 
viruses and bacteria—the representative of the virus or bacteria
adjuvants—make vaccines work better than they used to.  
Ingredients added to vaccines to make them work
preservatives—keep vaccines free of germs
additives—keep vaccines effective when not used right away
residuals—needed to make the vaccines; largely filtered out, but 
tiny amounts remain

Vaccines contain mercury 
[14, 16–18]

Some vaccines, including the influenza vaccine, do contain trace 
amounts of mercury [16]. The kind of mercury in vaccines is also 
found in water, air, soil, and breast milk [18]. Infants who breast-
feed receive 15 times the amount of mercury found in one influenza 
vaccine from their mothers’ milk. The less safe form of mercury is 
found in fish [18].

Vaccines contain  
Thimerosal [9, 10, 15, 
16, 18]

Thimerosal is a residual in the influenza vaccine, and it does contain 
small amounts of safe mercury [18]. Thimerosal used to be in 
more vaccines [16]. Despite having no evidence it was unsafe, the 
AAP and Public Health Service asked for its removal [16]. Parents 
are now subsequently skeptical that it is safe, because it has been 
removed from so many vaccines.

Vaccines contain  
formaldehyde  
[14, 16, 17]

Formaldehyde is a residual in the polio, Hepatitis A, diphtheria, and 
tetanus vaccines [17]. Formaldehyde is also found in paper towels, 
mascara, carpet, and human blood. Human blood contains ten times 
the amount of formaldehyde than is in any vaccine [16].

Vaccines contain alu-
minum [14, 16, 17]

Aluminum is in vaccines because it makes them work better [16]. 
Aluminum is in air, water, food (including breast milk), and human 
blood. Researchers tested babies’ blood after receiving a vaccine to 
see if the normal aluminum level (5 billionths of a gram per  
milliliter of blood) increases after getting a vaccine. It does not.

Vaccines contain gelatin 
[16, 17]

Gelatin is an additive in vaccines [16]. It is safe and found in many 
dietary products. Because gelatin comes from skin or hooves of 
pigs, some people are uncomfortable with it and some religions 
prohibit consumption of pig byproducts. Gelatin in vaccines is puri-
fied and broken down by water, so it resembles nothing like skin or 
hooves. Religious leaders have spoken out in favor of vaccines with 
gelatin because: the component has been broken down, the amount 
of gelatin in vaccines is smaller than any amount found in nature, it 
is not ingested, and encountering gelatin in this format is unimpor-
tant when weighed against saving the lives of children.

Vaccines contain  
antifreeze [14, 17]

Vaccines do not contain antifreeze (ethylene glycol, which is 
unsafe). They do contain polyethylene glycol, which is safe. Poly-
ethylene glycol is also found in toothpaste [17].

(continued)
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Table 6.1  (continued)

Concern Response

Vaccines cause allergic 
reactions [3, 14, 16, 17]

Vaccines either contain or are packaged in four things that can 
cause allergic reactions in individuals with these allergies: gelatin, 
antibiotics, egg protein, and latex (packaging). Doctors ask about 
these allergies before administering vaccines that contain these 
ingredients. Children with these allergies cannot receive all their 
vaccinations, so they depend on children who can to protect them 
via herd immunity [16].

It is more “natural” for 
children to get diseases 
than receive the vaccine 
[3, 14]

Vaccines do not protect children from disease; they alert children’s 
bodies to make antibodies to the disease. Children’s bodies create 
these antibodies in the same fashion whether prompted to by a vac-
cine or contracting the illness [14].
On a broader note, everyone engages in “unnatural” activities every 
day, such as washing hands, using electricity, and sleeping on mat-
tresses. Natural is not necessarily safer or better.

Vaccines can cause  
long-term complications 
[1, 9, 14]

Vaccines have been used in the United State since 1954 [2]. If there 
were long-term complications, they would be ubiquitous and well 
known [14]. There are no plausible explanations as to how vaccines 
could cause long-term side effects.

Vaccines cause  
short-term effects such as 
pain, crying, and stress 
[1, 9, 13]

Babies do experience distress associated with vaccines, such as 
pain and stress, which lead to crying. To find out if multiple vac-
cines given at once caused babies more stress than one, researchers 
looked at their levels of cortisol (a marker of stress) in their saliva. 
Babies who received two shots were not more stressed than those 
receiving one [13].

Vaccines give children 
the disease [10, 14]

Only one vaccine might give a child the disease: the oral polio vac-
cine, which is no longer administered in the United States [14]. No 
other vaccine gives the child the disease. In some cases, the child’s 
body may show it is making antibodies in response to the vaccine 
[14]. These indicators appear like minor aspects of the disease, such 
as a small rash [14].

Vaccines cause autism [1, 
9, 10, 15, 17–19]

That vaccines cause autism is a myth based on the activities of 
one fraudulent researcher. This researcher received payments from 
lawyers of parents who were suing companies who made vaccines 
[20]. The researcher manipulated his selection of 12 children (some 
of whom were parties in the lawsuit), to publish a paper suggesting 
there may be a link between the MMR vaccine and autism [20].

Vaccines are  
unnecessary because  
they prevent diseases that 
are not common [1–3, 
9–11, 14]

Vaccination is just one of many modern practices performed to 
protect against unlikely but grave events. Another example is wear-
ing seatbelts. Some of the diseases vaccines protect against are rare. 
But vaccination is recommended for two reasons: to protect the 
vaccinated child and to protect other children who are medically 
vulnerable and cannot be vaccinated [14].

Vaccines are unnecessary 
because they prevent dis-
eases that are not serious 
[1, 9–11]

Many diseases that parents may have lived through (chickenpox, 
influenza) are dangerous because of their potential for devastating 
complications [14]. True influenza kills 36,000 Americans per year, 
and children are particularly vulnerable [14]. Before the varicella 
vaccine, chicken pox used to kill 1 child per week in the United 
States [14]. These deaths stemmed from complications such as 
infections of the brain, flesh-eating strep, toxic shock syndrome, 
hepatitis, and pneumonia [14].

(continued)

Common Misconceptions
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their intention to vaccinate [23]. The study authors concluded that the dangers of 
the illness were already widely accepted, so providing further information was not 
effective in increasing intent to vaccinate [23]. This stands in contrast to MMR, 
which protects against less prevalent diseases. In this case, the same 1,500 parents 
surveyed reported hesitancy due to a concern of serious side effects from the vac-
cine rather than lack of concern about disease severity or likelihood [11].

The World Health Organization SAGE working group created the “Three C 
model” to explain the reasons parents show vaccine hesitancy [24]; complacency, 
convenience, and confidence [24]. Subsequent researchers examining the behavio-
ral aspects of VHP added in a fourth—calculation—that involves the calculation 
of expected utility that parents conduct when deciding whether or not to vaccinate 
[25]. Calculation appears to have an overarching effect on hesitancy regardless of 
whether the parent is complacent, barred by inconvenience, or concerned. The pro-
cess of calculating the cost versus benefit of engaging in any medical intervention 
lies at the heart of informed consent. Rather than assume ignorance on the part of 
parents, it is more prudent to determine which of the “Cs” are driving their hesi-
tancy [25]. In our recommendations section, we outline the three unique Cs and 
suggested responses.

Parents who ask questions about vaccines  
do not trust their physicians

Approximately 30% of sampled doctors report dissatisfaction in their practice 
when parents express concerns around vaccines [9]. Among this group, 29% 
interpreted the parents’ questions as a lack of trust in their experience and respect 

Table 6.1  (continued)

Concern Response

Vaccines are recom-
mended because pharma-
ceutical companies profit 
from them [3, 9]

Pharmaceutical companies would not be as rich as they are if they 
relied on vaccinations for their profits. Vaccines make up a very 
slim proportion of overall sales [21]. This figure is reduced further 
after factoring in the costs of an average of 15 years’ worth of 
research and development per vaccine, only 10% of which ulti-
mately enter the market [21, 22].

More testing is needed 
to show that vaccines 
are safe and effective [1, 
3, 13]

Vaccines have been extensively tested, and each time a new vaccine 
combination is recommended, it is tested in concomitant use stud-
ies. These studies determine that not only is the vaccine safe, but 
that it is safe to be given with the other vaccines administered at the 
same time [13].

Laws requiring vaccina-
tion for certain activities 
disregard individual 
rights [1, 10, 14]

True. Many laws disregard the rights of the individual, such as laws 
requiring motorists to have car insurance, drivers to stop at red traf-
fic lights, or people not to murder one another. That is because some 
actions are recognized as crucial to saving lives, but they require the 
cooperation of many to be effective [14].
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for their judgment [9]. Yet patients consistently identify physicians as their most 
trusted source of vaccination information [9, 11, 26–28].

Initially hesitant parents who changed their minds about vaccinating their 
children reported largely doing so as a result of their trusted physician providing 
them with assurance as to the decision to vaccinate [9, 29]. This effect of physi-
cian influence held for both parents who wanted to delay vaccinations and those 
who initially refused vaccinations outright [9]. One study of 122 VHP partici-
pants found that approximately 87% reported their physician was their trustwor-
thy source for information on vaccines [3]. When creating a measure to quantify 
parents’ levels of vaccine hesitancy, the developers had to remove the item about 
trusting one’s doctors because the responses they received on preliminary versions 
of the measure were too positively skewed to provide any meaningful input into 
the score [3].

Parents also identify friends (26%), family (25%), and the Internet (39%) as 
sources of reliable health information [3]. Aware that their patients also seek out 
other sources of information, physicians may misattribute these conversations 
or searches to a lack of trust in their opinion. While this may be true for certain 
patients, others consider researching vaccines as part of their role as health advo-
cate for their children [3]. Rather than avoid the opinions of friends and family, 
physicians can directly ask their patients to share what their social group thinks. In 
this way, the physician validates the parents’ social support group and information-
seeking behaviors. If friends and family have communicated any misinformation, 
the doctor can address it in the same manner as if the patient had arrived at that 
incorrect information on their own—nonjudgmentally and nondefensively.

With the Internet available to many parents at almost all hours of the day, it 
is not surprising that some will research vaccine information online. Evidence 
shows that many parents access this kind of information. In one survey of 376 par-
ents, 60% reported searching the Internet for either “some” or “a lot” of vaccine 
information [1]. Fortunately, accurate information from reliable sources regard-
ing vaccines is widely available to both parents and doctors. The AAP, CDC, and 
the Vaccine Education Center at the Children’s Hospital of Pennsylvania pro-
vide detailed information sheets specifically addressing common parental con-
cerns regarding vaccination [3]. These organizations provide online information 
sheets and toolkits [3]. In their practices, however, few physicians make use of 
these resources [9]. Only 28% of physicians in one study were observed to distrib-
ute such information sheets to their patients [9]. Given that many parents report 
searching for this information, collaborating with patients in their searches guides 
them to more accurate sources. Embracing the new learning and advocacy styles 
of parents includes showing them reliable sources of information and teaching 
them to remain skeptical of ambiguous sources.

Common Misconceptions
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There is not enough time in a typical office visit  
to discuss vaccines to patients’ satisfaction

A large number of physicians are concerned about the amount of time needed to 
effectively discuss vaccines with parents, particularly VHP. In one study, 62% of 
clinicians reported that time was at least somewhat a barrier to these discussions, 
if not a major barrier [9]. Yet studies indicate that patients do not require longer 
visits to experience an increase in satisfaction and adherence with their physicians’ 
recommendations [1]. In fact, both patients and physicians rate shorter interac-
tions as more positive, indicating goal alignment [1]. It has been found that the 
length of discussions with VHP could reach 19 minutes, with 92% of physicians 
reporting discussions this length or shorter [9]. Specifically, 53% spent between 10 
and 19 minutes on these conversations, and 36% spent between 5 and 9 minutes 
[9]. Addressing patient concerns rather than pursuing physician agenda was also 
rated as more positive by patients [1]. Recommendations to tailor information to 
the parent’s specific concerns will help to keep the discussions short and the visit 
patient-centered.

Current Research

Many rigorous research studies show that most of the parental concerns 
(Table 6.1) are either completely unfounded or only marginally founded in scien-
tific evidence. There is a seeming contradiction in parents who take their children 
to pediatricians but state skepticism of the results of the scientific process. Western 
medicine in general is founded on scientific principles. Even treatments that were 
originally uncovered through nonscientific means (tree bark for the treatment of 
pain, for example), have been subsequently proven through the scientific method 
[30]. Parents who visit pediatricians show an implicit trust and respect for the sci-
entific method. Why then, when presented with research disputing false claims 
about vaccines, do they remain skeptical?

At least part of the answer lies in the precision with which the scientific method 
operates and the limitations it places on itself. Results that are conclusive from 
a research standpoint appear inconclusive when relayed to individuals who do 
not understand how research studies and statistical analyses are performed. The 
root cause of the confusion can be traced back to the null hypothesis, discussed in 
Chap. 2. As cautioned then, the null hypothesis—that A does not cause B—cannot 
be proven in the scientific method. Unfortunately, many parental concerns stem 
from whether A did cause B. While parents are concerned that vaccines cause any 
number of adverse outcomes, the scientific process can only conclude when A 
does cause B. Science cannot provide conclusive assurance that A did not cause 
B, which is exactly what parents are asking it to when they explain their vaccine 
hesitancy [19]. These parents insist that they will only be reassured when a study 
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proves, for example, that the MMR vaccine does not cause autism. Scientists 
remaining faithful to their method and its limitations cannot provide false reassur-
ance [19].

Researchers usually cannot definitively state findings, even when there is over-
whelming evidence to support them, which can lead to confusion for parents and 
in the media [19]. Meanwhile, anti-vaccine advocates will stress that science still 
has not performed a study conclusively proving vaccines do not cause autism. 
What they fail to acknowledge is that science cannot do this. Even if a double-
blind, randomized controlled study were performed where in some children 
received vaccines and others did not (an unethical study that would never be con-
ducted), there would still be an element of statistical doubt. Clearly, clarification 
of the scientific process is needed in these cases.

To Explain to a Patient

I understand why many intelligent people say that, until a study is done 
proving vaccines do not cause autism, scientists are still unsure of the 
answer. When a committee performs an extensive review of the research lit-
erature showing a multitude of evidence that vaccines do not cause ill effects 
and then says things like, “its conclusion does not exclude the possibility 
that MMR vaccine could contribute to ASD in a small number of children” 
[31] it sounds like scientists still have no idea.

But really, they do. You know how in a court of law in the United States, 
an accused person is said to be presumed innocent unless proven guilty? 
That means that people do not have to prove their innocence to be set free; 
they simply have to not be proven guilty. Science is like that. Science cannot 
prove something like vaccine’s innocence even if it wanted to. All it can do 
is fail over and over again, in many repeated trials, to find it guilty beyond 
a reasonable doubt. Science is only ever the legal team for the prosecution, 
never the defense. Asking science to provide vaccine don’t have ill effects is 
like asking the prosecution to go work for the defense. It can’t.

Imagine you were on trial for a crime you didn’t commit. How many 
times would you be able to sit through trials, each time with the verdict 
coming back “Not guilty” until you would demand to be set free? Vaccines 
have been through many such trials, and each time the verdict is “not guilty 
beyond a reasonable doubt.” I know finding proof that vaccines are innocent 
of the crimes they’ve been accused of would feel better, but the way the sci-
entific method is set up, it just cannot do that.

(An explanation such as this does two things. First, it validates the con-
fusion that arises when only one side of an issue can be proven. Second, it 
highlights that things other than just medicine can only operate when a cer-
tain amount of uncertainty is involved.)

Current Research
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Current Research

Research is still ongoing as to the optimal way to discuss vaccines with VHP [11]. 
Here, however, are some recommendations that are founded on the research on 
VHP that has conducted so far.

Listen to Parent Concerns First [10]

This recommendation appears first because it should occur first in the consultation. 
Without initially familiarizing themselves with a patient’s specific concerns, physi-
cians cannot root the subsequent discussion in patient-centeredness. Pediatricians 
should identify the specific concerns parents have by asking open-ended questions. 
Some parents may not have specific concerns, but instead say they are generally 
worried. Doctors who ask these parents what they are worried might happen if 
they vaccinate their children will have a better sense of what the specific concern 
is, even if the parent cannot articulate it directly.

Empathize and Reflect Back Concerns [2]

At this point, we integrate the research showing that physicians’ personal guidance 
is rated as most helpful to patients. Physicians can introduce their own impres-
sions into the consultation at the point of discussing concerns. Pediatricians are 
well equipped to handle parents’ emotions. Here, they can empathize with the feel-
ing of fear or worry without acknowledging those feelings to be founded in true 
risk. Statements such as, “I feel concerned about medical procedures until I learn 
more about them, too,” validate the patient’s feelings, bring the physician into the 
conversation in an authentic way, and do not erroneously give the impression that 
the specific fear is well-founded. Then, to acknowledge that the parent’s specific 
concerns have been heard, the physician can reflect it back in an emotionally neu-
tral fashion, “It sounds like one thing you want to learn more about is potential 
side effects of this vaccine.”

Determine Which Cs Are Driving the Hesitancy [25]

• Complacency: Parents who are complacent do not have particularly strong 
feelings for or against vaccines [25]. Therefore, asking them for their concerns 
about vaccines is unlikely to be a fruitful effort. These parents are also more 
likely to perceive that the risks of contracting a vaccine-preventable illness are 
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low, making engagement in protective action a low priority [25]. To identify 
complacent parents, doctors can listen for comments that indicate a non-com-
mittal attitude and a lack of concern.

 Complacent parents would benefit from hearing risk information about the dis-
eases vaccines protect against, hearing about social motives to vaccinate so that 
they feel more comfortable with the decision to vaccinate, and strong recom-
mendations from their physicians [25].

• Convenience: Parents who are vaccine hesitant due to convenience factors also 
do not have strong feelings about vaccines [25]. Therefore, other life needs 
will come between them and vaccination. To identify parents with convenience 
concerns, pediatricians can listen for statements about the family’s functioning 
and identify missed appointments or scheduling difficulties. Structural barriers 
impede vaccination but are unlikely to be truly preventing them if the parent is 
already in the physician’s office.

 Physicians can take steps to reduce the barriers for the patients’ next appoint-
ments, such as asking parents to explicitly state their intentions to continue the 
vaccinations as scheduled, scheduling the next appointment during the current 
one, and asking office staff to place repeated phone calls and reminders for 
upcoming appointments. Similar to recommendations for complacent parents, 
pediatricians with parents affected by convenience should provide risk informa-
tion about the diseases vaccines prevent, discuss social motives to vaccinate, 
and provide strong recommendations.

• Confidence: Parents struggling with confidence do not have sufficient trust in 
either the efficacy or safety of the vaccines themselves, the system of vaccine 
delivery, and/or the motivations of those who make vaccination recommenda-
tions [24]. Unlike parents who are either complacent or affected by conveni-
ence, parents with concern do show strong feelings about vaccines in general 
[25]. Their knowledge of vaccines is more likely to be inaccurate rather than 
absent [25]. Concerned parents are more likely to identify as someone who is 
anti-vaccine or associate with social groups who identify as such [25]. To deter-
mine VHP with concerns, pediatricians will want to listen to the concerns par-
ents provide. Concerns of these parents are likely to reflect a lack of trust (in 
“Big Pharma,” the government, etc.) or a misplaced trust in incorrect informa-
tion about vaccines that have already been debunked in mainstream literature 
and media.

Strategies to reduce hesitancy in concerned parents differ from the recommenda-
tions for complacent or inconvenienced parents. The main strategy proposed by 
researchers is to debunk the myths that cause their concerns. Doctors would do 
well to follow Lewandowsky’s process for debunking myths [32], discussed in 
Chap. 5. Attempts to debunk myths that do not follow his procedures can backfire, 
making the parent believe the myth even more. Providing an alternative explana-
tion to supplant the parent’s misinformation is strongly recommended. Without an 
alternative explanation, the parent is left with a gap in their mind that they must fill 
with something [32]. Individuals who fill these gaps with conspiracy theories have 
also been found to be more likely to reject mainstream scientific evidence [33–35].
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Research on VHP discourages attempting to provide a social context to con-
cerned parents. These parents likely already identify as outside the social norm 
[25]. Their affiliation with a smaller, anti-vaccine social context is likely to 
become further entrenched if they perceive it as being directly attacked [25].

Also discouraged is delivering risk information in extremes, particularly when 
parents already lack trust in the source of information [36]. Parents with low trust 
are more likely to reject information about risk that claims that vaccines have 
no risk than they are a tempered statement about risk [36]. If parents are wary 
of pharmaceutical companies, provide information from alternative sources. For 
example, parents with strong conviction in complementary and alternative medi-
cine (CAM) are more likely to incorporate accurate information about vaccines if 
it comes from a website devoted to CAM practices.

Address Only Stated Concerns [1, 11]

This recommendation is based on three pieces of evidence. First, this suggestion 
tailors the information provided to the individual patient’s needs [1, 11]. While the 
first recommendations set up the physician to provide a patient-centered experi-
ence, this recommendation is the necessary follow-through.

Second, research shows that neither patients nor physicians garner more satis-
faction from longer discussions, which indicates that briefer discussions are pref-
erable. Brevity, however, cannot be the ultimate goal, because all the concerns the 
patient raises need to be addressed. The goal is to address all concern efficiently. 
The greatest efficiency is achieved by providing only the information parents will 
need to put their concerns to rest.

Third, research shows that providing information that is not connected to a 
given patient’s concerns can backfire [23]. In particular, providing accurate infor-
mation about the side effects of both the MMR and influenza vaccines to parents 
with high levels of concern about side effects backfired [23, 37]. While provid-
ing the information did result in an increase in parental knowledge, intentions to 
vaccinate their children actually decreased among the parents with high levels of 
initial concern [23].

Remain Open and Non-Coercive [2]

During the discussion, parents may say things that are inaccurate because they 
either do not have all the information or have been misinformed. Neither of these 
situations ensure that they will refuse vaccines, and neither of these necessarily 
mean that they do not trust their doctors. Yet, as often observed in the political 
realm, when people’s views are threatened, they tend to dig in their heels further 
[38]. Researchers found artifacts of a similar effect when presenting parents with 
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corrective information about vaccine side effects [23, 27]. Certain parents actu-
ally reduced their intentions to vaccinate after learning about the real, lower risk of 
side effects than they originally believed in [23, 37]. The researchers inferred that 
those respondents must have had additional concerns that they were attempting 
to preserve, and therefore held on more tightly to their decision not to vaccinate 
even after the side effect information was appropriately conveyed [23]. Physicians 
who are coercive are not following a patient-centered approach. Physicians who 
remain open, ask questions, and provide information, without pressuring, when 
patients ask, have a better chance of their patients arriving at the medically indi-
cated conclusion.

Exercise Caution When Asking Parents to Sign  
the Refusal to Vaccinate Form [10]

To dissuade parents from settling into static stances or roles, physicians should 
remain flexible about parents’ decisions to withhold or delay vaccines at any given 
visit. As we have seen, parents can have specific views or concerns without letting 
those thoughts affect their ultimate choice in behavior. This is because views need 
not equate to identity. However, parents who take on an identity as an “anti-vac-
cine” parent will be much less likely to change their views in future. Therefore, the 
AAP recommendation that pediatricians ask parents to sign a Refusal to Vaccinate 
form should be followed carefully. Physicians can explain that a signature on the 
form is for the physician to be clear about the parent’s choice that day. They can 
also explain that this form serves as a reminder to the physician to follow up at the 
next visit to reconsider vaccination at that time. In this way, the doctor plays a key 
role in helping parents to see their decision as one choice made at a specific point 
in time, and not as part of their identity.

Conclusion

Hand in hand with these recommendations is a reminder that while many parents 
show concerns about vaccines, most still choose to vaccinate their children any-
way [14]. This framework guides recommendations in two ways. The first is to 
keep any pressure or coercion out of the process. In all likelihood, parents ask-
ing these questions will vaccinate their children. The second is to manage parents’ 
ideas and feelings more than to focus on their resulting behavior. Clearly, some 
parents are vaccinating their children without confidence or satisfaction in their 
choice to do so. Some parents will vaccinate but feel afraid when doing so. Other 
parents will vaccinate but feel resentful when doing so. Resentment is particularly 
implied when parents vaccinate due to regulations requiring them for admission 
to schools or day care. These regulations can lead parents to feel coerced or that 
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their rights as a parent have been disregarded [1, 14]. In addition to helping par-
ents achieve adequate vaccination for their children, pediatricians are in a unique 
position to also reassure parents as to their decision.

Delivery of patient-centered care is uniquely challenging when there is 
only one medically indicated choice, but the decision itself is value-laden [26]. 
Vaccines fit the criterion of having one clear medical prescription. Barring reli-
gious objections, which have largely been addressed by spiritual leaders recom-
mending their followers vaccinate their children, there is no remaining value 
prohibiting parents from accepting vaccines [16]. Skepticism, misunderstanding, 
and fear are not values. To treat them as such fuels the view that patients are not 
capable of incorporating new knowledge into their frameworks, and thus learning 
and overcoming their fears. Such a conception of patients’ capabilities is a decid-
edly paternalistic one. Addressing a specific patient’s questions and concerns in 
an approach tailored to meet their needs while ultimately recommending the evi-
dence-based intervention meets the standard for patient-centered care.
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Overview

On the whole, parents report that providing their children with a healthy diet is 
one of their highest priorities [1, 2]. Parents correctly perceive the importance of 
their role in their children’s nutrition; they are the primary “gatekeepers” of their 
children’s diet up to the age of approximately 6 years old [1]. Despite parents’ 
stated investment in this goal, they often fall short. Parents find that feeding their 
children a nutritious, well-balanced diet is one of their most stressful parenting 
tasks [1]. According to one hypothesis, this frustration originates, in part, from 
the drastic difference between feeding practices in early human history and the 
environment in which parents currently find themselves [3]. Specifically, most of 
human evolution occurred in the context of food scarcity and high levels of activ-
ity required to obtain sufficient food [3]. As such, humans are biologically condi-
tioned to seek out calorie-dense foods to offset the influences of limited food and 
great energy expenditure [3]. Today’s landscape for most people living in devel-
oped nations includes an abundance of foods, eliminating energy acquisition as 
a problem [3]. However, sufficient nutrition intake remains a challenge. Coupled 
with the lack of energy expenditure in common society, the consumption of high-
energy, low-nutrition foods has given rise to obesity [4].

Obesity, a so-called “disease of affluence,” has struck children as well as adults 
in the United States [5]. Owing to under-consumption of key food groups, such 
as vegetables and fruits, children often do not receive the recommended amount 
of many key nutrients. In addition, children are eating too many low-nutrient, 
high-energy foods [5]. Eating patterns established in childhood persist well into 
adulthood, making the goal of providing a healthy diet all the more important 
[6]. Given the discrepancy between parents’ stated goals and actual goal attain-
ment, researchers have begun investigating the possible reasons parents have been 
unable to achieve a healthy diet for their children [1]. In addition to exploring the 
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mechanisms that obstruct healthy eating, the second purpose of this research is to 
develop effective interventions [1]. To date, there are few effective interventions 
that target the individual parent-child dyad [7].

A simple proposed theory as to why parents do not provide healthy diets for 
their children despite their intentions is that parents do not have the requisite nutri-
tion knowledge to do so. Theories focusing on lack of parental knowledge natu-
rally recommend distributing more information to parents [8]. According to this 
model, information should include what constitutes a healthy weight in addition 
to the components of a healthy diet. Without awareness that their children’s diet is 
inappropriate, it is presumed parents cannot be motivated to improve it [9].

It appears, however, that dissemination interventions must include more than 
simply passing along needed knowledge. The information must be provided at the 
correct time to be useful. One such example is the timing of sharing information 
about breastfeeding. During pre-natal appointments with their physicians, women 
are widely informed about the benefits of breastfeeding for at least 1 year [8]. This 
is in contrast to the recommendation to delay the introduction of solid foods until 
a child is 6 months old, which is less known. Many parents introduce solid food 
before the recommended age [8]. Consequently, the 6 month visit is too late for 
a pediatrician to discuss the guideline with families. It becomes clear that knowl-
edge alone is not sufficient, but that the information must be given when parents 
can make use of it.

Parents’ perception of the field of nutrition research appears negative. 
Contradictory information from various sources, such as advertisers, media, and 
academic sources, undermine parents’ ability to parse out which source is provid-
ing reliable information [9]. Questionable motives come into play, as advertisers’ 
main goal is to sell a product [9]. The widely touted health claims advertis-
ers make serve to undermine the information parents hear from more impartial 
sources, which leads to confusion [9]. The academic field contributes to the con-
flicting array of knowledge, as new developments in research require revisions of 
previous hypotheses. These revisions lead to an impression among parents that 
advice is constantly changing [9]. Out of frustration with the steady stream of cor-
rections and updates, some parents become apathetic and begin ignoring informa-
tion altogether [9].

Strategies for improving diet that target individual factors have shown limited 
efficacy [10, 11]. In addition to acquiring basic nutritional knowledge, changes 
in diet require concerted changes in behavior. The Theory of Planned Behavior 
provides a possible explanation for the struggles parents encounter when attempt-
ing to change their children’s diet [12]. This theory posits that individuals require 
three conditions to change their behavior: 1) a positive attitude regarding the 
change (i.e., believe the change is important and that positive outcomes would 
ensue as a result of the change); 2) a perception that the norm in their social group 
includes the new behavior (and motivation to fit with their social group); and 3) 
a perception of control over whether or not the change happens [12]. Individuals 
with a positive attitude towards the change, a social norm that includes the 
new behavior, and a sense of control are thought to be more likely to establish 
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an intention to change their behavior [12]. Some researchers hypothesize that 
this framework may explain the psychological barriers parents encounter when 
attempting to form an intention to improve their children’s diet [1]. Their qualita-
tive review of parents’ statements in the three areas indicates that this theory may 
explain some of the discrepancy between parents’ goals and their behaviors [1].

In addition to presenting individual psychological factors that may impede 
efforts to provide a healthy diet, parents in the Theory of Planned Behavior study 
were also heavily concerned about factors outside their control [1]. The parents’ 
concerns mirror the investigative avenues of researchers who study the numerous 
external factors that influence children’s diets [4]. While individual factors clearly 
impact children’s diets, social, physical, and macro-environmental factors are 
observed to interact with outcomes as well [4]. Parents report many challenges and 
outright barriers in their attempts to provide a healthy diet for their children. They 
notice the influence advertising has on their media-consuming children [1]. Once 
children enter daycare or school, peers also begin to influence the foods children 
will try and prefer. Structural barriers such as lack of parental time to procure, pre-
pare, and clean up after meals made of healthy foods is a commonly cited impedi-
ment. Parents also endure their children’s food selectivity traits, which can range 
from normative to mild to extreme, but all of levels of which pose some challenge 
to feeding and can create a great source of frustration [1].

Finally, one of the most notable and consistent findings in feeding research is 
an influence not tied to parents’ knowledge or external barriers. As we explore in 
this chapter, parenting styles—that is, not what children are fed but how parents 
feed their children—exert considerable sway over diet. A highly recommended 
parenting style is seen to reduce the influence of normative food selectivity that 
children begin to display around 2 years of age. This parenting style is also asso-
ciated with an increased amount of nutrient-dense food consumption, along with 
a reduction in the amount of low-nutrient, high-energy food intake. Finally, the 
recommended parenting style reduces conflict between parent and child without 
sacrificing parental expectations for appropriate food consumption.

Despite the accurate nutrition information pediatricians have to impart, many 
parents do not ask their health care practitioner feeding questions [13]. Instead, 
parents commonly report that they ask their social group for assistance [13]. This 
can, unfortunately, compound the challenge of maintaining a healthy diet and 
healthy weight because the parents’ peers may not prove to be accurate sources 
of information. Parents experience a spectrum of feeding problems, ranging from 
misperceived feeding problems, to mild feeding problems, to feeding disorders 
[14]. When a feeding problem rises to a meaningful level of concern for a par-
ent, she or he may then opt to bring it up with a physician rather than rely on 
peers [14]. Physicians, however, need not wait until a parent raises a concern 
before sharing information. Parents can overestimate their knowledge of dietary 
recommendations, or may not realize there are errors in their knowledge that 
require correction [1]; a physician who proactively provides accurate informa-
tion may prevent or correct problems that the parent has not even addressed. This 
chapter covers topics physicians can discuss with any parent, irrespective of their 
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particular feeding concerns. Much of this information can be given preemptively, 
before issues arise.

Common Parental Concerns

What is Considered Healthy?

Parents consistently endorse that a nutritious diet is crucial for their child’s medi-
cal, social, and educational development [1]. Despite this, 31.8% of American 
children and adolescents from 2009–2010 were either overweight or obese [5]. 
The first step in addressing the discrepancy is often to examine parental knowl-
edge of nutrition and health. Children are unlikely to receive adequate nutrition 
when their parents act on knowledge that is incompatible with recommended die-
tary guidelines. These same children are also more likely to ingest an excess of 
energy compared to expenditure.

Parents have variable knowledge in both the areas of nutrition and health. On 
the one hand, parents feel that health information is relatively straightforward [13]. 
A high number of parents report they are interested in food labels so that they can 
compare their knowledge with the food they are considering for purchase [15]. 
When examining health claims on food packaging, parents consider certain foods 
to be either “good” or “bad” [15]. Foods that are “bad” include fat, salt, sugar, and 
energy (i.e., calories) [15]. Aspects of foods that parents also consider but do not 
necessarily disqualify the food from purchase include vitamins, minerals, choles-
terol, carbohydrates, protein, fiber, saturated fats, and unsaturated fats [15].

On the other hand, parents demonstrate confusion about the specifics of nutri-
tional knowledge [13]. We will address the source of some of the confusion in our 
final section regarding the overall state of nutritional research. When they have 
questions about diet or feeding, parents access information from the Internet, their 
friends and family, and their pediatricians [13]. Where parents look for informa-
tion depends on the nature of their question. In one study, parents unanimously 
reported visiting Internet sites as their primary source of information [13]. While 
a preferred method, parents also report that the amount of information on the 
Internet feels overwhelming [13]. Parents also display concern for the authenticity 
of the information they find on the Internet [13]. In one study, parents reported an 
awareness that some level of critical thinking was required to determine accurate 
sources of information from inaccurate sources [13]. However, the propagation of 
false dietary information on social media implies that many parents are either una-
ware of the need for critical appraisal or require more assistance in accomplishing 
that task successfully.

Friends and family are sought out when parents think their social contacts have 
prior experience with the situation they currently face and can consequently offer 
insight [13]. In one study, parents reported that they asked their children’s doctors 
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for answers to their dietary questions only as a last resort [13]. These parents 
explained that before speaking with their doctor, their question had to have risen 
to a level they felt was of clinical significance [13]. Thus, we can infer that patient-
initiated discussions of diets mainly occur when parents have already identified the 
gap in their own knowledge.

Realistically, parents may not always know when a situation is out of their 
depth. One study of Australian parents revealed that among their sample, even 
parents who reported a strong investment in a nutritious diet were unable to name 
a heavily promoted government public health message as to the number of rec-
ommended daily servings of fruits and vegetables [1]. Parents in that study also 
reported that they were feeding their children more healthfully than their peers, 
thus reducing the likelihood of changing their feeding practices even when 
they fell below recommended dietary guidelines [1]. In the United States, data 
from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey uncovered 
that nearly one third of mothers with overweight children did not consider their 
children to be overweight [16]. Among low-income families, seventy to 80% of 
mothers of overweight children thought their children were a healthy weight or 
even underweight [17]. This gap in recognition may be partially explained by the 
perception of some parents that a heavy child is a healthy child [2]. These parents 
believe that a heavy child is a sign of good parenting [2]. Given that most parents 
report accessing information from the Internet, they may be further unaware of 
the influence of misinformation. Increasing amounts of non-clinical dietary rec-
ommendations (such as “clean eating”) have infiltrated the popular conscious-
ness without needed checks on accuracy. Therefore, pediatricians should consider 
dietary discussions with parents without waiting for parents to raise the issue. 
Because habits established when children are young linger into adulthood, con-
versations held during the pre-school years are most likely to have a meaningful, 
lasting impact [2].

We make a distinction between parental knowledge of nutrition and knowledge 
of feeding practices. For example, one study showed that the children of parents 
with higher nutrition knowledge less likely to eat fat in the home [18]. Greater 
general nutrition knowledge was associated with higher consumption of fruits and 
vegetables [18]. The association between general nutrition knowledge and parent-
ing style found that parents’ knowledge of nutrition alone neither predicted nor 
mediated outcomes in their children’s diets [18]. Only in cases where the par-
enting style was already optimal was increased nutrition knowledge observed to 
have a small impact on children’s consumption of non-core (i.e., not fruits or veg-
etables) foods [18]. While this study supports interventions designed to increase 
parental nutritional knowledge, clearly parental knowledge is a necessary but 
not sufficient component of a healthy diet for children [18]. Therefore, conversa-
tions with parents to increase their knowledge should not focus solely on nutri-
tional content; they should also mention the research presented below on parenting 
styles, the overall state of nutrition research, and address any parents who may be 
following diets not currently established in the research base as effective.

Common Parental Concerns
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Influence of Advertisers

A common parental complaint about their efforts to provide their children with a 
healthy diet is the nature of advertising [19]. Advertising in the media is a signifi-
cant challenge, with children between the ages of 8–18 spending on average more 
time on media consumption daily than any activity other than sleeping [9]. In addi-
tion to advertisements, many products aimed at children’s palates use packaging 
featuring promotional characters; such characters are used predominantly to pro-
mote less-healthy foods [20]. A qualitative survey of 124 children in three schools 
in Australia (selected to include low-, medium-, and high-economic status school 
districts) found that both parents and children widely discussed advertisements [4]. 
Parents commented that the intensity of advertising was correlated with specific 
food properties, such that the most advertisements seen were for foods highest in 
fat, salt, and/or sugar [4]. Their observations were consistent with content analysis 
studies that have quantified the amount of advertising spent based on food type 
[21]. Nearly all of the advertisements aired during children’s television shows pro-
mote foods that are low in nutrients and high in fat, sodium, and added sugars [22]. 
It would be barely an exaggeration to state that if a child is viewing the ad, the 
product marketed is automatically low in nutritional value and high in energy.

The strategies employed by most advertisements follow principles of classical 
conditioning [23]. Commercials widely pair images of children who are happy, 
popular, loved, and/or having fun with the advertised product [4]. After repeated 
viewings, children begin to associate the food product with the desirable social and 
emotional characteristics of the children in the advertisements. This same strat-
egy is used when marketing food to parents; however, the emotions and behav-
iors paired with the food differ markedly from the child versions. In one study, 
researchers coded food commercials that aired during children’s television pro-
gramming based on intended audience: parent or child [24]. Parents were coded 
as the audience when the commercials sent messages of family bonding and love, 
contrasted with messages highlighting fun when children are the audience [24]. 
These content analysis findings were consistent with the reports of the Australian 
parents and their children who described similar themes in commercials [1].

After children receive these messages from advertisements, they are likely to 
bother their parents until they obtain the desired food [4]. Parents in one small 
focus group study stated that dealing with the effects advertising had on their 
children felt like a “battle” [13]. Their impressions are borne out in observational 
research. Both academic and consumer research reveals that young children who 
accompany their parents during grocery shopping indeed influence their parents’ 
food purchases [9]. While parents’ engagement with their children about these 
messages can mitigate the advertisements’ influence, the messages remain persis-
tent enough to continue to exert influence over children’s preferences [25]. Given 
the sums food companies spend on advertising annually, we assume that directly 
marketing to children has an appreciable effect on sales.

Social learning theory proposes one mechanism by which commercials exert 
influence on children [26]. According to this theory, children learn by observing 
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the social world around them and incorporating the behaviors and beliefs they 
observe into their operational framework [26]. Yet young children are thought not 
to understand that the social world displayed in commercials is influenced by a 
specific point of view, that is, with the aim of selling a product [26]. The distinc-
tion between objective and subjective information needed to parse out this motive 
is typically not appreciated until children are 9 years old [26]. By this age, chil-
dren have already been exposed to countless advertisements, which have con-
tributed to the formation of their thinking and behavior [26]. Thus, children are 
particularly susceptible to accepting marketers’ messages [26].

Many parents report awareness of the influence advertisements exert over 
their children, but it is not clear how parents understand their own perceptions of 
advertisements and front-of-packaging health claims. Current regulations permit 
food producers to post nutrition- or health-related (NH) claims on their packag-
ing, provided the claim is not misleading [27]. To this end, the Food and Drug 
Administration regulates the types of NH claims products can make in accordance 
with the scientific evidence available [27]. Claims range from merely providing 
content (e.g., “Contains fiber”) to asserting health claims (e.g. “Reduces risk of 
heart disease”) [27]. Despite regulators’ careful attention to these distinctions, 
research shows that adults considering these claims largely do not distinguish 
between the types of claims [27]. In particular, a halo effect, in which people 
attribute many positive qualities to a product based on only one narrow claim, is 
consistently observed [27, 28]. The halo effect is an example of overgeneraliza-
tion, which leads parents to assume the non-featured ingredients in the product are 
just as healthy or beneficial as the featured ones [27]. A strong example of over-
generalization is seen in the purchase of artificially low-fat or low-sugar products. 
Products low in fat often compensate for lack of flavor by increasing the amount 
of sugar, salt, or other ingredients [29]. Products marketed as low in sugar often 
use sugar substitutes that are sweeter than natural sugar, adjusting the taste prefer-
ences of the consumer to desire even more sugary substances [29]. Preliminary 
studies with humans suggest that a preference for sweet foods established in child-
hood may last well into adulthood [29]. So while one aspect of the food may 
appear healthy (e.g., low-fat or low-sugar) the product as a whole is not healthy.

While parents typically report negative opinions of giving their children foods 
with artificial sweeteners, parents often select these foods for purchase [29]. The 
discrepancy between belief and action implies parents may not understand the 
information they are presented with when purchasing food for their children [29]. 
As is true in all advertising, the marketer will present the information desirable to 
parents and withhold the information that would dissuade them from purchasing.

Influence of Peers

While parents remain the primary gatekeepers of young children’s food, once 
they start school (or daycare) other individuals play a prominent role in children’s 
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lives. Peer impressions of foods begin to factor into children’s social worlds. In 
one study, when teachers enthusiastically ate a novel food, children were more 
likely to eat it [30]. However, if their classmates showed an aversion to the food 
the teacher was eating, children were more likely to reject it themselves [30].

Peers (particularly those from school) provide a reference point for foods con-
sumption patterns other than those children experience in their family of origin 
[13]. Armed with the knowledge that other children who are like themselves in 
many respects eat certain foods, children are known to then bother their parents 
to purchase those same foods [13]. In particular, heavily advertised foods are also 
perceived as high-status among the peer group [4]. This provides a double chal-
lenge for parents in responding to requests for foods high in fat, added sugars, or 
sodium, and low in nutritional value. Parents report submitting to such entreaties 
particularly when tired, stressed, or emotionally vulnerable (e.g., feeling guilty for 
lack of time spent with child or for not being able to provide other, more expen-
sive, high-status items) [13]. Peers’ impressions of the food children eat strike at 
a core aspect of human connection—the need to belong. Parents are reluctant to 
enforce food choices that complicate their children’s assimilation into their peer 
group [4]. In fact, when faced with conflicting priorities about food, parents in 
one study reported regularly prioritizing psychosocial factors such as belonging-
ness over nutrition, reports that are borne out by direct researcher observations [4]. 
While parents in this study acknowledged the importance of providing their chil-
dren with a nutritious diet, they stated their overall goal was to provide food their 
children would enjoy and that their peers would consider appropriate [4].

Costs of Nutrition

The costs of providing nutritious food can be measured in terms of dollars and 
time [2]. With regard to money, parents show a higher concern for relative value 
over absolute cost. While parents understand the importance of vegetables and 
fruits in a meal, they report being dissuaded by a perception of higher cost [9, 13]. 
When specifically comparing these costs against less nutritious foods, parents con-
sider how much of the food they buy that their children will eat [13]. Therefore, 
while the cost of vegetables may not be higher than fast food, parents avoid spend-
ing money on foods they predict their children will be more likely to reject, see-
ing it as a waste of their money [9, 13]. While some parents state that fast food 
is a money-saver, they simultaneously acknowledge the presumed profitability of 
fast food based on aggressive advertising [13]. Fast foods are less expensive than 
healthy foods using a price per calorie reference [31]. However, when comparing 
their price per edible gram and price per portion, healthy foods are the less expen-
sive option [31].

The cost of time is a hypothesized constraint for parents as well [9]. Single-
parent households rely heavily on rapid food preparation techniques, such 
as microwaving nutrient-poor convenience foods [32]. Among two-parent 
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households, the cultural and economic shift towards dual-incomes has also 
increased parental reporting of challenges in preparing meals that are healthy 
and an increased reliance on convenience foods containing higher levels of fat, 
sodium, and energy [9]. Children’s entrance to school often coincides with a 
parental return to work, thus presenting a confluence of factors around increased 
peer influence, access to foods outside the home, and limited parental time and 
energy for preparing meals after a day of work [4].

Rather than assume parents lack knowledge about nutritious foods, pediatri-
cians can directly address their concerns pertaining to the financial and time costs 
associated with healthy eating. If parents cite cost as a concern, physicians can 
ask what they have tried so far to overcome these barriers. Inquiring about past 
efforts validates the parents’ challenges and shows empathy for difficult situations. 
Assessing prior attempts also minimizes the chance that the physician will provide 
advice the parent has already heard and discarded for being infeasible. Parents 
concerned about the short-term cost of throwing away rejected nutritious foods 
should be oriented to the framework of comparing short-term waste (vegetables 
in the trash) to long-term waste (non-nutritive foods in their children’s bodies). 
Rather than focus on filling their children’s stomachs, doctors can reorient parents 
to the idea of filling their children’s nutritional needs. In this framework, fast foods 
that are low in nutrition and high in energy are wasteful, because they cost money 
without providing any assistance towards the nutritional goal.

Addressing parental concerns regarding lack of time should be handled with 
a similar level of respect for the challenges the parents face and efforts they have 
already made to find solutions. Simply recommending that parents seek out recipes 
that are easy to make does not diminish the influence of limited time. In fact, this 
approach exacerbates the short-term time burden further by placing an expectation 
that parents first research and learn new recipes. Instead, physicians who provide 
direct sources for such recipes impose no additional initial time burden on par-
ents. Culturally significant types of foods are passed from generation to generation. 
Rather than attempt to influence flavor profiles, recommendations for recipes should 
focus on methods of cooking that are simple, rapid, and can be applied to any types 
of food. Examples include slow cooker recipes, “one-pot” recipes, stir-fries, or 
baked casserole dishes, made from whatever ingredients are familiar to the parent.

Common Misconceptions

The child is a picky eater, thus, the parent has no control 
over the child’s diet

There is a widespread perception among parents that their children are more selec-
tive than other children about what they eat. This phenomenon of children refusing 
wide swaths of food is colloquially called picky eating [14]. Picky eating is not a 
medically recognized feeding disorder (a feeding disorder is a diagnosis stemming 
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from severe feeding problems resulting in functional consequences) [14]. Instead, 
picky eating is used indiscriminately to describe children who are fussy, have low 
appetites, or dislike particular taste or texture sensations [14]. As we will outline 
in the next section, difficult parent-child interactions around food have lasting 
consequences. Even though picky eating is not a medical diagnosis, parents who 
complain their children are picky eaters require a response from their primary care 
physicians [14].

Dealing with their children’s food selectivity is one of the highest reported frus-
trations of parents [14]. Most pediatricians will encounter this complaint, as over 
50% of parents report that at least one of their children is a picky eater [33–35]. 
While this percentage appears high, many of these parents may be responding 
to emerging neophobia [14]. Neophobia is a developmental phase that typi-
cally occurs around the age of 1.5–2 years when children display hesitancy about 
ingesting unknown foods [8]. This response is thought to be evolutionarily adap-
tive, with children most commonly rejecting foods that are bitter or sour, tastes 
associated with spoiled or poisonous foods [8]. This phenomenon is not unique 
to humans; it appears in all omnivores [14]. There is evidence that one’s level of 
neophobia is at least partially determined by heredity [36]. Two studies found that 
genetic factors may explain 69–78% of the variance between reported neophobic 
behaviors in twins [36]. One review study found strong-to-moderate influence of 
heritability on children’s taste and food preferences [37]. Genetics have also been 
implicated in children’s tendencies to eat when they are not hungry and in their 
overall daily intake patterns [36]. However, children’s experiences of neophobia 
are not completely determined by forces outside of parents’ control. For example, 
selective children were more likely to try new foods if their parents offer a variety 
of foods in the home and if they witnessed their parents trying new foods [9, 36].

While neophobia is a normative stage, many parents are still dismayed to find 
their children rejecting foods they ate easily just a few weeks before [8]. Faced 
with new resistance, parents who are unaware that this is a phase may attribute 
the new challenges to a permanent characteristic of their child’s personality [8]. 
Parents with a static view of their children’s food selectivity may begin to feel 
hopeless about their ability to influence their children’s diets [9]. Correcting the 
misperception for parents is key to reducing this frustration as well as suggesting 
strategies that help to decrease a child’s selectivity [14].

Fortunately, neophobia can be overcome by repeated exposures to the novel 
food [14]. While parents are aware of the need for repeated exposures, most par-
ents drastically underestimate the number of exposures needed to overcome neo-
phobia. On average, research shows that parents present a novel food no more 
than 5 times before being convinced that their child does not like it and giving 
up [38–40]. In reality, conquering neophobia requires that the same food be pre-
sented, without pressure to eat, between 8 and 15 times [33]. When parents do 
not persist in re-exposing their children to the food, they compensate with other 
behaviors [9]. For example, some parents allow their children to consume only 
preferred foods, so that the child at least eats [9]. Parents of children passing 
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through the neophobic stage could benefit from reassurance that the stage is tran-
sient and that their concerted efforts are only required while their children are in 
the phase [14].

Some proportion of children are not passing through neophobia, but instead 
present with inappropriate selectivity [14]. Among children with mild food selec-
tivity, toddlers were found to try as many new foods as their peers, but they simply 
liked fewer of them [14]. While children with mild selectivity alarm their parents, 
they typically grow and develop along normal trajectories [14]. Their energy and 
nutrient intakes are similarly average [14]. The challenge among true picky eaters 
is parents’ response to their selectivity [14]. In response, parents provide alterna-
tive foods that their children do accept, thus reinforcing the children’s impressions 
that the non-preferred food is to be avoided [9]. As a result, many parents find 
themselves creating different meal options for various family members. As par-
ents already report a lack of time for healthy meal preparation, creating separate 
dietary options creates an additional burden.

There is a final subset of children who have severe selectivity, defined as eating 
no more than 10–15 foods [14]. These children tend to reject entire food groups 
based on categorical dislike of particular flavor profiles, textures, or smells [41]. 
If parents report this level of selectivity, a referral to a specialist is required to pro-
vide more intensive interventions [14].

Because children initially do not like the taste of vegetables, 
parents should disguise them in more palatable foods so 
that their children receive the needed nutrients

When parents want their children to consume healthy foods but are exhausted by 
battles, they may conclude that disguising healthy food in their children’s pre-
ferred food is an appropriate option. Research has shown that disguising foods in 
this manner does lead to an increased intake of vegetables [42]. In this manner, 
disguising food achieves a short-term goal of nutrient intake. However, it is not 
a recommended strategy [2]. One small study interviewed two groups of parents 
arranged according to the healthfulness of their children’s diets [2]. The study 
uncovered that children with unhealthy diets were more likely to have parents who 
engaged in disguising healthy foods than children with healthy diets [2]. By dis-
guising the food, children are not able to build an appreciation for the food’s fla-
vor through the repeated exposures necessary to integrate the food into their diets 
[2]. This strategy also reinforces the concept that unhealthy foods are undesirable 
and consequently works against the long-term goal of allowing children to learn to 
appreciate and enjoy high nutrient foods in addition to those higher in salt, fat, and 
sugar [2].

Common Misconceptions
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Parents should use preferred foods as a reward for eating 
non-preferred foods

To facilitate their children eating non-preferred foods (typically healthy ones), 
parents often resort to using a preferred food (typically less healthy) as a reward 
[2]. This strategy results in the same paradoxical conundrum as disguising food. 
By making the eating of healthy food the task to be completed in service of a 
larger goal (e.g., enjoying dessert or another preferred food), parents continue to 
reinforce the idea that healthy foods cannot be enjoyed in and of themselves [8]. 
Indeed, children whose parents use preferred food as a reward begin to grant the 
preferred food an even higher status [8]. Children who have been trained to highly 
covet preferred foods in this manner are more likely to eat them to excess when 
the foods are not under their parents’ control (such as when at a birthday party 
or when sharing food in the school cafeteria) [8]. For this reason, using food as 
a reward (either for eating a certain amount of food or for eating a non-preferred 
food first) is not recommended.

Current Research

While misguided, these common misconceptions illuminate parents’ desires to 
provide healthy diets for their children in the context of suboptimal conditions. 
Some factors are outside of parents’ immediate control, but others are not. Parents 
want to know what they can do. The more time and energy parents spend on 
ineffectual or even counter-productive practices, the fewer mental and practical 
resources they will have left for evidence-based strategies. Therefore, parents and 
their children’s diets benefit from knowing the most robust developments in nutri-
tion research.

Parenting Styles

One finding regarding parental actions repeatedly shown to be associated with 
child diet quality is parenting style. There are four widely recognized parenting 
styles, each derived from considering parental engagement with children along 
two axes: demandingness and responsiveness [43]. Parental style is assessed by 
determining where a parent’s behaviors lie along these two dimensions [43]. 
Parents with high levels of demandingness exert control over their children’s 
actions [43]. Parents with low levels of demandingness make few efforts to dictate 
their children’s behavior. Parents high in responsiveness show support by engaging 
with their children verbally and nonverbally in a warm manner [43]. Parents low in 
responsiveness show less frequent engagement with their children or understand-
ing of their children’s needs [43]. As parents can be either low or high on each of 
the two dimensions, four parenting styles result.
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Traditionally called “strict,” parents high in demandingness and low in 
responsiveness are said to use an authoritarian parenting style [43]. These par-
ents have clear goals for their children’s behavior, and they do not tend to adjust 
those expectations in response to children’s preferences or individual character-
istics. These parents are typically seen as opposites of the lax parenting style, 
called permissive. While permissive parents are highly responsive to their chil-
dren’s preferences, they do not use this information in service of ensuring that 
their children behave in a particular way. Instead, because their level of demand-
ingness is low, they allow their children’s preferences to dictate behavioral out-
comes. The balance between these two styles is the authoritative parenting 
style. Authoritative parents exert control over their children’s behavior in order 
to ensure desirable outcomes. However, they modify how these outcomes are 
achieved in response to their children’s needs, thus maintaining a warm and sup-
portive relationship with their children [43]. The fourth parenting style is fortu-
nately the least common, as these parents are low in their demands but also low 
in responsiveness. This style is officially termed neglectful or uninvolved [43].

With regard to diet, researchers have observed many ties to parenting style. 
Authoritarian parents are more likely to use coercive feedings practices, such as 
demanding children eat a set amount of food irrespective of the child’s appetite 
and using certain foods as contingent rewards for engaging in other behaviors 
[44]. When authoritarian parents exert this level of control over their children’s 
feeding habits, children are subsequently not as easily able to establish their 
own control over their feeding [45]. For example, placing a “forbidden” food 
within a child’s sight but out of reach decreases the child’s ability to practice 
exerting self-control [46]. Children need self-control as they age and become 
responsible for knowing how much to eat in the absence of their parents [45]. 
On the other side, permissive parenting has been tied to providing only pre-
ferred foods to children 20–36 months in order to avoid conflict [44]; lower 
intake of fruits and vegetables in 2–5 year-olds [18]; higher child Body Mass 
Index (a rough but often-used measure of relative weight) in 3–8 year-olds [47]; 
and increased consumption of fat, snacks, and sweet foods in  adolescents [48].

Authoritative parenting has been shown to be consistent with healthy diets. 
Parents of children whose diets were rated as healthy were more likely to engage 
in authoritative practices such as setting consistent, firm limits while allowing the 
child some autonomy within those boundaries [2]. Children of authoritative par-
ents establish healthier diets [49] and consume more fruits and vegetables [50]. 
The nature of the association between the authoritative parenting style and healthy 
diets is not fully understood [8]. It may be possible that children naturally pre-
disposed towards eating healthy foods reduce stress for their parents [8]. In turn, 
their parents need not begin attempting the suboptimal strategies used by authori-
tarian or permissive parents (e.g., exerting tighter and tighter control; giving up 
control entirely) [8]. Despite not being able to definitely state that authoritative 
parenting causes healthy diets, feeding practices that align with the authoritative 
parenting style are recommended [3]. The authoritative parenting style balances 
parental expectations and child autonomy within pre-defined, consistent, and par-
ent-enforced limits [3].

Current Research
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Nutrition Claims

Emerging research should also be considered when parents present with an inter-
est in nutritional claims that are untrue or unfounded. For example, some parents 
of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders have placed faith in the concept of 
providing a gluten- and casein-free diet despite evidence showing it is ineffective 
in reducing problematic behaviors [51, 52]. There has also been debate regard-
ing the relative safety of genetically modified (or engineered) foods, typically 
called GMOs in the United States [53]. Extensive research on genetically modi-
fied crops has yielded no evidence that these foods are unsafe [53]. Other parents 
may be interested in nutritional terms that are too ambiguous to be meaningful. 
Specifically, food producers, aware that consumers are interested in health products 
that taste good, use the public concern over nutrition to their advantage when mar-
keting highly processed foods [54]. They commonly use “buzzwords” that connote 
health without actually imparting additional nutrients or reduction in calories [54]. 
Such buzzwords that parents should be cautioned to remain skeptical about include 
“all natural,” “organic,” and “whole grain” [54]. While these words were originally 
used to describe healthy foods such as vegetables and whole-wheat grains, creators 
of processed foods now use them to describe all manner of foods [54]. For exam-
ple, makers of Chef Boyardee Beefaroni pasta touted a full serving of vegetables in 
their product [54]. When researchers examined the nutritional label, only two veg-
etables were listed: tomato puree and carrots (the content of the latter was so small 
that it appeared after salt in the listing). The researchers concluded that while this 
nutritional claim may have been factually accurate, it provided a greater impression 
of the overall health of the product than was warranted [54]. One need only peruse 
the snack food aisles of high-end grocery stores to see the propagation of seeming 
paradoxes, such as “all natural” candies and chips. Consumers who equate “natu-
ral” with healthy may be misled by these labels and assume that these foods will 
convey some benefit to their children’s diets. This is not, however, always the case. 
For example, the recent trend to avoid refined and manufactured forms of sugar has 
resulted in a plethora of “natural” sugar options, such as agave syrup, “raw” sugar, 
and stevia extract. To the chagrin of those attempting to reduce the overall impact 
of sugar consumption in their children’s diets, consuming less traditional forms of 
sugar is unlikely to yield major health benefits. While the body metabolizes refined 
sugars more rapidly than those found naturally occurring in fruits and dairy (lead-
ing to a temporary rapid increase in insulin and blood sugar levels), all forms of 
sugar have the same effect on the metabolic system after passing through the stom-
ach. While high amounts of refined and manufactured sugar are detrimental to a 
balanced diet, overconsumption of natural sugars is also linked to most indicators 
of metabolic syndrome in humans [55].

Researchers have observed parents’ struggles in interpreting nutritional sci-
ence [1]. On the one hand, parents feel that nutritional guidelines are plain and 
straightforward [1]. On the other hand, parents feel as though they cannot keep 
up with the steady stream of new information as science evolves and upends old 
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recommendations [1]. Unfortunately due to cost and feasibility, most of the studies 
performed in nutrition research are not randomized controlled trials [56]. Nutrition 
claims tend to come from large epidemiology data sets, whereby many statisti-
cally significant conclusions can be found through chance alone [56]. Those that 
are randomized and controlled have other steep limitations, such as extremely few 
participants, insufficient control over participant intakes, brief intervention time 
frames, or outcomes tracked for a very limited amount of time [56].

Conclusion

The role of the pediatrician in assisting parents in providing their children with a 
healthy diet is an important, albeit limited one. Structural barriers outside physi-
cian and parent control limit the amount of influence parents have on their chil-
dren’s diets. Despite these limitations, parents still have more influence over their 
children’s diets than any other person or factor. Providing parents with accurate 
knowledge is crucial and must be undertaken even when parents are unaware of 
the gaps in their understanding. Even when parents do have questions, many do 
not ask their physicians for assistance. Accordingly, doctors should consider pro-
viding information before parents ask.

Specifically, physicians can encourage parents to focus on the methods they 
use to encourage their children to eat healthfully. An authoritative parenting style 
is associated with children’s development of life-long skills in appetite regulation 
and self-control. With regard to specific foods or nutrients, doctors can encourage 
parents to think of their child’s diet as a whole, rather than focus on certain “good” 
or “bad” foods. Parents who show an interest in either including or excluding spe-
cialized foods from their children’s diets for having specific functional capabilities 
despite lacking evidence can be encouraged to focus on the known properties of 
foods rather than spend limited resources on unproven foods.
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Overview

Food allergies among children are a prevalent issue in the United States. It is esti-
mated that between 2 and 8% of children are affected [1]. Prevalence rates vary 
according to the food in question, the method of survey, region, and time period 
studied [2, 3]. The range in prevalence rates is just one example reflecting the 
field’s overall state. Research and clinical practice in food allergies are marked 
by ambiguity in definitions, variability of individual symptoms, lack of consensus 
as to testing thresholds for diagnostic clarity, and ambiguity as to preferred test-
ing methods, all leading to a great deal of uncertainty in the field [4]. Even tak-
ing these uncertainties into account, data from the National Health Survey indicate 
that prevalence rates in the United States appear to be increasing [5].

The nine foods most commonly reported as producing allergic reactions in chil-
dren are egg, fish (fin), milk, peanut, sesame, shellfish, soy, tree nuts, and wheat 
[6]. There are still no preventative treatments or permanent cures for food allergies 
[7]. Therefore, the commonly prescribed action is food avoidance and response 
to allergic reactions with appropriate treatment [7]. Complying with food avoid-
ance and responding to accidental ingestion requires a number of activities, such 
as monitoring food intake, reading labels, monitoring for reactions, determin-
ing severity of reactions, and taking appropriate medication in response [8]. For 
younger children, parents largely assume these responsibilities [8, 9]. It is crucial 
that parents understand their children’s food allergies so that they may respond 
with the appropriate level of intervention.

The symptoms of food allergies can range from mild to life-threatening [7]. 
The range of possible symptoms may implicate the skin, gastrointestinal system, 
and/or respiratory system [7]. Mild symptoms include itchy mouth, a few hives 
or mild itching on skin, and mild nausea and discomfort [10]. Mild symptoms are 
typically treated using over-the-counter antihistamines [10]. Severe symptoms 
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include shortness of breath, wheezing, repetitive cough, pale or blue skin, dizzi-
ness, confusion, faintness, weak pulse, tight or hoarse throat, trouble breathing or 
swallowing, and swollen tongue or lips [10]. A combination of more mild symp-
toms can be classified as a severe reaction when the symptoms affect different 
bodily systems [10]. For example, a child who presents with hives, itchy rashes, or 
swelling, along with gastrointestinal symptoms like vomiting, diarrhea, or cramps, 
would be said to be experiencing severe symptoms [10].

The primary life-threatening response to food allergies is anaphylaxis [7]. 
Anaphylaxis is characterized as a severe, life-threatening response to consuming 
an allergen that results in simultaneous impairment in more than one organ sys-
tem [10]. Just as in more mild allergic reactions, the combination of symptoms 
that constitute anaphylaxis can vary by individual [11]. As such, there is no spe-
cific threshold for determining the severity of an anaphylactic reaction [11]. The 
indicated treatment for anaphylaxis is a dose of epinephrine, administered via 
injection in the outside thigh using an adrenaline auto-injector [10]. More severe 
reactions or anaphylaxis that presents in two waves may require more than one 
dose [12].

Parents become concerned about food allergies in various stages of their chil-
dren’s development, such as in utero, during infancy, and throughout childhood, 
and concern can be seen as either preemptive or reactive. Mothers who are con-
cerned about food allergies due to genetic load may ask questions or consider 
avoiding potentially allergenic foods even during pregnancy. The genetic influence 
of food allergies is challenging to study definitively due to individual variability in 
diagnosis [4]. However, there are indicators that allergies are at least partly deter-
mined by genetics. For example, children are seven times more likely to develop 
a peanut allergy if they have either a parent or a sibling with peanut allergy [13]. 
Monozygotic twin studies illuminate a strong genetic component, with children 
having a 64% increased risk of developing a food allergy if their identical twin 
has such an allergy [14]. These same mothers whose children can be classified as 
high-risk for developing food allergies may also be reluctant to eat highly aller-
genic foods during breastfeeding. Previously, mothers of high-risk infants were 
encouraged to avoid allergens while breastfeeding [15]. New evidence, however, 
which we will review, suggests that not only is maternal avoidance of allergens 
during breastfeeding not helpful, it may have deleterious effects on children’s 
development of immunities [4]. There were also similarly premature recommen-
dations from the World Health Organization for parents to delay exposing high-
risk children to allergens [4]. Another set of parents may not be preemptively 
concerned, but instead react to their children’s onset of allergies. Parental anxiety 
understandably increases when children have experienced anaphylaxis, as reported 
by young adults reflecting on memories of their parents’ overprotectiveness fol-
lowing such dramatic incidents [16].

We will review common parental concerns specific to food allergies pertain-
ing to Quality of Life and child growth. Misconceptions about food allergies and 
methods to mitigate their effects abound. This chapter will review common mis-
conceptions that cause parents to expend energy in likely unfruitful endeavors, or 
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worse, may worsen their children’s allergies or place them at higher risk of seri-
ous adverse events. Finally, research about food allergies is still inconclusive in a 
number of areas. We will outline current findings in food allergy prevention and 
treatment research.

Common Parental Concerns

General

Clinicians frequently encounter parents who are concerned about food allergies. 
Compared to other health concerns, a 2012 survey of 1,119 parents indicated that 
allergies (including food allergies) captured the concerns of the highest percentage 
of parents [17]. Allergies were a significant concern for 69% of parents, with 38% 
of these reporting it as a medium problem and another 31% reporting it as large 
[17]. When examined according to child age group, the issues common to all ages 
were mental health, healthy nutrition, healthy growth and development, and safety 
[17]. A quick review of these concerns reveals that all of these are implicated in a 
food allergy [17]. This section will review findings in parental concerns regarding 
Quality of Life and child growth.

Quality of Life

Robust research shows that food allergies directly affect Quality of Life [18, 
19]. When related to health, Quality of Life typically refers to the effects of an 
illness and the treatment of the illness on the patient [20]. Patient perception of 
the impact of the illness on his or her life also affects Quality of Life [20]. With 
regard to food allergies, we can include the impact of efforts to prevent an allergic 
response within this definition. Mild allergic responses are bothersome, and severe 
reactions are frightening and life-threatening [7]. In addition to the temporary inci-
dents associated with allergic reactions, quality of life in between such incidents is 
affected by the vigilance required by parents and children [20]. Parents of young 
children, for whom accidental ingestion is common, show considerable vigilance 
[20]. At the same time, research shows that having a child with a food allergy has 
a detrimental effect of on family quality of life [21].

In their vigilance, parents engage in many behaviors to prevent or reduce their 
children’s ingestion of the offending food. Behaviors include reading labels, pay-
ing attention to methods of food preparation, providing alternative food options 
outside the home (e.g., at school, during play dates, on trips), educating key adults 
in their children’s life who also assume some responsibility for feeding (e.g., 
teachers, grandparents, parents of child’s friends), and making needed preparations 
for emergency responses [9]. Given that children must eat multiple times a day, 
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it is not surprising that among one sample of 221 parents, most reported thinking 
about their children’s food allergy on a daily basis [9].

Well-documented food allergy anxiety is clearly helpful for initiating and 
maintaining the vigilance needed to implement avoidance successfully [22]. In 
the same sample of 221 parents of children with food allergies, more than half 
reported frequently feeling fearful for their children’s safety [9]. Parents of chil-
dren who suffered anaphylaxis or who have allergies to more than one food 
reported higher levels of fear than other parents of food allergic children [9]. Very 
high levels of anxiety are associated with initial diagnosis, prior to the establish-
ment of familiarity with symptom prevention and management [22]. Fortunately, 
parents’ fear tends to decrease as their children’s age increases [9]. Similarly, there 
is not current evidence of clinically meaningful differences in anxiety among teen-
agers with food allergies compared to their nonallergic peers [23].

Extra counseling is recommended in cases where parents’ or children’s levels of 
anxiety do not remit [22]. Among a sample of Italian families with a food allergic 
child, four categories of problems that led families to seek additional counseling 
for living with food allergies were: (1) social/emotional functioning, (2) managing 
the allergy, (3) eating, and (4) behavior [22]. Of those who sought additional coun-
seling, 36% were referred by clinicians such as allergists, pediatricians, or dieti-
cians [22]. That fully one-third of families obtained help after referrals emphasizes 
the need for primary care physicians to make referrals when they perceive a family 
struggling with any of those four issues.

Models of health promotion have hypothesized that increased knowledge 
regarding food allergies would lead to increased sense of self-efficacy, the sense 
that people are able to achieve a specific outcome through their own behaviors  
[24, 25]. However, the research does not support this theory. Research instead 
indicates that the more knowledge parents have about food allergy, the lower their 
quality of life [18]. For example, one study of nearly 300 parents of food aller-
gic children from the Netherlands found that while they had less knowledge about 
allergies than their American counterparts, they were also more optimistic about 
their children’s condition [8]. To explain the finding, study authors proposed that 
as parents learn about their children’s illness and the possible symptoms, their 
anxiety about potential outcomes and their frustration about their ability to keep 
their children safe increase [8]. Increased negative emotions such as anxiety and 
frustration could easily affect quality of life.

Another study examined differences between maternal and paternal quality of life 
in relation to their sense of competence and knowledge about food allergies [24]. As 
fathers spend more time with their children than in previous generations, they also 
take on increasing responsibility for management of their children’s chronic health 
conditions [26]. Despite fathers’ increased involvement, it appears the primary bur-
den for education, competence, and management of allergies still falls on mothers 
[24]. Mothers reported statistically higher levels of competence in dealing with their 
children’s food allergies than fathers and at the same time reported a lower qual-
ity of life [24]. In this case, the proposed mechanism explaining the results is that 
mothers’ higher involvement in the daily management of their children’s allergies 
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simultaneously improves their personal competence in this area and decreases their 
quality of life [24]. Put another way, parental empowerment was not associated 
with increases in quality of life [24]. Study authors suggest that parents with greater 
knowledge of food allergies are more aware that most fatal reactions occur outside 
of the home, where parental competence cannot mitigate risk [24].

Knowledge may be more positively linked to quality of life when the knowl-
edge is delivered at clinically relevant times and in formats that parents find useful 
[27–30]. Parents who accessed information subsequent to their children’s diagnosis 
felt higher competence than they did at the time of diagnosis [9]. Many parents 
already seek out the information they feel they need to help their food allergic chil-
dren, with most parents in one sample reporting that they frequently seek out infor-
mation about allergies [9]. When properly educated, parents improve their skills in 
food avoidance, identifying reactions, and administering emergency treatment [31, 
32]. A randomized controlled trial of distributing a parent handbook found that par-
ent satisfaction with information is attainable [33]. Among 87 parents who received 
a handbook (most of whom reported spending one to 2 h reading it) significantly 
improved their knowledge and confidence ratings from baseline to post, in contrast 
with the control group, who reported no such improvement in confidence [33].

Growth

Most food allergies appear in the first 2 years of life, coinciding with a criti-
cal growth period in child development [34]. When children avoid foods due to 
allergy, their intake of macronutrients, such as protein, carbohydrates, and fat 
is affected [35]. These children are also at risk of not receiving the micronutri-
ents needed for appropriate growth, such as vitamins, minerals, and trace ele-
ments [35]. Children with allergies to foods common to a healthy diet, such as 
milk, eggs, or wheat, are most at risk of retarded growth [35]. Children with more 
than one allergy have diets that are further restricted, impacting the ability of their 
parents to provide them with a sufficiently nutrient-dense diet. Fortunately, most 
children are allergic to no more than two food allergens [36, 37]. Regardless, 
macro- and micronutrients found in allergy-producing foods must be supple-
mented elsewhere in diets of food allergic children [35].

Case studies have found that parental misconceptions or misunderstandings 
about their children’s adverse reactions to food, if not properly checked with a 
physician’s expertise, can lead to severe elimination diets [38–40]. These diets 
have resulted in instances of vitamin and mineral inadequacies [38], kwashior-
kor [39], and failure to thrive [40]. Most of the research on growth in children 
with food allergies focuses on cow’s milk [41]. One longitudinal study found 
that children who developed an allergy to cow’s milk experienced a slowing in 
their growth after their diagnosis, and their height and weight had not normalized 
by 2 years of age [42]. Other studies found that children with milk allergy had 
a lower height-to-age ratio than their unaffected peers [43, 44]. One study, while 
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small (197 children, 98 of whom had at least one food allergy), assessed food 
allergies more broadly (i.e., not just milk) [41]. This study found that while 16% 
of children with one allergy were in the twenty-fifth percentile of height-for-age, 
35% of children with more than one food allergy fell into the lowest quartile [41]. 
While height-for-age was normally distributed across children with food allergies, 
more children with food allergies were in the lowest quartile than children without 
[41]. Accordingly, the NIAID Food Allergy Guidelines recommends food coun-
seling for all parents of children with food allergies to facilitate appropriate sub-
stitutions to compensate for removal of key foods from children’s diets [10]. An 
annual nutritional assessment for children with food allergies has also been rec-
ommended to assess whether their growth is on track and that they are consuming 
adequate nutrients [41].

Common Misconceptions

Food sensitivities are the same as food allergies

A number of different adverse reactions to food can occur, which are classified 
differently according to symptom presentation and—when known—underlying 
causal mechanism [45]. Confusion can occur when parents are not aware of the 
symptomatic differences between food allergies and other food reactions, when 
similar symptoms present for different underlying reasons, and when they misat-
tribute their children’s symptoms as caused by consumption of a food. Allergies 
are specific to an immunologic process by which the body misidentifies proteins 
found in food as foreign and reacts with initiation of an immunologic response 
[45]. Adverse reactions to foods not caused by this immunologic response to pro-
teins include lactose intolerance, celiac disease, and reactions that are toxic, met-
abolic, infectious, or pharmacologic [45]. One commonly cited misconception is 
that lactose intolerance is the same as a dairy allergy. In the case of lactose intol-
erance, the body does not produce a sufficient amount of the enzyme needed to 
break down sugars within milk [45]. Symptoms of lactose intolerance result from 
the excess gas that is produced as a result, such as cramps, bloating, flatulence, 
and diarrhea [45]. This is in contrast to a milk allergy, in which the protein in milk 
is perceived as a direct threat to the body due to insufficient barriers in the gut that, 
when functioning correctly, cause antigens found in food to be admitted safely in 
the body [45]. Symptoms of a milk allergy include systems other than the diges-
tive tract (as in lactose intolerance), such as skin and respiratory reactions [7].

Some portion of parental confusion about their children’s diagnostic status may 
stem from incomplete or incorrect diagnoses made in doctors’ offices. One sur-
vey of 2,355 parents of children with reported food allergies found that approxi-
mately 32% of children did not obtain a diagnostic test (skin test, blood test, or 
oral challenge) [6]. In this sample, only one of every five reported allergy diagno-
ses were supported with collateral results of an oral challenge [6]. Children with 
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the most severe reactions were more likely to receive a diagnosis from a physician 
[6]. Children with peanut, milk, and tree nut allergies were the most likely to have 
received a diagnosis from their physician [6]. Shellfish diagnoses were signifi-
cantly less likely to be diagnosed or assessed with blood or skin testing [6].

The study authors hypothesized a few mechanisms by which parents might 
report their children have food allergies without diagnosis from a physician, as 
occurred in one third of their sample [6]. They propose that once parents suspect 
a food allergy, they may begin to eliminate that food from their children’s diets 
without consulting their physician [6]. Even once parents seek medical support, 
diagnosis of food allergies is difficult due to the wide range of symptoms, differ-
ential symptom presentation based on individual characteristics (of the child and 
the food), and the changing reaction severity over repeated exposures [6]. The 
level of diagnostic testing indicated depends on the symptom presentation,  family 
history, and age of child [7]. Some allergic reactions are life-threatening, and the 
average time between referral to allergist and visit to allergist is 4 months [7]. 
Accordingly, primary care physicians who suspect food allergy based on reports of 
severe reactions should refer an allergist immediately and prescribe epinephrine, 
antihistamines, and counsel parents about food management for the interim [7].

Parents who observe their children experiencing  
reactions to foods should simply remove that food  
from their children’s diet, as there is no cure for food 
allergies, anyway

Similar to the above misconception wherein parents attempt to diagnose a food 
allergy without medical expertise, parents who initiate treatment for their chil-
dren’s perceived food allergies without consulting their physician are similarly 
placing their children at risk. While there is still no established definitive mode 
for food allergy testing, physicians can clarify further for parents the level of cau-
tion they should take in response to an observed reaction. For example, if chil-
dren show an allergic response to one food, a comprehensive skin prick battery 
should still not be performed in absence of clinical history for other food allergies 
[7, 45]. While some parents may want a battery performed, skin prick testing pro-
duces many false positives [7, 45]. Skin prick tests can be further misleading to 
parents because the magnitude of response during testing (i.e., size of skin reac-
tion to the prick) is not associated with severity of response [46]. In fact, the size 
of the skin reaction is connected to the likelihood that the food indeed caused the 
reaction [46]. Blood tests can provide further diagnostic clarity, but primary care 
physicians have varying levels of confidence in interpreting laboratory results 
[7]. Oral food challenge—the most labor-intensive method for assessing food 
allergy—should be performed by only an allergist due to the potential for severe 
reactions during the test [7]. Oral food challenge consists of the child consuming 
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the suspected allergen in gradually increasing amounts under close supervision 
from a professional equipped to respond to possible severe reactions [47].

Without a formal diagnosis, parents take the chance that they will eliminate 
foods from their children’s diets that are not true allergic offenders [6]. Removing 
the incorrect food is problematic for three reasons. First, because removing com-
mon foods diminishes quality of life, unnecessary elimination should be avoided 
[6]. Second, removing the incorrect food fails to identify the true cause of the 
child’s adverse reaction to the food [6]. If the observed reaction was due to a food 
allergy, the child remains at risk for ingestion of the true offender [6]. Third, par-
ents who choose to manage their children’s allergies via elimination without con-
sulting with a physician may miss crucial information about food allergies, such 
as that previous reaction history does not accurately predict severity of future 
reactions [6]. Instead, parents who confer with pediatricians about a suspected 
allergy before attempting elimination receive counseling and education about label 
reading and emergency response. Education about label reading is recommended 
because food manufacturers commonly utilize several allergy-producing foods in 
one product, increasing the risk of accidental ingestion [41]. After consulting with 
a physician, parents can also obtain life-saving injectable epinephrine in case of 
accidental ingestion if their child’s allergy warrants [6].

Young children are most at risk for suffering severe  
reactions to food allergies

Certainly quality of life and accidental ingestion are legitimate concerns for parents 
of young children with food allergies. However, the quality of life concerns regard-
ing food avoidance and accidental ingestion that affect young children also present in 
adolescents [23]. An elevated number of psychiatric symptoms were observed in food 
allergic adolescents (ages 10–15) compared to nonallergic peers [23]. The observed 
increase in symptoms was not clinically meaningful—on average, food allergic ado-
lescents displayed one additional psychiatric symptom [23]. Study authors proposed 
the possibility that these additional symptoms did not reflect true psychiatric con-
cerns, but rather were thoughts or behaviors associated with the tasks needed to avoid 
certain foods [23]. For example, preoccupying thoughts about food that may indicate 
an eating disorder in a nonallergic adolescent reflect appropriate thought patterns 
needed to sufficiently avoid the offending foods in allergic teens [23].

While adolescents’ quality of life appears to be influenced in a way similar to 
that of young children, differences emerge between children and adolescents in 
the realm of anaphylaxis [48, 49]. Fatal allergic reactions disproportionately affect 
adolescents [48, 49]. Adolescents engage in risk-taking behaviors when manag-
ing their food allergies, such as not carrying their AAIs, consuming foods they 
know themselves to be allergic to, or eating foods with a “may contain” label [11]. 
Adolescent risk-taking behavior is commonly misunderstood as a lack of apprecia-
tion for the risks of their actions. Consequently, interventions for teenagers often 
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focus on providing information about allergies [50]. These narrow interventions 
must be limited, because knowledge alone does not address the psychosocial con-
cerns teenagers face when managing their food allergies.

Adolescents present unique psychosocial profiles that make adherence to safety 
protocols challenging [22]. By around age 8 years old, children begin demonstrat-
ing awareness that their allergies set them apart from their peers [51]. Allergic 
teenagers report feeling misunderstood and insecure [52]. Many teens also report 
being teased or bullied by peers as a consequence of their food allergies [11, 51, 
53–55]. Many adolescents come to understand having an allergy as a way of life 
[51, 52]. The constant vigilance needed to remain safe is a source of frustration for 
many teens [22]. Concurrently, the developmental stage of adolescence promotes 
increasing independence and autonomy from parents. Food allergic teens are 
attempting to separate and individuate from their parents, which requires assum-
ing increasing responsibility for managing their condition. This transfer of respon-
sibility occurs in the context of anxiety from parents and sometimes the teens 
themselves [22]. Subsequently, the emphasis on simply informing teenagers about 
the risks of food allergies oversimplifies adolescents’ reasons for not engaging in 
strategies to stay safe from their food allergy [11]. The simplistic understanding 
neglects to view the teenager as a whole person with other factors to consider in 
decision-making than just their food allergy [11].

Surveys have found no association between factual knowledge of risk and risk-
taking behaviors [56]. The higher risk-taking teenagers actually had more accu-
rate knowledge of the risks, whereas the lower risk-taking teens overestimated the 
risks [56]. There are many reported reasons why teenagers might choose to con-
sume foods they know to be dangerous to them, or to fail to carry their prescribed 
epinephrine pen. Some reasons pertain to knowledge. For example, food allergic 
subjects have indicated that they do not always know how to identify their own 
anaphylactic symptoms or when the severity is of a magnitude that requires inter-
vention [57]. Adolescents may also not understand the appropriate treatment for 
anaphylaxis; subsequently treat their symptoms inappropriately with antihistamines 
or their asthma medication [57]. Other reasons are more psychological in nature. 
Perception of importance for carrying an epinephrine pen is linked to personal 
experience. Specifically, the longer it has been since patients suffered anaphylaxis, 
the less likely they are to carry emergency medication [58]. Adolescents weigh var-
ious considerations as to whether or not they should carry epinephrine with them, 
such as how different it makes them feel from their peers [51, 53] and if they are 
in a familiar environment where they feel confident they will be able to sufficiently 
avoid their allergen [53, 59]. Adolescents also weigh relative risk when deciding 
whether to avoid a food or not [11]. They may consider prior experience with eat-
ing food products with labels such as “may contain,” and use that prior experi-
ence to determine present risk of consumption [59]. What these adolescents may 
not realize is that food manufacturers can change their processes over time, and 
past experiences do not accurately and confidently predict future outcomes [11]. 
Paradoxically, adolescents also consider whether or not their epinephrine is close 
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by when deciding whether or not to try to eat an allergen [53, 59]. The presence of 
epinephrine would seem to reduce the perception of risk of ingesting a food.

Generally speaking, adolescents will interpret a didactic format for discuss-
ing allergies as paternalistic and antithetical to their emerging independence and 
competence [11]. Adolescents may benefit more from a dialogue in which their 
physician solicits their impressions, joins them in their feelings of frustration or 
anxiety, and asks them questions. Any discussions with teenagers to help them 
increase avoiding allergens and carrying their epinephrine must be focused on the 
individual adolescent’s concerns [11]. Health care providers who wish to discuss 
the teenagers’ true concerns about avoiding food and carrying epinephrine should 
consider whether the conversation is more likely to be honest and open without the 
teenagers’ parents in the consulting room [11].

There is not yet sufficiently rigorous evidence for specific modes of interacting 
with teens in a way that addresses their psychological, social, and emotional con-
cerns about their food allergies [11]. Past research initially examined which psy-
chological models might account best for teens’ allergy management [11]. While 
not yet tested in a trial, some allergists hypothesize that exposing teenagers to 
oral food challenge testing provides a more salient understanding of their allergy 
and responses than the skin prick test [11]. Preliminary examinations of cognitive 
adjunctive therapy to address teenagers’ behaviors are underway [11]. A possible 
area for future research could seek to understand if the severity of adolescents’ previ-
ous allergic reactions affects their prevention and treatment response behaviors [11].

Because peanut allergies can cause anaphylaxis, schools 
should ban children from bringing in peanuts or peanut 
products

The practice of schools imposing bans on peanuts is increasing, yet not without 
controversy [60]. Peanut bans are universally applied, often without regard for the 
affected children’s true severity of allergic reaction [60]. While eight foods cause 
90% of food allergies, schools have singled out peanuts for banning over other more 
common allergens [12, 60, 61]. It is supposed that schools only ban peanuts because 
to ban all common allergens is simply too impractical a response to food allergies 
[60]. Criticisms of bans include that they transfer responsibility for keeping a child 
safe from parents to institutions; that they require monitoring of unaffected peers; 
and that they overburden teachers and other educational staff with medical direc-
tives that they may not be prepared to implement [60]. Despite these criticisms, if 
the practice of banning foods had established evidence for saving lives, an argument 
could be made for its merit. Similar to public health efforts to reduce smoking in 
shared spaces, the bans on peanuts often assume a moral tone, implying that ban-
ning foods is the right thing to do regardless of whether it is medically or scien-
tifically indicated [60]. Whereas smoking bans can be justified because smoking and 
secondhand smoke are objectively deleterious to all individuals, bans on foods that 
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are otherwise safe and healthy for the great majority of people, due to their effect on 
specific students, are an overgeneralization of community health efforts [60].

There is no current evidence base suggesting that school bans reduce allergic 
reactions in schools [12]. Given the lack of scientific evidence supporting school-
wide peanut bans, schools that implement bans must be responding to a different 
impetus. Should severe allergic reactions happen on school grounds, schools face 
possibly litigious parents [60]. The perception that schools should treat their stu-
dents as parents treat their children is underpinned by the legal mandate “in loco 
parentis,” which delineates the responsibility schools have to children in their par-
ents’ absence [60]. As a defensive strategy, many schools implement bans for the 
entire school rather than follow recommended guidelines for addressing a student 
with a food allergy [60]. Responding to parents’ fears rather than science, results in 
bans that are more stringent than necessary. For example, there is a misconception 
that severe allergic reactions can occur from inhaling properties of the food [12]. In 
reality, room temperature peanut vapors contain no protein (the agent that causes the 
immunologic response) from the peanut [62]. Yet parents who believe vapors can 
cause a severe reaction may push schools to remove them completely, effectively 
asking schools to prevent an incident that the evidence indicates does not occur.

To Explain to a Patient

Many events that humans fear are either extremely unlikely or not possible 
at all. While there have been case reports of children having reactions to 
peanut vapors, a study that attempted to confirm this found no evidence of 
reaction due to inhalation [63]. Scientists have also examined vapors ema-
nating from peanuts, and the proteins that cause peanut allergies are not 
present in room temperature vapors [62]. Therefore, any attempts to prevent 
allergic response to inhalation will look like they are “working.” In reality, 
that event was not going to happen, anyway.

If you bought elephant repellant and sprayed it on yourself every morning, 
you could easily conclude that the elephant repellent is keeping elephants 
away from you. But you know that this doesn’t make sense—there are no 
elephants anywhere near your home. You would correctly identify some-
one who took “precautions” such as spraying the repellent to be engaging in 
unnecessary behavior.

You may think, “What’s the harm? If elephants are dangerous and 
 spraying the repellent is such a minor task, why not just do it?” In preventing 
and responding to severe allergic reactions, there is always trade-offs. Time 
spent enforcing unneeded peanut bans in schools is time not spent training 
staff to use epinephrine injectors, not spent teaching about how children with 
unidentified food allergies my need help, not spent learning how to identify 
allergic reactions, and so on. Bans give a false sense of safety, which reduces 
the urgency felt to remain vigilant about food allergies.
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Recommendations endorsed by the National School Board Association, the Food 
Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network, the National Association of School Nurses, 
and the National Association of School Principals are considerably more modest 
than outright bans of foods that apply to entire schools [12]. Recommendations 
are based on current knowledge of how anaphylaxis is most likely to occur and 
refrains from making recommendations based on as-of-yet unknown informa-
tion [12]. Judicious schools take into account the age of children (presuming the 
younger to be more likely to accidentally ingest) and number of children to moni-
tor at once in their efforts [12]. Schools should not focus solely on cafeterias, as 
only 12% of anaphylactic reactions occur there [64]. Rather, children touching 
products such as peanut butter during craft activities in the classroom were more 
likely to have a reaction [64]. Anaphylaxis has not been shown to occur due to 
inhalation, therefore there are no recommendations to monitor foods in ways that 
seek to minimize airborne allergens [12]. Because 25% of anaphylactic reactions 
occur in students with no previously known food allergies, schools should have 
extra epinephrine on hand [12].

Current Research

In the area of food allergies, research has produced extensive questions. A sys-
tematic review of the food allergy literature could not identify a consensus defini-
tion of the condition [65]. Researchers cannot always employ the most rigorous 
methodology, a randomized controlled trial, due to feasibility and/or ethical rea-
sons [65]. Elimination diets, the mainstay treatment of food allergies, have only 
been examined in one study that measured antibodies in 86 children with atopic 
dermatitis as a result of food allergies [65, 66]. Despite the lack of evidence-based 
answers, parents attempt various unproven methods to either prevent or cure their 
children’s allergies. Below we review the research available on the prevention and 
treatment during various stages in a child’s life.

Prevention

Due to the genetic component of food allergies, women are characterized as high-
risk of giving birth to a child with food allergy if either of the children’s parents or 
a sibling have such an allergy [67]. Maternal antigens have been observed to cross 
into the placenta, prompting researchers to conclude that maternal diet during pre-
natal development may influence the unborn child’s allergic profile [68]. A review 
of the limited work in this area to date found no evidence in favor of mothers avoid-
ing common allergens during pregnancy [67]. While various studies have suggested 
some possible influence of maternal consumption of allergens on child allergy 
development once born, others directly refute these findings [69]. When differences 
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between children whose mothers avoided allergens and mothers who did not were 
noted, they were typically small and in favor of non-avoidance [67]. Lower gesta-
tional weight gain in mothers who avoided allergens, higher risk of preterm birth 
(difference not reaching statistical significance), and lower birth weight (again, not 
statistically significant) were observed in the avoidance mothers [67]. The studies 
that found positive benefits to avoidance were small [70] or did not confirm chil-
dren’s allergies with food challenges [71]. A review of all the studies performed to 
date indicates that there is not sufficient evidence to recommend that women avoid 
common allergens when pregnant, even mothers of high-risk children [69].

Breastfeeding

To date, a very limited number of studies have examined maternal diet during 
breastfeeding to determine if avoiding common allergens helped reduce emer-
gence of childhood allergies [65]. Previous recommendations for avoidance of 
allergens during lactation were based on an early study that examined various 
avoidance methods in infants already at risk of developing allergies [72, 73]. 
The methodology of the study included a number of other avoidance interven-
tions, including a staggered introduction of foods and significant supplementation 
of breast milk with an extensively hydrolyzed formula [73]. While the results of 
the study indicated some reduction in food-associated skin reactions and stom-
ach problems among treated children, the use of extensively hydrolyzed formula 
is a significant confounder, limiting the generalizability of the findings [73]. The 
modest changes seen in the avoidance group cannot be definitively attributed to 
maternal diet during breastfeeding [73]. Similar to maternal avoidance of common 
allergens during pregnancy, the data on avoidance during breastfeeding continue 
to be conflicting [69]. At this time, the only avoidance of food in maternal diet 
recommended during breastfeeding is when a breastfeeding child shows symptoms 
of allergic reaction in response to breast milk [69]. Due to the crucial nutritive and 
caloric needs of infants, nutritionists should closely supervise mothers who avoid 
foods during lactation to ensure that growth is not adversely affected [69].

Food Delay

Out of concern that children’s immune systems cannot process proteins found 
in common allergens, some parents delay introducing such foods into their chil-
dren’s diets. There may be some benefit associated with allergen avoidance in 
very young children, but it appears limited to infants between 3 and 4 months 
old [73]. Restricting children’s exposure after 4 months may detrimentally effect 
allergy prevention [73]. A study of 856 children found a negative association 
between the diversity of foods children ate in their first year of life and subsequent 
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development of food allergies by up to 6 years old [74]. That is, the more kinds of 
foods children ate in their first year, the fewer allergies were observed at 6 years 
old. It should be cautioned that this is a correlational finding, and causation is not 
implied. Study authors could not conclude a causal mechanism because children 
who show early symptoms and parents with food allergy are both conditions that 
are more likely to lead to a delay in the introduction of complementary foods to 
the child’s diet [74]. Therefore, the lack of food diversity observed in the first year 
may reflect an early prevention or response to the allergy that is already prede-
termined to emerge by 6 years. These results lend support to the hypothesis that 
providing children’s bodies an opportunity to develop a healthy response to the 
antigens found in allergens may assist the maturational process of their immune 
systems [74]. Researchers refer to a so-called “critical early window” between 4 
and 6 months, in which children should be introduced to solid foods as compli-
mentary in their diet to continued breastfeeding [73]. Consequently, current guide-
lines recommend that foods should be introduced into a breastfeeding child’s diet 
no earlier than 4 months but certainly by 6 months [15, 73, 75].

Treatment

As previously stated, there are currently no established treatments for food aller-
gies. There is an emerging body of research on immunotherapy, that is, introducing 
the allergen gradually in a highly regulated environment (due to the risk of anaphy-
laxis) in order to build desensitization or possibly tolerance [76]. Desensitization is 
the body’s ability to tolerate small amounts of the food, with frequently repeated 
exposures required to maintain the remittance of symptoms [76]. Tolerance, on 
the other hand, is a relatively longer-lasting state in which the body continues to 
maintain the effects of treatment while requiring only periodic reintroduction to 
the allergens [76]. There are different procedures for introducing the allergen dur-
ing the process, such as eating the food directly or placing the allergen under the 
tongue [76]. Immunotherapy is an extensive process, requires direct supervised 
care, has risks associated with poor reactions, and the effects are typically suffi-
cient only to allow for possible accidental ingestion [76]. The goal of immunother-
apy is for children to be able to tolerate a small amount of the allergen in the event 
of accidental ingestion [76]. It is not designed to permit children to consume copi-
ous amounts of the allergen. Immunotherapy has been tested for some allergens, 
but not others [76]. The long-term outcomes of immunotherapy are still unknown 
[7]. Despite showing promise, immunotherapy is not approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration and is therefore not available in clinic settings [76].

Studies examining the possibility of an herbal remedy are currently under way 
[7]. A 9-herb formulation, called FAHF2 (for food allergy herbal formula) has 
been shown to suppress an allergic response in mice [77]. As the formula did not 
produce any side effects in preliminary human trials, further human trials are cur-
rently underway [7].
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Conclusion

With regard to food allergies, research is unlikely to provide concerned parents 
with satisfactory responses due to the large amount of unanswered questions. 
Healthcare practitioners should continue to keep lines of communication open 
with their patients concerned about food allergies. Quality of life and nutrition in 
the face of avoidance diets are two areas that require specific attention. Parents 
of adolescents may require support in the gradual transfer of food allergy man-
agement in a way that acknowledges the teens’ experience while still emphasiz-
ing safety. As no treatment currently exists for food allergies, parents benefit from 
support in managing the chronic condition.
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Overview

Discipline is a widely researched and controversial area in parenting studies [1]. 
This research area often employs a number of terms or euphemisms that impede 
understanding if they are not first carefully defined. As a starting point, many par-
enting programs or parenting literature are often not discussing parenting as a 
whole. The term “parenting” is used frequently as a stand-in for discipline. From 
this careful avoidance of the word discipline, we infer that discipline carries a 
negative connotation for some. In this chapter, we refer to discipline as the prac-
tice of attempting to increase children’s appropriate behaviors and decrease their 
unacceptable ones. The goals of discipline aim to make children prosocial, that is, 
act in accordance with their larger social culture. Many behaviors children exhibit 
that discipline seeks to reduce are not inherently “wrong,” or “bad”; they are 
simply unacceptable in the larger social context of adult functioning. For exam-
ple, throwing a temper tantrum when the store is out of a needed product is not 
an acceptable behavior in adults. When children are young, discipline is used to 
guide them away from this behavioral response and toward a more acceptable and  
effective one.

This definition of discipline does not sound particularly ominous or frighten-
ing. What then, accounts for the avoidance of using the word? We pose that just 
as “parenting” stands in for “discipline,” “discipline” stands in for “punishment.” 
Here the negative connotation is not only more likely, it is apt. Punishment neces-
sarily refers to introducing a negative element after an unacceptable behavior to 
reduce it over time [2].

Equating punishment with discipline is a gross oversimplification, and an erro-
neous one at that. More precisely, discipline almost always involves some forms 
of punishment. No child is born knowing the societal guidelines and legal stat-
utes for aggression, fairness, appropriate language, and the like. Therefore, all 
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children will at least occasionally display behaviors their parents wish to decrease. 
Parents have at their disposal a variety of options for punishment. Some forms are 
nonphysical and others are physical. Nonphysical punishments are any responses 
that introduce an element of negativity into a child’s life following a behavioral 
infraction [2]. Examples include time-outs, removals of privilege, and brief repri-
mands. Physical punishments range in widely in definition and application. Some 
researchers define spanking as a type of corporal punishment, while others define 
corporal punishment as physical punishments more severe than spanking. When 
reviewing the literature, it is important for practitioners to note which defini-
tion the study authors are using. In this chapter, we use spanking to refer to a 
mild, open-handed strike to the child’s buttocks or extremities [3]. We use cor-
poral punishment to refer to the more severe forms of physical punishments that 
include hitting the child’s face, hitting the child with an object, and shaking or 
shoving the child [4]. Actions harsher than corporal punishment (striking the child 
with a closed fist, burning, etc.) are considered abuse.

While discipline often involves some punishment for misbehavior, effective 
discipline techniques also include methods to teach children how to increase their 
rates of prosocial behaviors. Furthermore, we argue that the research shows the 
emphasis should be on these strategies, with punishment used on an as-needed 
basis. We discuss the current evidence-based approaches for using these positive 
parenting strategies. Moving forward, when we refer to positive parenting, we 
specifically refer to behavioral approaches other than punishment that increase 
appropriate behavior.

Overlapping terms cause confusion about the topic of discussion. While a 
pediatrician may want to assist parents with discipline, parents may interpret that 
their pediatrician wants them to physically punish their child. Parents may object 
to physical punishments only and not be aware of nonphysical punishments. 
Preferences come into play, but clarifying confusion is the first step toward under-
standing parents’ preferences. If we take seriously the idea that there will never 
be only one correct way to parent, by extension, there will never be only one way 
to discipline. Parent and child factors will interact to determine the best possible 
discipline methods, and even these will not be employed “perfectly” by fallible 
parents.

The pediatrician’s task is to provide parents with the information that will guide 
them to the best possible methods given their starting point. While very harsh and 
strict parents may need education about the effects of this mode of discipline, par-
ents who are too lax and lack firmness in limit setting may require information 
about the consequences of raising children without teaching them through the use 
of discipline. Just as in other forms of medicine in which one size does not fit 
all, pediatricians will need to first assess where parents fall along this continuum 
before making recommendations.
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A Note about Warmth

Before moving forward into discussing discipline, we will briefly address 
the wider scope of “parenting.” The field responsible for studying discipline 
techniques, developmental psychology, largely utilizes a specific frame-
work developed by Diana Baumrind for understanding parenting style [5].  
Baumrind’s typology examines parents’ style along two dimensions—
demandingness and responsiveness [6]. As a general rule, the recommended 
parenting style is the authoritative style. Authoritative parents exert con-
trol over their children’s behavior in order to ensure desirable outcomes. 
However, they modify how these outcomes are achieved in response to their 
children’s needs, maintaining a warm and supportive relationship with their 
children [6].

While this chapter focuses on discipline, note that discipline only 
addresses the control dimension of Baumrind’s authoritative parenting. 
Ideally, good discipline occurs along with high levels of parental responsive-
ness, characterized by warmth, understanding, love, reciprocity, communica-
tion, and unconditional regard.

Common Parental Concerns

Best Approach to Discipline

As Chris Gottlieb, an attorney for parents accused of abuse, notes wryly, “par-
enting is something we are inclined to judge harshly at the same time that it is 
impossible to do in anything but an extremely flawed way…. We all know this… 
[y]et we couple this knowledge with extreme intolerance for the shortcomings 
of other parents” [7]. Her unique perspective, from working with parents at the 
outer fringes of acceptable parenting, informs about how even much more tem-
perate parents are judged today. There is a current drive to impose perfectionistic 
standards on parenting. Gottlieb considers the “[l]egitimate efforts to protect chil-
dren from serious abuse have morphed into second guessing decisions well within 
parental prerogative” [7].

Parents and researchers typically have two questions about discipline: Does 
it work? and Is it harmful? Statements in their physicians’ offices reflect parents’ 
concerns about the challenge of implementing discipline successfully. As we will 
explore, the evidence base shows that there are effective discipline techniques 
[8–10]. However, parents can find the strategies difficult to understand, stressful 
to implement, and impossible to use with 100% consistency every time. Many 
authors of popular, nonclinical parenting books try to mollify parents by proclaim-
ing that the use of one simple approach (found in their book, of course) will result 
in effective discipline [11, 12]. Parents and researchers are also concerned about 
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the possible effects of discipline. The evidence typically seeks to understand the 
direct and indirect effects of different forms of discipline [1]. Positive parenting 
and punishment techniques have undergone cycles of popularity and scorn as the 
evidence-based shifts according to new findings [1].

As is so often the case in deciding which approach, among many, to take, either 
extreme (either all-positive or all-punishment) is unlikely to provide the optimal 
balance. For example, any recommendations to avoid physical punishment should 
not be confused with an injunctive to avoid discipline altogether [13]. As we will 
examine, parents do not deliver discipline techniques in a vacuum. Their relation-
ship with their child, their emotional state while delivering punishment, and their 
balance of using positive reinforcement in addition to punishment all affect the 
overall discipline experience.

When to Seek Help

Parents cannot know the ins and outs of what is developmentally normative when 
it comes to childhood behavior, and that includes defiance, tantrums, sharing, 
physical aggression, and other behaviors implicated in discipline. Parents’ con-
cerns vary according to their children’s ages. Concerns about discipline have been 
shown to peak around a child’s age of 3 years [14]. During the preschool years 
from ages 3–5, children in nonclinical samples show a gradual decrease in the 
kinds of behaviors that warrant discipline, such as tantrums, hyperactivity, atten-
tional problems, and fighting with peers [15]. Difficulties with sharing, noncom-
pliance with parental commands, and emotional dysregulation, while frustrating 
to parents, are par for the developmental course [15]. We provide a table outlin-
ing expected child behavior according to developmental level to help streamline 
understanding among parents (Table 9.1).

Discipline in toddlerhood is almost universally challenging, as children seek 
autonomy while learning to understand limit setting from authority figures [15]. 
The primary reason parents seek help from mental health professionals is for child 
noncompliance [16, 17]. Noncompliance is defined as one of two interactions. 
The first is when children fail to do as their parents ask, even when the request 
is age-appropriate [10]. The other is when children intentionally do the opposite 
or something other than their parent requested [10]. In some cases, noncompli-
ance reflects a lack of understanding of the parents’ limits [15]. When children 
do understand the limit but choose not to comply, this stems from either emerg-
ing self-assertion or from defiance [15]. Children who can state their preferences 
and dislike when authority figures’ limits stand in the way of their preferences are 
said to engage in self-assertion [18]. Self-assertion is apparent when the child’s 
choice of noncompliance is understandable. For example, a child who was told to 
clean up his toys but instead continues playing is not complying due to a specific 
preference for playing [18]. Defiance is more likely when the child’s resistance 
to authority figures’ directives result in a suboptimal outcome for the child [18]. 
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After being told to clean up the toys, the defiant child does not continue playing 
but instead begins strewing the toys around the room [18]. This distinction marks 
the difference between normative child development that requires basic discipline 
techniques, and non-normative child development that increases the likelihood that 
the parent will need professional help for more challenging parent–child interac-
tions [15].

Parents, particularly new parents, have always had questions about when their 
children’s behavior is “normal” or when it requires help. In addition to their doc-
tors, parents typically turn to their social circles to gauge how much of their chil-
dren’s behavior is in line with what other children exhibit. Now that many parents 
utilize social media for sharing about their children, this process has become com-
plicated. Parents share to a much wider audience than they did before this mode of 
communication was available [19]. Consequently, parents see posts about children 
they barely know. Without a broader understanding of that child, the parent may 
not understand whether the sharing parent is highlighting an exceptionally posi-
tive or negative aspect of that child. Even when parents are presenting something 
positive about their child, they may use “humblebragging,” a method for bragging 
about one’s child that seems at first blush to be self-deprecating [19]. This behav-
ior can be confusing to parents who are already worried about their children’s 
misbehavior, as they see parents purportedly complaining about their children’s 
positive behaviors.

Despite these challenges, social media and blogging are immensely popu-
lar among new parents [20]. While some studies show that parents with higher 
Internet use disconnect from in-person relationships [21], others show no nega-
tive impact on in-person connection and feelings of loneliness [22]. One study of 
157 mothers of children 1.5 years or younger reported daily use of social media 
and feelings of social connection, social support, and wellbeing [20]. While this 
study was purely correlational (study authors cannot conclude that social media 
use caused these feelings), it is unlikely that parents will leave social media en 
masse any time soon. It is therefore all the more important that primary care phy-
sicians take the time to assess parents’ primary behavioral concerns, as we outline 
below in the Conclusion.

Common Misconceptions

Spanking is universally cruel versus spanking  
is a necessary component of discipline

This misconception requires stating both extremes of opinion, as research has evi-
dence refuting both statements. Over 30 countries have now established laws that 
prohibit the use of any corporal punishment for children, including spanking [24].  
The United States is not among that group (nor is Canada) [24]. Accordingly, 
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spanking in the United States is still fairly common according to repeated surveys. 
One survey found that 7 out of 10 American parents reported using some corporal 
punishment with their children [25]. The benefits and risks of spanking have been 
hotly contested in the child development literature for decades [1, 4, 13]. Parents 
will typically have their own impressions about spanking, often formed by their 
childhood experiences. The value of spanking is often in the eye of the beholder: 
parents with more positive attitudes toward spanking are more likely to spank their 
children [26].

It is not unusual to encounter parents who speak well of spanking. They may 
have been spanked as a child and did not experience any ill effects. They may 
also cite the fact that it works. While this statement would be based on parental 
observation, the data back up this assertion. In one of the most cited meta-analy-
ses of spanking—which is notoriously anti-spanking—the author did concede that 
spanking is effective in gaining children’s compliance in the short-term [27]. An 
original experimental design found that while other discipline methods could be 
just as effective as spanking, spanking was still more effective than doing nothing 
in response to children’s behavior [28].

Other parents may be staunchly against spanking. They could have upsetting 
memories of their parents using this technique. Others could have observed chil-
dren responding with tears when their parents spanked them in a public setting, 
such as a park. Or they may recognize that spanking does nothing to teach the 
child what behavior they should have exhibited instead of whichever one preceded 
the spanking. They would also be correct. Research shows that while spanking 
effectively changes children’s behavior in the immediate term, it does not result in 
children internalizing a particular moral code in the longer term [27].

Despite this array of opinions, there is evidence that parental attitudes regard-
ing spanking can be altered [29]. One study compared parents who interacted 
with a computer-based psychoeducational program about various discipline tech-
niques [30]. Specifically with regard to spanking, parents who viewed the program 
responded differently about how they would manage their children’s aggression 
compared to a control group of parents who did not receive the information [30].

Mirroring parents’ strong opinions, the research in the area of spanking as a 
discipline technique remains hotly contested. A widely-cited meta-analysis of 
spanking and other forms of punishment concluded that spanking caused det-
rimental long-term outcomes in children who were spanked [27]. Measures of 
long-term outcomes tend to measure concepts such as aggression in children and 
academic performance. Critics of this work have noted that the statistical meth-
ods used to arrive at these conclusions were not appropriate for the data [4, 31]. 
Illustrating this point, researchers applied the same statistical methods to meas-
ure nonphysical forms of punishment, such as sending children to their rooms and 
removing privileges [32]. The statistical method told the same story—that these 
punishments had similar effects on long-term outcomes [32]. Similarly unadjusted 
correlational analyses show similar effects for time-out, another nonphysical pun-
ishment [33].

Common Misconceptions
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Instead, when researchers account for pre-existing differences between children 
who were spanked compared to children who were not, any long-term negative 
outcomes associated with disruptive behaviors disappear [4]. This is presumably 
because parents are more likely to spank children who are already misbehaving, 
rather than children who are not. Looking at children who were spanked according 
to how much they misbehave later in life may not represent an effect of spanking, 
as much as it shows that these children are continuing to have trouble controlling 
their behavior despite having been spanked [4, 31].

Analyses that use these unadjusted correlations to draw their conclusions do 
not consider other pre-existing characteristics of families where the spanking 
occurred, such as parent education, age, income, marital status, and depression 
[34–38]. Once these kinds of factors are incorporated into the analysis, the effect 
sizes become minuscule [4]. This means that while there may be a statistically sig-
nificant difference between children who are spanked and not spanked on these 
long-term outcomes, the size of the difference between them is not only not causa-
tional, but the difference is very small. These small differences can disappear com-
pletely if other factors are considered, such as how frequently the children were 
spanked [39].

Analyses that group together children who are spanked only occasionally with 
children who are routinely spanked do not give an accurate impression for children 
whose parents may use spanking only in select circumstances [31]. Other analyses 
that many use as evidence against spanking also include harsher forms of physi-
cal punishment such as beatings with whips, belts, and sticks [40]. A recent meta-
analysis shows that while there may be some remaining influences of spanking on 
long-term child outcomes, they are small and may be accounted for by other fac-
tors not yet identified [4].

What is clear is that spanking does not occur in a vacuum. Spanking and other 
forms of physical punishment are more or less problematic within a wider context 
that includes the parent/child relationship, cultural norms, child factors, frequency, 
and harshness.

• Parent/child relationship: There is some evidence that spanking that occurs 
within an overall loving and warm parent/child relationship is not viewed poorly 
by children. A Canadian study surveying 818 college students found that young 
adults had more favorable views regarding corporal punishment if they were 
spanked by parents they perceived as warm and supportive in general [41]. 
Alternatively, students who noted that their parents seemed to use corporal punish-
ment impulsively had less favorable attitudes [41]. Otherwise supportive and lov-
ing parents seem to mitigate possible poor outcomes of these punishments [42].  
Children are also more likely to accept the punishment if they feel it was objec-
tive, that is, formed by preplanned parental thought rather than in a heated 
parental emotional reaction [27].

• Cultural norms: Research among several nations indicates that harsh punish-
ments cause different child outcomes, based on whether those punishments are 
normative in those countries [43]. A study of eleven countries examined the 
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relationship between corporal punishment and maternal warmth on children’s 
aggression and anxiety [43]. Results indicated that the level of authoritar-
ian makeup of the country (or cultural subgroup within a country) influenced 
reported child outcomes [43]. Countries or cultures with more authoritarian val-
ues showed fewer negative effects of corporal punishment [43].

• Child factors: While it appears that harsh punishments act differentially on 
children depending on their age, sex, and ethnic background, the research lit-
erature has not determined these effects in a way that are clinically useful [1]. 
Many studies contradict one another, creating a lack of clarity as to specific 
interactions between these child characteristics and outcomes [1]. For example, 
while one study shows that Hispanic preschoolers’ cognitive development may 
be enhanced by the use of harsh physical and verbal punishment [42], another 
finds that Hispanic preschoolers’ adjustment suffers more than other children’s 
when subjected to these kinds of punishments [3]. The research comparing 
boys’ and girls’ responses to harsh punishments are similarly varied and incon-
clusive [27, 44].

In addition to demographic characteristics, one study sought to determine 
if children’s knowledge of emotions moderated the effects of harsh punishment 
[1]. These researchers found that in their sample of 250 preschool children, those 
with better emotional knowledge were affected more detrimentally by their par-
ents’ harsh punishments. In comparison to their emotionally attuned peers, those 
with poorer emotion knowledge either benefitted or were neutrally affected by 
their parents’ harsh punishments. Study authors interpreted their findings to mean 
that children who understand their parents are angry or upset when using harsh 
punishment are more likely to feel frightened or think that the punishment is 
unfair. However, this is only a hypothesis. Because the mechanism causing these 
results is unclear, it is possible other explanations may account for these observed 
differences.

• Frequency: Frequency of physical punishment has a rather obvious influence on 
child outcomes. Infants who experienced physical punishment frequently were 
shown to exhibit a high hormonal stress response [45]. Parents who rely primar-
ily on spanking for directing their children’s behavior must often increase the rate 
and intensity of spanking over time for it to maintain its desired effect [46]. This 
is suboptimal for children and parents. There is a concern that the escalation 
required to maintain spanking’s efficacy can, over time, turn into abuse [46].

• Harshness: In one retrospective study of over 34,000 adults, those who 
reported harsh physical punishment prior to age 18 displayed higher odds of 
developing adult health conditions such as cardiovascular disease, arthritis, and 
obesity [13]. This effect held even among participants who did not report other 
forms of child abuse or maltreatment that commonly occur in situations where 
harsh physical punishments are used [13]. Regardless of stances on spanking, 
the evidence base categorically rejects discipline techniques that use harsh pun-
ishments [1]. Even those who criticize the research methods that provide argu-
ments against spanking eschew harsh forms of corporal punishment [31].

Common Misconceptions
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Rather than deciding between advocating spanking or prohibiting it, a modera-
tion approach is recommended. The very small (or in some cases trivial) effects of 
spanking should be communicated carefully to the public [4]. Some small amount 
of spanking is likely not harmful to children [31]. Without necessarily endorsing 
spanking, parents can be aware that spanking may not be as detrimental as they 
thought, but that there are still other, preferred methods for disciplining young 
children that are effective and “least negative” [4].

To Explain to a Patient

Research in spanking is a contentious issue because of the moral undertones. 
Parents who believe spanking is effective and safe consider parents who do 
not use this method to be too lax and likely to raise their children to be reck-
less. Those who believe spanking is primitive and harmful judge parents 
who use this method because they believe they are intentionally inflicting 
harm on defenseless children. Both options sound terrible, and both sides 
are already convinced they are correct. Researchers have biases and opin-
ions just like everyone else. Research will likely never arrive at one straight 
answer that can either exonerate or fully support spanking. What the current 
research seems to show is that if you are not spanking your child now, you 
should not start. If you do spank your child, make sure that you do so very 
sparingly and not in anger.

As long as parents do not physically punish  
their children, their discipline is not harsh

Harsh verbal punishment falls short of emotional abuse. Emotional abuse is char-
acterized by direct attacks on the child’s sense of self, occurs without regard to 
children’s behavior, and is not culturally normative (i.e., a reasonable parent would 
not engage in these attacks in a public location for fear of negative feedback from 
observers) [1]. In contrast, harsh verbal punishments may include yelling or curs-
ing but do not directly attack the child’s sense of self [1]. Because these verbal 
onslaughts occur in response to children’s misbehavior, they are classified as 
punishments [1]. Yet they often occur in the context of parental frustration, thus 
typically serving an emotional function for the parent rather than a disciplinary 
function in the true sense of teaching the child [1].

Some level of harsh verbal punishment may be culturally normative. 
Anecdotally, many parents concede that they at times “lose it and blow up,” or 
describe some other form of yelling in response to their children’s misbehavior. 
Although it is not emotional abuse, harsh verbal punishment is still not a recom-
mended strategy for discipline. Research has found an association between harsh 
verbal punishment and negative outcomes in child aggression, cognitive develop-
ment, self-concept, and academic achievement [42, 47].
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Parents should avoid punishment entirely

Positive parenting strategies can and should be used as part of a parent’s discipli-
nary repertoire. Discipline should both teach the child what not to do and also pro-
vide guidance as to what the child should do instead [30]. Teaching children what is 
acceptable need not mean lectures for every infraction. Instead, positive parenting 
practices are excellent for accomplishing this goal. Positive parenting includes [30]:

• stating rules firmly without explanation (e.g., “We don’t hit in this house.”)
• providing children with alternative appropriate behavior options (e.g., “Please 

put your hands in your lap.”)
• asking children to provide alternative options (e.g., “What can you do with your 

hands right now?”)
• praising children when they behave appropriately at another time, using spe-

cific, labeled praise as to what the child is doing well (e.g., “I like how you’re 
keeping safe hands when playing with your little sister.”)

These strategies are not punishment and they guide children to display the 
desired behavior. But children will inevitably test what happens if they do not fol-
low these injunctions. Children are not born with the knowledge of socially appro-
priate behavior or the motivation to engage in prosocial behaviors [48, 49]. It is 
consequently the parents’ role to teach them [10]. Children test parents’ limits to 
varying degrees, from the quite frequently (for example, as is seen in children 
diagnosed with Oppositional Defiant Disorder) to regularly (as occurs in the con-
text of normative learning about consequences for actions) to rarely (as occurs in 
children who are more temperamentally compliant, easygoing, eager-to-please, or 
anxious). If parents respond to limit testing with no punishment (even a small one, 
such as saying “No” in a firm tone), the child cannot be expected to learn that their 
behavior was inappropriate. Without punishment, parents send their children the 
message that the behavior was acceptable.

It is unlikely that more than a very small number of children could be effec-
tively disciplined without the occasional use of punishment. Where positive parent-
ing guides children’s behaviors in the desired direction, punishment serves to alert 
children that what they have done is not acceptable. Both the American Academy 
of Pediatrics and the Canadian Pediatric Society recommend that providers inform 
parents about nonphysical forms of punishment to discipline their children [46]. 
Developers of parenting programs that include punishment strive for the least 
amount of punishment possible while still achieving the desired outcome [31].

Time-outs don’t work. Time-outs harm children

A common refrain from parents in attempting discipline practices with their chil-
dren is that time-outs don’t work. We will also explore a minority opinion that 
time-outs are psychologically harmful to children.

Common Misconceptions
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In one author’s clinical experience, the primary reason time-outs fail to provide 
desired outcomes is because parents are not providing a true time-out. “Time-out” 
is shorthand for “time out from positive reinforcement” [50]. Reinforcement is 
any response to a child’s behavior that increases that behavior [2]. Reinforcements 
are defined by their outcomes. As such, they vary widely. For one child, receiving 
stickers will increase their cooperation for going to the dentist. For another child, 
stickers do not have that effect. In this example, stickers are a reinforcer for the 
first child but not the second. Reinforcement also occurs from intangibles, such as 
praise [2].

One common mistake of parents who try to reduce problem behaviors is that 
of giving a great deal of negative parental attention to each infraction: they dis-
play an emotional response like frustration with sighs and stern looks, they pro-
ceed to lecture their children as to what they did wrong, and they may engage in 
a protracted conversation with their children about why what they did was wrong. 
What many parents do not realize is that most children find parental attention—all 
parental attention, whether good or bad—reinforcing [10]. Thus, the very behavior 
parents try to eliminate is strengthened by this response. This is particularly true 
for children who have difficulty getting positive parental attention for their appro-
priate behaviors [10]. Some children show appropriate behaviors very infrequently 
by nature, making it harder for parents to provide positive attention at the times 
when their child behaves well [10]. Other children may not receive much positive 
parental attention because their parents are busy, stressed, or depressed [51]. If not 
able to obtain positive parental attention, children learn to pull for negative paren-
tal attention via inappropriate behaviors, rather than receive no attention at all [2].

As such, a time-out is meant to remove any responses to children’s misbehavior 
that may, even inadvertently, strengthen it. Subsequently, time-outs in conjunction 
with copious negative parental attention are not true time-outs. Parents who place 
their children in time-outs where siblings are present and engaging with the child 
are not providing true time-outs. Parents who respond to whines, comments, cry-
ing, or screams from children in time-out are also providing reinforcement with 
their responses, nullifying the time-out.

Another error is to have children sit in time-out sessions that do not immedi-
ately follow the misbehavior. For reinforcement to be effective, particularly when 
learning a new behavior, it should directly follow the behavior [2]. To reduce 
behaviors, removal of reinforcement should follow directly as well [2]. Having 
children serve time-outs “later” (e.g., once they get home from the park, after 
dinner, etc.), renders the time-out ineffective because the reinforcement is too far 
removed temporally from the misbehavior.

Finally, time-outs must be delivered consistently over time for children to suf-
ficiently learn the connection between their misbehavior and the time-out. This is 
logistically challenging for parents. Also, children will often respond to limit set-
ting with an increase in their misbehavior, called an extinction burst, hoping to 
achieve outcomes similar to those they used to receive [2]. Many parents under-
standably interpret the extinction burst as proof the time-out is not working. Due to 
this misconception, the extinction burst phenomenon should be explained to parents 
beforehand so that they understand it is their cue to continue with their efforts [2].
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The research shows time-outs are effective for children ages 3–12 [2]. Use 
of time-out with younger or older children is not indicated [2]. Finally, children 
should be aware of the reason they are going to time-out, but with minimal paren-
tal involvement to make this clear [2]. For example, “You didn’t do what I told 
you to do, so you have to sit on the time-out chair,” is a brief and effective expla-
nation, and if delivered in a calm tone of voice, does not provide enough parental 
attention to reinforce the misbehavior [52]. When time-outs are delivered follow-
ing these principles, they are highly effective among both clinical and nonclinical 
populations of children [53, 54].

Despite clear evidence in favor of time-out as an effective and safe method for 
punishment in both the short and long term, a small but vocal minority of non-
researcher clinicians present the impression that time-outs are hotly contested 
[53]. A nonclinical book warning of the psychological dangers of time-outs gen-
erated a flurry of attention in lay media [12, 55]. Parents who do not follow this 
field of research closely could easily be led to believe that these authors repre-
sent the best scientific knowledge at this time. In fact, a number of the authors’ 
claims about time-outs were not based in scientific evidence [56]. After receiving 
pushback from a significant number of child development experts, the authors 
began to walk back their statements [31, 57]. Among their responses to the criti-
cisms they received, they placed responsibility for the overstating of their claims 
and their equation of time-outs with physical punishment on the media outlet that 
printed a story about their book [57]. They also took the opportunity to hedge their 
statement about time-outs, stating they only meant to apply those statements to 
time-outs improperly used, namely, used in anger [57]. While this response may 
have mollified some, the authors did not go so far as to acknowledge that proper 
time-outs are a recommended part of parents’ disciplinary toolkits. Instead, they 
suggested that because time-outs are sometimes delivered in an angry fashion, 
time-outs should not be encouraged at all [57]. Instead, they advocate that parents 
give copious amounts of attention, in the form of comfort and soothing, to children 
who have just disobeyed them [12]. While it is understandable that at times par-
ent may give time-outs while angry, it is less clear how parents are expected to 
reduce their anger sufficiently to hug and cuddle their misbehaving children any 
more easily. Additionally, children learn the opposite lesson—that misbehavior is 
appropriate—when they receive warmth and comfort from their parent as a con-
sequence. These authors fail to acknowledge that their recommended alternative 
is just as challenging for parents to implement in moments of frustration and it 
additionally reinforces misbehavior through parental attention. There are multi-
ple opportunities throughout parents’ interactions with their children to provide 
warmth and love such that a brief (approximately 3 minute) removal of parental 
attention during a time-out would not damage or hurt a child [56].

Some parents are not concerned that time-outs are ineffective or directly dam-
age their children, but worry that highly compliant children are vulnerable. 
Clearly, compliance is only one aspect of social development [10]. Children who 
are only compliant could find themselves following directives of adults who do 
not have the children’s best interest at heart. However, compliance itself is not 
inherently bad. Compliance should be combined with supportive parenting, and 

Common Misconceptions
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an attached relationship between parents and children [10]. Children who are sup-
ported by their parents develop a sense of self that they can trust. We discussed 
above the difference between child misbehavior that is due to an assertion of 
self or of the child’s own preferences and misbehavior that due to defiance [18]. 
Parents concerned about using discipline techniques with their children because 
it will stifle their children’s sense of self are only addressing one side of the equa-
tion. The ability to assert oneself in the real world is predicated on two things: 
knowing one’s preferences and advocating for them. Even young children develop 
preferences early, a large part of why parents bemoan the “Terrible Twos.” But 
children must comply when compliance is needed and assert themselves using 
words when the situation allows. Discipline techniques should be coupled with 
language development in parent–child interactions. In this way, parents address 
both sides of the equation: raising children who understand and respect authority, 
and who can appropriately advocate for themselves when warranted.

Children who believe themselves to be in a reciprocal relationship with their 
parents, in which their opinions are heard and considered in child-appropriate 
domains are actually more likely to comply with parental directives [58]. For 
example, parents who provide their child more autonomy and direction in times 
of play experience an increase in compliance from those children during a parent-
directed clean up task [58]. Parents whose children use self-assertion in parent-
appropriate domains should, rather than pull back on discipline in those instances, 
consider other areas in which they have been too tightly controlling of their chil-
dren’s behavior. In those domains, they can loosen the reins and let their children 
have more say.

Current Research

Authoritative parenting, which necessarily includes some boundary setting, assists 
positive child outcomes [59]. On either side of authoritative parenting are the 
harsh and lax parenting styles. Harsh parenting is classified as the kind that heav-
ily emphasizes yelling, physical punishment, and coercive or severe means of con-
trol [60]. Lax parenting is typified by parents who are inconsistent and permissive 
in their parenting [60]. Not only do the harsh and lax parenting styles both predict 
child misbehavior [61], but children’s misbehavior in turn promotes harsh and lax 
parenting responses [60]. This bidirectional interaction results in a coercive cycle 
that is hard to break [62]. Therefore, it is recommended that parents avoid either of 
these styles and focus on authoritative parenting.

It is typically easy to convince parents that harsh parenting is not a desired 
goal. Lax parenting presents a greater challenge. Permissive parenting is generally 
not too taxing on parents in the short term, as it allows parents to avoid difficult 
confrontations with their children following misbehavior. Yet evidence-based par-
enting programs for clinical populations include some component of punishment 
[31]. Anecdotally, in these authors’ clinical experience, positive-only approaches 
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fail to address common parental concerns about how to manage children’s inap-
propriate or undesirable behaviors.

Many evidence-based parenting programs effectively leverage modes of devel-
opmentally appropriate discipline, both positive and punishment [8, 9]. Studies 
of treatments for children with clinical diagnoses (such as Oppositional Defiant 
Disorder or Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder) have found that parents can 
be taught to use a balance of positive and punitive parenting strategies to teach 
their children appropriate behavior. Parents in these programs are coached to use 
simple, direct commands when they would like their children to comply, a single 
warning if their children do not comply quickly, and a nonphysical punishment 
such as use of a time-out chair if their children still do not comply [63].

Parents referred to clinic training programs to discipline their children are often 
at their wits’ end [9]. They are frustrated with their children and their relationship 
has begun to suffer [9]. While a time-out is uncomfortable for both parents and 
children as they occur, the benefit of reducing parent/child conflict, for most, out-
weighs this cost. These programs also include the use of positive parental atten-
tion to guide children’s behavior. Positive attention is delivered as labeled praise 
(“I like how gently you’re playing!”), unlabeled praise (“Good job!”), behavioral 
description (“You’re using the crayons to draw on the paper.”), and reflection (i.e., 
reflecting back what the child says to show the parent is listening) [52]. These pos-
itive strategies provide children with the information they need to behave correctly 
while simultaneously bolstering a warm parent–child relationship [63].

To Explain to a Patient

Research shows that both positive parenting techniques and punishment 
have their place in appropriate and effective discipline. Using only one or 
the other is like trying to control a thermostat with only one temperature 
control: warm or cool. If a room is too warm, of course turning the tem-
perature down is a good response. But what if the room is too cold? All 
the turning the temperature down in the world will not address this situa-
tion. Sometimes children behave well, and they should learn from their 
parents that they are doing a good job. Things like verbal praise or physi-
cal signs of affection can be used so children associate their good behavior 
with a response they like. But as any parent knows, all children misbehave 
sometimes. Praise cannot be used here. In the case of minor behaviors (like 
whining) sometimes ignoring the behavior will make it go away. In cases 
that involve physical safety (like a child who runs into the street or strikes 
another child), ignoring is not appropriate. Parents need to be able to use 
some form of either redirection or punishment so their children can learn not 
to do this again. While it takes many repeated attempts to learn appropriate 
behavior (just as it does to learn anything!) without both positive and nega-
tive feedback in discipline, children cannot learn.

Current Research
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Conclusion

Young children with exceptionally challenging behavioral difficulties are more 
likely to develop significant problems later in life [8]. Research shows improved 
outcomes when these children are helped prior to 8 years old using an evidence-
based parenting treatment [8]. These treatments follow similar formats, providing 
parents with strategies for handling children’s challenging behaviors on a day by 
day basis, giving them more effective parenting techniques, and teaching them 
coping and communication skills [8]. Thus, identification and referral are crucial 
to positive long-term outcomes.

While pediatricians are often parents’ first line of help, many do not system-
atically screen for clinical disorders such as Oppositional Defiant Disorder due to 
constraints on time, available resources in the community to provide referrals, and 
only brief training in identifying these disorders [64]. Even when physicians can 
recognize a behavioral disorder, reimbursement for screening and treatment pre-
sents another hurdle [8].

Doctors can take steps to reduce the challenge of connecting parents with 
appropriate strategies and treatments for their children. The first recommendation 
is for physicians to directly ask parents for their top one or two behavioral con-
cerns at the moment [8]. By letting the parent set the agenda, the physician can 
be sure to address the parents’ needs and reduce time spent giving advice that is 
either not needed or not a top priority for that particular child.

Second, physicians can familiarize themselves with some of the evidence-based 
parenting treatments, such as Helping the Non-Compliant Child, Parent–Child 
Interaction Therapy, and Incredible Years [8, 52, 65, 66]. By perusing some of 
these treatments, pediatricians can note the similarities in recommended strategies, 
many of which they can explain to parents within the context of an office visit [8].

Third, physicians should take a collaborative approach whenever possible, uti-
lizing the system as a whole to address parents’ concerns [8]. For example, sched-
uling visits at the end of the day when the physician feels less rushed and utilizing 
other practitioners when available (such as nurse practitioners, social workers, 
psychologists, and psychiatrists) reduce the burden on the pediatrician and provide 
the parent with a network of helpers [8].

Fourth, pediatricians can help parents—often in the trenches of exasperating 
behaviors—see the “bigger picture.” Parents benefit from assurance from a profes-
sional that it is normal for their children’s abilities to wax and wane throughout the 
day and over time [8].

Finally, pediatricians should offer parents an overall framework for their dis-
cipline strategies that emphasizes positive practices whenever possible (using 
positive parental attention for increasing prosocial behaviors and ignoring children 
when they engage in low-level inappropriate behaviors) with the supplementation 
of punishment for behaviors that are dangerous [8]. Pediatricians can be a pow-
erful and effective bridge for families to reach positive discipline strategies with 
their children [8].
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Overview

When medications are taken as recommended—that is, when instructions are 
adhered to—they play a crucial role in modern medicine. The World Health 
Organization defines adherence as “the extent to which a person’s behavior—tak-
ing medication, following a diet, and/or executing lifestyle changes, corresponds 
with agreed recommendations from a health care provider” [1]. Medications lose 
their ability to prevent negative health outcomes and unnecessary health service 
usage when they are not taken as agreed upon by patient and doctor [2]. If physi-
cians are not aware that their patients have been non-adherent, poor medication 
response may prompt physicians to increase the dosage or request more tests to 
achieve desired outcomes [2].

Physicians in pediatric practices encounter additional struggles with adherence 
[2]. Multiple accounts from parents and children create ambiguity when assessing 
for adherence [2]. Parental education during office visits is crucial, yet there is evi-
dence that parents do not understand and recall all that is presented to them. One 
study found that within a 15 minute physician visit, parents remember approxi-
mately half of the information their doctors presented [3]. In particular, parents are 
most likely to recall the information presented in the first third of the visit, which 
typically focuses on diagnosis rather than treatment [3]. Not only must parents 
understand and agree to medication regimens, pediatricians must also, in many 
cases, obtain minimal levels of cooperation from juvenile patients [2]. Without 
children’s cooperation, parents frequently experience children spitting out medi-
cations, making adherence an even greater challenge [4]. Similar to other adult 
patients, parents may forget to deliver the medication or misunderstand the instruc-
tions [5]. Yet for pediatric patients, multiple caretakers may assume responsibil-
ity for medication administration, adding another level of complexity to an already 
fraught process [2]. The largest hurdles to medication adherence among pediatric 
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populations are daily living stressors and family conflict [6]. One study found that 
the risk of medication non-adherence was 1.53 times higher in families with high 
levels of reported conflict than in families with low levels [7].

Among chronically ill patients, multiple factors undermine adherence: the 
extended nature of the illness, bouts of periodic symptom remission, and the com-
mon practice of prescribing more than one medication simultaneously. Estimates 
place adherence among chronically ill patients anywhere between 30% and 70% 
[8–10]. Pediatric rates of adherence in chronic conditions are even more variable, 
with studies reporting rates between 11% and 93% [2]. Adherence in chronically 
ill children therefore presents a double-barreled challenge [11]. Over the past 2 
decades, child and adolescent diagnoses of chronic illness has steadily increased 
[12]. One study determined that approximately 68% of children diagnosed with a 
chronic illness subsequently receive a prescription for treatment [13].

Particularly among children who are chronically ill, parents may not give their 
children medications if they require more information to comprehend the diagno-
sis, worry that the medication will not produce the desired outcome, or fear medi-
cation side effects [14]. These uncertainties may cause the parent to discontinue 
treatment. For example, a child with asthma may experience a brief period of 
symptom remission, which is common in chronic illness. A parent with side effect 
concerns may use this opportunity to temporarily discontinue medication in order 
to mitigate what they perceive to be the risks of side effects [14]. Parents may also 
weigh the cost versus benefit of giving their children medication if they perceive 
any side effects or fail to observe improvements after initiating treatment [5].

This chapter reviews parental medication concerns in three areas: antibiotics, 
asthma, and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).

Antibiotics

Antibiotics are one of the most commonly prescribed medications in pediatrics for 
acute illness. Effective use of antibiotics have extended life expectancy, assisted 
cancer treatments, and made possible extensive surgeries and organ transplants 
[15]. Since the inception of modern medicine, bacteria have evolved to resist anti-
biotics. Even as penicillin underwent clinical trials, 50% of the Staphylococcus 
aureus bacteria developed resistance in just 10 years [15]. A persistent problem, 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria had been kept at bay in part by continuous develop-
ment of new antibiotics [15]. In the past 2 decades, the number of pharmaceuti-
cal companies investing in antibiotic development has dwindled from 18 to 4 [15]. 
As bacteria develop resistance to antibiotics, strains emerge for which the scien-
tific and medical community has no treatment, creating a significant public health 
threat [16].

While there are likely many causes for the increase in antibiotic-resistant bac-
teria, one proposed factor is the overuse of antibiotics [17, 18]. It is estimated that 
between 80% and 90% of antibiotics are prescribed within primary care settings 
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[19]. Prescriptions for antibiotics in outpatient doctors’ offices are written more 
frequently for children than for any other age group [17]. As such, promoting care-
ful use and avoiding overuse of antibiotics in pediatric practice has the potential 
to help stem the tide of antibiotic-resistant bacteria [20]. Extensive research has 
examined parents’ difficulties understanding the indicators for antibacterial treat-
ment and the pressure physicians experience to prescribe antibiotics even when 
they are not indicated [21]. At the same time, press covering the overuse and dan-
gers of antibiotics has created a subculture of parents who are wary of any anti-
biotic use for their children [22]. We review the current literature to familiarize 
practicing clinicians with the current landscape of parental concerns and the real-
ity of the interactional nature of the consultation between patient and physician.

Asthma

We will also examine parental concerns regarding medication treatment for the 
most common chronic pediatric medical condition: asthma [23]. Asthma affects 
approximately 8.3% of American children [24]. There is evidence that uncon-
trolled asthma not only produces symptoms such as wheezing and difficulty 
breathing in the short-term but, over time, can also cause a restructuring of the air-
way, making normal breathing difficult to sustain in the long-term [25]. As asthma 
is caused by chronic inflammation of the airway, treatments focus on reducing this 
inflammation and preventing further deterioration of the airway [26, 27]. The most 
commonly used asthma control medications are inhaled corticosteroids, which 
are anti-inflammatory agents [28]. Research shows that when used as prescribed, 
inhaled corticosteroids are effective in reducing asthma symptoms and prevent-
ing future hospitalizations [27]. As such, physicians globally recommend them for 
asthma treatment [28].

Despite medical benefits, estimates suggest that only half of all asthmatic chil-
dren adhere to their treatment plan [29]. Asthma control medications are subject to 
the three major components that negatively affect adherence to treatment: regular 
use, inconvenient delivery, and no immediately observable benefits [30]. In some 
cases, parents’ concerns about negative side effects contribute to lower medication 
adherence. Improving care to asthmatic children depends in part on sufficiently 
addressing parental beliefs and concerns regarding asthma control medicine [27]. 
We will review two common concerns in the research base regarding inhaled ster-
oids for use with children.

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a chronic psychiatric con-
dition affecting children’s ability to control their attention, motor movements, 
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and impulses [31]. While estimates vary, prevalence studies estimate that 
approximately 5% of American children are affected by ADHD, with higher 
rates observed in males [31]. Symptoms of ADHD typically reduce gradually 
with age, but individuals diagnosed with ADHD in childhood continue to show 
greater impairments than their unaffected peers throughout adolescence and often 
into adulthood [31]. Children diagnosed with ADHD show higher rates of other 
impairing behaviors such as opposition, aggression, temper tantrums, and unco-
operativeness [31]. In adolescents with ADHD, higher rates of negative outcomes 
are observed than in peers without ADHD, such as discontinuing education, inter-
action with law enforcement, early onset substance use, conduct disorders, dan-
gerous driving, gambling, and early parenthood [31–34]. Children and adolescents 
with ADHD also experience higher rates of learning disorders and emotional dif-
ficulties, such as anxiety, mood disorders, and low self-esteem [31].

Substantial debate among the public and some within the scientific commu-
nity seeks to understand the nature of ADHD, both as a disorder and in terms of 
whether it requires medical treatment [35]. Because many symptoms of ADHD 
outwardly reflect normative child behavior (albeit to an extreme degree), some 
have argued against its classification as a psychiatric illness [36, 37]. The debate 
about ADHD as a diagnosis is closely linked to medical treatment of the disor-
der [35]. In addition to behavioral approaches, one of the primary recommended 
interventions for ADHD is stimulant medication [38]. Stimulants are the class of 
drug used to treat ADHD that most polarize and concern parents [39]. Despite its 
overall efficacy in treating the core symptoms of ADHD, most parents exhibit hes-
itancy and uncertainty regarding the decision to initiate medication treatment for 
their children with ADHD [40]. We will review the founded and unfounded con-
cerns about side effects of this medication.

Common Parental Concerns

Better Safe Than Sorry Versus Antibiotics Are Overused

A commonly cited reason for parents’ misunderstanding about the correct usage of 
antibiotics is their lack of knowledge about differentiating between viral and bac-
terial infections. A survey of 400 parents inquiring into their past experiences with 
antibiotics provides evidence in favor of this argument [22]. In this sample, 32% 
of parents reported that they thought antibiotics were useful for treating colds, 
58% thought antibiotics should be used to treat coughs, and 58% said antibiotics 
are appropriate for treating fevers [22].

Another study of over 1,000 parents showed that one-third believed antibiot-
ics could help treat viral illness [41]. This study found lower knowledge about 
antibiotics was associated with parents with lower educational attainment, fewer 
children, and less exposure to information about antibiotic resistance [41]. Indeed, 
nonspecific symptoms such as fever and respiratory difficulties can proceed to 
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more dangerous illnesses, a fact many parents are aware of [42]. Particularly for 
parents who cannot afford to take time off work to take care of a sick child, antibi-
otics are seen as a form of preventative treatment to ensure their child’s illness will 
not progress [42].

A subset of parents takes an opposing stance, that antibiotics are harmful or 
overused. In the sample of 400 parents surveyed in the study above, nearly one-
third (29%) of parents reported concern that their children receive too many anti-
biotics [22]. 85% thought that too many antibiotics could cause problems [22]. 
Among the problems caused by over-prescription of antibiotics, 55% cited resist-
ance, and 15% thought efficacy would be affected [22].

Even parents who are rationally aware that antibiotics are not currently indi-
cated for their sick children still consider treatment options within a context of 
distress [42]. When concerned about risks, people tend to show a preference for 
choices that will mitigate risks, even when those risks are low in likelihood [42]. 
Parents can cognitively comprehend that antibiotics are not currently indicated, 
but their emotional state prompts a different line of thinking. This emotional com-
ponent explains the failure of education-alone interventions to improve judicious 
antibiotic use.

Asthma Control Medication Slows Growth

Despite the proven efficacy of inhaled steroids for the treatment of pediatric 
asthma, parents remain concerned about potential side effects [43]. In particular, 
the effect of steroid use on growth has been extensively examined [43]. There is 
evidence that high doses of inhaled steroids temporarily slow growth trajectories 
in children [44, 45]. One meta-analysis reviewed pre-pubescent children with mild 
to moderate asthma who were in research trials that also tracked their growth [46]. 
Among these children, those who received higher doses of inhaled steroids expe-
rienced slower growth trajectories when compared to children on lower dosages 
[43]. The highest impact on growth occurs in the first year of steroid treatment 
[43]. Growth also appears to be more affected by older forms of steroid treatment 
than new ones, although the research in this area is less robust [47].

Pediatric care strives to effectively treat illness without affecting normal 
development [43]. Before the extensive research of the past 2 decades, research-
ers estimated that steroid use could slow growth by as much as 1.5 cm per year 
[43]. After many well-controlled and longitudinal studies, researchers conclude 
that steroid use does slow growth in children, but not by as much as was origi-
nally hypothesized [43]. Only one study was conducted that examined an older 
formulation of steroids and tracked growth longitudinally [43]. This “worst-case” 
condition resulted in an average 1.2 cm total loss in adult height [48]. While most 
conclude the benefits of controlling asthma outweigh these risks, parents are cor-
rect in weighing a legitimate risk of slowed growth trajectory against their chil-
dren’s ability to breathe when considering treatment initiation.

Common Parental Concerns
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Ambivalence Regarding Initiation of Stimulant Treatment

On a wide scale, the proliferation of stimulant prescriptions, such as Adderall 
(amphetamine and dextroamphetamine) and Ritalin (methylphenidate), for chil-
dren with diagnoses of ADHD has troubled health professionals and parents alike 
[35]. In fact, the decision to start medication does not at all appear to be an easy 
one [49]. Parents decide to give their children stimulant medication because of the 
difficulties in raising a child with impairing symptoms [35]. Anecdotally, clini-
cians do not find that most parents quickly decide to initiate stimulant treatment. 
Backing up this clinical impression, a review of a Medicaid database revealed 
that approximately half of children diagnosed with ADHD do not begin stimulant 
treatment, and half of those who do discontinue within 1 year [50].

Initially, parents must decide how they feel about the ADHD diagnosis. The 
concept of behavioral challenges as stemming from a neurological disorder is not 
universally accepted [35]. Parental attitudes about ADHD medication are influ-
enced by their general conceptions of psychiatric illness in children and the spe-
cific behavioral challenges of ADHD [51]. Among families, fathers generally show 
less willingness to accept the ADHD diagnosis than mothers [52–54].

Parents are commonly reluctant to try stimulant medication until other inter-
ventions have been attempted [55]. Some interventions parents try before initiating 
stimulants are evidence-based (e.g., behavioral modification) while others are not 
(e.g., dietary changes or homeopathic strategies) [55]. In cases where children are 
not at imminent risk of harm or school expulsion due to their ADHD symptoms, 
attempting other evidence-based interventions first is sensible [55]. However, 
exploring numerous unproven treatments before considering an efficacious stimu-
lant treatment is conceptually similar to delaying treatment altogether [55].

Parents’ worries about stimulant side effects shed light on the individual 
struggles that underlie each prescription [35]. In one small study, a majority 
of parents cited academic goals as the primary driver for stimulant medication 
initiation [35]. Similarly, parents in another study who initiated stimulant treat-
ment were most likely to do so when a clear functional impairment, such as aca-
demic difficulties, was present [56]. Fear for their child’s physical safety when 
not medicated also generally overrides parents’ fears about stimulant medica-
tion side effects [55]. Other parents who recognize that withholding medication 
in the short-term will likely create more significant problems later in the child’s 
life also tend to show higher adherence to medication [55]. Parents weigh the 
benefits of symptom improvement and subsequent functional strides against their 
concerns regarding side effects [35]. Each parent is willing to accept different 
types and severity levels of side effects to achieve desired outcomes for his or her 
child [35].

Even parents who choose to begin treatment for their children are typi-
cally concerned about the implications of their decision, both medically (as in 
the case of side effects) and philosophically. In addition to side effects, parents 
report concerns about using medication to improve behavioral outcomes [56]. 
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Conceptualizing ADHD within a biomedical model facilitated medication accept-
ance in some parents [55, 56]. While some parents consider medication a tempo-
rary fix until their children age, others think of medication as a long-term mainstay 
in their children’s lives [35]. In some cases parents terminate treatment due to side 
effects or at their children’s request [35]. Many of these parents find themselves 
second-guessing treatment termination [35]. In other cases, parents exhibit contin-
ued ambivalence about continuing medication even after observing the clear posi-
tive effects of the medication on their child’s functioning [56].

Rather than think of stimulant medication initiation as a one-time decision, 
physicians should understand that over the course of many years, most parents 
revisit their decision to begin, delay, stop, or restart medication [56]. One study 
found that parents who thought of the medication decision as a process involving 
trial and error to find the right medication had more realistic expectations and a 
more positive experience with stimulant medications overall [55]. While current 
American Academy of Pediatrics guidelines do not explicitly recommend starting 
and stopping stimulant treatment, physicians will likely find themselves treating 
families who seek to understand the correct medication dosage and amount on this 
trial basis [56, 57].

Common Misconceptions

Parents routinely pressure physicians for antibiotics  
and will be disappointed if they do not receive a prescription

Among physicians, the concern that parents ask for antibiotics remains a persis-
tent challenge. Physicians report pressure from parents (54%), lack of time (19%), 
and fear of litigation (12%) as contributing to their decision to prescribe antibi-
otics against clinical indicators [58]. One study queried 61 physicians as to their 
impressions about the state of affairs in antibiotics [22]. Among these physicians, 
71% reported parents asked them for antibiotic prescriptions when not indicated 
at least 4 times in the previous month [22]. Of this set, 35% acknowledged they 
wrote the prescription against their better clinical judgment [22]. Those who study 
this phenomenon commonly point out that physicians in busy practices struggle to 
find the time to carefully review the indicators for antibiotic use with parents [22]. 
These researchers consider the issue a matter of cost–benefit analysis: physicians 
find it easier to write the prescription than trying to explain why they will not pre-
scribe antibiotics [22]. Legal considerations are also hypothesized to affect clini-
cians’ decisions, particularly in cases where nonspecific fever could progress into 
an illness requiring antibiotic treatment [22]. The risk assessment for one child 
(which typically favors the “better safe than sorry” approach) stands in contradis-
tinction to population risks, wherein a meaningful negative outcome arises from 
unnecessary antibiotic use [42].

Common Parental Concerns
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However, this interpretation of the position in which physicians find them-
selves presupposes that the patient–physician relationship will be deleteriously 
affected by failing to provide an antibiotic prescription when requested. Studies 
have generally not found a link between patient satisfaction and whether or not 
they received an antibiotic prescription [59, 60]. In light of persistent physician 
concerns regarding parental pressure to prescribe, researchers have undertaken the 
process of examining how these conversations unfold.

One study reviewed 60 videotaped interactions between parents and physicians 
[61]. Researchers found that the interactions were more complex than a pressuring 
parent and resistant physician. Parents brought in their children to see the pediatri-
cian for one of two reasons—either to obtain reassurance that their child is not 
critically ill or to receive validation of the severity of their child’s illness [61]. 
Whether or not parents were expecting an antibiotic was tied to their perception 
of the severity of their children’s illness [61]. Parents upset about their children’s 
symptoms did not appear to be seeking antibiotics per se, but rather, clinical con-
cern and appreciation for the severity of their child’s suffering [61].

Regrettably, researchers found that when physicians explained the difference 
between viral and bacterial infections, they inadvertently projected subtle cues that 
viral infections are less severe in nature [61]. Researchers hypothesized that par-
ents who are worried about the severity of their children’s illness are more upset 
by receiving the message that their child is not significantly ill more than they may 
be about not receiving an antibiotic prescription. These parents want guidance as 
to how their child will be treated. Rather than directly compare viral infections to 
bacterial ones, physicians who find a viral infection in children can focus on the 
treatments and symptom management they would recommend for those children 
[61]. By focusing on what the child has (a viral infection) rather than what the 
child does not (a bacterial infection) physicians focus their time on the interven-
tions that are likely to be successful, thus sending the message that they care about 
delivering good care [61]. If a parent were to subsequently make a direct inquiry 
about antibiotics, the clinician could explain that viral infections are caused by a 
mechanism that antibiotics have no influence over, without comparing symptoms 
or severity between viral and bacterial infections.

Children will build a tolerance to their asthma medication, 
requiring increasingly higher doses over the years

Inhaled corticosteroids, the mainstay treatment for pediatric asthma, unfortunately 
touch on two considerable fears among parents. Parents may have trouble sepa-
rating the dangers of inhalants as a form of drug abuse (i.e., “huffing” toxic sub-
stances to obtain a high) from medications with an inhaled delivery [62]. Second, 
parents are likely aware of the dangers of anabolic steroid use, given their prev-
alence in the world of professional sports [62]. As a result, it is supposed that 
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parents project these fears onto inhaled corticosteroid use for their children [62]. 
Stories of steroid abuse and general addiction cause concern among parents that 
giving their children an inhaled steroid daily will drive addiction [62]. Education 
alone does not appear to be sufficient—among one sample of parents with addic-
tion fears, two-thirds reported that they felt they had received sufficient education 
about their child’s treatment [62]. This finding supports the growing body of evi-
dence that education alone is not capable of allaying parental concerns and, by 
extension, increasing adherence.

Even parents who agree to initiate treatment for their children show ongoing 
fears, some of which may prompt them to reduce adherence [27]. Just over 20% 
of a sample of parents who agreed to medication initiation still believed that their 
children could become addicted to the steroids in their medication [63]. Another 
study found that while 75% of parents felt asthma control medications were neces-
sary for their children’s health, 34% still voiced strong concerns about those medi-
cations [27]. When weighing the necessity of medication against perceived risks, 
it would appear the concerns about medication regularly overtake necessity: only 
approximately 20% of this sample reported complete adherence [27]. One-third of 
parents in another study wanted to stop their children’s steroid treatment as soon 
as they possibly could [63].

Parents of children with more severe symptoms are more concerned about med-
ication risks than parents of children with mild symptoms [27]. Parents’ concerns 
about the medication were associated with medication adherence—the more con-
cern they had, the less adherent they were [27]. Taken together, these results imply 
that less adherent parents are not less concerned about their children’s health—
in fact, these parents witness more severe symptoms than more adherent parents. 
However, their concerns about medication outstrip their worries about the illness 
itself. As children with more severe symptoms receive higher doses of medication, 
it appears that parents’ concerns about medications are in proportion to the pre-
scribed dosage.

A study examining parents’ concerns regarding asthma medication in a 
Malaysian sample supports this conclusion. Among 170 parents of children with 
asthma, 112 expressed concerns regarding medication [62]. Among these parents, 
the 2 most commonly cited fears were side effects (94%) and that their children 
would become dependent on the medication and require higher dosages over time 
to maintain proper lung functioning (86%) [62]. Again, parents with concerns 
showed increased likelihood of missing dosages of their children’s medications 
[62]. Their children also visited medical offices more frequently than children of 
parents without these concerns [62]. Overall, parents with concerns about med-
ication had children who were prescribed higher doses of medication [62]. This 
supplements the above finding that more concerned/less adherent parents have 
children with more severe symptoms [62].

Counter to many parents’ impressions, guidelines recommend beginning chil-
dren on the optimal dosage according to symptoms and then gradually decreasing 
the dosage over time in accordance with response to treatment [64]. Parents who 
stop their children’s treatment outside of this protocol will see a re-emergence of 
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symptoms. One controlled study measured outcomes of children who are first opti-
mally treated on an inhaled steroid and then cease to take it [65]. Children who 
stopped (compared to others who continued) experienced an increase in asthmatic 
symptoms, increased need for emergency bronchodilator use, and increased air-
way responsiveness [65]. Halting children’s medications from fear of side effects 
unintentionally creates an acute condition from symptom re-emergence [64]. 
Increased medications, exactly what parents are attempting to avoid, become nec-
essary to stabilize the child’s condition [64]. Daily control medication with dosage 
reduced in a stepwise fashion better controls asthma than relying on fast-acting 
treatment for emergent symptoms [64]. Following the recommended downward 
stepwise approach helps avoid the rapid cycling between managed and acute 
asthma symptoms [64].

Parents concerned about their children’s ability to breathe in the long-term 
without medication should be aware that uncontrolled asthma appears to have 
negative long-term effects on breathing owing to airway restructuring caused by 
the disease [25]. In a double-blind randomized controlled trial, patients with mild 
to moderate asthma who used inhaled steroids as prescribed experienced greater 
improvements in airway restructuring than those who did not use the medication 
[66]. Although some children will require inhaled corticosteroid treatment into 
adulthood, there is no evidence that they require increasing dosages due to toler-
ance; and they are less likely to require extensive treatments in future.

Stimulant medication for ADHD comes with widespread  
side effects in both the long- and short-term

While parents may have the impression that stimulant treatment is still relatively 
new and untested, the history of treating disruptive behaviors in children with 
stimulants dates as far back as 1937 [67]. Since the 1960s, hundreds of rand-
omized controlled trials have shown that stimulants provide significant and robust 
improvements in ADHD symptoms [67]. These improvements are observed in 
individuals as young as preschool-age through adulthood [68]. Contrary to persis-
tent concerns, numerous longitudinal studies have yielded limited long-term nega-
tive side effects of stimulant medications [67]. The long-term side effect with the 
most evidence is growth rate, with literature reviews suggesting possible decreases 
in growth rates in the first 1–3 years of stimulant treatment [69, 70]. In the short-
term, the most common side effects of stimulant medication are difficulty sleep-
ing, decreased appetite, and headache [67]. Difficulty sleeping, decreased appetite, 
stomachaches, social withdrawal, and lethargy are more commonly reported in 
children receiving higher doses than lower doses [71].

In addition to these established side effects, parents continue to voice concerns 
about side effects that have no basis in evidence [56]. More alarming possible side 
effects, such as sudden cardiac arrest, mania, or psychosis have been reported in 
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the media despite being unfounded in any studies [67]. Sudden death has not been 
found to occur in higher rates among stimulant-treated children than in the general 
population [72].

Concerns that stimulant medication promotes substance use disorders later in 
life is also a persistent fear that has dogged stimulant treatment despite the lack of 
evidence supporting this theory [73]. Parents concerned about substance use disor-
ders may not be aware that rates of substance use in adults are higher in those who 
were diagnosed with ADHD than those who were not, irrespective of medication 
[74]. While the exact mechanism is still not understood, the irregular transmission 
of dopamine implicated in ADHD is possibly related to the dopaminergic response 
of substances such as nicotine [73]. Also proposed is that children with ADHD 
experience more challenges academically and socially due to their symptoms, 
which may in turn moderate their use of substances later in life [73]. A review of 
studies examining this hypothesis found that prescribed stimulant use may actually 
be associated with a decrease in the risk for developing a substance use disorder 
[75]. Subsequent studies continue to show no evidence for increased risk of sub-
stance use disorders in a stimulant-treated sample, and in some cases, decreased 
risk is observed [76, 77].

Current Research

Antibiotics

Current research shows a shift in parents’ concerns regarding antibiotics that mir-
rors the recent decline in pediatric antibiotic usage [78]. Focus groups conducted 
with parents find a general understanding that not all infections require antibi-
otic treatment [78]. Essentially all parents reported attempting home remedies to 
provide symptom relief before bringing their children into the doctor [78]. This 
reflects what many physicians suspect: namely, by the time they see a child, the 
parent has surpassed their personal threshold for concern. Research shows that 
physicians’ perceptions that parents are requesting antibiotics are not truly reflec-
tive of the parents’ desires, but rather, are related to parents’ expectations that their 
children will be treated if the parent perceives them to be significantly ill [60, 79].

Far from requesting antibiotics across the board, more parents are showing con-
cerns regarding overuse of antibiotics [78]. In light of this new knowledge, new 
misconceptions have emerged, in particular with regard to who is the antibiotic-
resistant subject: the patient or the bacteria. Parents report fears that their children 
will become resistant to antibiotics [78]. These parents think of antibiotics as a 
substance that their children can develop a tolerance to, eventually rendering the 
medication ineffective [78]. In this current landscape, physicians should take care 
to clarify that antibiotic resistance refers to the bacteria becoming resistant to the 
antibiotic, and not the child becoming resistant to antibiotics’ effects.

Common Misconceptions
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Asthma

Asthma management involves dynamic interactions between parents and chil-
dren. Thus, adherence to regular medication usage can be viewed through 
the lenses of both child adherence and parental adherence [30]. Parental ver-
sus child adherence is a particularly important distinction as children age 
and parents begin to shift more of the responsibility for taking medication to 
their children [30]. Many parents shift responsibility for medication adminis-
tration to their children based on age rather than maturity level or the child’s  
comprehension [30].

Research shows that both parents and children have wide variability in their 
knowledge of asthma and how medications treat it [80]. Until recently, clinicians 
were unaware as to how lack of knowledge affected medication adherence [30]. 
Children’s knowledge alone is likely not sufficient to explain adherence (or lack 
thereof), so researchers examined the interaction effects of child knowledge and 
children’s responsibility [30].

In a study of 106 asthmatic children, results showed that age was significantly 
related to knowledge—older children knew more about asthma and treatment 
[30]. Older children also exhibited higher ability to reason through the causes 
and effects of asthma [30]. Yet older children were less likely to be adherent to 
asthma medication [30]. Taken together, these results indicate that older children 
can understand asthma, its causes and consequences, and still remain less adherent 
than younger children whose parents remain primarily responsible for their treat-
ment [30].

While the study did not assess why older children—with more knowledge—
adhere less to treatment, the researchers suggested possible explanations that prac-
ticing physicians can consider [30]. Even if older children understand more, they 
may lack the memory capacity or daily living strategies to follow through with 
medication administration [30]. They may also use their time of increased respon-
sibility and decreased supervision to test out not using medication, particularly if 
they were not brought on board with the treatment when it was initially managed 
by their parents [30]. There is also the possibility that the social stigma associated 
with taking asthma medication increases as children age [30].

These factors may seem trivial, but they have direct bearing on medication 
adherence. One study of adults found that when adult concern for medication out-
weighs their perception of the benefits, adherence is low [81]. Study authors of the 
sample of asthmatic children pose that the same issues may influence older chil-
dren [30]. As such, it is recommended that clinicians remain mindful of explaining 
asthma, its causes, effects, and need for treatment, but also to assess the health 
beliefs of the pediatric patient [30]. Physicians should anticipate a likely dip in 
adherence as children reach adolescence and proactively address adolescents’ con-
cerns at that time [30].
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Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

Despite ongoing debate among the lay public, stimulant medications provide 
meaningful symptom relief in children with ADHD and are typically taken for 
months to years at a time without significant side effects [82]. Some differences 
between primary care prescribers and psychiatrists emerge in the treatment of 
ADHD [82]. Compared to primary physicians, psychiatrists are more likely to 
begin treatment at lower doses, titrate up to higher maximal doses, and see the 
patient 3 times in the first 90 days (an indicator of increased monitoring) [83]. 
Primary care physicians are helpful in the broad identification and education of 
ADHD; pediatricians without the time to see a patient multiple times to moni-
tor stimulant medication and parents’ concerns should consider referring parents 
directly to a psychiatrist.

Any physician who prescribes stimulant medications should take careful note 
of parents’ beliefs and attitudes about the diagnosis and medication before pre-
scribing [84]. These factors play a large role in whether or not the parent initiates 
and sustains treatment [84]. One study of 50 parents found that their understand-
ing of the scientific literature—which theoretically should allay concerns about 
stimulant side effects—did not, in fact, dispel such fears [39]. This may be par-
tially due to the fact that 40% of parents in the sample consulted, in addition to 
their physicians, non-medical sources regarding their questions about stimulant 
medications [39]. Even among parents whose children have taken stimulants long-
term (on average, approximately 2 years), only 80% were convinced of the medi-
cation’s safety [39]. Parents do not view all side effects equally. Many symptoms, 
such as mild appetite suppression or sleep initiation difficulty, are tolerated for 
years [85]. When psychological side effects, such as increased moodiness or irri-
tability or a change in personality, occur, they frequently prompt discontinuation 
[86].

Patients benefit when physicians anticipate the commonly occurring side 
effects and provide relief. If any of the below common side effects cannot be man-
aged, non-stimulant alternatives can be tried. For appetitive suppression, parents 
can give their children medication with or after meals [73]. Additional snacking 
may also be included throughout the day to ensure children are receiving adequate 
nutrition [73]. Evidence is mixed regarding the practice medication holidays, 
when parents suspend their children’s medication when they are not in school 
(either over weekends or longer breaks) [73]. Therefore physicians should not 
directly recommend drug holidays, but can support parents who choose to try this 
method. Evidence shows wide variability between patients in the effects of stimu-
lant medication on sleep disturbance [73]. Because sleep initiation is influenced by 
a number of factors, physicians should ascertain the child’s sleep patterns before 
initiating treatment and keep records for a baseline [73]. Physicians should note 
the following factors: bedtime resistance, difficulty initiating sleep, awakening 
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during the night, trouble waking in the morning, any breathing-related sleep dis-
orders, and daytime sleepiness [73]. In some cases of stimulant treatment, the dif-
ficulty sleeping is due to a rebound effect, wherein the hyperactive symptoms of 
ADHD that have been suppressed throughout the day emerge as the medication 
wears off [73]. The hyperactive ADHD symptoms themselves can inhibit sleep 
[73]. In other cases, the stimulant itself appears to impede sleep [73]. Physicians 
should assess which is occurring before providing recommendations, as the solu-
tions may differ. Changing stimulant schedules to provide smaller, more frequent 
doses throughout the day can reduce rebound effects on sleep [73]. If the stimulant 
is causing difficulty sleeping, physicians should prescribe the lowest effective dose 
to be given as early in the day as possible [73].

Adherence

Given the current research of medication adherence, practicing physicians should 
maintain a high level of acknowledgement for and understanding of low adher-
ence in their patients [2]. Given the high variability of adherence displayed in 
the pediatric population, physicians should consider adherence as among the top 
most likely contributors when children are unresponsive to treatment [2]. Parents 
can experience negative feelings associated with non-adherence, such as guilt or 
shame, which may reduce the likelihood of their willingness to share their true 
adherence rates [2]. Rather than assume perfect adherence, physicians can ask par-
ents how treatment administration is proceeding in an open, non-confrontational 
manner that presupposes some level of non-adherence at the outset [2]. Physicians 
should take care to emphasize that all but a very limited number of individuals are 
fully adherent to medication regimens [2].

When parents acknowledge lapses in medication administration, physicians 
can recommend techniques to improve adherence [2]. No techniques can guaran-
tee perfect adherence; however, a combination of strategies has been found to be 
most effective [2, 87, 88]. Reviews of interventions to assist families in increasing 
medication adherence often include injunctions to consider developmental needs 
of the children and families [87]. However, there is no available research that sys-
tematizes how this can be achieved [87]. For example, it is still unclear from the 
research base whether interventions should focus primarily on interventions for 
the parent, child, or both [87].

Education is almost always provided within researched adherence strategies 
[87]. In written or verbal format education typically includes information about the 
illness, treatment rationale, and positive outcomes of adhering to such a treatment 
[87]. This technique of providing information is nearly universally recommended 
for use in clinical practice [89]. However, reviews of the literature have found that 
education alone produces negligible effects on adherence [88]. Education contin-
ues to be recommended because although it is unlikely to improve adherence inde-
pendently, lack of education certainly works against adherence rates [90].
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Provided parents understand the diagnosis, treatment-effect potential, and side 
effects, physicians can shift to providing concrete strategies. Techniques should 
minimize the cognitive load on parents, such as, for example, setting alarms rather 
than asking them to remember a medication schedule [2]. Doctors should also pro-
vide instruction in written format whenever possible, further reducing the need 
for parents to retain and recall information during the stresses of daily life [2]. 
Behavioral approaches are suggested, such as goal setting, monitoring, provid-
ing positive reinforcement to the child for medication adherence (such as small 
rewards), and linking medication administration to other daily living tasks, such as 
brushing teeth [87].

Given the above discussion on parents’ fears of medication side effects, tactics 
that frighten parents regarding adverse outcomes of medication non-adherence 
should be avoided [2]. While it may seem appropriate to emphasize the need of 
medications by focusing on negative outcomes of low adherence, this strategy has 
the unfortunate effect of pitting fear against fear. Focusing instead on the antici-
pated desired health outcomes that will occur with medication adherence amplifies 
the reasons for medication prescription as well as provides reassurance that side 
effects, if they do arise, are not being tolerated unnecessarily.

Conclusion

Interventions to increase adherence gradually decrease in efficacy over time, sug-
gesting the importance of sustained reassessment and follow up [88]. Physicians 
must balance the need for optimal treatment with the need to maintain a positive, 
collaborative, long-term relationship with patients. Pediatric practice regularly 
involves ongoing relationships for both acute and chronic illness. Rather than aim 
for complete adherence, physicians should strive to help their patients achieve 
clinically meaningful adherence [2].
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Overview

The occurrence of childhood sleep problems is one of the most common chal-
lenges parents present to their physicians [1]. Parents report sleep difficulties 
throughout childhood at rates between 20 and 30% [2–6]. Problems span from 
typical but frustrating challenges to clinical sleep disorders. Among the numerous 
types of sleeping difficulties, some are psychological, others behavioral, and still 
others physical [7]. Prevalent sleep problems that do not typically warrant diag-
nosis but suggest that intervention is appropriate include disruptive bedtime rou-
tines, difficulty falling asleep, nighttime awakenings, and subsequent interactions 
in which children attempt to get out of bed after it is expected that they stay in bed 
[1, 8]. Disruptive bedtime routines refer to situations in which children actively 
resist their parents’ attempts to get them to bed and then to sleep [9]. Diagnosable 
sleep problems cover a range of medical and biological abnormalities: insomnia, 
hypersomnolence, narcolepsy, breathing sleep disorders (including sleep apneas), 
circadian rhythm disorders, and parasomnias (including nightmare disorders and 
Restless Leg Syndrome) [10].

Sleep problems present a special challenge for pediatricians. Physicians must 
first recognize which behaviors are normal amidst the wide variability of healthy 
sleep. They also encounter parents who perceive a normal problem as pathologic. 
Finally, they must assess the numerous factors affecting children’s sleep patterns: 
biological, psychological, cultural, social, and familial [6]. For example, a child 
may show bedtime resistance, which appears behavioral in nature. However, the 
child may suffer from a medical condition such as sleep apnea or nighttime enure-
sis (bedwetting) that makes sleep an unpleasant experience. The medical challenge 
leads the child to reject the bedtime routine because it signals the uncomfortable 
situation about to occur. A physician must identify the complex interplay of factors 
before deciding on appropriate referrals or initiation for treatment.
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On average, children with intellectual or developmental disabilities (IDD) expe-
rience a higher prevalence of sleep disorders and poor sleep habits than the general 
population [9]. Impaired sleep occurs widely in children with Down syndrome, 
Autism Spectrum Disorder, Angelman’s syndrome, and Prader–Willi syndrome, 
who encounter higher than average rates of sleep problems [9]. Children with IDD 
display disruptive bedtime routines, vocally and/or physically resisting caretaker 
attempts to guide the children through their bedtime routine, into bed, and finally 
to sleep [9]. These children may also experience delayed sleep onset, a difficulty 
falling asleep according to typical circadian rhythms [9]. Children who exhibit 
disruptive bedtime routines frequently experience delayed sleep onset as a conse-
quence of the difficult interactions preparing for bed [9]. A sleep–wake cycle dis-
turbance is characterized by short episodes of sleep that occur in the evening or 
early morning hours as a result of premature awakening [9]. Disruptive bedtime 
routines, delayed sleep onset, and sleep–wake cycle disturbance contribute to dif-
ficulties in attaining sufficient and regular sleep in children with IDD [9].

Cultural and social influences of sleep are by no means new. However, of recent 
interest among Western parents and physicians alike is the practice of co-sleeping. 
Fairly common in Asian countries, co-sleeping is the practice of children sleeping 
in the same bed as their parents [6]. Infants and young childhood in Asian coun-
tries frequently co-sleep with their parents, but prevalence decreases as children 
age [6]. Social factors such as acceptability influence the prevalence of this prac-
tice [11]. For example, a survey of Korean mothers found a nearly 75% approval 
rate for co-sleeping with young children (ages 3–6 years) [11]. Co-sleeping is 
not the norm in Western countries, and is particularly rare among non-Hispanic 
parents [6]. Western parents are more likely to use solo sleeping, in which chil-
dren sleep in their own bassinet, crib, and/or room. Researchers presume Western 
acceptability for co-sleeping is lower due to cultural taboos, drives to foster inde-
pendence even in young children, and medical recommendations as to the safety 
hazards of co-sleeping [6].

This socially influenced practice affects sleep problems, as co-sleeping is related 
to changes in children’s sleep patterns, disturbances, and sleepiness the following 
day [12, 13]. One study of Chinese children and American children compared a 
number of sleep variables to determine if co-sleeping in Chinese children (where 
it occurs more as the cultural norm) prompted later bed times, earlier wake times, 
higher report of sleep problems, and increased daytime sleepiness with lower total 
sleep times [6]. Researchers found that Chinese children went to bed an average 
of 30 minutes later and woke 30 minutes earlier than their American counterparts 
[6]. This resulted in a loss of 1 hour of sleep per night [6]. Daytime sleepiness in 
Chinese children was associated with shorter sleep times, whereas American chil-
dren were more likely to show daytime sleepiness if their parents reported rest-
less sleep and snoring [6]. While these results provide further evidence as to the 
detrimental effects of co-sleeping, study authors noted other cultural factors that 
may have influenced differences [6]. Chinese children have more homework than 
American children and take a 2 hour nap in the middle of the day [6]. Both of these 
factors could affect sleep quantity and quality, just as co-sleeping might.
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Until a randomized controlled trial is conducted, wherein some parents are 
randomly assigned to co-sleeping and others assigned to solo sleeping, causal-
ity between co-sleeping and these detrimental effects cannot be established. The 
lack of evidence has prompted some Western parents to question advice to avoid 
co-sleeping with their young children. Specialists in sleep disorders do not spe-
cifically reject co-sleeping [14]. If parents choose to co-sleep with their children, 
physicians concern themselves with how parents can do so without risking their 
children’s physical safety [14].

Despite the significant concerns regarding children’s sleep and sleep problems, 
few pediatricians receive sufficient training in this area [1, 7]. This training deficit is 
at least partially due to the emerging nature of sleep research and sleep medicine [15]. 
Complicating matters, sleep disorders manifest differently in children than in adults 
[7]. A fair conclusion to this deficiency in training is that general practitioners likely 
struggle with appropriate assessment, diagnosis, treatment, and specialist referral 
for improving children’s sleep [7]. One study of pediatricians found they commonly 
informed parents that children outgrow sleeping problems, and consequently did not 
recommend treatment [16]. In fact, there is little evidence to suggest that sleep prob-
lems remit without treatment [17]. When treatments are recommended, physicians fre-
quently prescribe medication (prescription or nonprescription) despite both inadequate 
evidence such medications for sleep problems in children and a plethora of research 
promoting the efficacy of behavioral interventions [1, 14, 18]. When sleep problems 
are not properly assessed, they can be treated ineffectively or inappropriately [7].

Figures bear out these concerns. Despite sleep as a common parental concern, one 
study reviewed 50,000 patient-physician contacts and found sleep mentioned in less 
than 200 [19]. Without proactive screening from physicians, parents bear the respon-
sibility of identifying whether their children may have sleep problems and bring-
ing up their concerns for clinical consultation [20]. Parents identify sleep problems 
according to a number of factors: parental expectations for childhood sleep (realistic 
or not), parental knowledge of developmentally appropriate sleep, and cultural norms 
influencing parental perception of normative versus problematic sleep [20]. For 
example, regular awakenings during the night are an unremarkable aspect of healthy 
sleep patterns, yet parents may think these awakenings indicate a sleep problem [21]. 
In turn, parental cognitions and perceptions about children’s sleep are influenced by 
culture, parental childhood experience of sleep, and experiences with their children’s 
sleep [20]. Parents require assistance from a trained medical professional to help 
them assess their children’s sleep and obtain evidence-based help when needed.

Common Parental Concerns

Physically and Emotionally Draining Nighttime Battles

Children’s sleep problems are inherently intertwined with their parents’ sleep [22]. 
Anecdotal reports from clinicians highlight an emerging pattern of stressed and 
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tired parents of children with sleep difficulties [22]. In one author’s experience, chil-
dren who display bedtime resistance and nighttime awakenings prevent their parents 
from attaining maximum sleep. When children display disruptive bedtime routines, 
parents spend more time getting their children into bed than they would otherwise. 
This causes parents to do their other tasks later in the evening. This shift creates 
later bedtimes for already tired parents. Parents also find their opportunities to relax 
and unwind are diminished because of the extra time putting their children to sleep.

Once children are asleep, those who wake during the night cause specific chal-
lenges for their parents. Children may cry, call out, or climb into their parents’ 
beds. These actions disrupt parents’ sleep at various points in their sleep cycle, 
affecting their ability to achieve restful sleep. Additionally, abrupt awakenings can 
cause parents to be emotionally dysregulated or behaviorally uninhibited. This 
causes challenges in the parent–child interaction when “half-awake,” possibly 
short-tempered parents must guide their children back to bed. Rather than engag-
ing in the process of getting children back to bed, some parents elect to let their 
child sleep for the remainder of the night in their own bed. While some parents 
choose to co-sleep with their children, there is anecdotal evidence that parents who 
find themselves in a “reactive co-sleeping situation” experience stress, marital ten-
sion, and frustration [23]. Parents who take this path of less resistance may still 
end up tired and stressed.

Using these common anecdotes as an entry point, one research team studied 
whether children’s sleep problems disrupt their parents’ sleep and cause deleteri-
ous effects [22]. Researchers examined 47 parents, some of whom had children 
with sleep problems and others did not [22]. Tellingly, the researchers found no 
significant difference between children with and without sleep problems with 
regard to bedtimes, wake times, and total sleep time of the children [22]. What did 
differ was that parents of children with sleep problems got out of bed to respond 
to their children’s awakenings more than the other parents [22]. These results indi-
cate that the more parents get up in the middle of the night, the worse their percep-
tion of their children’s sleep. More child sleep disruptions significantly predicted 
maternal sleep quality [22]. In turn, poor maternal sleep quality significantly 
predicted maternal depression, parental distress, fatigue, and sleepiness [22]. 
Confirming the common sense hypothesis that a tired parent is not an optimal par-
ent, sleep disruptions of children significantly predicted parental functioning [22]. 
Mothers of children with sleep difficulties reported higher feelings of stress and 
overload, due in a meaningful part to their own poor sleep quality [22].

Study authors concluded that children’s sleep is important for the functioning 
of the whole family [22]. In a sense, parents have to “put on their own oxygen 
first” to best care for their children. Parents who manage their children’s awak-
enings in the night fight an uphill battle to be the best parents they can be in the 
daytime. Taking an example from the child abuse literature, preliminary evidence 
shows that one risk factor for child abuse is a parent with insufficient sleep [24]. 
On the other hand, when children’s bedtime resistance and nighttime awakenings 
improve, so do rates of maternal depression, parenting ability, parental stress, and 
marital satisfaction [3, 25–27].
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Children Need a Certain Number of Hours of Sleep  
Per Night

Assessing adequacy of sleep by number of hours is extremely challenging, given 
that children’s needs vary according to age and other individual factors [7]. The 
ability to provide evidence-based sleep requirements would require very large con-
trolled studies conducted cross-culturally, which are nearly impossible to under-
take for practical reasons [28]. Most sleep duration recommendations come in the 
form of charts that display recommended number of hours of sleep for various age 
brackets. The recommendations tend to be based on studies of Western popula-
tions [29, 30]. This is despite clear cultural differences in the perceived need for 
sleep among children [30]. These cultural differences emerge in other considera-
tions for sleep sufficiency, such as napping practices [30]. Numerous factors affect 
an individual’s need for sleep, and while not all are currently known, growth rates, 
stress, and illness are all likely implicated [31]. As a result, there is no optimal 
level of sleep based on age that parents should aim for [31].

Parents concerned with whether their children are getting sufficient sleep are 
served by examining their children’s daytime functioning rather than timing their 
sleep [31]. In children, insufficient sleep can manifest as, for example, becoming 
frustrated more easily than that child normally would for their temperament, or 
an increase in impulsiveness relative to that child’s baseline level of impulsiv-
ity [32]. Children who remain sleepy after waking in the morning are likely not 
attaining sufficient sleep [31]. Tired children also tend to have trouble focusing 
and may fall asleep quickly when given the opportunity (such as during a car 
ride) [31].

Common Misconceptions

The only effect of lack of sleep is feeling tired  
the next day

When children beg to stay up “just ten more minutes,” or point out that they are  
not finished with their homework, parent may be tempted to relent. Extensive  
research from a variety of methods shows that deficits in sleep quality and quan-
tity cause numerous negative outcomes, with strong potential for adverse long-
term outcomes [33]. The research-established outcomes of disrupted sleep  
indicate wide-ranging negative effects on mood, affect, energy, weight, behavior,  
learning, memory, and executive functioning (an aspect of cognitive function-
ing associated with higher order thinking) [7, 22, 33–35]. Based on psychomet-
ric tasks, disturbances in sleep have variable effects on functioning based on  
the task’s demands and duration, as well as children’s level of motivation, 
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personality, and personal sleep requirements [36]. In some children, it seems pos-
sible that activity levels may actually increase in response to sleep deprivation, 
rather than display the sluggishness more typically associated with fatigue [7]. 
This paradoxical response has led some to hypothesize that a subset of children 
diagnosed with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder may actually be suffer-
ing from impaired sleep [32].

One study experimentally reduced children’s sleep to capture subsequent 
teacher ratings [34]. Verifying common impressions, even children with no sleep 
disorders experienced a decline in academic performance as rated by their teachers 
when they received less sleep [34]. Interestingly, the teachers in this study were 
aware that their students were participating in a study where their sleep would be 
restricted, but teachers were blind as to when the students were sleep deprived ver-
sus when they slept as usual [34]. This allows for a more objective rating than 
reports of parents who are fully aware of when their children receive more or less 
sleep. Most parents are aware that sleep is a biological imperative. That it com-
monly takes a lower priority than schoolwork is counterproductive, the given loss 
of sleep’s effect on behavioral, emotional, and cognitive functioning is needed for 
school success.

Giving children antihistamines or other medications is a 
good way to get them to sleep

Only a limited number of studies provide any evidence of efficacy for using medi-
cations to help children sleep [37, 38]. A very small number of studies specifically 
examined medications to assist sleep onset in children [8]. These studies either 
found no effect, effects when used in conjunction with behavioral interventions, or 
have not examined sleep aides in children younger than 3 years [39–41]. As such, 
the Food and Drug Administration does not recommend the use of any sleep medi-
cations for children [8].

Despite the lack of evidence, pharmacologic treatments are commonly used 
both in clinical practice and in homes without physician recommendation [8]. 
For example, about half of the respondents in one survey of 670 pediatricians 
reported that they recommended a nonprescription antihistamine to be used off-
label for the purposes of promoting sleep in children younger than 2 years [42]. 
Until further evidence in favor of medications presents itself, physicians should 
not prescribe medications or suggest over-the-counter interventions to parents 
[8]. Parents should be specifically advised not to give their children over-the-
counter medications for the reduction of sleep problems [8]. Physicians who 
recommend medication should do so only in conjunction with a behavioral 
intervention, for the purposes of mirroring how medications in research were 
examined [8].
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Using behavioral interventions to improve children’s sleep 
cause attachment problems and possibly trauma

Behavioral Interventions Overview

Given parents’ struggles with sleep, clinicians developed and tested behavioral 
interventions to fill this need. Many parents turn to these established behavioral 
interventions to address their concerns [8]. These interventions vary in application, 
but different versions have been shown to be effective in helping parents assist 
their young children to sleep [43]. Some parents use these interventions with a cli-
nician’s help and support, and others read books or articles to implement the inter-
vention independently [43].

Behavioral sleep interventions utilize basic behavioral approaches to increase 
desired sleep-related behaviors (e.g., staying in bed, self-soothing). Behaviorists 
work from a theory that examines the antecedents and consequences that occur 
before and after (respectively) a behavior occurs [44]. By adjusting antecedents 
before the behavior occurs and the consequences after a behavior occurs, the 
learning of new behaviors can be achieved [44].

A Note About Implicit Learning

Behaviorists speak in terms of “learning.” Most people are familiar with 
explicit learning, whereby children learn how to tie their shoes or recite 
times tables. The kind of learning behaviorists refer to is implicit learning. 
Implicit learning is what allows children to realize gradually over time that 
certain actions are connected with certain outcomes. This process is often 
unconscious. When behaviorists explain concepts such as children learn-
ing that their cries will gain them parental attention, they do not propose 
that infants are consciously thinking, “If I keep crying, I’ll keep getting 
cuddles from Mom.” Instead, they are referring to the learning that occurs 
beneath conscious awareness, over time, with regard to repeating patterns of 
interactions.

Whenever possible, behaviorists prefer providing reinforcement after a desired 
behavior has occurred, whether it be providing something positive (e.g., praise, 
pat on the back) or removing something negative (e.g., nagging stops once child 
has displayed the desired behavior). Either of these reinforcement mechanisms 
increase the likelihood that the child will display the desired behavior again.

Some behaviors, however, are undesired and should not be reinforced. Many 
parents believe that if they yell, frown, lecture, or scold such behaviors, that they 
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will occur less frequently. In many cases, this is a misguided principle. Children 
are highly influenced by interactions with their parents, whether those exchanges 
are positive or negative in nature. In the case of sleep, infants who cry when they 
should be sleeping often receive cuddles and rocking, teaching the child that to 
receive such attention, they should continue to cry. Older children who get out of 
bed and/or negotiate with their parents for more time awake often receive exten-
sive responses from parents (in the form of answering questions, reading books, 
getting water, etc.). If parental attention reinforces crying or out-of-bed behavior, 
removing parental attention should result in a diminishment of these behaviors. 
Any time behaviors do not receive reinforcement over a prolonged period of time, 
the behavior is very likely to decrease and then stop completely. Behaviorists refer 
to this as “extinction,” because the behavior stops [8].

Regardless of the differences among behavioral interventions for sleep, they 
all rest on two key principles: parental attention maintains a behavior; children 
older than 3 months old can soothe themselves to sleep if given the chance [8]. 
Applying a behavioral approach to sleep is fairly straightforward in theory, though 
challenging to implement in practice. When infants cry prior to falling asleep, 
many parents seek to comfort and soothe them. To maintain that parental attention, 
infants may continue to fuss. Crying is not consistent with sleeping. Older chil-
dren may get out of bed or negotiate or argue with parents around bedtime. Parents 
who engage in these discussions inadvertently help their children in accomplish-
ing their goal—staying awake. Talking is not consistent with sleep. When par-
ents withdraw their attention, infants, and children will (eventually) naturally fall 
asleep on their own.

A Vocal Minority

There is extensive research showing that behavioral approaches improve children’s 
sleep [43]. Despite the clear evidence in favor of using behavioral interventions  
for children (at least 3 months of age) with sleep problems, debate continues in  
the academic and public sphere as to the advisability of using this approach [8].  
In part, some of the behavioral terms sound jarring, such as “extinction” [8]. The 
colloquial terms often sound just as negative, such as “cry-it-out” [8]. A vocal  
minority of researchers and, in many cases, non-researchers argue that behavioral  
approaches should not be used with children [45]. Instead, these critics of behav-
ioral sleep interventions believe parents should be unilaterally responsive to their  
children’s every need [45]. These critics uphold the theory that children should  
control every parent–child interaction. They refer to this theory in various ways.  
Some misapply attachment psychology literature [46]. Others lift terms from  
sociocultural fields, such as anthropology [45]. Critics of behavioral interventions  
recommend extensive interactions between parent and child, such as proximal  
care, which employs extensive holding, frequent breastfeeding, near-immediate  
responses to children’s crying or fussing, and co-sleeping [45]. Others use terms  
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such as “external womb,” in which mothers are expected to provide the same level  
of support, holding, and responsiveness as supposedly occurs in the womb [47].

These critics are strongly and often emotionally against the concept that a child 
might cry without receiving immediate attention from a caregiver. They consider 
the matter one of morality and ethics rather than science [46]. After sleep research-
ers and clinicians challenged their stance, some have subsequently sought to find 
empirical evidence to promote their opinion. To explain why their approach is mis-
guided, it is first necessary to understand in detail their objections to behavioral 
interventions.

The critics posit that young children who cry during the night are always sign-
aling for parental attention to have a need to be met [46, 47]. They argue that 
evolutionarily, a crying child was a dangerous child, because the cries would sig-
nal to predators that humans were in the vicinity. As such, crying must always 
be stopped immediately, and it must be stopped by parental attention [47]. That 
someone may cry for reasons other than to gain attention from another are not 
addressed.

Critics of behavioral sleep interventions acknowledge that children’s sleep dis-
ruptions wake their parents [46]. They do not address how lack of parental sleep 
affects the children they are trying to protect [14]. In rare cases, parents who 
become frustrated by children’s crying have been known to become abusive, 
with actions such as smothering, shaking, or hitting their infants to make the cry-
ing cease [48, 49]. Critics of behavioral approaches assume that all parents can 
respond to their children’s needs with infinite patience, which is unlikely to be true 
in practice. Instead, these critics focus on behavioral sleep interventions as a way 
to force modern sociological context (wherein many parents must work to support 
their families and need to be rested to do so) onto a natural biological function of 
children [46]. While some parents may be in a financial position to quit their jobs 
or take on more flexible hours to allow for the lack of sleep their children cause, 
this is likely not the norm. Critics of behavioral sleep interventions do not provide 
parents with the practical assistance they would need to implement their recom-
mended approach. In some cases, they argue that a midline approach can be taken, 
but do not address how responding to a child’s every need can be modified to be 
less extreme [46]. The unilateral responsiveness approach also disproportionately 
affects women and single parents.

Their argument appears to rest on the idea that humans should avoid any behav-
iors or actions that deviate from pure biological urges. These theoretical arguments  
that behavioral sleep training is not biologically advisable hinge on whether a  
child’s emotional and physiological needs can still be met if they ever experience  
bouts of short-term crying without gaining immediate attention [50]. Without sup-
porting evidence, these critics state that parents must make themselves available  
to their children when they cry, no matter the circumstances, and after no delay  
between onset of crying and parental response, otherwise children may experience  
significant long-term consequences [47]. Again, without evidence, these critics  
widely write about how behavioral interventions may cause such effects as: neu-
ronal abnormalities, an abnormal stress reactivity that has lifelong consequences,  
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weakened ability to self-regulate, meaningfully undermined trust in caregiv-
ers (and other attachment figures later in life), a decrease in caregiver sensitivity  
and responsiveness [47]. They draw on wide-ranging fields such as attachment  
theory and neuroscience to attempt to bolster their claims [47]. In some cases,  
critics equate the practice of not responding to children’s crying at all times as  
tantamount to neglect [47]. Yet these critics have found no evidence that long-
term health effects they fear will occur in children who learn to self-soothe [14].  
Studies that directly examined their concerns regarding long-term outcomes are  
discussed below.

These critics would not have remained vocal for long without an audience. 
They are correct that research shows some parents express worry over intense 
crying from their children [51]. In some cases, parents themselves may feel as 
through they are insensitive or even abusive if they do not respond when their chil-
dren cry [50]. One study assessed parent’s impressions of whether or not a child 
who cried was signaling distress [50]. Parents who, prior to their child’s birth, held 
cognitions that a crying child is a distressed child subsequently spent more time 
soothing their children at night and had children with more disrupted sleep [50]. 
Parents form the concept that crying must mean distress before their children are 
born, and it appears parents interact with their children based on this belief more 
than specific child needs. Critics often do not acknowledge that most behavioral 
approaches include some form of parents responding to their children crying, and 
consequently, parents may also be unaware of this fact [14].

Sleep Training Limitations

Sleep researchers acknowledge limitations and gaps in the current knowledge of 
behavioral sleep interventions. For one, the current research does not have evi-
dence as to the precise age that is most effective to begin sleep training [8]. The 
age to start sleep training rests on a few developmental considerations: when 
infant sleep consolidates to allow sleep for stretches at a time, when infants no 
longer require feeding at night, and when infants can soothe themselves. One 
review of the infant sleep consolidation literature found limited change in con-
solidation amounts between 3 and 12 months old [52]. Similarly, infants younger 
than 3 months may still require multiple feedings during the night; therefore their 
cries should not be ignored [8]. Clinical experience shows that children can effec-
tively learn to soothe themselves to sleep by approximately 3–4 months of age [8]. 
Meanwhile, there is no evidence that children younger than 3 months can soothe 
themselves [8]. This information leads sleep researchers to conclude that sleep 
training prior to 3 months of age is not advisable [8]. However, the precise age 
beyond that when an individual child may respond best to a behavioral interven-
tion is still unanswered in the literature [8]. No trial has been conducted compar-
ing different age start times, so there are no studies showing that a specific age is 
more effective or that another may result in negative consequences [8]. Overall, 
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several studies show the efficacy of behavioral interventions with toddlers, pre-
school-aged children, and school-aged children [8].

Another limitation of behavioral interventions is the knowledge required to  
implement them as they are intended, called fidelity. If behavioral interventions  
are not conducted with fidelity, parents may encounter suboptimal or even coun-
terproductive outcomes to their efforts. One feature of extinguishing a behavior  
is that the removal of attention to the behavior often causes a phenomenon called  
an “extinction burst” [8]. An extinction burst is when children, recognizing that  
they are no longer receiving the reinforcement they used to receive for a behavior,  
increase the intensity of the behavior in an attempt to reestablish the response they  
were expecting [44]. Parents who have not been coached in advance about extinc-
tion bursts may easily misunderstand the increase in crying as proof that their chil-
dren cannot soothe independently. The extinction burst phenomenon should be  
explained to parents beforehand so that they understand it is their cue to continue  
with their efforts [44, 53]. If this is not explained, parents who try to withstand  
crying for a time but then give in once the crying increases inadvertently teach  
their children that they can gain parental attention by crying louder than they were  
previously [8, 53, 54].

Parents’ fears about crying children should also be addressed prior to begin-
ning a behavioral intervention. Parents concerned that crying causes their children 
permanent harm are observed to have reduced ability to successfully implement 
evidence-based behavioral interventions to improve their children’s sleep [51]. 
Parents also need information about what normal sleep looks like in childhood and 
that even children who have successfully learned to sleep can experience re-emer-
gence of problems from time to time. Without this knowledge, parents may also 
behave in ways that inadvertently promote worse sleep [51]. Researchers in the 
field recommend providing concrete guidelines to parents, follow-up phone calls, 
and problem-solving from clinicians so parents can feel more confident in trying 
behavioral interventions [51].

Behavioral Interventions Safety

Despite these limitations and critic objections, sleep training arose out of a clin-
ical need [14]. Researchers did not develop and test behavioral interventions to 
improve children’s sleep so that adults could “impose” on children’s needs, as crit-
ics suggest [14]. Physicians want parents to use whatever strategies work for their 
babies, whether it be co-sleeping or solo sleeping, using a behavioral intervention, 
or not [14]. As long as the child and parent are sufficiently rested, behavioral inter-
ventions are not clinically indicated. Sleep specialists continue to encounter par-
ents who suffer from a lack of sleep, which has negative consequences for both 
themselves and their children [14].

One claim of behavioral intervention critics is that children must experience 
negative long-term outcomes as a result of being taught to “give up” on gaining 
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parental attention through crying [46]. Researchers of a study that randomly  
assigned over three hundred 8–10 month-olds to receive either behavioral inter-
ventions or no treatment (what these critics recommend) examined this very ques-
tion [55]. Their longitudinal study of these children at 6 years old is the longest  
study to date testing this hypothesis [55]. Their results found no such negative out-
comes among the 225 families they were able to reconnect with after the main  
portion of the study ended [55]. Researchers assessed the children and parents on  
numerous factors for differences depending on which group they were assigned to  
[55]. Child factors consisted of emotional and behavioral outcomes, sleep prob-
lems and habits, psychosocial functioning and chronic stress [55]. Parents were  
assessed for depression, anxiety, stress, and authoritative parenting style (the rec-
ommended parenting style) [55]. The study authors found no difference on any of  
these measures [55]. They conclude that, as there is still no evidence that behavio-
ral interventions cause long-term detriment to children, physicians can confidently  
recommend this approach to parents struggling with their children’s sleep prob-
lems [55].

Critics frequently assert that sleep training must have a negative effect on the 
parent–child attachment relationship [46]. They argue that behavioral sleep train-
ing puts parental wants over child needs, leaving children with lifelong feelings of 
insecurity [46]. The research shows no such negative impact on the parent–child 
relationship [8]. Clinical trials have found the opposite to be true [8]. In one study, 
mothers reported feeling better about their relationship with their children after 
implementing a behavioral intervention for sleep [56]. Studies examining infant 
security and attachment after sleep training find that infants felt more secure after 
just 3 days of sleep training, with security increasing again by week 6 [17, 57]. In 
the long-term follow-up study of 225 children discussed above, the children ran-
domly assigned to sleep training displayed no difference on measures of child–
parent closeness, conflict, attachment, or overall relationship with their parents 
than children who were not sleep trained [55]. Extensive research has concluded 
that there is still no evidence supporting fears that sleep training negatively affects 
the parent–child attachment or child security [8].

When It Comes to Behavioral Sleep Training,  
One Size Fits All

Many parents encounter non-clinical versions of behavioral sleep training with-
out speaking with a doctor [58]. Parenting books often include some information 
about sleep training, and many non-clinical books are available for public con-
sumption [36, 59]. When reading a step-by-step approach, parents may conclude 
that there is only one way to sleep train their children. Research shows the oppo-
site: behavioral plans are most effective when they are tailored to the child’s spe-
cific sleep challenges [9]. More simplistic explanations of sleep training may also 
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give the impression that standard extinction is required. Standard extinction pro-
cedures typically advise parents to ignore all child cries when putting the child to 
bed. In contrast, graduated extinction is a behavioral sleep training process by 
which parents gradually remove parental attention for crying [60]. For example, 
parents may decide to check on their children after 1 minute of crying the first 
time in the evening, 5 minutes the third time, and 10 minutes every time there-
after. The research base shows that using a graduated extinction procedure helps 
both typically developing children and children with disabilities to overcome sleep 
difficulties [60]. It appears that both graduated extinction and standard extinction 
are effective, and both are more effective than doing nothing [54]. This conclu-
sion stems from a small study of parents who were randomly assigned to stand-
ard extinction, graduated extinction, or waitlist (no treatment) [54]. Children in 
both treatment groups experienced improvement in sleep, maintained those gains 
2 months after the intervention concluded, and did not experience negative side 
effects [54]. None of these outcomes were found for children whose parents were 
assigned to continue checking on their children as they had been prior to study 
enrollment [54].

Parents not only concern themselves with what treatments work. They also 
want a treatment that is relatively easy to implement. Researchers measure parent 
acceptance by examining drop-out rates (a drop-out is a participant who leaves 
the study before its conclusion) and treatment satisfaction ratings. Parents in the 
standard extinction condition were not more likely to drop-out of treatment [54], 
indicating minimal acceptance even for the treatment that is harder to implement. 
Treatment satisfaction ratings indicate that those who completed the treatment 
found the graduated extinction version easier to use [54]. Notably, children in the 
graduated extinction group experienced benefits on the same timeline as children 
in the standard extinction group [54]. This finding addresses concerns that gradu-
ated extinction, which may be perceived as “watered down,” still works as rapidly 
as the more intensive version. No studies have been done to date to compare dif-
ferent checking schedules within graduated exposure [8]. Therefore, parents can 
set the graduated schedule that works for their schedule and personal beliefs about 
how long a child should cry unattended.

Some parents may find extinction of any kind too challenging to implement 
[54]. A survey of approximately 200 parents sought to understand how parents 
implement behavioral interventions without support from clinicians [58]. Among 
the sample, about half of parents tried graduated extinction with their children 
[58]. Tellingly, the majority tried it for less than a week, and only 12.7% tried 
for over a month [58]. On average, parents reported feeling stressed by using the 
intervention, though they overall felt “fairly” supported by those close to them 
as they attempted it [58]. This study highlights an unresolved research question: 
whether parents comprehend the difference between attempting a “cry-it-out” 
method in an evidence-based way (with high fidelity) and in a community setting 
[58]. The results of this survey suggest that parents who use behavioral sleep train-
ing in the community use it with less fidelity and with less success than in clinical 
or research settings [58].

When It Comes to Behavioral Sleep Training, One Size Fits All
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Child age is a relevant factor when deciding what kind of behavioral interven-
tion to use. For older children, the use of graduated extinction with a bedtime pass 
has been shown to be effective and received high satisfaction ratings from parents 
[61]. In this version of sleep training, parents use common extinction procedures 
and add the use of a bedtime pass [61]. Parents in the study told their children 
(ages 3 through 6 years old) that after being tucked into bed for the night, they 
could use their bedtime pass for one time out of bed past that point [61]. The pass 
could only be turned in for select reasons, such as asking for a glass of water or 
a hug [61]. Requests antithetical to sleep, such as asking to stay up later, do not 
count for pass usage [61]. After the children use the pass for the evening, parents 
ignore all further requests for the night (the extinction portion of the procedure) 
[61]. Variations of the bedtime pass can be used, such as providing incentives if 
the child does not use the pass (e.g., special breakfast the next morning) [61]. 
While the study examined the use of the pass in children ages 3 through 6 years 
old, the treatment may be effective for children up to 10 years of age [61].

Guidance that is relevant to all children of parents who strive for solo sleep is 
to start early by putting infants to bed drowsy but still awake [8, 53]. Behavioral 
approaches used later in the child’s life rest on children’s ability to soothe them-
selves to allow for independent sleep [8]. By putting infants to bed drowsy but 
awake, they begin practicing at an early age to fall asleep on their own [3]. Later 
in the night when they awake naturally, they can also fall back asleep on their own 
[3]. In contrast, children who fall asleep only while being nursed or rocked begin 
to associate those conditions with falling asleep. This sets up the child to continu-
ally need help to fall back to sleep when they wake throughout the night.

Current Research

While many behavioral treatments have proven effective in research trials, wide-
scale studies observing their success in homes are lacking [1]. Because sleep 
interventions necessarily occur in children’s homes, parents become the primary 
interventionist [1]. Even parents who are invested in implementing a sleep train-
ing program with fidelity encounter difficulties in their environment, such as when 
their children sleep at another caretaker’s house, on vacation, and during special 
occasions [62]. Research trials have had to rely on parents to provide the interven-
tion and accurate reports as to the resulting effects [1]. Subsequently, trials are not 
blinded (that is, parents who provide data are aware of what the intervention is, 
because they are delivering it) [1].

The field of sleep research is still evolving, as are the behavioral interventions that  
researchers are developing and testing [9]. For example, many researchers have tested  
multi-component programs, and while they have been effective, the interventions  
may be similarly effective without all the components [9]. As such, there are a num-
ber of options for physicians to choose from and difficulties with implementation that  
have not yet been addressed. Behavioral approaches are the first-line recommended  
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treatment for sleep problems [53]. Within this broad category, options consist of  
standard extinction, graduated extinction, extinction with the bedtime pass, and  
extinction with parental presence (in which parents stay in their children’s room when  
they cry but do not pick their children up or talk to them) [53]. At minimum, physi-
cians can always provide sleep hygiene information for parents to set consistent bed  
and wake times, which are fundamental components to improving sleep quality [9].

Like most behavioral interventions, sleep interventions are time-consuming, 
challenging to implement with precision, and provoke undesirable reactions from 
children who are not happy about the change [9]. Where behavioral sleep inter-
ventions are uniquely challenging is that they must be implemented when par-
ents are tired and usually pressed for time [9]. The Selecting Sleep Interventions 
Questionnaire is one method clinicians can use for selecting treatment recom-
mendations based on the concerns and needs of specific patients [63]. Rather 
than asking parents to implement procedures that they are not equipped to han-
dle, assessing first how much parents can take on increases their chances of suc-
cess and reduces the likelihood they make the situation worse using behavioral 
approaches only inconsistently.

Conclusion

A rule of thumb when physicians make recommendations is that it appears par-
ents prefer simple advice with few components [62]. Particularly because par-
ents show a preference for simpler interventions, taking recommendations from  
research can be challenging when the evidence-based treatments are still compli-
cated [62]. Before implementing a behavioral intervention, parents benefit from  
being informed about the extinction burst and that about the reality that sleep  
problems that had improved may appear again after a child comes back from a  
vacation, has a change in bedtime routine, spends time with a different caretaker,  
etc. [53]. At a minimum, parents can be coached to initiate basic sleep hygiene,  
which includes setting consistent bedtimes and wake times, engaging their chil-
dren in relaxing activities for at least 30 minutes prior to bedtime, and avoiding  
giving their children caffeinated foods and beverages [9]. When making recom-
mendations as to how parents can improve their children’s sleep through their  
own actions, physicians must walk a fine line between explaining how parents can  
assume responsibility for improving the problem without parents feeling blamed  
[53]. Clinicians should ask parents questions to assess their concerns and find out  
what they would like to happen differently with regard to their children’s sleep [1].  
Because no method for graduated extinction has been found superior to others, it  
is currently acceptable to allow parents to follow whichever schedule works best  
for them [8]. Overall customization is recommended so that the intervention cho-
sen can be suited to the child’s sleep environment and the parents’ tolerance [8].  
This approach is not only patient-centered, but strongly recommended for imple-
menting an evidence-based intervention in a successful manner [1].

Current Research
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Overview

Usage studies reveal that children of all ages currently consume more screen con-
tent than at any other time [1]. On average, American children spend about half 
of their waking time (approximately 7.5 hours) watching screens [2]. Original 
research on child development and electronics was limited to television. The pro-
fusion of electronic games has complicated the situation, including stationary 
and handheld devices dedicated to gaming [3]. Video games must be included in 
research endeavors, as over 90% of American children and adolescents play video 
games [4, 5]. As soon as personal computers became ubiquitous in homes, game 
developers rushed to provide content that would appeal to children. The subse-
quent proliferation of various handheld devices—essentially small computers—
such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones has made the opportunities for children 
to engage in screen time essentially limitless [6]. In response, parents, pediatri-
cians, psychologists, nutritionists, education professionals, ophthalmologists, game 
developers, and policy makers have striven to understand the possible benefits and 
drawbacks to these modes of playing, communicating, and relaxing. The use of 
these devices in combination is colloquially referred to as screen time. The result-
ing dialogue and research tend to focus on two extreme views—that screen time 
is either all good or all bad [7]. The truth likely lies between these two extremes. 
Research into screens shows benefits in some areas and drawbacks in others [8].

Original research into screens could focus only on television. Even within this 
narrow field, the research agenda was comprised of two main areas of inquiry: 
concern about violent or sexual content, and the developmental implications of 
passive viewing [9, 10]. Most agreed that children should be shielded from inap-
propriate content, while some debated whether screens could foster child develop-
ment (as educational programs such as Sesame Street aimed to do) [10]. While 
a limited number of programs are proven to convey cognitive benefits, early 
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childhood television viewing presents the brain with only passive experiences. The 
early childhood period requires interactive engagement with people in the envi-
ronment for the brain to develop attention and behavioral regulation [11]. Once 
interactive games entered the market, the issues gained an additional layer of com-
plexity. Parents and healthcare professionals alike became concerned about the 
potentially “addictive” nature of games, especially as these games provide rein-
forcement for continued play in the form of winning points or advancing to higher 
levels [7].

As screen time has become an undeniable part of children’s lives, cur-
rent research commonly emphasizes how it fits into the child’s life as a whole. 
Excessive screen time is associated with numerous negative health outcomes, the 
promotion of other unhealthy behaviors (e.g., extended sedentary time, eating 
meals in front of a screen), and the displacement of other, more positive, activities 
[12]. Any time spent in front of a screen is necessarily not spent in another activ-
ity. Those concerned with child development commonly want to know whether 
the displaced activity would have benefitted the child more than the screen time. 
Except for those who ascribe to an extreme form of enrichment parenting, most 
also believe that children’s time does not need to be optimized at every moment. 
Children can enjoy periods of fun and relaxation that have no developmental aim. 
Yet parents and professionals question whether children are capable of using 
screen time judiciously for this purpose.

In this chapter, we will explore research findings regarding the extent to which 
screen time displaces sleep, physical activity, and psychosocial development. As 
for content, we will review the contentiousness around violence in games, particu-
larly whether they cause aggression in children. We will address whether programs 
or games billed as educational deliver the outcomes they claim. We will also 
review the literature about screens for the very young, particularly as it pertains to 
their psychosocial development. Finally, we cover barriers to parents implement-
ing recommendations to limit screen time in children.

Common Parental Concerns

Screen Time Displacement

1. Sleep

Years of mounting research has led to an unambiguous conclusion that tel-
evisions in children’s bedrooms are detrimental to healthy sleep [13–15]. Light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) are found in most screens children encounter [16]. The 
light emitted by LEDs contains more blue wavelength light than typical incan-
descent light bulbs [16]. Blue wavelength light is found naturally in the morning 
hours and is important for regulating the circadian system [17]. This type of light 
cues the suprachiasmatic nucleus to suppress melatonin production, the hormone 
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that promotes sleep [17]. As such, blue wavelength light in the evening hours is 
detrimental to sleep. Accordingly, research has found that prolonged exposure to 
screens prior to bedtime is associated with poorer sleep patterns [18]. Practically, 
children who play electronic games in their rooms past their bedtimes sleep less 
than their peers [19]. Of the sleep they do get, these children experience poorer 
quality and feel more tired after awakening than peers who attain sufficient sleep 
[20]. Children who play electronic games or who use the computer for nonaca-
demic purposes for more than 2 hours have higher odds of attaining insufficient 
sleep [21].

With regard to gaming in particular, various models have been proposed to 
explain how gaming may displace sleep. One model argues for a displacement 
effect, whereby the more time children spend on games, the less they tend to sleep 
[17]. Another theorizes that the excitement of game play arouses children physi-
ologically, making subsequent sleep difficult to initiate [17], although evidence 
that physiological arousal detracts from sleep onset has not been found [22]. 
Prolonged gaming, however, does reduce total sleep time. One study assigned one 
group of adolescents to play fast-paced, violent video games for 50 minutes. A 
second group played for 150 minutes [22]. While the adolescents who played for 
the longer time period lost, on average, close to half an hour of sleep, measures of 
physiological arousal did not detect differences between them and the more mod-
erate players [22]. All participants still fell asleep within 30 minutes, a clinically 
acceptable sleep latency [22]. While slow wave sleep was significantly affected in 
the longer gaming group, the difference was small [22]. No other changes in sleep 
architecture, the structure and pattern of sleep along a number of variables, were 
observed [22]. After stopping, researchers also asked participants if they would 
like to continue playing, and if so, for how long [22]. On average, adolescents who 
played for the longer time period still wanted to play for another quarter hour [22]. 
Among both groups, participants who wanted to play for longer took longer to fall 
asleep than those who wanted less additional time [22]. Study authors hypothesize 
that continued cognitive involvement in the game may create a desire to continue 
playing, thereby inhibiting sleep onset [22].

2. Physical Activity

Common sense would suggest that the more time children spend on screens, the 
less they spend in physical activity. Interestingly, recent evidence shows only a 
small negative relationship between video game use and children’s physical activ-
ity [3]. One large meta-analysis of previous studies could not find sufficient evi-
dence in support of the theory that video game usage displaces physical activity 
[23]. Out of all these studies, only one used a randomized design where games 
were removed from the home and any resulting changes in physical activity were 
monitored [3]. This study found a statistically significant but clinically negligi-
ble increase in daily amount of physical activity once all games were removed 
from the home [24]. The physical activity of children who had games removed 
increased by only 3.8 minutes per day [24]. No increase in weekly physical activ-
ity was found [24]. The lack of displacement can be understood in conjunction 
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with related findings. Children who spend a great deal of time on video games can 
also spend sufficient time in physical activity, and children who do not play video 
games can also refrain from physical activity if their activity preferences are sed-
entary (e.g., reading, music, art) [25, 26].

The emergence of active-input electronic games—games requiring players to 
move their bodies to continue and influence game play—has added a new element 
to the research on electronic games and physical activity. Active-input games have 
been shown to increase light-to-moderate-intensity physical activity in the short 
term (i.e., the activity observed in the laboratory while the children are playing) 
[3]. However, research so far indicates that active-input games are not effective 
for maintaining an increase in physical activity over time [3]. The few studies that 
measured physical activity during active-input game play over longer periods of 
time found that children gradually became less and less interested in playing these 
games over time [3]. As such, active-input games may be best recommended only 
insofar as they can engage currently inactive children in some physical activity. 
Once children are sufficiently engaged, other forms of physical activity should 
be encouraged. Continuing active-input games as the sole method for activity is 
unlikely to be helpful [3].

There is a distinction between sedentary behavior and not engaging in activ-
ity vigorous enough to meet the criteria for moderate-to-vigorous physical activity 
[3]. When a child engages in activities in which he remains relatively still—such 
as when playing traditional video games, watching television, and reading—he 
is said to be sedentary. A child who is engaged in moderate-to-vigorous physi-
cal activity might be playing soccer or swimming. Between these two extremes, 
a child might be engaged in light activities that are neither sedentary nor vigor-
ous enough to count as “physical activity,” such as walking to school, cleaning her 
room, or playing a board game. This distinction explains how children who play 
video games can engage in physical activity while also having higher rates of sed-
entary behavior than their nongaming peers [3]. Playing traditional (i.e., not active-
input) video games is an example of sedentary behavior [3]. Prolonged epochs 
of sedentary behavior are associated with a host of negative health outcomes [3]. 
Because children who play games can also be physically active, the conclusion 
cannot be drawn that all video games present excessive sedentary behavior [3]. 
However, children who play for long stretches at a time should be encouraged to 
take breaks to reduce the negative influence of sedentary behaviors [3].

Because obesity is related to physical activity and sedentary behaviors, it has 
been studied with regard to video games [3]. Overall, research in this area is 
mixed. Some studies find effects on cardiometabolic health based on game play, 
and others find no such association [3]. While causality has not been established, 
the amount of time children spend on video games is associated with increased 
risk of obesity [27]. One study randomly assigned some 4–7-year olds to have 
their TV and computer time cut in half, while others continued to play as they had 
been [28]. After 3 years, the group with halved screen time showed a significant 
reduction in their body mass index (a weight-to-height ratio commonly used as 
an indicator of healthy weight) [28]. Children who were not assigned to receive 
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a reduction in screen time displayed no such BMI reduction [28]. Taken with the 
findings that excessive sedentary behavior negatively affects health, results con-
tinue to suggest the positive outcomes of limiting video game usage without nec-
essarily advocating for complete elimination [3].

3. Psychosocial Development

Psychosocial development refers to the development of personality, and it 
encompasses the psychological and social attitudes and skills children acquire as 
they age and mature. Parent–child interactions are typically among the first rich 
opportunities for infants and young children to begin learning about normal face-
to-face interactions. Screen time takes away from the time that children would 
otherwise interact with parents [29]. Before addressing children’s screen time 
among a number of psychosocial aspects, we briefly mention parents’ screen time. 
Parents’ use of screens also detracts from parent–child interactions [30]. In par-
ticular, being occupied with their own screens inhibits parents from monitoring 
and interacting with their children [30].

Part of normative social interactions is tolerating brief periods of non-stimu-
lation, as may occur while waiting for the server at a restaurant, riding in a car, 
or accompanying parents on errands [29]. Parents are commonly observed to use 
screens to keep young children occupied during these times. The electronic device 
industry has termed this usage of their product as a “shut-up toy” [29]. Physicians 
and researchers are becoming concerned that this practice seriously impedes chil-
dren from learning the internal mechanisms needed to occupy themselves for ini-
tially short and then gradually longer periods of time [30]. Anecdotally, parents’ 
defense of using screens in this fashion typically includes some comment that their 
child “cannot” be quiet without it. Rather than argue with the truth of this state-
ment, we acknowledge that children cannot do most psychosocial tasks until they 
learn to do so. Learning comes out of a necessity. If children never need to occupy 
themselves because the screen supplants the need, they are not expected to learn 
this skill in the long term [29]. Precisely because children “cannot” occupy them-
selves without screens justifies that screens should not be used in this manner.

Use of screens to access social media is extremely common among adoles-
cents, who use the Internet for social interaction more than any other age group 
[31]. Before the proliferation of social media sites and applications used for con-
necting with people already in the adolescent’s social circle, researchers and par-
ents alike were concerned that Internet usage would cause adolescents to become 
withdrawn, socially isolated, and forge superficial connections with strangers [31]. 
Longitudinal studies bore out these concerns, with evidence that Internet usage was 
associated with social withdrawal among adolescents after less than one year [32].

This is in contrast to current usage studies, which show that adolescents now 
use the Internet primarily to maintain preexisting friendships [31]. Research to 
date suggests that forging social connections on the Internet may have differential 
effects on adolescents depending on a few factors: type of technology, gender, and 
social anxiety [31]. The Internet can facilitate social interactions when adolescents 
talk with preexisting friends or use instant messaging [33, 34].
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Gender moderates outcomes as well. While the personal self-disclosure needed 
to form strong friendships is challenging for many early- and middle-adolescents, 
boys struggle more than girls to disclose in face-to-face communication [35]. 
Computer-mediated communication (CMC) eliminates almost all visual inputs and 
outputs [36]. CMC also provides time to prepare comments in advance and man-
age the timing of responses [36]. As hypothesized, CMC is effective at encour-
aging a higher rate of self-disclosures and more intimate self-disclosures [37]. 
Consequently, boys generally benefit from CMC more than girls [36].

Social anxiety influences how adolescents use the Internet and are affected by 
its usage. Researchers debate two approaches to this notion: the rich-get-richer 
hypothesis and the social compensation hypothesis [31]. Rich-get-richer pre-
sumes that adolescents who are already socially savvy simply translate those skills 
online and become socially competent on the Internet as well. By contrast, the 
social compensation theory proposes that adolescents who are socially unskilled 
are drawn to the Internet because of the lower stakes of online interaction [31]. 
Most research results provide support for the rich-get-richer theory [31]. However, 
adolescents who are socially anxious do prefer online disclosure over in-person 
disclosure [36]. As such, it is theorized that socially anxious adolescents can ben-
efit from online communication with their preexisting friends to the extent that 
it allows them to deepen their relationships [31]. At this stage, it appears that 
Internet use likely does not teach social skills. It may, however, provide another 
outlet for already socially deft adolescents to engage socially and a more com-
fortable outlet for socially anxious or male adolescents to deepen preexisting 
friendships.

Excessive screen time also raises concerns about mood and anxiety. Video 
game play has been associated with higher levels of anxiety and depression [38]. 
Children who play for more than 30 min per day are more likely to feel negatively 
when they wake the next day [39]. There may be gender differences on games’ 
impact on mood. One study found that girls reported increased stress in response 
to violent game play, whereas boys did not [40]. Researchers, clinicians, and par-
ents voice concerns that some adolescents feel more negatively about themselves 
when they compare their social lives to those of their peers on social media [41]. 
Despite these concerns, there does not seem to be sufficient evidence to warrant 
recommending avoidance of social media to prevent or mitigate depression [41]. 
Issues regarding mood are challenging to study given their multiple influences and 
multiple screen modalities. Current research continues to recommend considering 
children and adolescents’ mood and screen usage on an individual basis.

Violent Content and Aggression

Of all the video game research of the past 10 years, the most conclusive results 
were found in the area of violent video games and aggression [7]. Over one hun-
dred research articles examining the relationship between violent video games and 
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aggression were culled into a meta-analysis [42]. This analysis found that violent 
video games had a significant effect on the 6 aggression-related outcomes studied: 
aggressive behavior, aggressive cognition, aggressive affect, physiological arousal, 
empathy, and prosocial behavior [42]. Other meta-analyses have found an associa-
tion between violent video game playing and aggressive behaviors [43, 44].

A challenge to assessing aggression as a result of violent video game play is 
that these studies often measure observable behaviors occurring just after game 
play in the laboratory. Yet very few parents have such a narrow concern—when 
people speak of aggression and violent video games, they refer to long-term 
outcomes or changes in children’s brains as a result of playing. Consequently, 
researchers have begun using brain imaging technology to investigate underly-
ing neuronal differences between players of violent games and nonviolent games. 
Specifically, researchers have hypothesized that extended exposure to violent 
game play causes a suppression of activity in the emotion-processing centers 
of players’ brains [45]. One study compared violent game players to nonviolent 
ones and found no difference in suppression of emotion-processing centers of the 
brain [46]. Another fMRI study scanned the brains of 13 adolescents who were 
high consumers of either violent or nonviolent video games to examine how the 
emotion-processing centers of their brains responded to playing violent games. 
During violent video game play, researchers found increased activity in emotion-
processing centers among players who did not regularly play violent games and 
reduced activity in players whose game of choice was typically violent in nature 
[45]. While the transference of neuroimaging studies to observable changes in 
behavior or mood is still tenuous, the authors hypothesize that these findings sug-
gest a possible “desensitization” among regular players of violent video games 
[45]. Due to logistical challenges and financial constraints, most brain imaging 
studies in this area have enrolled only a small number of participants, so conclu-
sions are limited.

The most vocal critic of violent video game research discovered many fewer 
connections between aggression and violent video game play in his own studies 
than are found in the field at large [47]. This researcher contends that the stud-
ies that found an association between aggression and violent video games report 
only negligible effect sizes [48]. In response, some researchers acknowledge a 
small effect size, but point out that children and adolescents play these games a 
great deal [7]. They argue that the effect sizes compound over time as game play 
continues, so that the association accumulates into a more meaningful difference 
over time [7]. Others do not agree that the reported effect size of the association 
between aggression and violent video game play is small—they point out that they 
are similar to the effects of secondhand smoke on lung cancer [7, 49].

The same critic referred to has also posited researcher bias as contributing 
to the evidence that violent games are associated with aggression [7, 48]. This 
claim was investigated using statistical tools to look for bias due to the follow-
ing: a prominent scholar who influences others, a group of researchers who have 
formed a consensus, or a systemic bias that excludes findings that do not support 
the hypothesis that video games are associated with aggression [50]. This study 
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found no evidence to support the presence of any of the three biases [50]. Even 
the most vocal critic of violent game research has found some results that violent 
games are connected with increased aggressive thoughts, increased physiological 
arousal, and decreased prosocial behavior [48, 50]. Despite ongoing debate within 
the research community about bias, study design, statistical methodology, and 
effect sizes, the literature increasingly supports the conclusion that violent video 
games cause more aggression in players than nonviolent ones [50].

Common Misconceptions

Screen time is beneficial if the content is educational

A limited number of television shows, such as Sesame Street and Blue’s Clues, 
have been studied extensively and found to promote academic skills in preschool 
children [29]. In contrast, television shows with fast pacing and quick editing 
cuts have a deleterious effect on attention among child viewers [51]. Even taking 
into account shows with educational content and slow pacing, children younger 
than 30 months require real-life interactions for learning [52]. Therefore, even 
passive content that bills itself as “educational” cannot confer a benefit to very 
young children. With the proliferation of smart phones and downloadable applica-
tions (“apps”), many parents have come to believe that interactive games can help 
their very young children learn. Complicating matters, thousands of phone apps 
are marketed as “educational” without any research to support this claim [29]. So 
far, only one study has shown that children can learn some language skills from 
an interactive game at 2 years of age [53]. Outside of this study, there is no other 
research to support the use of interactive games with toddlers [29]. Some parents 
argue that their children must learn to use the devices at a young age so that they 
are not disadvantaged when they are older [54]. These parents can be reassured 
that even apes, such as Rhesus monkeys and Orangutans, can easily learn to use 
screen-based devices [55, 56]. Electronic books have been found to engage chil-
dren with some dynamic characteristics such as narration, text highlighting, ani-
mation, sound effects, and games [53]. However, the very features that engaged 
the children simultaneously impaired their comprehension of the story [53]. This 
evidence suggests that while electronic books may not be harmful, they are not as 
beneficial as noninteractive, i.e., traditional, books.

Some parents observe their children watching television or playing video 
games for hours at a time and attribute this behavior to an increase in their capac-
ity to pay attention. Research findings do not bolster this interpretation. In tel-
evision shows, editing and pace influence underlying neural processes [54]. 
Executive functioning refers to the constellation of skills emerging from the pre-
frontal cortex that are implicated in goal-directed behaviors: attention, working 
memory, inhibitory control, problem-solving, self-regulation, and delay of grati-
fication. One researcher found that 4-year olds who viewed just 9 minutes of a 
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popular children’s television program that consisted of fantastical characters inter-
acting through fast-paced dialogue and images experienced immediate decreases 
in executive functioning [51]. A longitudinal study of 2,623 children found that 
duration of television viewing between the ages of 1 and 3 years of age was 
directly related to the likelihood that children would be diagnosed with attentional 
problems by the age of 7 [57].

The evidence about video games is similar to that of television. A longitudi-
nal study of over 3,000 adolescents found that video game playing was associated 
with more attention problems later in life [58]. The most vocal critic of the current 
video game research again did not find such an association [47]. The discrepancy 
in findings may be explained by content: in one study, violent video games were 
associated with increased attention difficulties, while educational games were 
associated with attention improvements [59]. Neurological research has not found 
that video game play improves attention, but has discovered that fast-paced games 
can improve visual/spatial skills [60–62]. Regrettably, the evidence that these vis-
ual/spatial skills transfer to non-video game settings is limited [63]. The visual/
spatial benefit within video game play is, on its own, not sufficient for physicians 
to begin recommending video game play [63].

Many parents intuit that video game play is negatively associated with aca-
demic performance. Similarly, researchers’ displacement theory argues that the 
time children spend on video games displaces the time they could otherwise spend 
on homework, reading, or other enriching activities [64]. A study that sampled a 
nationally representative group of children and adolescents between the ages of 10 
and 19 found that those who played video games spent 34% less time doing home-
work and 30% less time reading than the nongamers [65]. Research finds that the 
amount of video game play children engage in is associated with poorer academic 
performance [66].

As for research on video games marketed as educational, there remains insuf-
ficient evidence in the field to conclude that these games result in academic 
improvement [3]. Some educational games have been shown to assist teaching 
children in a variety of topics [67]. Games have advantages in aiding teaching [7]. 
Well-designed games can grab students’ attention, set clear learning objectives, 
give regular feedback and reinforcement, involve the learner actively, and can be 
set to the appropriate difficulty level for the learners’ needs [68]. However, well-
designed games are few and far between.

Electronic devices teach very young children to sit still  
and be quiet

In spite of the known and wide-ranging adverse health effects associated with 
passive screen viewing, watching television has become an integral part of the 
childhood experience [69]. The average preschool child watches between 3.2 and 
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5.6 hours of television per day [69], which is well above the 2 hour daily limit the 
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends [70]. If parents are aware of 
this guideline, they presumably have some reason for permitting their young chil-
dren to watch as much television as they do. Parents may view watching television 
favorably if it achieves desired outcomes like calming their children down or pre-
paring them for sleep [71]. That screens babysit children is a common reason for 
their use—in one study, half of parental respondents acknowledged they benefit 
from using screens to babysit their children [72].

One study sought to understand parents’ use of television to babysit their chil-
dren by collecting data on over 800 parents of children ages 6 months through 
6 years [70]. The study found that using television as a babysitter and strong, 
positive parental attitudes toward television predicted higher amounts of televi-
sion viewing [70]. The best predictor of child television viewing amount, however, 
was the amount of parental television viewing [70]. Essentially, the more televi-
sion parents watched, the more their children watched [70]. The study authors also 
found that while highly educated parents did not hold particularly favorable views 
of television or watch a great deal themselves, they still used it as a babysitter for 
their children [70]. Parents with less education were more likely to view more tel-
evision themselves, which was associated with higher amount of viewing among 
their children [70].

Ultimately, while parents may use screens to occupy their children in the imme-
diate-term, screens do not convey any skills for children to learn to regulate their 
attention in the long term. Research has already established that the more screen 
time children engage in when young, the more likely they are to have attention 
problems later in life [57]. When comparing screen time amounts among young 
children to academic qualities in fourth grade (as reported by teachers), research-
ers found that more time spent on screens predicted less task-oriented, persistent, 
and autonomous behaviors in the classroom, all of which are strategies related to 
learning [73].

Current Research

Despite many unknowns in screen time research, two guidelines with good evi-
dence have been established: (1) children younger than 2 years of age should not be 
exposed to screens; and (2) older children should not spend more than 2 hours per 
day on screens [74]. Parents show poor awareness and knowledge of these guidelines 
[75]. We discuss the factors that hinder parents from following these guidelines. The 
first barrier to reducing screen time is that many parents are not even aware that such 
recommendations exist [73]. Other parents may be aware of the existence of the rec-
ommendations, but do not know what the guidelines suggest [73]. We also provide 
recommendations for physicians to increase adherence to these guidelines.

The next hurdle emerges in parents’ and children’s perceptions that a 2 hour 
maximum is unrealistic and impractical [12]. Some parents report that screen time 
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reduction is challenging because video games are so integrated into children’s 
lives [12]. Other parents feel even more strongly, reporting that video games 
are “addictive” [12]. Due to anecdotal reports of “addiction,” researchers have 
begun examining pathological gaming, or “video game addiction” [7]. Similar to 
true addictions, video games can sometimes cross the line from relaxing activ-
ity to a practice causing deleterious effects on life functioning [76]. Despite ini-
tial research showing that video game play may be pathological in up to 8.5% of 
American children, pathological gaming is still not classified as an addiction [76, 
77]. Even without an explicit diagnostic category, many parents find that they need 
help curbing their children’s game play.

Parents’ own media use also influences efforts to limit screen time for their 
children. Amount of television viewing is highly related in parents and their chil-
dren [54]. Parents who view more than 4 hours per day are 3 times more likely to 
have girls watch over this amount, and 10.5 times more likely to have a boy watch 
this amount [78]. Interestingly, one meta-analysis found that when mentally tally-
ing the amount of screen time their children engage in, parents do not include the 
hours spent “co-viewing” with their children [12]. Parents tend to conceptualize 
co-viewing as a family activity distinct from youth-only screen time [12].

Of course, children’s resistance makes limit-setting challenging. While some 
youth feel the time they spend on screens is excessive and would like to cut back, 
others think they spend a reasonable amount of time on screens [12]. Many youth 
perceive high amounts of screen time as the norm, making change more dif-
ficult for parents to achieve [12]. Interventions to reduce screen time ultimately 
involve both parties: the child as the end user and the parent as the influencer [12]. 
Children and adolescents may acknowledge other activities they could participate 
in if not watching screens [12]. Parents tend to narrowly focus on reducing screen 
time, rather than more broadly seeking to reduce time on sedentary activities and 
increase time on beneficial activities [12].

Knowing how popular screens are with children and adolescents, pediatri-
cians can assume they impact children’s development in some manner. To assess 
the extent to which intervention may be needed, physicians should inquire about 
screen time at well-child visits [7]. To understand the rationale for the 2 hour max-
imum recommendation, parents may first need to hear about the implications of 
excessive screen time. Physicians should also inform parents that current guide-
lines do not yet address the ubiquity of screens on phones in addition to stationary 
screen time [29].

Some parents and teachers are already concerned about the physiological, 
cognitive, and psychosocial deficits that arise from excessive screen time [12]. 
Parents who are aware of the negative potential health outcomes are more likely 
to engage in efforts to reduce screen time [12]. On the other hand, parents strug-
gle to limit screen time when they misperceive screens as providing benefits such 
as sleep facilitation and as a method for relaxation [12]. As discussed above, par-
ents should be informed that screen time is not an appropriate method for ready-
ing children for sleep because it negatively impacts resulting sleep quality. While 
video games and television are popular options for relaxation among both children 
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and adults, children can decompress with activities that do not involve screens. 
Parents with high levels of education may need information about avoiding reli-
ance on television as a babysitter, while less educated parents may need coun-
seling to reduce their personal time spent watching television [70].

Parents should be informed that setting limits plays a key role in how much 
screen time their children consume [7]. Screen limits can be conceptualized as 
limits on content, duration, and location. For content, parents are advised not to 
rely solely on industry ratings [7]. Instead, clinicians can recommend that parents 
observe previews of shows and video or computer games to determine if they find 
the content appropriate [7]. For duration, parents will need to consider multiple 
forms of screens and how these activities accumulate over the course of the week. 
Location of devices assists overall limit-setting because controlling content or 
duration of screen time is challenging when children are alone with their devices 
[7]. Therefore, game devices and other screens should be kept in areas of the home 
where others are present [7]. Televisions or other screens should not be in chil-
dren’s bedrooms [12, 54]. This includes adolescents giving their cell phones to 
their parents when they go to bed at night. Other environmental factors may be 
harder for parents to implement, but nonetheless facilitate a reduction in screen 
time: engagement in extracurricular activities, owning a dog, and access to either a 
sizable backyard or a community that promotes outdoor activities [12].

Parental limits on screen time have been shown to be effective in reducing 
excessive television-watching among adolescents [79, 80]. Limits are more effec-
tive when implemented during the school week—either immediately before school 
or directly following [12]. Children who live in multiple homes with different 
caregivers prefer when the same limits are applied consistently between houses 
[12]. In general, limits must be consistently applied and understood by children 
in order to be effective [4]. Children who agreed with researchers that their par-
ents set limits on their screen time (television and video games) were less likely 
to exceed the recommended limit of 2 hours per day than those who disagreed 
that their parents had rules [81]. In some cases, discussing limits with children 
before implementing may help increase compliance later [12]. Others have found 
that these discussions with adolescents can turn into arguments between the teens 
and their parents [82]. When arguments arise, parents were better served by stick-
ing with their original limits rather than giving into resistance [82]. Adolescents 
viewed parents who capitulated as ineffectual [82]. Physicians should continue to 
ask about screen time, as parents will need to periodically reassess the limits they 
have set as their children age and as new technology becomes available [7].

Conclusion

Research into the new types of electronic media lags behind the pace at which 
producers introduce these devices into the market. Interactive screen time that is 
readily accessible via phone and tablet has emerged so quickly that research in 
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this area is struggling to catch up [29]. As physicians are without evidence-based 
guidelines to provide guidance, parents adopt new technologies for their children 
without hard data. When researchers try to conduct the multiyear studies needed 
to show effects over time, the rapid emergence of new games complicates the pro-
cess. For example, one study terminated early because they could not enroll addi-
tional children once the game used in the study was supplanted with a new, more 
popular option [24]. Due to these challenges, the effects of regular involvement 
with smart phones and tablets on learning, behavior, and family dynamics are cur-
rently unknown [29]. Ultimately, physicians can focus their efforts on helping par-
ents limit screen time in accordance with current evidence-based guidelines and 
urge caution when introducing new technology to their children.
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Overview

Children in the United States are required, by law, to attend school. This has been 
the case since 1944 [1]. The term absenteeism refers to all child absences from 
school, whether excused or unexcused, and applies primarily refers to children 
and adolescents in elementary through high school [2]. Because attendance in 
this age group is compulsory, absenteeism is often considered within the societal-
legal realm [3]. Absenteeism directly impedes children from accessing education, 
so it has clear academic implications as well. Beyond academic services, modern 
schools also provide children with social, emotional, and health services they may 
not receive otherwise [1]. Attending school therefore conveys many more benefits 
than educational attainment alone. Accordingly, absenteeism nearly always indi-
cates the presence of an underlying issue of health or safety. Prolonged absence 
from school has proven adverse consequences [3].

Legitimate absences include genuine illness, religious occasions, family obli-
gations (such as funerals), and dangerous weather [4]. Most other reasons for 
missing school are generally considered illegitimate [4]. This chapter focuses 
on illegitimate absenteeism driven by children. First, however, it is necessary to 
briefly describe school withdrawal, a parent-driven form of missing school about 
which physicians should be aware.

School withdrawal occurs when a parent encourages a child to stay home from 
school or directly prevents a child from attending [4]. These parents may be mal-
treating their children, or they may have other reasons for wanting their child out 
of school [4]. For example, some parents may want their adolescents to financially 
contribute to the household [4]. They may want to prevent an estranged spouse 
from taking the child from school [4]. Some parents suffer from separation anxi-
ety, panic attacks, or other psychiatric illness for which they prefer their child’s 
company [4]. Regardless of the reason, school withdrawal is handled differently 
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than child-directed absence. Clinicians should attempt to identify its occurrence 
whenever possible for the purposes of providing appropriate intervention.

School Refusal Behaviors

School refusal behaviors are defined as child-driven refusal to attend school, dif-
ficulties remaining in classes for an entire day, or both [5]. This expression encom-
passes the multiple terms pertaining to children’s nonattendance at school that 
have sprung up throughout the past one hundred years: truancy, school refusal, 
and “school phobia” [2]. As we will review in depth, children exhibiting school 
refusal behaviors vary widely in their clinical presentations and in their reasons 
for avoiding school [4]. Accordingly, school refusal manifests in widely varying 
behaviors. Some children may beg and plead not to attend but ultimately do so [2]. 
Others actively engage in problematic behaviors in the morning to avoid school, 
such as tantrums, hiding, and noncompliance. Attendance, but with morning tar-
diness, is another presentation. Children may sporadically skip some classes or 
miss days altogether. They can also repeatedly miss classes or days. At the most 
severe end, children may be completely absent. Absences last for either a certain 
period within the school year or for an extended period of time [2]. In the face of 
this heterogeneity, all children and adolescents who display school refusal behav-
iors share the goal of removing regular school attendance from a daily routine [4]. 
Because school is the primary occupation of children in developed nations, school 
refusal indicates a clinically significant impairment in functioning and coping with 
a developmentally appropriate task.

Despite all the challenges school refusal presents, it is not a distinct diagno-
sis within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. This is not 
because the field of mental health finds school refusal unimportant. On the con-
trary, school refusal is included as a symptom of other disorders. As such, children 
who exhibit school refusal behaviors are often diagnosed with preexisting psy-
chiatric conditions [2]. The diagnoses most commonly observed among children 
who refuse school are anxiety, depression, and disruptive behavior disorders [6, 
7]. Both depression and anxiety are characterized by the presence of internalizing 
symptoms—symptoms that distress the child [8]. Disruptive behavior disorders 
(such as Oppositional Defiant Disorder and Conduct Disorder) are characterized 
by their externalizing symptoms—impulsivity, defiance, and noncompliance [8, 
9]. Clinicians and researchers often attempt to categorize children based on the 
differentiation between internalizing and externalizing symptoms as either anxious 
school refusers or truant school refusers [3]. Truancy is conceptualized as nonat-
tendance driven by a disinterest in school itself and/or defiance of adult authority 
[3]. This chapter explores the differences between these two types of school refus-
ers and the validity of this distinction between classifications.

Many school-refusing children present with psychiatric symptoms without 
meeting the eligibility criteria needed to receive a diagnosis [1]. Among a sample 
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of children who were referred to a specialized outpatient unit for missing school, 
almost one-third did not meet criteria for any psychiatric disorder [10]. Among 
those who met criteria, the most common diagnosis was separation anxiety dis-
order (22.4%); this was followed by generalized anxiety disorder (10.5%) [10]. 
Almost 5% met criteria for depression [10]. Oppositional defiant disorder criteria 
were met for 8.4% of the sample [10]. Other researchers studied a group of chil-
dren and adolescents in a general population who refused school. In this group, 
approximately three-quarters of participants were not diagnosed with a psychiatric 
disorder [11].

While most children attend school regularly, a portion of students is consist-
ently absent year to year [1]. Absenteeism rates have remained relatively consist-
ent since 1994, with 7% of fourth graders and eighth graders missing at least 5 
school days in the past month [12]. Among children chronically absent in kinder-
garten, over half will go on to be chronically absent in first grade [12]. Among 
absentee children, researchers estimate that the prevalence of school refusal is 
approximately 5% among school-aged children, with higher rates observed in 
urban settings [13–15]. In the general population, prevalence rates of anxious 
school refusal were found to be between 1 and 2% [11]. Prevalence rates in clini-
cal populations have been observed anywhere between 5 and 15% [16].

Epidemiologists have studied school refusal with regard to basic demographic 
characteristics. Gender differences have not been found in absenteeism rates or 
prevalence of school refusal [12, 17]. Certain ages or life stages are associated 
with higher rates of school refusal behavior [3]. By age, the highest rates of school 
refusal are seen among 5 to 6 and 10 to 11-year-old children [18]. Nationally, 11% 
of kindergarteners miss at least 18 days of school per year [12]. Peak incidence 
rates for school refusal have been found at transition points for children and ado-
lescents as they move from life stage to another: starting a new academic course, 
moving to a new school, or moving up to a new school by moving through grades 
[19]. These contextually influenced peaks in school refusal highlight the multide-
termined nature of the behavior [20].

Historically, school refusal is notable only within a context of mandated school 
attendance. In the late nineteenth century, industrialization led to child labor 
laws that sought to direct the time children were to spend working or studying 
[4]. Additionally, the evolving sociopolitical atmosphere was thought to require 
increased social order and a trained workforce, goals supposedly achievable 
through widespread education [4]. By 1918, nearly every state in the United States 
had enacted compulsory school attendance legislation [4]. Children who did not 
attend school were described as “truants,” a term that remains popular today [4]. 
Truancy was seen as an aspect of delinquency [4]. Not until the 1930s was an 
alternative explanation for children’s absences considered [4]. Specifically, three 
articles were published that proposed that some underlying anxious temperament 
was implicated in school refusal [4, 21–23], one of which first put forth the idea of 
“school phobia” [23]. This term persisted for decades despite very little evidence 
that children who refuse school are directly afraid of school itself [4]. This arti-
cle also described an enmeshment between the parent and school-refusing child, 
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which served to bring separation anxiety into the discussion [23]. In the decades 
following, researchers and clinicians continued to attribute a child’s refusal to 
attend school to an overly attached relationship between an anxious mother and 
child [4].

Over the ensuing decades, researchers attempted to categorize school refusal 
behaviors, using concepts such as chronic versus acute and anxious versus truant 
[4]. Very few of the proposed typologies were subsequently empirically supported 
[4]. Largely, the misconceptions regarding school refusal that parents currently 
hold reflect the theories researchers posited prior to finding evidence to the con-
trary [4]. In this chapter, we review what current research tells us about school 
refusal behavior, rather than what theories suggest.

Common Parental Concerns

Absenteeism Creates Short-Term and Long-Term Problems

In the short term, children’s absence from school causes parents and school per-
sonnel stress [3, 24]. Considerable challenges arise when attempting to resolve 
the issue [24]. The stress of these difficulties has been found to cause family con-
flict [25]. In managing the crisis, the family sometimes displaces their stress onto 
the school staff [24]. School refusal is also associated with negative peer interac-
tions and poor academic performance [26, 27]. A follow-up study was conducted 
7 years after children were treated for school refusal. For some, the treatment was 
successful, and they returned to school, while others did not improve [28]. Those 
who did not return to school displayed more antisocial behavior after 7 years than 
those who returned [28]. With regard to academics, researchers estimate that about 
half of children who are regularly absent will not reach their academic potential 
[29].

When a child is not consistently present at school, his or her social and educa-
tional development nearly always suffers [30]. Later in life, school-refusing chil-
dren have reduced access to higher education, more employment challenges, more 
social problems, and an increased risk for development of psychiatric illnesses 
[31–33]. Absenteeism in general is a risk factor for other adverse life events such 
as suicide, teenage pregnancy, and substance use [2]. Chronic absenteeism is a 
risk factor in later dropping out completely from school, which is associated with 
financial, marital, social, and psychiatric problems later in life [2, 34]. Swedish 
researchers used the national registry data to find that school refusers were more 
likely to live with their parents as adults and were seen for psychiatric consulta-
tions at higher rates than the general population [32]. In sum, parents of children 
who are consistently refusing school are correct to be concerned about the impli-
cations for both short-term and long-term functioning.
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Absenteeism Is Worse Among Adolescents

Parents are justifiably concerned when their adolescent children refuse to attend 
school. The symptoms of school-refusing adolescents are more severe than those 
exhibited by younger children [35]. Adolescents also present with complex diag-
nostic profiles, with depression or depressive symptoms in greater evidence than 
in younger children [36, 37]. Adolescents with anxiety may have more to legiti-
mately fear about school than younger children because the high school environ-
ment is more demanding academically and socially than elementary school [35]. 
Adolescents are more likely to resist their parents’ attempts to return them to 
school [38].

Treatment for school refusal in adolescents generally yields less successful out-
comes than treatment for younger children [35]. The age difference holds for cog-
nitive behavioral therapy (CBT) as well as non-CBT interventions studied [35]. 
Researchers and clinicians have been working on adapting CBT for use with ado-
lescent school refusers, but no definitive protocol has yet been established [35].

Common Misconceptions

School refusal is a commonly occurring childhood 
phenomenon; as such, it doesn’t require treatment

It is true that almost all children are absent from time to time [39]. Anywhere 
from 5 to 28% of children are likely to demonstrate some kind of school refusal at 
some point in their lives [40]. Some school refusal is short in duration and remits 
without treatment [4]. Any absenteeism that resolves within 2 weeks is called 
self-corrective school refusal [4]. For example, school refusal behavior is a com-
mon response to starting a new school or wanting to test parents’ limits [4]. When 
parents consistently enforce attendance during these times, the behavior typically 
resolves rapidly [4]. Self-corrective school refusal has been observed in as much 
as 80% of the population [41].

However, some children display school refusal behaviors that do not resolve 
as quickly. Children absent due to illegitimate reasons for anywhere between  
2 weeks to 12 months are said to have acute school refusal, while incidents last-
ing more than 1 year are chronic [4]. Students whose absenteeism affects at least  
2 academic years suffer worse prognostic outcomes than children with shorter 
durations of absenteeism [4]. Ultimately, while some school refusal behavior 
is common, resistance that lasts for longer than 2 weeks indicates that treatment 
should be sought.

Common Parental Concerns
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Children with school refusal behaviors have separation 
anxiety or a “school phobia”

As an initial point of clarification, the main cause for school absence—extended 
or otherwise—is chronic illness [2]. A leading contributor to school absence is 
asthma [42]. Children with asthma miss between 1.5 and 3.0 times as many school 
days than their non-asthmatic peers [43–46]. Missing school for a medical illness 
is considered a legitimate reason for absence. As we will see, some children who 
initially experience medical symptoms learn over time that their symptoms may 
elicit responses from their parents that allow them to stay home even when they 
could attend. The line between legitimate reasons for absenteeism and illegitimate 
reasons that become school refusal is often ambiguous. The same child can at 
some times legitimately be unable to attend school and at other times use a medi-
cal diagnosis to avoid school.

As discussed in the overview, past understandings of absenteeism first focused 
on truancy as the sole reason children avoided school [4]. With time, others began 
to write about an anxious profile among children who did not attend school [23]. 
The conception of an anxious child, overly attached to his mother, who refuses to 
go to school, has persisted for decades. However, an analysis found that internal-
izing symptoms such as those found in anxiety did not predict absenteeism among 
adolescents [39]. Meanwhile, externalizing symptoms, family, and school factors 
did predict absenteeism [39]. Another study of over 800 absentee children found 
that three-quarters did not meet criteria for any psychiatric disorder [11]. While 
some children may refuse school due to anxiety, this is clearly not the only reason.

Among children who avoid school due to anxiety, the anxiety rarely centers on 
parental separation [11]. In part, this misconception that school refusal is a direct 
result of separation anxiety may be due to the behaviors displayed by young chil-
dren when first attending daycare or preschool. Learning to separate from one’s 
primary caregiver is a developmental task that children must learn, and it com-
monly occurs with some distress. We reviewed self-corrective school refusal, 
which affects a great number of children for short periods of time. While this form 
of school refusal may be tied closely to separation difficulties, longer term school 
refusal is influenced by a number of factors and psychiatric diagnoses, of which 
separation anxiety may or may not be one.

Some children refuse to attend school in order to avoid school itself, as found 
in 35% of anxious school refusers in one study [11]. Researchers still could not 
conclude those children had a “school phobia” [11]. This is because school some-
times does pose a situation to be feared, as in cases where school provides oppor-
tunities for bullying, gang violence, or other negative external situations [47]. As 
for “school phobia” itself, a true phobia of school is exceptionally rare; as such, 
most children who refuse school are not actually “school phobic” [48, 49].
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Children with school refusal behaviors are either anxious  
or truants

Clearly some, but not all, school-refusing children experience anxiety. Combined 
with the fact that many children refuse to attend school for reasons associated with 
truancy (lack of interest in school, a defiance of authority, etc.) there is a strong 
tendency to divide children into one of these 2 types [11]. However, this catego-
rization is not supported by research. A large epidemiological study found that 
children who did not attend school primarily due to anxiety also showed a high 
prevalence of the externalizing disorders erroneously attributed only to truant 
children [11]. On the other hand, symptoms commonly associated with anxious 
school refusers (such as nervousness) were also observed in truant children upon 
the prospect of returning to school [11]. That neither diagnostic criteria nor symp-
tomatology sufficiently distinguishes these groups indicates that school refusers 
cannot be differentiated according to these constructs. Even more tellingly, this 
categorization has not been found effective in assessment or treatment planning 
among the population [50]. If a categorization cannot accurately differentiate 
between groups or assist assessment and treatment planning, then it should be dis-
carded as a classification system.

A valid categorization would account for the heterogeneity of school refus-
ers’ behaviors and symptoms [2]. Researchers designed and tested a model that 
accounts for the differences among school refusers according to the function non-
attendance serves [2]. The function served by avoiding school essentially answers 
the question: “What does this child stand to gain by not attending school?” In 
some cases, the gain is the attainment of a positive experience (e.g., parental atten-
tion, time on more pleasurable activities than schoolwork) [10]. This function rep-
resents the positive reinforcement of the school refusal behavior. In other cases, 
the gain is avoiding an undesired experience (e.g., escape from a dangerous school 
setting, avoidance of feared social interactions) [10]. School refusal behavior is 
here maintained through negative reinforcement. This model has been established 
as better able to predict absenteeism rates than the traditional anxious versus truant 
distinction [51].

Current Research

Risk Factors

School refusal behavior has risk factors at the individual, family, school, and com-
munity levels [52, 53]. Illnesses and chronic diseases are the main individual fac-
tors that influence absenteeism [2]. Among adolescent anxious school refusers, 
individual differences were found to influence which children attend school and 
which stay home [54]. Type of anxiety disorder, presence of behavioral problems, 
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substance abuse, psychiatric severity, perception of health, and number of friends 
all differentiate between those who attend despite their anxiety and those who stay 
home [54]. Attendees were not as socially anxious as absentee students [54]. They 
were less afraid of their own anxious symptoms [54]. Attenders also had more 
friends [54].

Among the family, it is suspected that parents contribute to school refusal 
behavior, or reduce its impact, depending upon how they respond [3]. Among 
families in which a child has already begun to refuse school, difficulties in family 
functioning have been found [55]. However, few studies examine family function-
ing using validated measures [3]. Even among these studies, a glaring limitation 
exists in that once a child has begun to refuse school, disturbances in family func-
tioning are nearly guaranteed to occur. The oft-repeated refrain that “correlation 
does not equal causation” applies here because it is unclear whether dysfunctional 
families contribute to school refusal or families become dysfunctional as a result 
of school refusal. It is also possible that both can be true: dysfunctional families 
may be more likely to have children who refuse school, who in turn, create more 
stress on their families with their refusal. Regardless of which occurred first, it is 
presumed that parents and children (particularly adolescents) could benefit from 
treatments that include an emphasis on improved communication and problem 
solving [35].

Even in cases of medical illness, parents play a role in how much school their 
children attend [56]. After accounting for the child’s level of pain and depres-
sive symptomatology, one study found that parents’ protectiveness and catastro-
phizing reactions to their children’s pain influenced how much school their child 
attended [56]. Higher intensity of parental protective behaviors and catastrophiz-
ing thoughts were more likely to lead to less school attendance [56]. Researchers 
proposed that child illness elicits responses from parents that convey some social 
reward to the child, such as increased attention, time with parents, and expressions 
of support [56]. Over time, children learn to associate their illness with positive 
interactions with their parents [56]. Just as the toddler looks at his mother after 
falling to gauge her reaction before crying, older children look to their parents’ 
reactions to decide how ill they are. As such, this family factor has the capacity to 
influence school refusal.

School environments also influence absenteeism rates [39]. Bullying and vio-
lence in school increase the risk of absenteeism [39]. Schools that inconsistently 
enforce attendance policies also experience higher rates of absenteeism [57]. 
While the interactions between school refusal and psychiatric diagnoses have been 
widely studied, not enough attention has been paid to the relationship between 
learning or language disorders and school refusal [3]. Children with learning or 
language disorders experience significant frustration when engaging in academic 
tasks [3]. In an inpatient setting, adolescents with depression and school refusal 
behavior were found to have significantly more challenges with learning and lan-
guage than other psychiatry patients [27]. These diagnoses are hypothesized to 
add another risk factor for school refusal, because these disorders make school 
that much more challenging [3]. In the community, children who live in chaotic, 
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dangerous, or unsupportive neighborhoods with low parental monitoring of school 
attendance are at considerably higher risk of absenteeism [58–61].

Treatment

Possibly as a result of these systemic factors, treatments involving more than just 
the child have been found to have greater effect than treatments working with the 
child or adolescent alone [62]. Treating school refusal behavior in children should 
therefore include the family extensively in therapeutic work [3]. One review of the 
literature found that more than two-thirds of patients recovered with the help of 
behavioral family therapy, which was significantly better than the improvement 
rate of children who received individual treatment [63]. Recommended inter-
ventions include CBT strategies, family therapy, social skills training (for refus-
ers with social anxiety), and ongoing collaboration with treatment providers and 
school providers [40, 64–67]. Behavioral family therapy includes gradually expos-
ing the child to the feared stimulus, relaxation training, social skills training, and 
contingency management procedures with the family (e.g., rewards for attendance, 
loss of privileges for nonattendance) [68].

In general, the first component of treatment should involve a careful assess-
ment of the situations that the child finds most distressing and the barriers that 
have gotten in the way of school attendance in the past [62]. Because children 
refuse school for different reasons, treatment should be selected to ensure that it 
addresses what motivates the child’s refusal [69]. Physicians can administer the 
School Refusal Assessment Scale-Revised to assess which functions a child’s 
refusal serves [2]. This scale has been found to successfully guide treatment plan-
ning that is appropriately tailored to the child’s specific school refusal behavior 
characteristics [2]. The measure adequately distinguishes between the different 
motivators for refusing school described above (avoiding negative experiences that 
occur at school, obtaining positive experiences caused by staying home, or both). 
Children may then receive coaching in relaxation techniques, coping skills, and 
social skills to address anxiety symptoms they may experience upon returning to 
school [62]. Parents and school staff learn how to prompt children to use these 
skills and provide additional positive feedback when children use them [62]. All 
involved parties develop a plan for returning to school [62].

As far as individual treatment, clinicians began treating anxious school refusers 
with CBT as far back as the 1980s [68]. CBT was originally conceptualized as a 
treatment for individuals with depression and anxiety, so it was presumed that anx-
ious school-refusing children could benefit from it. Most of the 5 CBT manuals 
for school-refusing youth include some aspects of psychoeducation, problem solv-
ing, and family communication strategies [68]. Despite a number of research tri-
als, CBT does not appear to be the obvious treatment of choice for school refusal. 
One study compared CBT to educational support therapy and found no benefit to 
CBT relative to educational support therapy [70]. Even when only anxious school 
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refusers are treated with CBT, approximately one-third to one-half of treated chil-
dren show little or no response to treatment [70–73]. Because of this suboptimal 
response to CBT, researchers have begun studying which aspects of the treatment 
may help children return to school. One set of researchers hypothesized that self-
efficacy, a person’s beliefs about their ability to perform as they intend to in situ-
ations, may influence whether or not children return to school [74, 75]. That is, 
they proposed that the more self-efficacy adolescents gained from CBT, the more 
likely they were to return to school [75]. In a study of 19 adolescents treated with 
CBT, self-efficacy did mediate outcome [75]. One possible conclusion of this find-
ing is that the more quickly an intervention succeeds in returning a child to school, 
the sooner the child receives the information that they can indeed tolerate being in 
school.

Some pharmacotherapy has been studied for school refusal behavior [3]. While 
medications may be considered as part of a multicomponent approach such as the 
one described above, they are not to be prescribed independent of other concurrent 
therapy [76].

Homeschooling is not a recommended response to school refusal [3]. Children 
who refuse school due to anxiety will not learn how to manage their anxiety if 
they remain home. On the contrary, symptoms associated with a feared stimulus 
increase more when the stimulus is avoided [77]. This has wide-ranging implica-
tions as children age and encounter numerous challenging situations requiring ade-
quate anxiety management. Children who refuse school to avoid peer interactions 
will similarly not gain the skills needed to develop positive peer relationships if 
they stay home. Those who refuse school to obtain additional parental attention 
will be reinforced for this desire if homeschooled. Children who refuse school to 
obtain other experiences are not likely to submit to tutoring from their parents as 
they age. Because homeschooling does not address any of the underlying func-
tions for school refusal, it is therefore not a productive school refusal response.

Conclusion

Researchers have long struggled to define, classify, study, assess, and treat chil-
dren with school refusal behavior [4]. Meta reviews are scarce, in part because 
researchers in different fields use varying terms to describe what appear to be 
the same phenomena [54]. At other times, different definitions are used for the 
same term [78]. Comparisons between studies cannot be performed with valid-
ity if the terms are not clearly and consistently defined [54]. Despite the known 
heterogeneity of school refusers, a common misconception still persists that chil-
dren are either anxious or truant. Focusing on symptoms has not led to clarity, but 
assessing children’s reasons (or functions for refusing school) provides a more 
accurate depiction [4]. If physicians do not have access to the School Refusal 
Assessment Scale-Revised, they should be aware that researchers have found a 
triad of challenges that, when combined, indicate high likelihood of the presence 
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of a psychiatric disorder: school refusal, sleep difficulties, and somatic complaints 
[11]. In light of this finding, any kind of school refusal should be addressed when 
it occurs in conjunction with these other conditions.

Pediatricians tend to encounter children who display somatic complaints asso-
ciated with school refusal (e.g., chronic stomachaches that present in the morning 
before school) [79]. The general practitioner’s role is to explore possible medical 
causes and remain cognizant of possible psychological, family, school, and com-
munity factors that may influence these symptoms [79]. In particular, anxiety 
symptoms often manifest as somatic complaints in children. As such, pediatricians 
should consider whether abdominal pain, vomiting, or headaches are medical or 
psychological symptoms [79]. If chronic school refusal is suspected, physicians 
should initiate referral to a mental healthcare provider [79]. As a trusted part of 
their child’s health team, pediatricians can support families in returning their chil-
dren to school [79].
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Overview

The human body contains millions of organisms that generally live in symbio-
sis with their host. The host provides an environment for the organisms to colo-
nize and grow, and the organisms contribute to necessary human functions such 
as digestion and immunity. When these organisms instead cause harm to the host, 
they are said to produce infectious diseases. Parents may refer to these as com-
municable or contagious diseases because they spread when organisms are trans-
ferred from the infected individual to a new host. A century ago, epidemics of 
diseases such as tuberculosis, smallpox, polio, and tetanus raged simultaneously, 
killing young and old in alarming numbers [1]. Since then, medical care in devel-
oped countries has continued to improve, and individuals on average will experi-
ence fewer illnesses and live longer than prior generations [2]. When otherwise 
healthy individuals now encounter infectious diseases, they rarely die from them. 
Only two communicable diseases—influenza and pneumonia—made the list of 
top 10 causes of death in the United States in 2013 (the most recent year for which 
data are available) [3]. The deaths due to those diseases largely affected the elderly 
rather than children or healthy adults [4].

Despite the positive prognosis for the general population, people feel more vul-
nerable to infectious diseases than ever before [2]. Diseases with terrifying side 
effects capture the public’s attention and incite fear [5]. Evidence suggests that 
people overestimate the likelihood of experiencing rare events (such as Ebola) and 
underestimate the likelihood of far more mundane yet deadly ailments (such as 
heart disease) [5]. Given that contracting a life-threatening communicable disease 
is a rare event from an individual standpoint, it follows that many overestimate the 
likelihood of this outcome [6].

Rare infectious diseases still require attention during pediatric office visits from 
time to time. If a child or adolescent is more likely to contract the disease (e.g., 
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an adolescent leaving for college contracting meningitis) physicians should vacci-
nate, emphasize effective preventative measures, and provide education regarding 
warning signs. However, many other diseases are unlikely to affect an individual 
patient (e.g., a resident of Kentucky with no ties to international health care work-
ers contracting Ebola). In these cases, the physician’s role is to educate patients 
about their risk profile, explain any preventative measures that can be taken, and 
dissuade patients from taking unproven cautionary measures.

Other infectious diseases are far less dangerous and exceedingly more preva-
lent, such as the common cold. Despite the relative safety of these diseases, 
parents still naturally become worried when their children are ill [7]. Medical pro-
fessionals must know where parents’ concerns lie in order to appropriately address 
their anxieties [7]. Without adequate knowledge, people are known to engage in 
untested or ineffectual procedures to reduce symptoms, attempt a cure, and pre-
vent reoccurrence. A number of these ineffectual responses can serve to worsen 
the child’s condition. For common diseases, physicians can provide rationale for 
focusing on effective responses by clarifying the mechanisms that cause these dis-
eases and allow them to propagate.

This chapter reviews parents’ concerns regarding frightening diseases and their 
children’s susceptibility to contracting common diseases. We present the evidence 
regarding the effectiveness and limitations of hand washing as a method for pre-
venting the spread of infectious disease. Physicians are likely to encounter errone-
ous beliefs regarding the causes and treatment for the common cold and fevers, 
and we discuss frequently encountered misconceptions and provide accurate clari-
fications. We conclude with current research regarding the media’s influence on 
the perception of medical risks, as well as the physician’s role in assuaging the 
resulting fears.

Common Parental Concerns

Infectious Disease Public Panic

Rare yet dramatic diseases inspire great fear among patients [5]. These diseases 
usually involve terrifying symptoms, high rates of death, or both [1]. People 
become concerned that these frightening diseases will spread far and wide [1]. 
The paradox of infectious diseases is that the likelihood of spreading decreases 
as symptom severity increases, because victims of diseases that cause rapid and 
severe symptoms, such as Ebola, are quickly relegated to care and quarantine 
[1]. Diseases that lie dormant or do not present symptoms serious enough to war-
rant immediate medical attention are more likely to spread, as is the case with the 
common cold [1]. This inverse association between symptom severity and ability 
to propagate holds even within one disease type. The most dangerous strains of 
a disease such as influenza eventually winnow out and leave only the more mild 
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versions affecting humans [1]. At this stage, those who are immunologically vul-
nerable (e.g., the elderly) are most susceptible to the remaining strains [1].

Medical practitioners are tasked with the balance of dispersing sufficient infor-
mation for people to take precautionary measures without unnecessarily fright-
ening them. Patients often view infectious disease agents as having all powerful 
capabilities, but the organisms that cause infectious diseases have biological con-
straints, just as humans do [1]. To counter the fear of vulnerability, physicians can 
explain the organisms’ weaknesses and the preventative measures that can be taken 
to exploit them [1]. Without knowledge of effective measures and the rationale for 
them, people will often engage in ineffectual preventative measures out of a need 
to feel in control in the midst of a frightening situation.

One infectious disease that presents a risk to older adolescents, particularly col-
lege students, is meningitis. Meningitis causes a swelling of the brain and spinal 
cord [8]. Meningitis is relatively rare; approximately between 600 and 1,000 peo-
ple contract meningococcal disease in the United States each year, 21% of whom 
are preteenagers, teenagers, and young adults [9]. Different types of organisms 
cause meningitis, but the 2 most common agents are viruses and bacteria [8]. The 
viral form is typically less severe and can remit without medical intervention [8]. 
The bacterial form is highly contagious among people who come in close personal 
contact [10]. Invasive meningococcal disease progresses rapidly from initial symp-
tom onset to extremely severe outcomes, including brain damage or death [11–13]. 
The initial symptoms are nonspecific and often described as “flu-like” [11]. This 
lack of clarity can cause individuals suffering from a common cold or flu to believe 
their symptoms indicate the onset of meningitis. Because the symptoms can pro-
gress in a matter of hours, there is little opportunity for testing when an individ-
ual develops the more general symptoms [10]. The initial symptoms progress to 
specific indicators: vomiting or nausea, stiff neck, confusion, and a purple/reddish 
pink rash that appears on the lower extremities or lower arms or hands [10].

Meningitis incidence peaks in adolescents and young adults [14, 15]. College 
students in particular engage in activities that promote meningococcal transmis-
sion, such as close personal contact, drinking from the same beverage glasses, and 
sharing cigarettes [10]. Many colleges require that their students receive the men-
ingitis vaccine prior to enrolling in classes. In these cases, the pediatrician’s role 
in explaining the benefits of the vaccine is relatively straightforward. Adolescents 
who are not planning on attending college may still engage in behaviors that 
increase transmission. Without an educational institution requiring their vaccina-
tion, these patients may need to be told more explicitly that the vaccine is crucial 
in preventing many types of meningitis.

While vaccines are available for most serogroups of the bacterial form, not all 
serogroups have vaccines approved for use in the United States [10]. Therefore, 
even vaccinated students should understand what preventative measures are worth-
while to take if their campus experiences an outbreak [10]. Most cases of meningi-
tis on campuses are isolated and do not transmit to other students [16]. The disease 
cannot spread through casual contact, such as handshakes [10]. Nor can someone 
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contract meningitis by breathing the air where an infected individual has been 
[10]. Still, the activities that promote transmission are common among college stu-
dents, and an outbreak of meningitis itself is likely to be the inducement students 
need to reduce these behaviors [10]. Before patients leave for college, pediatri-
cians should inform them to immediately reduce forms of close personal contact if 
the school announces an outbreak. More anxious adolescents can be shown images 
of the meningitis rash so that common rashes that occur in the absence of a menin-
gitis outbreak do not unduly alarm them.

Many infectious diseases that inspire public panic require no such preventative 
measures, as they are extremely rare. Panic arises when individuals believe there is 
some risk that they will become infected, whether that risk assessment is accurate 
or not. For example, the Ebola Virus Disease (referred to colloquially as “Ebola”) 
had claimed hundreds of lives in Africa without garnering an international 
response [17]. Only after health officials determined it was possible for Ebola to 
infect individuals outside of Africa did international bodies declare Ebola a public 
health emergency [17]. Once the chance of contraction entered the consciousness 
of the Western public, details of the virus emerged to fan the flames of panic. Panic 
produces “irrational” fears and “overreactions” in preventative measures [17]. One 
such overreaction occurred when school administrators in New Jersey banned stu-
dents from Rwanda, even though this country is 1,700 miles from the outbreak 
region, a distance roughly equivalent to that from New York City to New Orleans 
[17]. Ebola panic spread more quickly and widely than the disease itself [17].

During an outbreak of a relatively new infectious disease, the lack of availa-
ble research compounds public panic. Without studies to clarify the causes, treat-
ment, and effective prevention of the disease, physicians have less information to 
relay to worried parents. Searching for answers and reassurance, the public relies 
on the media to deliver breaking news as groups such as the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention publish information as soon as it becomes available. Yet 
as is always the case with scientific research, new findings can contradict older 
information. The iterative nature of research always unfolds in this manner, but 
it usually does so largely outside of the public’s awareness. When placed within 
the context of panic, the public is even less tolerant of the imperfections that char-
acterize research investigations. Without understanding the nature of the scientific 
process, parents may erroneously believe that the organizations producing these 
new, more accurate findings were “wrong” before, reducing their overall confi-
dence in the organizations.

Children’s Susceptibility to Infectious Disease

Generally, children are more susceptible than adults to contracting infectious dis-
eases. First, young children have poor personal hygiene [18]. They tend to put 
their hands and other objects into their mouths [18]. Second, children’s emerging 
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immune systems are not yet as effective as those of adults [18]. As a result of these 
factors, parents views that their children are more vulnerable to contracting ill-
nesses than adults is, on average, accurate.

While parents may be concerned about the striking diseases highlighted in the 
media, children are significantly more likely to contract gastrointestinal diseases 
(such as diarrhea), upper respiratory tract infections (when caused by a strain of 
the rhinovirus, called the “common cold”), and acute otitis media (referred to as 
“ear infections”). These common ailments result in high usage of medical ser-
vices. Upper respiratory infections confer heavy health care usage and economic 
burdens [19]. Because they are so prevalent, focusing efforts on preventing the 
spread of these diseases can reduce suffering and costs to families.

Parents want to know which environments may increase their children’s 
chances of contracting an illness. Day care centers have been of particular inter-
est, especially as an increasing number of children are cared for in these settings. 
There is evidence that children who attend day care centers are at higher risk of 
contracting infectious diseases, although the risk has not been proven across all 
common ailments [18]. The most common syndrome that affects children who 
attend day care is the upper respiratory infection [18]. The incidence of this com-
mon cold is 1.6 times higher in children who are in day care than in children who 
do not attend day care [20–25]. In real numbers, this translates to an average of 7 
or 8 colds per year for children under the age of 2 years who attend day care cent-
ers [20, 21]. Children who attend day care centers are also at higher risk of con-
tracting acute otitis media [26]. On average, as the number of children present at 
the center increases, so does the risk of contraction [26].

The centers themselves are not considered to blame for disease transmission. 
Day care centers are specifically designed for children, who are already, as high-
lighted above, more susceptible to contracting illnesses. Two additional factors 
that generally contribute to the spread of illness are also present in this type of 
environment [18]. The day care environment provides ample opportunities for 
direct physical contact between children, easily aiding host-to-host transmission 
[18]. Also, children can be contagious while asymptomatic, permitting a disease 
to transmit before the day care center staff has time to implement any response 
to reduce the spread [18]. These same factors impact other environments where 
young children congregate, such as parks, camps, and preschools. In large part, the 
more time children spend with other children in close settings, the higher their risk 
for contracting an infectious disease [18].

The most important factor in the reduction of common infectious diseases is 
proper hand washing, including the method, frequency, and timing [18, 27]. A 
meta-analysis of various hand hygiene methods found that education about proper 
hand washing technique and the use of regular soap was efficacious in the preven-
tion of gastrointestinal and respiratory illness [27]. Day care centers that initiated 
hand washing training programs saw a 50% reduction in diarrheal illness [28]. The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommend individuals wash their 
hands with soap and water for 20 seconds [29]. They should lather the soap by 
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rubbing their hands together, rinse the soap off completely with water, and dry 
their hands completely [29].

This meta-analysis found no evidence supporting the use of antibacterial soap 
over regular, nonantibacterial soap [27]. Antibacterial soap, by definition, would 
not be expected to have any impact on viral illnesses, but bacterial illnesses affect 
a great number of children worldwide [27]. The study authors, however, found no 
evidence in their data supporting the hypothesis that antibacterial soaps were more 
effective in preventing transmission of these illnesses [27]. Not only do antibacte-
rial soaps fail to convey extra protection against infectious diseases when used in 
the community, laboratory studies have found evidence that these products con-
tribute to the development of bacteria that are resistant to antibacterial soaps and 
medications [30–32]. Due to the lack of evidence in favor of anti-bacterial hand 
soaps and the increasing evidence that the chemicals used in many of them pose 
public health risks, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) banned the sale 
of products containing some of the most common antibacterial agents. While con-
sumers may, for a time, still be able to purchase products containing other per-
mitted antibacterial agents, a clear trend away from these products is emerging. 
As such, pediatricians should be prepared to address parents’ questions about 
the removal of these products, and assure parents that use of regular hand soap is 
effective.

In general, hand washing has been found to be slightly more effective in the 
prevention of gastrointestinal diseases than respiratory diseases, suggesting that 
other preventative measures are needed to supplement proper hand washing [27]. 
For example, hand washing is not particularly effective in reducing the trans-
mission of influenza. While influenza can spread via direct physical contact and 
touching objects the infected individual has handled, it also spreads through drop-
lets in the air [33]. Hand washing would influence the first modes of transmission, 
but not the aerosol mode of transmission. Recommendations to supplement hand 
washing include promoting higher uptakes of the influenza vaccine for young chil-
dren [33]. Other preventative measures include increasing ventilation and separat-
ing infected individuals from other children while they remain contagious [34, 35].

Despite the popularity of alcohol-based hand sanitizers for personal use (i.e., 
not in hospitals), the meta-analysis did not return strong associations between 
such products and reductions in gastrointestinal or respiratory illness [27]. Within 
health care settings, alcohol sanitizers have been shown to prevent infections [29]. 
The difference between these findings is hypothesized to be a result of the dif-
ferences between the practices and habits of people in the general population and 
those trained in health care fields [27]. As such, suggesting that people in the com-
munity use hand sanitizers is not a particularly helpful recommendation. The FDA 
is examining hand sanitizers and is expected to then rule as to whether they will 
permit the continued sale of these products.

In addition to antibacterial soaps, parents buy other antibacterial products 
aimed at disinfecting the common household [36]. These products are typically 
applied to surfaces within the household with the aim of inhibiting bacterial 
growth [36]. While these products are not directly designed to reduce illness, 
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people who buy them may believe they are promoting healthy living among their 
family members [36]. While antibacterial products can protect vulnerable patients 
from bacteria that cause infectious disease, these products are limited in their 
influence on lives of typical, healthy individuals [36]. As with antibiotic medica-
tions, antibacterial products can only inhibit the growth of bacteria; they play no 
role in viral illness transmission [36]. These products also are static—developers 
select a few bacteria to target [36]. Meanwhile, bacteria are constantly growing 
and adapting, rendering these products effective among some bacteria for only 
a limited time [36]. Finally, not all bacteria cause illness in a human host [36], 
and humans should not attempt to kill all bacteria they come into contact with. 
This would be impossible in any case, but it is important for people to remem-
ber that bacteria are a crucial part of the human biosphere. Bacteria support the 
development of the human immune system and aid other crucial functions, such 
as digestion [37]. While the relationship between bacteria and health is still being 
studied extensively, some researchers have found a connection between higher 
rates of allergies in individuals who practice excessive hygienic practices [37–40]. 
The physician’s role is to promote effective and reasonable prevention methods for 
common diseases while discouraging parents from engaging in any unnecessary or 
overly cautious practices.

Common Misconceptions

Don’t go outside with wet hair. It’s cold out; you’ll catch  
a cold if you don’t wear a coat

The “common cold” is indeed common, with children suffering an average of 6 to 
10 colds per year [41]. A group of viruses called rhinoviruses infiltrates the upper 
respiratory system and causes this contagious infectious disease [42]. Most parents 
identify a common cold by a mixture of symptoms that may include runny nose, 
sore throat, congestion, coughing, fever, and fatigue. Colds present varying symp-
toms and severity. These differences in presentation are a result of the approxi-
mately 200 different strains of virus that can cause the illness [41]. Differences in 
the child’s immunity also contribute to the diversity of experiences with the com-
mon cold [41]. Parents may be surprised to learn that their child may be infected 
with a rhinovirus and show no symptoms at all [41].

Understanding the scientific causes of the common cold is thought to be an 
important step in increasing the use of preventative measures [42]. If parents 
hold inaccurate views about causes, they may avoid certain situations or engage 
in other behaviors that are ineffective in helping them achieve their goal of pre-
venting colds. So-called folk beliefs—commonly accepted wisdom with no scien-
tific basis—about the causes of the common cold have persisted for generations. 
Some of these are erroneous beliefs about what causes colds, such as changes in 
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the weather, cold weather itself, not wearing enough clothing in cold weather, 
going outside in cold weather with wet hair, sleeping with wet hair, teething, 
and walking outside barefoot [42, 43]. Some may also believe that sharing food 
or utensils with a sick individual can transmit the rhinovirus. However, the virus 
does not thrive in saliva or normal human body temperatures [44]. Folk beliefs 
regarding the causes of the common cold remain common in the twenty-first cen-
tury [43]. Among a sample of nearly 200 parents of children younger than 5 years, 
25% believed in five or more of these erroneous notions about colds [43]. Parents 
who follow these folk beliefs sometimes engage in practices that are ineffective at 
reducing transmission of the common cold.

Once a child is already sick, misconceptions also prompt parents to make inef-
fective and sometimes dangerous treatment choices. On the less dangerous end, 
parents may be under the impression that dietary supplements such as Vitamin C, 
Emergen-C, and Airborne reduce the severity of cold symptoms [42]. However, 
there is no evidence to support these claims [44]. Many of these products are taken 
with water or dissolved in water. As adequate hydration is crucial for immune sup-
port during an illness, parents can save their money on these products and instead 
ensure that their children drink enough water when ill. More dangerously, many 
parents purchase and administer over-the-counter (OTC) products containing 
antihistamines and decongestants to their young children [45]. Many parents are 
familiar with OTC antihistamine and decongestant products because they take 
them themselves. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approves these 
OTC medications for use in adults [45]. Parents may assume that the products are 
safe for children [45]. The labels of the products often seem to confirm this mis-
conception. One study found that the labels of many OTC cough and cold prod-
ucts include wording and images that imply safe use among children [45]. The 3 
label attributes that most commonly influenced parents in this study to believe the 
product was safe for children were the word “infant” on the label, infant-related 
images (such as teddy bears or infants themselves), or other wording implying that 
the product is appropriate for children (such as “pediatrician recommended”) [45]. 
In addition to the labels, studies have found that up to half of pediatricians have 
endorsed these products to parents for use among children [46, 47].

Parents and teachers, who are in positions to prevent and manage symptoms 
of children afflicted with common colds, should ideally understand the causes 
and symptom management of these illnesses [42]. Physicians should correct folk 
beliefs when parents express them. For example, while colds appear more com-
mon in cold weather, the temperature is not directly to blame [42]. Instead, the 
cold weather influences people to spend more time indoors, in close quarters, 
assisting the rhinovirus in transmitting from host to host [42]. Additionally, many 
people inaccurately self-diagnose themselves with allergies in the summer, further 
contributing to the impression that colds are a cold weather phenomenon [48].

There is novel yet preliminary research conducted on human cells that indi-
cates colder temperatures lessen the immune system’s ability to kill human cells 
as a method for preventing the spread of the rhinovirus [49]. While an intriguing 
finding, this research is still limited in its clinical or practical applications. The 
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results pertain only to the spread of an already present rhinovirus, so it is not per-
tinent to prevention. Also, while cold temperatures may affect one mechanism to 
prevent and inhibit the spread of infection throughout the body, it may not affect 
other aspects of immune functioning. Finally, as preliminary research, this study 
was performed on human cells rather than humans. Until the field understands 
more, physicians can encourage parents to reduce the spread of the rhinovirus with 
proper hand washing rather than focusing on bundling children up in cold tem-
peratures [42].

As for treatment, both parents and pediatricians should be clear that the FDA 
recommends against the use of antihistamines or decongestants in response to a 
common cold in any child younger than 6 years of age [50]. Not only have stud-
ies failed to find clinical efficacy for the use of these products in children, they 
are also implicated in adverse events resulting in emergency room visits and death 
[45]. These products’ labels and inserts typically include language that advises 
parents to seek consultation from a pediatrician prior to administration in children 
younger than 24 months [45]. These injunctions confuse matters further, because 
they imply that there are cases when a pediatrician would approve the use of these 
products in very young children [45]. Yet to do so would ignore the research that 
has found no evidence that these products are safe and effective for that age group 
[45]. Consequently, pediatricians should carefully advise against the use of these 
products in children younger than 6 years of age [45].

Fevers are dangerous and should be reduced at any cost

Among acute illness in children less than 5 years old, fever is a leading cause 
for concern among parents [7]. Parents may, in part, be concerned with tempera-
ture because it is regularly assessed by medical professionals: pediatricians often 
inquire about temperature and take temperatures during routine office visits; dis-
charge instructions often include directing parents to return if a fever emerges 
[51]. An emphasis on temperature without an accompanying explanation creates 
high vigilance about fever [51]. Parents often attempt to manage their child’s fever 
in an effort to exert personal control over a frightening situation [7]. Regrettably, 
a number of common false beliefs prompt many parents to excessively monitor or 
manage their children’s fevers even when these actions, at best, do not improve 
medical outcomes or, at worst, put their children at greater risk than they were 
before these interventions were attempted [7]. A common misconception is that 
fever is a disease rather than the body’s immunologic response to a threat [51]. 
Due to this one false belief, parents subsequently may hold other misconcep-
tions about the causes of a fever, fever’s role in the healing process, the long-term 
effects of a high fever, and the difference between heating due to fever and over-
heating due to external circumstances (e.g., a hot day) [7, 51]. As such, it is cru-
cial that physicians correctly communicate the causes and recommended symptom 
management of fevers to parents.

Common Misconceptions
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An important component of the immunologic response, fever inhibits the 
growth and spread of viral and bacterial organisms [51]. A fever is a controlled 
process with multiple physiological safeguards that prevent the child’s temperature 
from rising to a degree that could cause harm [52]. Pediatric fevers usually arise 
in response to viral infections [53]. Among infants younger than 6 weeks old, a 
fever is considered a medical emergency, nearly always requiring further testing of 
blood, urine, and spinal fluid. Fevers may be one of the first warning signs of seri-
ous illnesses including meningitis, and physicians may request testing to ensure 
the fever is not linked to meningitis [51]. As such, testing itself may increase par-
ents’ fears about fevers [51]. Parents also worry about febrile convulsions (FC) 
[54], which are seizures accompanying fevers that have no defined cause (e.g., 
they are not indicators of epilepsy, meningitis, etc.) [55, 56]. These convulsions 
typically occur in children ages 6 months through 5 years and are associated with 
a slightly elevated risk of developing epilepsy [54].

Research indicates that parental fears about acute illness stem from beliefs that 
these conditions could cause their children to suffer long-term bodily harm or pos-
sibly die. In one study of parents of young children, parents reported initial fear 
when they perceive their children are in discomfort. Once parents believe that dis-
comfort has advanced to suffering, their anxiety may increase to fear. Many par-
ents in this study viewed suffering as an indication that the illness is severe enough 
to cause irreparable harm. When children suffer from high fevers, parents may 
worry about insidious causes or lasting damage. Parents and physicians alike are 
concerned when fevers are not accompanied by other symptoms of a cold [7]. In 
the absence of viral symptoms, physicians are tasked with identifying less com-
mon sources of infection, such as urinary tract infections, otitis media, or other 
potentially dangerous conditions.

A common belief among parents is that fevers initiated in response to an infec-
tion can spiral “out of control” without intervention [51]. This fear may stem from 
parents’ awareness that children exposed to overly hot external environments (such 
as being left in a car in the sun) can overheat [51]. The difference between the 
body’s internal febrile mechanisms and a body overheating as a result of the envi-
ronment should be made clear. As such, in otherwise healthy children, there are no 
negative effects of fever and fever need not be “treated” [57]. Unnecessary moni-
toring or “prevention” of fever may impede the naturally occurring healing pro-
cess. In a sample of over 300 parents, 52% said they would check their child’s 
temperature at least once an hour to monitor their child’s fever [51]. Waking a 
child every hour will disrupt the body’s ability to fight the infection that initiated 
the febrile response.

In responding to fevers, physicians sometimes recommend cooling via spong-
ing or antipyretics [7]. Cooling is suggested for the purpose of keeping a febrile 
child comfortable [7]. Neither sponging nor antipyretics are needed to prevent 
an impending fever or a current fever from rising because fever is already a con-
trolled process [7]. Even if external cooling was effective in reducing core body 
temperature, fevers arise to meet the demands of the immune system [7]. This 
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crucial element of the child’s recovery should not be removed. Maintaining chil-
dren’s comfort throughout fevers is the paramount goal. Uncomfortable children, 
especially infants, tend to drink less water, eat less, and sleep less than those who 
are kept as comfortable as possible. As hydration, nourishment, and sleep are key 
to immunologic functioning, physicians should recommend supporting these pro-
cesses by keeping children comfortable.

Without understanding the rationale behind such recommendations, parents 
may interpret cooling recommendations as advice administered to “control” the 
fever [7]. Nearly a quarter of parents in one study reportedly sponged their chil-
dren in response to normal temperatures (i.e., 100 degrees or cooler) [51]. Parents 
also reported using cool water for sponging, which initiates an unpleasant shiv-
ering response in febrile children [51]. As cooling is only helpful for reducing 
discomfort, initiating more through shivering is counterproductive. Dangerously, 
18% of parents in this study reported using alcohol to sponge their children [51]. 
Alcohol should not be used for sponging because it can cause dehydration and 
hypoglycemia in young children [51].

Parents may also administer antipyretics, thinking the medication will “control” 
the fever [7]. Antipyretic medications are frequently misused and overused, pos-
sibly as a result of parents’ anxiety to reduce a fever at any cost [58]. Pediatricians 
should clarify with parents that antipyretics are an option to make their child more 
comfortable, but the data are still unclear as to whether they can be used as fever 
reducers per se [52]. For example, the still unclear etiology of FCs means anti-
pyretics are not indicated for this condition, and research shows such medica-
tions are largely ineffective in reducing the frequency of FC occurrence [59, 60]. 
Misconceptions affect clinicians as well as parents. One study found that 50% of 
pediatricians advised their patients to follow the unproven practice of alternating 
the administration of acetaminophen and ibuprofen to treat fever [61]. Instead, 
parents should be informed that there is no research indicating a benefit from alter-
nating doses of acetaminophen with ibuprofen [51]. Troublingly, 85% of parents 
in one study said they would wake their child during the night to administer anti-
pyretics [51]. Similar to the drawbacks of waking a child to monitor temperature, 
disturbing the sleep of a sick child impedes the immune system’s ability to func-
tion maximally. An already sleeping child is unlikely to benefit from any reduction 
in discomfort an antipyretic can bring.

Many parents are afraid that FC can cause long-term harm to their children 
[54]. A large proportion of parents with children who experienced FC believed 
their children might likely die [54]. Parents of children with FC overestimated the 
risk that their child would later develop epilepsy [54]. Parents also overestimated 
the correlation between repeated FCs and brain damage [54]. Many physicians are 
unaware their patients have such extreme fears [54]. In fact, research has found 
very few negative outcomes associated with either one or multiple febrile convul-
sions—there is no established increased risk of death, serious injury, brain dam-
age, or learning disorders [62–64].

Common Misconceptions
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A great deal is known about prevention, treatment, and symptom management of 
the infectious diseases most likely to affect an individual child. Physicians may 
find they need to correct misconceptions about overzealous and generally useless 
prevention strategies among healthy children, such as supplements, antibacte-
rial soap, and other antibacterial cleaning products. Parents may not be aware of 
the limitations of hand washing in decreasing susceptibility to airborne illnesses, 
and thus lack understanding of the recommendation for vaccination against such 
diseases (e.g., influenza). Pediatricians may also need to clarify the difference 
between symptom management (i.e., reducing discomfort) and treatment or cure. 
In particular, many parents cool their children because they believe they are con-
trolling the fever, often at the expense of their child’s comfort. While it is emotion-
ally upsetting to watch one’s child suffer, symptom reducers such as decongestants 
and antihistamines should not be used among very young children, due to the risk 
of overuse and adverse events associated with these medications.

Despite advances in medicine, people view themselves as more at risk than 
ever before [65]. Journalists and scholars have suggested that the media contrib-
utes to this paradox by overemphasizing events that are dramatic, new, and rare 
rather than those most likely to pose an actual risk to the audience [66, 67]. The 
practice of devoting proportionally more airtime and column inches to relatively 
uncommon phenomena, simply because these stories easily capture the atten-
tion of the audience, has been called selective amplification [68]. Many parents 
have a general understanding that the media is prone to this bias. Despite this con-
scious knowledge, repeatedly hearing about a frightening prospect has a way of 
heightening concern even among those who logically understand it is unlikely to 
affect them directly. Consequently, there is an established relationship between 
level of public concern regarding a particular situation and media coverage of that 
event [69]. Conversely, there is little to no relationship between media coverage 
of a phenomenon and its lethality [69]. The hypothesized interpretation of these 
2 facts is that people become worried by events or conditions they encounter the 
most, which are not necessarily those that are the most dangerous to the average 
individual.

Worrying about unlikely phenomena presents 2 challenges. The first is that 
pediatricians spend limited time reassuring parents that the newest, most feared 
infectious disease is unlikely to affect their child and that, in fact, their preven-
tion strategies may be causing more harm than good. The second is that people’s 
attention is diverted from the conditions that do require their focus [5]. Physicians 
can take their patients’ fears seriously by responding with the information the 
media often omits, thus directing parents’ efforts to more productive activities. 
For example, fears about meningitis are likely exacerbated by media coverage of 
the disease [7]. Journalists may report that one of the first symptoms of meningi-
tis is a rash, without providing images of a meningitis-specific rash [7]. As rashes 
are extremely common in children, this partial reporting causes fear and false 
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positives [7]. In addition to assuring parents that meningitis is quite rare, pedia-
tricians can take the parents’ fears seriously by showing images of rashes due to 
meningitis [7]. In this fashion, clinicians can assuage parents’ fears while giving 
them a greater sense of control through the dispersal of accurate and complete 
information.

Conclusion

Physicians are generally not in a position to influence the information their 
patients hear about infectious disease through the media. Clearly there is a delicate 
balance between informing the public about interesting, low-probability events 
and reporting high-probability events that are more likely to affect greater num-
bers [70]. The media have a responsibility to communicate risk accurately to their 
audience as to avoid inciting panic [70]. Given the statistics on media reporting 
and public fear, clinicians can assume that if a story went viral on the Internet, 
parents will ask them about it. When fearful parents inquire about the “disease 
du jour,” pediatricians can first situate the information from the media within the 
broader context of likelihood. They can then direct parents to focus on evidence-
based preventions and treatments. If none are yet established for a new disease, 
pediatricians should share best practices.
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